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Abstract

A theoretical foundation and concrete stimulus-construction methods are provided for studying

motion-firom-spatial-texture without contamination by motion mechanisms sensitive to other aspects

of the signal. Specifically, examples ar constructed of a spcial class of random stimuli called tex-

tare quilts. Although, as we demonstrate experimentally, certain texture quilts display consistent

apparent motion, it is proven that their motion content (a) is unavailable to standard motion analysis

(such as might be accomplished by an Adelson/Bergen motion-energy analyzer, a Watson/Ahumada

motion sensor, or by any elaborated Reichardt detector), and (b) cannot be exposed to standard

motion analysis by any purely temporal signal transformation no matter how nonlinear (e g., temporal

differentiation followed by rectification). Applying such a purely temporal transformation to any tex-

ture quilt produces a spatiotemporal function P whose motion is unavailable to standard motion

analysis: The expected response of every Reichardt detector to P is 0 at every instant in time. The

simplest mechanism sufficient to sense the motion exhibited by texture quilts consists of three succes-

sive stages: (i) a purely spatial linear filter (ii) a rectifier (but not a perfect square law) to transform

regions of large negative or positive responses into regions of high positive values, and (iii) standard

motion analysis.
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Chubb & Sperling: Texture Quilts 2

1. Introduction.

Standard motion anaysis. The extensive literature on the motion of random-dot cinemato-

grams (A.stis, 1970; Julesz, 1971; Braddick, 1973,1974; Lappin & Bell, 1976; Bell & Lappin, 1979;

Baker & Braddick, 1982a. 1982b; Chang & Julesz, 1983a, 1983b, 1985; Ramachandran & Anstis,

1983; Nakayama & Silverman, 1984; van Doom & Koenderink, 1984) points toward the view that a

"short-range system (Braddick, 1973, 1974) submits the raw spatiotemporal luminance function

directly to standard motion analysis (such as might be accomplished by an Adelson/Bergen motion-

energy detector (Adelson & Bergen. 1985), a Watson/Ahmada motion sensor (Watson & Ahumada,

1983a, 1983b, 1985). an elaborated Reichardt detector (van Santen & Sperling, 1984,1985), or some

variants of a gradient detector (Mart & Ullman, 1981; Adelson & Bergen, 1986)).

Fourier and nonFourter mechanisms. An impressive number of observations suggests that

standard motion analysis is not the whole story (Sperling, 1976; Ramachandran, Rao & Vidyasagar,

1973; Petersik, Hicks & Pantle, 1978; Ramachandran, Ginsburg & Anstis, 1983; Lelkins & Koender-

ink, 1984; Derrington & Badcock, 1985; Green, 1986; Panie & Turano, 1986; Derrington & Hen-

ning, 1987; Turano & Pante. 1988; Bowne, McKee & Glaser, 1989; Cavanagh, Arguin & von

Grunau, 1989). In particular, Chubb and Sperling (1987, 1988) have demonstrated a variety of

stimuli that display consistent, unambiguous apparent motion, yet that do not systematically stimulate

mechanisms that apply standard motion analysts directly to luminance. For reasons that will become

clear in Section 2, we call any motion system that applies standard analysis to the raw signal as a

Fourier mechanism, and we refer to any system that applies standard analysis to a nonlinear transfor-

mauon of the signal as a nonFourier mechanism.

Microbalanced stinuli. The methods used by Chubb & Sperling to construct stimuli whose

obvious and consistent motion content cannot be revealed y applying standard motion analysis

directly to luminance are founded on the notion of a inicrobalanced random stimulus. In Section

2.3.5, we show that the expected response of any standard motion analyzer applied directly to any

microbalanced random sumulus is equal to the expected response of the corresponding analyzer tuned
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Chubb & Sperling: Texture Quilts 3

to motion of the same type, but in the opposite direction.

Microbalanced random stimuli allow us to differentially stimulate nonFourier motion mechan-

isms without systematically engaging Fourier mechanisms. This is the source of their importance in

the study of motion perception.

There are probably several types of nonFourier motion mechanisms, distinguished by the dif-

ferent nonlinear transformations they apply to the signal prior to standard motion analysis. In this

paper, we extend the theory of microbalanced random stimuh in order to develop methods for con-

strucung stimuli that selectively engage specific classes of nonFourier mechanisms without stimulat-

ng either Fourier mechanisms or other classes of nonFourier mechanisms.

Pointwise transformations, static nonlinearities. A transformation T is called pointwise if the

output of T at any point (xy. t) in space-time depends only on the (stimulus) input value at that

poinL A nonlinear pointwise transformation sometimes is called a staric nonhrnearty For instance,

simple rectifiers and thresholders are pointwise transformations. In Section 3, we address the problem

of isolating the class of nonFouner mechanisms that apply a simple pointwise transformation prior to

standard motion analysis from the class of all those mechanisms that apply more complicated

transformations. The central result in this Section is proposition 3.2 which provides necessary and

sufficient conditions for a random stimulus I to be such that any pointwise transformation of I is

microbalanced.

Purely temporal transforanons and texture quilts. The results with pomtwise tansformations

are extended in Section 4 to purely temporal transformations (defined in Section 2.2). Whereas, for a

potntwise transformation, the transformed value at the point (x,yt) depends only on the stimulus

value at (x,y,t), in a purely temporal transformation the transformed value at (x,y, t) may depend in

any way whatsoever on the entire history of sumulLs values at (xy). We define the class of stimuli

called texture quilts (Definition 4.1) whose importance derives from the fact (proven in proposition

4.3) that any purely temporal transformation of a texture quilt is microbalanced. Concrete methods
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Chubb & Sperling: Texture Quilts 4

are provided for constructing binary and sinusoidal texture quilts that display consistent motion.

In Section 5, these construction methods are applied in an experiment designed to demonstrate

the effectiveness of three textural properties as carriers of motion information. The textural properties

are (i) spatial frequency variation (ii) orientation variation, and (iii) variation between perceptually

distinct textures with identical expected energy spectra.

2. Preliminaries.

This section states the background facts presupposed by the main discussion of the paper.

2.1. Discrete dynamic visual stimuli.

Notation. Let R denote the real numbers, and Z (Z) the integers (positive integers). We use

square brackets to enclose arguments of discrete functions, and parentheses to enclose arguments of

continuous functions.

The range of a stimulus. We want the term "surmulus" to refer not only to the luminance func-

ion submitted as input to the retina, but to any physiologically reasonable transformation of the spa-

tiotemporal luminance funcuon which might be submitted as input to a component processor of the

visual system. Consequently, although luminance is physically a non-negative quantity, we do not

apply this constraint to the class of functions we admit as stimuli. We allow stimuli to take values

throughout the positive and negative real numbers.

The domain of a stimulus. To remain close to our intuitions about neurally realized visual

processors, we take stimuli to be a functions of the discrete domain Z3 (where the dimensions

correspond to horizontal and vertical space, and time). In addition, for mathematical convenience,

and without loss of physiological plausibility, we require a stimulus to be 0 almost everywhere in its

(infinite) domain.

The definition of a stimulus. We call any function I:ZI - R a stimulus provided

I[x,y,t] = 0 for all but finitely many points ofZ 3.
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Chubb & Sperling: Texture Quills

We shall be considering stimuli as functions of two spatial dimensions x,y and time t.

Stimulus contrast. As is now well-established (e.g., Shapley & Enroth.Cugell, 1984), early

retinal gain-control mechanisms pass not Stimulus luminance, but rather a signal approximating

stimulus contrast, the normalized deviation at each time t of luminance at each point (x,y) in the

visual field from a "background level", or "level of adaptation", which reflects the average luminance

over points proximal to (x,y.t) in space and time. Because the transformation from luminance to

contrast is a processing stage that is general to all of vision, we shall diop reference to mean lumi-

nance L., and characterize L only by its contrast modulationfunction, C:

C _ . (1)

What we shall argue in this paper is that the broad-band spatial filtenng that mediates the step

from luminance to contrast is succeeded by additional filtering stages in which a number of narrowly

tuned spatial filters are applied to the visual signal, their output rectified, ard the resulting spatiotem-

poral signal processed for motion information.

The history of a stimulus at a point in space. For any stimulus 1, any point (x, y) E Z2
, we

define 1(,,), the history of I at (x , y), by setting

1(")[() = Ix,y,t (2)

for allt E Z.

Space-time separable stimuli. A stimulus I is called space-time separable iff I can be

expressed as the product of a spatial function f :Z2 
-+ R and a temporal function g :Z -4 R: For all

(xy,t)e Z
3
,1[x,y,t] = f[xyg[t].

The Fourier transform of a stimulus. Because any stimulus I is nonzero at only a finite

number of points, the energy in I is finite, implying that I has a well-defined Fourier transform.

August 7, 1990
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fact is reflected it!;t hin~w-VasSetAnsfor

1[x,y,t] = 1 ( ic. .~d~d d 4.
(2fo0 0

In th wlbuier domain. vweconsitc y=s wnto indx ftrequ ie-srel-aivetox.0 fequencies relative

to y, and -r frequencies relative to z.

The function 0. We wr-ite 0 for any) fi-ncti that assigns 0 wo each edemen in its dimai:.

Thus. 0 defined on V3 is the stimulus that is zero throu.-m tpaceanid time Wealsw vihee0 for t

temporal function that SetS0[u1l=O0for alle I Z.

2.2. Mappings and stimulus transformrations.

Let 0i be t set of aUl real-valued functions of V1. and call any function of Q into Q a rppir.

(WVe shall need the general notion of a mapping only bridely in order to specify the- subset of well-

behaved mappings called transformations.) For any mapping M and any I e i2, M.1(I) is a real-

valued function of V3: accordingly. ue write M(l)jx.y.hl for the value of M(1) at any point

(X.Y. ) E Z3.

If it is continuous, a function f:PR -+ R submits so a wide range of useful operations. For

instance, if f is continuous. it can be integrated over any finite interval. Of course. f need not be

continuous so meet this condition. For inssace.f is integrable over any finite interval iff is discon-

tinuous at only a finite number of points in any finite interval. 1ff is integrable over any finite inter-

val, and if f also is bounded, then for any function g for which 19 converges, I fg also converges.

In particular, I gconverges if g is a density function. For the results reported here, we ressrict our

attention to a special class of mapping&, which we shall call stimulus transformations, that have
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M is ca:dfr:dy gr.:c.e if, for any

suh . .an 6 asa ugb ' e~d of p m-er a 3Y h Einm=-aL Pinlly. M is

caMd b=.&r d if. for any s=x 1. V. 2nd . _ is is a boc:aId f(ci= uofp o-er the set of

real iers.e

The definition of a stimulus transforination. A shii-d- trorar.,.ion (utisich we Shall

often refer to simply as a zrcr4or-..ion) is a bomdtd finitely in-ibi. m- p*g T such that T(S)

isasd'nulusfr.nmulusS.andT() = 0.

Th=r =-e other reas l onc amr-its we might impose on the notion of a stimulus rnsfora-

tuon. For vwxre, we might require a stimulus n ramn,-ona to be time-im iant and caua. How-

ever. we do not includ these ondtiions in our definition because they are not required for the results

we repo.

Purely tempo:'al stimulus transformations. Let fDT be the set of all functions mapping Z into

R. A transformation H is called purely terporal iff thee exists a function t,.f2T -+ f~r such that

for any stimulus 1. any (x. y. t) e z.

H(l)[x~y~u] = Hr(Io, 1Mt]. (5)

That is, the value at the point (x. y, t) Z
3 

that results from applying H to I depends only on the his-

tory of I at (zv). Since it is obvious from the context, %e drop the distinction between H and Hr.

and allow H to be applid both to full-fledged stimuli and to simple functions of time. Thus, for any

trmporal function P:Z --) R. we shall write I(P) to indicate the temporal function IITr(P).
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pc ejtvr asformations and rectifiers Foaz yfcacskf-.A -)B and S: B -,,C, the

ceorpa4on Sef: A -* -C isgivenby

Sof(a) = g(f(a))(6

foranya e A. For 2nyf:R-+ R.we;call ther mpbgf.ielding b-adotempral finctionfeI

%i=ue appl;ed to stin Ins .apormwze snping (becamme its output -.ml= at any pd=n in spa-etsme

depends only on its input value at that poini).

As isceide.f is an fonnaton iff01 f (0) =0. (11)f is onded on Rand (ii) f is

integabe over any hounded real interval. A sansft,.w"'cxf.is called apositvehaf-wA~e rectifier

iff isasonotanically increasing. and f Iv] = 0 fora211 v ig ( f is caed a regaive hal,-f wave rectifier

iff is monotonically decreasing, and f [v = 0 fre v 0. Fsnaly.foismclled afudi-wave rectifier if

f is a monwtoncally increasing function of absolut vajlue.

Linear, shift-invariant (LSI) transformations. For any offset ir e VA. define h :ltmapping S

by

gIf = JM-'Y) (7)

for anyl I Es . Thus S(J) is derived by shifting I by the offse) in V. Any mapping M is caled

sh4t-invariani iff

SWON(1) = Af(SV(J) (8)

for anyVE V. any I e f. Inaddition.M islAueiffforanyl.d E 0. any realwnumbers candX

M (XIc+).V) = ixf () +%M (J). (9)

As is wel known, any linear, shift-invariant (LS)) transforration can be expressed as a convolution,

(k1I)[u] = k[u-v)] (10)
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for sccnekZ 3 -i+R. Tbefimclok is called Iheim;zeresponse of the trzafmati on k..

2.3. Random stimuli.

Forany real radom ivariableX with dcnsityf .v6ev6nzeE[X] for the cxpeciarron of X:

E[M = I xf(z) dr-11

The notion of a random stimulus genaralizes tha of a (non-random) stimulus in that the values

assigned points in space-time by arandom stimulus are random variables (with finite vaiances) ratlher

than Constants.

The definition of a random stimulus. Call any family (R [xy, t1I (z. y, t) c-Ze) ofjointly

distributed random variables a random stimunlus proviiled

(i) R[z. y, I I is constant and equal to 0for all but finitely many (xy. z) E

and

(C)4R~x.y11] eXiSLS for all (X,Y. 1) E
3

As with non-random stimuli, we wite R for the Fourier transform of any random stimulus R; and, for

any X= (x, y) e Z2 we write R xfor the temporal random function defined by

RxrtJ = R[X.hJ (12)
fc. all times: I Z.

Space-time separable random stimuli. We call a random stimulus R space-time separable iff

R is space-time separable with probability 1.

Constant stimuli. Any ordinary stimulus can be regarded as a random stimulus that does not

vary across independent realizations. We call such such unvarying stimuli constant.

The motion.rrom.Fourier-components principle. Parseval's relation states that the energy

in a stimulus is proportional to the energy in its Fourier trnsform. Individual spatiotetoporal Fourier

components are drifting sinusoidal gratngs. Thus, we can add up the energy in a dynamic visual

stimulus either point-by-point in space-time, or drifting sinusoid by drifting sinusoid. A commonly
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encountered rule of thumb (Watson, Ahumada & Farrell, 1986; Watson & Ahumada. 1983b; van San-

ten & Sperling, 1985) for predicting the apparent motion of an arbitrary stimulus I[x, y,] =f [x, t]

(constant in dfe vertical dimension of space). is the mtion-frora-Fodier-components principle: Fori

regard asa hn combination of drifting sinusoidal gratings if most off's energy is contributed by

rightward-drifting gratings, then perceived motion should be to the righL If most of the energy

resides in the leftward-drifting gratings. perceived motion should be to the left. Otherwise should

manifest no decisive motion in either direction.

Drift-balanced random stimuli. The class of drift-balanced random stimuli (Chubb & Sper-

hng. 1987. 1988) provides a rich pool of counteraxamples to the motion-from-Fourier-components

principle. A random stimulus R is :rft balanced iff the expected energy in R of each drifting

sinusoidal component is equal to the expected energy of the component of the same spatial frequency,

drifting at the same rate, but in the opposite direction. The term drift balanced is defined formally as

follows.

Definition of a drift-balanced random stimulus. Call any random stimulus R drift balanced

iff

E[IRea.e, )l2]= EIR is. . -)Ij(13)

for all (CO, 0. T) E R3.1

Thus, for any class of spatiotemporal hnear receptors tuned to stimulus energy in a certain spa-

totemporal frequency band, a drift-balanced random sumulus will, on the average, stimulate equally

well those receptors tuned to the corresponding band of opposite temporal orientation.

Microbalanced random stimuli. Consider the following two-flash stimulus S: In flash 1, a

bright spot (call it Spot 1) appears. In flash 2. Spot I disappears, and two new spots appear, one to the

left and one symmetrically to the nght of Spot 1. As one might suppose, S is drift balanced. On the

.Fo a proof that tic expected emrgy of the Fconrr tinsform of any rmdoms isutus is everyher welldefined see
Chubb & Spe I$. 1988. itpedrix A
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other hand, it is equally clear that a Fourier motion detector whose spatial reach encompasses the

location of Spot I and only one of the Spots in fiailt 2 may well be stimulated in a fixed direction by

S. Thus, although S is drift balanced. some Fourier motion detectors may be stimulated strongly and

systematically by S. These detectors can be differentially selected by spatial windowing, and thereby

the drift-balanced stimulus S is converted into a non-drift-balanced stimulus by multiplying it by an

appropriate space-time separable function. The following subclass of drift-balanced random stimuli

cannot be made non-drift-balanced by space-time separable windowing.

Definition of a microbalanced random stimulus. Call any random stimulus I microbalanced

iff the product WI is drift balanced for any space-time separable function W.

One can think of the multiplying function W as a "window" through which a spatiotemporal

subregion of I can be "viewed" in isolation. The space-time separability of W insures that IV is

"transparent" with respect to the motion-contest of the region to which it is applied: W does not dis-

tort I's motion with any motion content of its own. The fact that I is microbalanced means that any

subregion of I encountered through a "motion-transparent window" is drift balanced.

The following characterization of the class of microbalanced random stimuli, and all other

results stated without proof in this section are from Chubb and Sperling (1988).

23.1. A random stimulus I is nucrobalanced ifand only if

E[l(x.yt [xy','-(x,y.']l[x'~ t]] = 0 (14)

for allx,y,t,Xi,Y,t' E Z.

Some other relevant facts about microbalanced random stimuli:

23.2. For any independent microbalanced random stimuli l andJ,

I. the product IJ is microbalanced,

and

II. the convolution I * J is mcrobalanced.
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2.3.3. (a) Any space-time separable random stimulus is ,nicrobalanced; (b) any constant microbal-

anced stimulus isspace-time separable.

The following result is useful in constucting a wide range of microbalancid random stimuli

which display strikcing apparent motion.

2.3.4. Let r be afamily of pairwisc independent, microbalanced random stimuli. all but at most one

of which have expectation 0. Then any linear combination of f'is ,nicrbalanced.

Reichardt detectors and microbalanced random stimuli. Two Fourier motion detectors pro-

posed for psychophysical data (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1983a, 1983b) can be

recast as Reichardt detectors (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985). The

Reichardt detector has many useful properties as a motion detector without regard to its specific

instantiation (van Santen & Sperling, 1984, 1985).

FIG I

Figure I shows a diagram of the Reichardt detector. It consists of spatial receptors character-

ized by spatial functions ft and f 2. temporal filters gl* and 82*, Multipliers, a differencer, and

another temporal filter h*. The spatial receptors f.i=1, 2, act on the input stimulus I to produce

intermediate outputs,

y'[t11 fdlx'y]Jlx'y.tl. (15)
(.,)c Z'

At the next stage, each temporal filter gj * transforms its input y, (z , j = 1, 2), yielding four temporal

output functions: gj * y,. The left and right multipliers then compute the products

[Yis gill]1 [Y2* 82t11 and [Yt* *A] [2,1 Y2* gilt)] respectively, (16)

and the differencer subtracts the output from the right multiplier from that of the left multiplier:

D (t) = [yt * gilti (1 Y2* 9211]] - [Yt * 921t]} [Y2* 9111] .1 (17)
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Fig. I. The Reichardt detector. Let I be a random stimulus. Then, in response to 1, for i = 1,2, the box
containing the spatial function f, :Z2 

-+ R, outputs the temporal function, Y f, jx, y ] [x, y, t]; each of

the boxes marked g, * outputs the convolution of its input with the temporal function g,:Z --> R; each of
the boxes marked with a multiplicauon sign outputs the product of its inputs, the box marked with a minus
sign outputs its left input minus its nght, and the box containing h* outputs the convolution of its input
with the temporal function h.Z - R. To see how the Reichardt detector senses motion, suppose f2 is
identical to f1. but shifted in space by some offset, and suppose the filters g * do not alter their input,
while the filters 92* simply delay their input by some amount 8, of time. Then a rigidly translating pattern
moving in the direction of box f2 's offset from box f i will elicit some time-varying response from box f1,
and the same response a short time later from box f 2. If that "short time later" is precisely 8,, the output of
the nghthand multiplier will be posituve as long as the pattern keeps drifting. This will result in a net nega
uve Reichardt detector output. If the pattern drift is in the opposite direction, the deeector response will be
positive.
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The final output is produced by applying the filter h, whose purpose is to smooth the time-varying,

differencer output D. Since many Fourier mechanisms can be expressed as, or closely approximated

by, Reichardt detectors (van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Adelson & Bergen. 1985.1986). the following

characterization of the class of microbalanced stimuli can be regarded as the cornerstone of the claim

that microbalanced random stimuli bypass Fourier motion mechanisms.

2.3.5. For any random stimulus 1., the following conditions are equivalent:

1.1 is microbalanced.

2. the expected response of every Reichardt detector to I is 0 at every instant in 1ime

Proof. Chubb & Sperling (1988) proved that I implies II. To obtain the reverse implication, note that

if !] holds, then, in particular, for any points (x,y),(x',y')e Z2 
and any 8, r Z, the expected

response to ) is the temporal function 0 for a particular simple Reichardt detector that computes

l[x,y,t]J[x',y',t -8,] - l(x,y,t -8,]l[x',y,t]. (18)

This Reichardt detector is constructed by making (i) f t (of Fig. 1) the function that takes the value I

at (x,y) and 0 everywhere else, (ii)f 2 the function that takes the value 1 at (x', y') and 0 everywhere

else, (w) each of gl* and h the identity transformation, and (Iv) 82* the filter that delays its input

by 8, units of time. However, if the expected response to 1 is 0 throughout time for any such

Retchardt detector, then Eq. (14) holds, and proposition 2.3.1 implies that I is microbalanced. I

3. Random stimuli microbalanced under all pointwise transformations.

The main purpose of this paper is to provide tools for differentially stimulating specific types of

nonFouner motion mechanisms without engaging either Fourier mechanisms or other types of non-

Fourier mechanisms. A nonFouner motion mechanism is one that applies an imtial nonlinear

transformation to the visual signal and subjects the output to standard motion analysis. In this section,

we provide some results relevant to the psychophysical problem of stimulating nonFouner mechan-
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isms whose initial transformadon is nonpointwise without engaging any mechanism whose initial

transformation is pointwise. The main finding is stated in proposition 3.2, which provides necessary

and sufficient conditions for a random stimulus I to be such that fol is microbalanced for any point-

wise transformation f.. In Section 4 we shall apply this result to construct random stimuli (texture

quilts) which are microbalanced, and are, moreover, guaranteed to remain microbalanced after any

purely temporal transformation. Such stimuli are useful for selectively stimulating nonFourier motion

mechanisms that-extract motion information from stimuli that have undergone nonlinear sparta

stimulus transformations.

We begin by considering an example of a stimulus (Chubb & Sperling, 1987, 1988) that is

microbalanced under all polntwise transformations, but whose motion can be revealed by a purely

temporal nonlinear transformation.

3.1. Stimulus J: Traveling reversal of a random blacklor-.ihite vertical bar pattern. Let

M E Z .We construct the random stimulus J of M +1 frames indexed 0, 1..M, each of which con-

tains Af vertical bars, indexed 1,2...,M from left to right. In frame 0 of stinulus J, all 3t vertical

bars first appear. The contrast of each bar is I or -1 with equal probability, and bar contrasts are

jointly independent. In each successive frame m, n = 1,2,....A, the mA rectangle flips its contrast

to I if its previous contrast was -I; otherwise it flips from I to -1. In frame 1, rectangle I fltps con-

trast; in frame 2. rectangle 2 flips, and in successive frames, succeseive rectangles flip contrast from

left to right, until the Mth rectangle flips in frame At, after which all the rectangles turn off. An xt

cross-section of frames 0 to A of J is shown in Fig. 2a.

FIG 2

The traveling contrast-reversal, stimulus J, is easily expressed as a sum of pairwise tndepen-

dent, space-time separable random stimuli, all with expectation 0; thus propositions 2.3.3a and 2.3.4

imply that J is microbalanced. Moreover, it is easy to see that, because J's frames are comprised of
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Fig. 2. Exposing the motion of the traveling conrast-reversal of the random black.or.white vertical bar
pattern J to standard mosion-analysis. (a) An xi cross-section ofJ. (b) An xt cross-section of the partial
derivative of J with respect to time. (c) An xt cross-section of a Jat 1. Each of J and VJlt is microhal-
anced. However, iaJ/t I is not. In particular, laJ/atI has most of its energy at those frequencies whose
velocity is equal to the velocity of he traveling contrast.reversal.
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only two values, any pointwise transformation of J merely serves to rescale each of J's frames, and

to shift it by a constant: that is, for any f:R-oR,f =2J +K, where XE 1R, and K is a stimulus

that assigns a constant value across all points at which J is nonzero. Clcarlyf.J is another micro-

balanced random function (This follows easily from proposition 2.3.4). Thus, pointwise transforma-

tions fail to expose J's motion.

Exposing J's motion to standard analysis. Perhaps the simplest way to extract J's motion is

to full-wave rectify the partial derivative of J taken with respect to time. The stages of this transfor-

mation are illustrated in Figs. 2b and 2c. Fig. 2b shows Vaiit. This function is itself microbalanced

(propositions 2.3.2 I. and 2.3.3a imply that any purely temporal LSI transformation of a microbal-

anced random stumulus is microbalanced). However, 3Ji/t I (Fig. 2c) has most of its energy at those

spatiotempora frequencies whose velocity is equal to the velocity of the traveling contrast-reversal

whose moton we wish to detect. Thus we see that, although J's motion cannot be exposed to stan-

dard analysis by a simple pontwise transformation, a temporal linear filter followed by a pointwise

nonlincarty does suffice.

We turn now to the problem of supulating the general conditons that a random stimulus I must

satisfy so that fol will be microbalanced for any pointwise transformation f.. Call any random

stimulus I microbalanced under a given transformation T iff T(I) is microbalanced.

We state the following basic proposition (3.2) and its subsequent corollary (3.3) for conunu-

ously distributed random sumuh. The corresponding result for discretely distributed random stimuli

is simpler and should be evident.

3.2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a random stimulus tt be microbalanced under all

pointwise transformations. Let I be a random stinulus such that for any (xy, t), (x', y', ') 6 Z3

(I [x. y. t], i[x', y',' ]) has a contnuous joint density. Then the following conditons are equivalent-

I I is microbalanced under all pointwise transformanons
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2. For all xy,t,Yy', t' e Z, the joint density f of (Ilx,y.t],I[x,y',t']) and the joint

density g of (I [xy, t' 1, 1 x' ,y, t]) satisfy

f(pq)+f(qp) = g(p,q)+g(qp) (19)

for any p, q E R such thatp # O and q #0.

Proof. Set c=J[x,yt], )k=lx',y', yJfx,y,tJ, and v=I[x',y',t]. Thus, (ic,) is distri-

buted in R2 
with densityf and (yv) is distributed with density g.

(2. implies I.): By definition of any pomtwise transformation h e, we have h (0)= 0. Thus we need

integrate only over values of ic and X. which are both nonzero in computing the expectation

E [h (t) h(%)] In particular, if Eq. (19) is satisfied for all p * 0 and q *0, then he! is microbalanced

since

E(h ( W = . [Jf h(p)h(q)f(P.q)dpdq + 
h (q

)
h (p ) f (q

. p ) d q d

= ..[ h(p)h(q)f(P,q)dpdq + tJh(p)h(q)f(q,p)dpdq]
2(20

= .-ffh(p)h(q)(f(pq)+f(qp))dpdq 
(20)

2IRR

= *th(p)h(q)(g(pq)+g(q,p))dpdq = Eih(y)h(v).

(Note: the boundedness & finite integrability ofh ensure that these expectations exisL)

(Not 2. implies not 1.): On the other hand, suppose Eq. (19) fails for some

x,yx', y',t'e Z. One way in which this might happen is iff(r,r) > g(r,r) for some nonzero

r E R. In this case, there exists a neighborhood N of r, not including 0, such that

f(m,n)>g(m,n)forallm,n e N. Thus, for the function h:R - R defined by

rI ifn E N,
h(n) = otherwise, (21)

he is a pointwise transformation (the function h is bounded on R, finitely integrable, and h (0) = 0)

However, he) is not microbalanced since
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BCh h Q.)] = Jf(mn)dmdn > Ifg(mn)dmdn = E[h(y)h(v)]. (22)

To recapitulate, if Condition 2 fails because there exists a nonzero r : R for which f (r, r) * g (r. r),

then Condition I fails (I is not microbalanced under all pointwise transformations).

The only other way in which Condition 2 can fail is iff (r, r) = g (r, r) for all r # 0 in R. but

for somepq e R. with neitherp norq equal to 0,f (pq)+f(qp)> g(pq)+g(qp). In this

case, we obtain disjoint neighborhoods M of p and N of q. neither including 0. such that

f (m.n )+ f (nm) > g(m, n)+ g(n.m) (23)

for all M E , 1n a N; consequently,

fff(n,n)+f(n,m)dmd, > .fg(m.,n)+g(nm)dmdn. (24)

fmn MN

Moreover, since-by assumpton-f (p, p)=g(p.p) and f(q.q) =g(q,q), we can tailor the

neighborhoods Al and N to make the difference

[ f(mm')dmdm'+JJf(n.n') d dn - [ g(mm')dmdrn'+J)g(n~n')dndn](25)

as small as we want. Consider, then, the function h :R - R defined by

[I ifu E M UN,
h(u) 0 otherwise. (26)

Again, he is a pointwise transformauon. However, h a 1 fails again to be microbalanced because, for

suitably tailored M and N,

E(h (x) h (%)] = R f(u v) du dv + 9f (u,v) dudv + 1f (u, v) + f(v,u) du dv

> g (uv)dudv + g(a, v) du dv + J g(uv)+g(v,u) dud = E [h(y) h (v)u . 27)

3.3. Corollary. Let I be a random stimulus such that for all (x, y. t), (x'. y', t') Z3, the pair

(I [x .y, t 1, [x , y', (I) has a continuous joint density. Then I is mirobalanced under all pointwise

transformations if the following condition holds for all x, y, t, x' , Yt Z. For f the joint density
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of(I[x.y.tOiL['.Y.(DI.ar.dsz je.r dgjeoy[, y..fl; [.j. j ). .e-

f (p.q)= (P.q) f- 2u p.q E R.p CO.q O. (29)

or

Amp~) = S(q.p) far 211 p.q r= I4p *eOq *e. M9

Proof. If Eq. (28) hl fcesoc(-.y.t).(e'.y'.) 6 Zwt e al oh=

f(q.p)= g(q.p) fcr 211 .q6p4 *O.q eO.

and we obtain Fq. (19) by add.g Eq. (2Z) =d Eq. (30). Tbe = reaoning z.s fcc Eq.

(29). 11

A random stimulus micobabnced trid- all poitwise vansoxnmations. bia qite, differeat from

J of example 3.1 is the following. suggested by J. Lzppin (1989).

3.4. Stimulus K: Rotating random dot Cylinder. Constrct K by taking the Paae piojection of a

set of points on (anfor inside) the surface of a cylindermo tting arou~nd a %rtical axis. Let the contrast

values of the points be independent. identically distrib-d ra ndom vzriables. As is well kowr,,hen

properly constrtcted, K can display a -cry strong kinetic depth effect, with dots moving in one direc-

tion seen as being in the front of the axis of rotation, and dots moving in the other direction seen as

being in the back (UlIman, 1979; Dosher. Landy. & Sperling. 1989). Nonetheless. K is microbal-

anced under all pointwise transformations: All of K's systematic motion is horirontal; thus, we can

drop reference to y, and note that for any x, .,x' i. the joint distribution of (K x. i), K[x'. (']) is

identical to that of (K [x. e 1, K [x', t }). Hence, by Corollary 3.3. Condition (3). K is mi:robalanced

under all pointwtse transformations.

4. Texture quilts.

The rest of this paper is devoted to illustratiig how the results of Section 3 can be applied to

construct sumuh which display consistent apparent motion that cannot be exposed to standard
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As Mleaaid ia ig3. z 4h est tsfiorsue =cf=to cs Theo t on ftxu =

Ibe sai~zl fik-es. will respood withb %-zx3g caug) dtoc-bbout regions of the viscal field. depenzd-

igon whethier or n01 the t=aues to uitichl it is end p'np'i= those regions Fouevr. te onspct of

a linear filler to a textue is positive cc negtive depending on te local phase of the ==-~e. The pin-

pose of reciraicon is to transform regions of bigh-varine so r espninto regionso high avWere

value thu insuring tha the rectified output registers the presence or absence of texture. independent

of ptiase. 71-e result T(Q) is a spatioteniporal function %;hose v-Am reflects; the local twxure prefer-

ences of so ii the vistial field as a funtction of time (Bergen & Adelson. 1988; Carli. 1985)3

The essential trick in all the quilt examples we consider is to patch together vwarious brief

displays of static. random texture, takng appropriate measures to ensure that the resultant stimulus

satisfies thie following definition.

4.1. Definition of a textUre quilt. Let A cZV be asetof points intspace. and let t. i . r,i be a

strictly mcreasing sequence of times, with T = (t I tos t < tN). Call any random stimulus Q satis-

fying the following conditions a text ure quilt:

(i) Q assigns 0to all points outside A x T.

1P tun .1 inear filster foflUntd Ly * powmu in c rascny cunsv sibtarnity hiuju order Votini kernets.
&pcn. Zon te odo h Taylor sents of the poseauc n rsfomtstin Hon ee, if' ut ke thre recutcr of step(.) so

beReci (x) = Xa * sm tlis sqmrad owpas of a spatial fiter is s secnordoner spofot tritrsforinrsisr Sunrdrnotionn
sitntysis is Yet a.-r secnd order srsafommatiess 7bus. bwr e arubject the s"red fiters cauwu to snsdrd Motin
auratylus. %Ve wi sPptyaus a tenet order eoentoe
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Fig 3. Fore adnn ie mto u hnsm_() orermtonmcanssapl tadr

moion analys to a nonlinar ransfor tion of luminance. (b) A simple no.Fourier mechanism applies a

signal transformation comprised ofa spasotempora l near filter, followed by a pointwise nonlinearity. The
Ss milicate spatial and temporal conolution, respectively, and * indicates multiplication. The filtering

performed in (b) is roughly point%%se in time (the temporal impulse response b2 approximates an impulse),
and the nonlmnearity applied is a full-wave rectifier. This system (with appropriately chosen spatial filter.
bl) will extract the motion of the texture quilts shown in Figs. 4b. 5d, 6c, and 6d. It will not extract the
motion of stimulus J. the traveling contrast-reversal of the random vertical bar pattern shown in Fig. 2a.
(c) A spatially potntwise (the spatial impulse response cl approximates an impulse), system with a flicker-
sensitive temporal filter and a full-wave rectifier. Because of the flicker sensitivity, this mechanism will
extract the motion of the traveling contrast-reversal of the random vertical bar pattern shown in Fig. 2a but
not the motion of the textur quilts shown in Figs. 4b, 5d, 6c. and 6d. (d) The temporal filter d2 averages
the temporal filters b2 and c2. and the potntwis= nonlinearity is a full-wave rectifier. With an appropriate
spatial filter d 1. ths nonFouner system extracts the motion of any corresponding texture quilt as well as the
motion of the traveling contrast-reversal of the random vertical bar pattern shown in Fig. 2a. However, it
would be less well-sutted to these tasks than the detectors shown in (b) and (c) whose temporal filters it
averages.
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(56) For i =0. , -. the random -.-Jam assind by Q to pointts in A at time it

Tetm2 unchanged trail time t,,.

(-)Jr.depeder'.ce. For = 0. - -1. t random mitimnliQ'. defined for all points

ai in space and all times r, by

( fr[t t tj:r< tA.ae A
Q[th 0 OrAerwvise (32)

a jointlyudepeden t.

(iv) Smrery. For any a.J, eA. and any r e T. the joint distribution of

(Q[. :it. Q [P. t)) is identical to the joint distribution of (Q f[. t, Q [o. t]).

Terminology, Call A and T respectively Q s spatial and temporal regions of activity, and for

i = 0.-,N-, call ft I ri : t < ti,1j the i' tirneblock of Q.

The empirical usefulness of texture quills derives from proposition 4.3 in conjunction with the

fact that it is easy to construct various sons of exture quilts which display consistent apparent motion

across indepcndent realizations. The proof of proposition 4.3 is eased by the following

4.2. Lemma. Let Q be a teture quilt with spatial region of activity A. Then for any CE. 0 e A. the

pair of termporalfunctions (Q.. Qp) is distributed identically to the reverse pair (Q , Q4.

Proof. From Definition 4.1 (1 and (ii) note that for temporal functions P and R, the density of the

joint assignment (Q., Qp) = (P.R) is 0 unless each of P and R is constant throughout each time-

block, and 0 outside T. Thus. any P and R for which the joint assignment (QO. QA) = (P. R) has

nonzero density are completely determined by the values P[t,]=p,. and R[t,J=r,. for

i = 0, l._,N-l; Forf1 the joint density of (Qaf(t,, Qi[tj]). Definition 4.1 (iii) thus implies that the

density of the joint assignment (Q, QO) = (P,R) is

IV-]
f, (p,. r,). (33)
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Bus by Definition 4.1 (Wv),the quantity (33) is equal to

fi f,(-pi), (34)

whic is densyofhe revreoccuence that (q,QO) (p.R).

43. Texture quilts are microbalauced under purely temporal transformations.

L.Any teIur quilt with a con ios JoWs densitry is microbolauiced under allpurelyten

porol. continuouts tranSfornationx.

11. Any discretely distributed texture quill is microbalanced under all purely temporal

transjbrrnat ions.

Proof of 1. Let Q be a texture quilt with a continuous joint density, and let 4) be an arbitrary purely

temporal, continuous trnsformation. We must prove tat O4Q) is microbalanced. we can, of

course, accomplish this by proving that 4,(Q) is microbalanced under all pointwise transformations

(since, in particular, the identity transformation is pointwise). This turns out to be a convenient

approach.

Letca.,Pbe points in space. and let tand u be points in time. Because 0 is bounded and con.

tinuous and Q has a continuous joint density, we know that the joint density f of

((D(Q)lcs, t . CD{Q)lj3, u ))and the joint density g of (4O(Q)[0. t), 0(Q)[ct, u]) both exist and are con-

tinuous on R?2 . We shall show for any (p. r) e Wt with neither p nor r equal to 0. that either

f(p~r) =g(p. r) orf (p. r)=g(r.p). Theproposition will then follow from corollary 3.3.

CaseI: At least one of aor pis outside A. Suppose cris outside A. Then by Definition 4.1 (i).

Q,,=0, hence 4'(Q)Io~i] = O(Q)[aeu) = 0. Consequently, f(p~r)=g(r,p)=O0 whenever

p # 0. Thus Eq. (29) holds vacuously, with

f (p. r) = g (r, p) = 0 for all p.r r: R,p It0,r ;0. (35)

Case 2: Bothcatd 0are in A. Let F be the joint density of (Q., QOand G the joint densiiy
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of(QpQo). By lemma4.2,F = G. Clearly, then. for F the joint density of (4(Q .)(Qp)) and

Go the joint density of ( CW(Q),0(20 )), it followstiatF, = Go. For any p. r e R, recall that

f(pr) is the density of the co-occurrence that 4(l)[, t] = p. and O(Q)[, u] = r, but this is

precisely the density of the event that ( (M[],c(Qp~u]) = (p,r). This density, however, is

equal to the integral of Fe over all pairs of temporal functions (P,R) such that P[t]=p and

R[u]=r. Similarly, g(pr) is the density of the co-occurrence that O(Q)[P.t =p, and

O(Q)[c, u] = r, but this is the density of the event that (Ci(QO[t], O(Q[u]) = (p, r), which is

equal to the integral of Go over all pairs of temporal functions (P,R) such that P[t]=p and

R u]=r. However, as we have already noted, F, = Gv, implying thatf = g. Apply corollary

3.3 to complete the proof. I

The proof of It is similar.

The rest of Section 4 is devoted to showing how to construct two kinds of simple texture quilts.

In Section 5, we apply these construction techniques in an experiment to investigate what sorts of tex-

tural characteristics are actually processed for motion infonnation by the visual system.

4.4. Binary texture quilts.

4.4.1. A general technique for constructing binary texture quilts. The simplest sorts of texture

quilts involve only two contrast values. As in Definition 4.1, let T = (t li t0  t < trN be the temporal

region of activity, with new timeblocks beginning at times to, t.. t,-. Let A be the spatial

region of activity. Associate with timeblocks i = 0, 1.N-I spatial functions f, (called time block

pictures), each of wuch is 0 everywhere outside A, and takes only the values 1 and -1 within A. In

addition, associate with timeblocks 0 through N.1 a family

00, 01 . .- - -] (36)

of jointly independent random variables, each of which takes the value I or -1 with equal probability
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Then, for =0,1. N-. set

f[xf Y] iftisinimeblocki,
B[ ,t] = otherwise,

and constnuct the random stimulus

B = 4i0Bo + 4i1B, +...+ ,V-IB-1. (38)

It is easy to see that B is a texture quill First, the functions Bi are defined to satisfy Definition

4.1 (i) and (ii). The joint independence of the random variables , ensures that B satisfies Definition

4.1 (iii). To see that Definition 4.1 (iv) is satisfied, note that for any a, P 4 A, either (i)

B, c.,]=B,[t3,t,Ior(ii)B,(a,t,I=-Bi[ [, t,]. In case (i),

B (a, t,] = , B, [a, ii) = 0, B.(10, 1,] B [1, 1J., (39)

implying that the pair (B [oC, t, 1, B [3, r, ]) is distributed identically to the pair (B [to, t, ], B (at,' 1) (each

pair with an equal probability of taking the value (I, I) or (-1,-I)). In case (ii)

B [a, t,I = -B lto, t,], (40)

and the pair (B [a, ,J, B [, t, )) is distributed identically to the pair (B[[i, t, ]B [, [t,), each with an

equal probability of assuming the value (1,-i) or (-1, 1). Thus Definition 4.1 (iv) is satisfied along

with 4.1 (i), (u) and (ih).

4.4.2. Stimulus: The sidestepping, randomly contrast-reversing, vertical edge. In Fig. 4b are

displayed the 9 timeblock pictures comprising a particularly simple binary texture quilt. Note that the

vertical dimension of Fig. 4b combines time and vertical space, precisely as a strip of movie film,

scanned vertically, combines time & space. Timeblock pictures are separated by grey lines. Fig. 4a

shows the timeblock pictures fo through f, used in the construction. fo assigns the value -1 to all

points (x, y) of the horizontal rectangle comprising the spatial region of activity, A. f t assigns 1 to

the points in the leftmost eighth of A. and -i to the points in the right seven eighths. The timeblock

pictures f 2 through fs continue to shift the vertical edge rightward through A until, in picture 8, A is

uniformly 1. Multiplying each timeblock picture i = 1,2,....9 by its associated random variable 0,
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yields, in this particular realization, the stimulus given in Fig. 4b.

FIG 4

The construction of the side-stepping contrast-reversing edge (Fig. 4b) is symmetric to the con-

struction of the traveling contrast-reversal of a random black-or-white vertical bar pattern (J in Fig.

2a). Transposing the x and t dimensions in Fig. 4b gives the xt -cross section of a random stimulus J

(e.g., Fig. 2a). This stimulus exhibits an unusual symmety between space and time. Whereas the

texture quilt of Fig. 4b is microbalanced under all purely temporal transformations, its transpose J

(Fig. 2b) is microbalanced under all purely spatial transformations. Extracting motion -from J

requires temporal filtenng followed by a nonlinearity. This process is essentially different from the

process by which motion is extracted from texture quilts (e.g., Figs. 4b, 7a, 7b and 7c) which requires

a spatial nonlnearity.

4.4.3. Stimulus: Oppositely oriented static squarewaves selected by a drifting grating. Figure 5d

shows the four timeblock pictures comprising another binary texture quilt constructed using technique

4.4.1. In Fig. 5a is shown a probabilistically defined sinewave grating, a stimulus whose motion is

readily extracted by standard motion analysis. In Figs. 5bl and 5b2 are shown static vertical and hor-

izontal squarewave gratings. The stimulus of Fig. Sc is obtained by using Fig. 5a to select between

the vertical and horizontal gratings of Figs. 5bi and 5b2. If the function of Fig. 5a is 1 at a certain

point in space-time, the corresponding point in Fig. 5c is assigned the value of the corresponding

point in Fig. 5bl; otherwise the point in Fig. 5c is assigned the value of the corresponding point in

Fig. 5b2. Although Figs. Sc and 5d look similar, they differ in an important respect: the stimulus of

Fig. 5d is microbalanced under all purely temporal transformations, while that of Fig. 5c is not micro-

balanced It is possible to design Fourier mechanisms to detect the motion of Fig. 5c, but not that of

Fig. 5d. The critical difference is that the timeblock pictures of Fig. 5d are jointly independent, while

those of Fig. 5c are not: Fig. 5d is obtained by randomly reversing the contrasts of the timeblock pic-
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Fig. 4. Edge.driven motion from an ordinary edge and from a binary texture quilt. (a) A rightward moving

light-dark edge visible to Fourier and nonFouner motion systems. Nine entire frames ae shown; each

frame consists of an area of contrast +1 and area of contrast .1. (b) A realization of the sidestepping, ran-

domly contrast.reversing vertical edge. This random stimulus is a texture quilt and hence microbalanced

under all purely temporal transformations: that is, its rightward motion would be inaccessible to standard

motion analysis even if this analysis were preceded by an arbitrary, purely temporal transformation. Each

frame of (t) was derived from the corresponding frame of (a) by multiplying the entire frane by a random

variable that takes the value I or -1 with equsl probability. The frame random variables are jointly

independent. A straghtforward way to extract the motion of this texture quilt is to (i) apply a linear filter

sensitive to vertical edges, (ii) rectify the filtered output, and (ii) submit the result to standard motion

analysis.
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tures of Fig. 5c.

FIG 5

4.5. Sinusoidal texture quilts.

It is not difficult to elaborate technique 4.4.1 to a method for constructing quilts involving tex-

-ures of. arbitrarily manycontrast values. We illustrate the principle in the construction of quilts

comprised of patches of sinusoidal grating.

4.5.1. A general technique for.constructing sinusoidal texture quilts. As in Definition 4.1, let

T = (t I t0
< t <t g) be the temporal region of activity, with new timeblocks beginning at times

to, 
t
R,. Let A be the spatial region of activity. Associate with timeblocks i = 0, .N-I,

spatial functions W, each of which is 0 everywhere outside A, and takes only the values I and -1

within A. The sumulus in each time block will be composed of two components characterized by

spatial frequencies (co,, 0,) and (,, 6,), respectively, and independent phases p,, p,.respectively.

Let

C%, 0o. oo,60 '( 1.1, 6, l, 5. .. t- - 6-1, 6N-1 (41)

be integers. Let P be an integer, and let

Po, Po. Pi. P -. . P -) (42)

be jointly independent random variables, each uniformly distributed on the set (0, 1.P-1). Then,

define the stimulus S as the sum of N component stimuli Si defined in each timeblock:

N-I
S = FS,, (43)

t,,o

where, for i = 0, .N-1, S, is zero everywhere outside timeblock i; and for all t in timeblock i,

os(2(o) x+Oy-p,)/P) ifW x,y]=,

SJxy.t] =f,[x'y] = co(2t(6,x+,y-p,)lP) ifW,[x,y] =-1. (44)

0o otherwise.
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Fig. 5. Orintauon.driven nonFouner motion from a binary texture quilt. (a) A probabilistically defined
stnewave graung that steps rightward 90 degrees between frames. The rightward motion in (a) is accessi-
ble to all motton detectors. (bl) Four frames of a static, vertical squarewave grating, (b2) Four frames of a
static horizontal squarewave grating. (c) A nghtward translating texture pattern. For every white point in
(a), the corresponding value in (c) is chosen from the vertical square-wave grating in (bl); for every black
point in (a), the corresponding value in (c) is chosen from the horizontal square-wave grating in (b2). (c) is
not microbalanced; standard motion-analyzers can be designed to detect its motion (d) A texture quilt
The frames of (d) are derived by muluplying the correspondirg frames of (c) by jointly independent ran
dor variables, each of which takes the value I or -I with equal probability. The texture quilt (d) is micro-
balanced under all purely temporal transformations, and therefore its rightward motion is unavailable to
any mechamsm that applies standard motion analysis to a purely temporal transformation of the visual sig
nal.
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It is easy to check that S satisfies Definition 4.1 (i) and (u). The joint independence of the ran.

dora phasa variables pi. p., for i = 0,1. N-I entails Definition 4.1 (iii).

It remains to check that S satisfies Definition 4.1 (iv). Consider points ax,13 e A. If

W, (a] * W, (p), then, as is easily checked, [c., tr) and S [ft, t,] are independent and identically distri-

buted (each assuming a value from among (cos(2pIP) I p = 0,1. P-1) with equal probability).

On the other hand, if W [c( = W, (0]. then the pair (S [ce, t,], S 13, t, ]) is distributed identically to the

pair (S (P. t, ]. S (a. ti ]) as a consequence of the following

Lemma. Let P e Z. and let x = (a, o,). 13 = @, ,13y) and (o = (or, 0).) all be elements of Z2. Then

for any integer p e (0.1,...,P-I ). there exists an integer q e (0,1.P-I) such that (writing • for

dot product)

cos(2n(o.a-p)/P) cos(2n(t.13-q)IP) (45)

and

cos(2n(wt.l-p)/P) = cos(2n(to.c-q)/P). (46)

Proof. As the reader may check, this is true for q (o c + o.13 - p) modulo P. 1

Thus, for c, 13 such that IV,[ a] = W,[(0], we observe that for any outcome p, =p, there exists an

equally likely outcome p, = q, such that

j cos(2n(o, .ra - p)IP), cos(2n(o, .13 - p)IP ) cos(2n(o, .1- q)/P), cos(2n(o, .c- q)/P 47)

We infer that the pair (Ss[a, t,], S [3, t,]) is distributed identically to the patr (SJ[13, ,, S [ct, ]).

4.5.2. Stimulus: Oppositely oriented static sinusoids selected by a drifting grating. The

sinusoidal analog to the binary texture quilt of Ftg. 5d is shown in Fig. 6b. In Ftg. 6a are shown the

functions W1, W2. W3, and W" used to select between honzonial and vertical gratings. For this qutlt,

o, - 0, = 0, for i = 1, 2,3,4; and for some integer F (with FIP the number of cycles per pixel),

to, =0, = F. The texture quilt of Fig. 6b modulates textural orientation across space and time. Alter-

natively, we can just as easily keep onentation constant and vary spatial frequency.
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FIG 6

4.5.3. Stimulus: Static sinusoids of different spatial frequencies, selected by a drifting grating.

Figure 6c shows a texture quilt using the sampling functions of Fig. 6a, but seting

p, =0 1=26i =26, for i = 1,2,...,4.

S. What aspects of texture does the visual system process for motion?

In this section, we describe a psychophysical experiment investigating the question of what

characteristics of spatial texture are analyzed for motion information by the visual system. Three tex-

ture quilts are compared across four different viewing conditions. These conditions comprise a

sequence of similar, but increasingly challenging motion discrimination tasks.

5.1. Procedure. Every texture quilt used in this experinent is comprised of a sequence of jointly

independent timeblocks, each lasting 1/30 sec. (Each timeblock consists of two identical refreshes at

1/60 sec.) Each texture quilt is stochastcally periodic with a period of 8 timeblocks: that is, for any

integer i, the i& timeblock is identically distributed to the i + 8 a
' 

timeblock. Accordingly, we refer to

eight timeblocks of the texture quilt as one cycle. The motion elicited by each quilt is carried by a

squarewave that selects between two textures, and steps 114 cycle on every odd timeblock The

squarewave thus completes one of its four-step cycles in each 8 timeblock cycle of the quilt.

On each trial, a texture quilt moving randomly left or right is presented, and the subject is

required to signal (with a button-press) which way the quilt appeared to move. The subject is asked

to maintain fixation on a small spot present in the middle of the stimulus throughout the display, and

receives feedback after each trial. For each quilt under each viewing condition, the subject performs

100 practice trials followed directly by 100 actual trials Quilt realizations are jointly independent

across trials. The starting phase of the quilt is chosen randomly on each trial.

The four viewing conditions For a given quilt, the four viewing conditions differ with respect
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Fig 6 Smusoidal texture qmlts: Motion driven by differences in orienration and in sparialfrequency. (b)
and (c) show realizations of random stimuli, each of which is microbalanced under all purely temporal
transformations. Their rightward motion cannot be detected by any mechanism that applies standard
motion analysis to a purely temporal transformation of the signal. In each case, the 4 frames in (a) select
between two sinusoidal patterns. The phases of sinusoids are jointly independent across frames and across
different-frequency smusoidal components patched together in the same frame. The sinusoids mixed in (b)
differ in orientation, whereas the sinusoids mixed in (c) have the same orientation, but differ in spatial fre-
qiuency.
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to the ==bchr of quilt cycles ezisg1yed. 111~s~c 1. te czu~eu coccn*sa fth Sc*=c Sees two

quilt cycles (eab cycle cungrised of eijZU a ob), %-6a echz tm:Uk 6V~zjtdf

1/30 sec. In Coniin 2.3 d 4.f bj se 1-5, 1. =d,5qzcs rpeeive*.

5.1.1. Three quit stimuli. The fma quil (the F-qu-.t) =oduates s Z s:il freq=Z 2z a

foaction of sp= and tie., whl k r ons TMle ekZlp Ce lcke at o

full cycle of the F-qut .-e shown in Fig. 7. A sccond q= (the 0-qt-2t. fig. 7b) modulzzs t-a

orientation as a fu"cdon of space and tiLe. while k0Cing spaal frequency ConSuL A tid qilt

(the E-quilt. Pig. 7c) spatiocmporally o tdu te b=,-e- joiml" ndepende biay no

and the so-calle "even" texture (lul.sz. Gilbert & Victor. 1978).

All stimuli were viewed fro m I m agans a m=z lum-inant backgroccd. At this distxice, each

quilt spain d 6.8 horizontal and 3.2 vertical degre, =d the modulating sque 'ave moved 2,a

average velocity of 12.75 degscec.

FIG 7

5.1.2. Why these three quilts. In each of the three quilts, a squarewave with vertical bars is used to

modulate between two textures as a function of space and time. The squarewave has a spatial fre-

quency of.3 c/deg.. and steps 114 cycle rightward on every odd timtblock (temporal frequency

3.75 1lz. velocity 12-75 deglsec). We use a 1/4-cycle stepping squarewave to modulate between the

two textures comprising each quilt in order to rule out the possibility that the motion elicited by the

quilt is being carried by the border between textural regions. That is, the 14-cycle stepping

squarewave has the advantage that the signal derived from the borders between texture regions is

ambiguous in motion content. Given the requirement of 1/4 cycle steps, we changed the particular

instantiation of the quilt on even timeblocks (i e.. within steps of the squarewave) in order to spread

textural energy broadly in temporal frequency without altering the spatial frequency content of the

texture.
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Fig. 7. Three quilts used to study motion carrie by modulation of texture spatial frequenicy by texture

orientation. and by higher order textural characteristics. (a) Eight frames that comprise one cycle of the F-

quilt. Motion is generated by by a squarewave modulation of textural spatial frequency. Toe squarewave

grating selects between vertical sinusidal gratings of spatial frequency 1.2 cldeg and 2A cldeg. The

texture-modulating squarewave is 0.3 eldeg. and steps 1/4 cycle uighitward on every odd frame. Every even

frame is independent of and distributed identically to the preceding frame. Presentation proceeds at the

rate of 30 frantessec. 1Ts; gives the texture-modulating squarewave a temporal frequency of 3.75 Hz and

a b.mean velocity of 25 deg/smc.

(b) Eight frames tha Comprise onc= cyre of the 0-quilL In the 0-quilt, textural orientation is modulated

by the same squarewave used to modulated spatial frequency in the F-quilL. The 0-quiL squarewave

selects between oppositely oriented sinusoidal gratings that have a spatial frequency of 2.8 eldcg.

(c) Eight frames that comprise once cycle of the E-quili. In the &-quilt, the texture-modulating squarewave

selects between jointly independent binary noise and an "even" texture (lulesz. Gilbert & Victor. 1978)

Despite the evident difference between thes two textures, every time-independent linear filter has the

sane expected power for both textures Thus, if motion-from-texture resulted from applying a simple

squaring transformation to the output of a spatial linear filter and submitting the result to standard motion

analysis, the motion of the H-quilt would be invisible.
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It has be=a F-iocsfy observed (Watso & AbhnaL .13a: R=xt Man Ginsberg &

Auaris 1983: Grea. l996) tbauio is czrtied m= effi:h ys;aeiccex? iwimaaoroftex-

uaalspzatifequency tIanby vaai3atof testurceleurioo. TeFqzl n -ul udo

to fmd=L-gesd=thsd*Te E qit irst:rbe s tewo texts ofi ticli it iscom-

poe Cocdy independent binay no=s and Lt3e even textur) have identa eod a 92ati4&cs

That is. the jora distribution of =ny given palr of points in space is the amne tunder both Cci com-

ponent textures of the E-quilL This me .des;=-e the obviou difference in appearance between

th: compo:=n textures, the expected energy in t response of any given spatia inea filter is the

ame for boths component temtues If the poinrmise nonlinearity applied to the output of the spat al

linear filter prior to motion analysis were simple squaring. it would be impossible to detect the motion

of the E-q~ilL

Victor and Conte (1990) stuied apparent motion elicited by E-quilts. and noted that it is much

weak~er than motion elicited by comparable stimuli (also textur quilts) that modulate betwveen tex-

tures differing in spatial frequency. Our experiment confirms this finding.

5.2. Results Two subjects participated in the study. CC (the experimenter) and GA (naive).Th

results for CC are shown in Fig. 8 6,and thos for GA are shown in Fig. Ma. Note first that both sub-

jects were able to reliably discriminat leftlright motion in all three stimuli although subject GA fadled

with the E-quilt at the briefest exposure The two subjects performed comparably well at motion

direction discrimtnation of the O-quilt. but CC was much better than GA at detecting the motion of

both the F-quilt and the E-quitlL Subject CC was better at detecting the motion of the F-quilt than the

O-quilt: the reverse was true of subject GA.

It is posstble that these performance differences reflect a genuine differences in the perceptual

apparatus Of the two subjects. However, we cannot rule out the posstbility that the better performance

of subject CC is due merely to his vastly greater expenience with motion perception tasks of this sort.
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Fig. S. The percent of correct direction-of-motton judgments to the F-quilt, the 0-quilt, and the E-quilt as

a function of stimulus duration. Thc panels show data for subjects CC and GA, respectively Each data

point is the mean of 100 judgments. (Squares) F-quilt, (triangles) 0-quilt, (circles) E-quilL. The stimulus

durations of 133, 266, 400. and 533 ins, correspond to stimulus presentations of 0.5, 1. 1.5 and 2 quilt

cycles.
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53. Discussion. Many of the models proposed to explain rapid, preattentive segregation of spatial

textures (Caeli, 1985; Beck, Sute & Ivry. 1987; Sutter. Bek & Graham. 1989; Bergen & Adelson,

1988; Malik & Perona, 1989) can easily be adapted to deal with the motion displayed by textune

quilts. Te texture segregatio models in this class typically subject the visial input function to a

linear transformation (a texture giabber) followed by a pointwise nonlinearity (such as a rectifier or

thresholder) to indicate the piesence or absence of the texeure. Such models propose that two con-

tiguous textural regions would generate a perceptual boundary if the visual system were equipped

with a linear filter that is differentially tuned to one of the textures.

An analogous mechanism to detect the motion of texture quilts, suggested by the crrenf experi-

ment and the work of Victor and Conte (1990). (1) convolves the input stimulus with a spatial

texture-grabbing filter tuned to the moving texture, then (ii) squares the output of the filter, to

transform regions of high-energy filter output into regions of high average value, and (iii) subjects the

rectified output to standard motion analysis. However, the transformation applied in steps (i) and (i)

does not distinguish between the two textures comprising the E-quilt, and therefore fails to account

for the good performance with the E-quilt. A simple modification to deal with texture segregation

and motion percepuon of the E-quilt is to assume some other post-filter rectification operation than

the squaring operation. It is quite easy to choose a linear filter in combination with a post-filter

rectifier (other than the squaring operation) that will segregate the random and even textures (e.g.,

Juiesz & Bergen, 1983). The current experiment does not specifically indicate the kind of

rectification that might be involved.

What sorts of filters are available to the visual system to compute motion from texture? For

example, Daugman (1985) points out that (i) Gabor filters provide an optimal trade-off between reso-

lution in the space and spatial frequency domains, and (u) many investigators note that simple cells in

cat striate cortex are well-modeled by oriented Gabor filters (e.g., Wilson & Sherman, 1976;

DeValois, DeValois & Yund, 1979; Andrews & Pollen, 1979). Are the linear filters that serve

motion-from-texture computations Gabor-like cortical simple cells? The theory reported here
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provides a tooL and the demonstration experiments illustrate how it might be used to answer such

questions.

6. Summary.

The main contibutions of this paper are (J) to introduce the notion of a random stimulus micro-

balanced under all poimise transormations, (H') to provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a

random stimulus to be of this sort, (iii) to use this result to construct apparent motion stimuli called

texture quilts that are microbalanced under all purely temporal transformations, and (iv) to show that

subjects can reliably discriminate the motion direction of three kinds of texture quilts.

Texture quilts provide a flexible array of tools for studying motion perception that is truly medi-

ated by spatiotemporal modulation of spatial texture without contamination by mechanisms respon-

sive to the motion extracted directly by standard analysis or motion extracted by standard analysis of

any purely temporal transformation of the stimulus.
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Figure legends

Fig. 1. The Reichardt detector. Let I be a random stimulus. Then, in response to !, for i = 1, 2, the box

containing the spatial functionfi:Z2 -4 R, outputs the temporal function, I f,[x,y] I[x,y, t); each of

the boxes marked gj* outputs the convolution of its input with the temporal function g,:Z -+ R; each of

the boxes marked with a multiplation sign outputs the product of its inputs; the box marked with a minus

sign outputs its left input minus its right; and the box containing h* outputs the convolution of its input

with the temporal function h: Z -* R. To see how the Reichardt detector senses motion, suppose f2 is

identical to ft, but shifted in space by some offset, and suppose the filters g,* do not alter their input,

while the filters g2* simply delay their input by some amount 8, of time. Then a rigidly translating pattern

moving in the direction of boxf 2 's offset from boxfi will elicit some time-varying response from boxf 1 ,

and the same response a short time later from boxf 2. If that "short time later" is precisely 8, the output of

the nghthand multiplier will be positive as long as the pattern keeps drifting. Thus will result in a net nega-

tive Reichardt detector OutpuL If the pattern drift is in the opposite direction, the detector response will be

positive.

Fig. 2. Exposing the motion of the traveling contrast-reversal of the random black-or-white vertical bar

pattern J to standard motion-analysts. (a) An xt cross-section ofJ. (b) An xt cross-section of the partial

derivative of J with respect to urm. (e) An xa cross-section of Ja/atl. Each ofJ and aDiat is microbal-

anced However, IJ/arl is not. In particular, IJa/atl has most of its energy at those frequencies whose

velocity is equal to the velocity of the traveling contrast-reversal.

Fig. 3. Fourier and nonFourier motion mechanisms. (a) Fourier motion mechanisms apply standard

motion-analysis directly to the luminance signal L. (b, c, d) NonFouner mechanisms apply standard

motion analysis to a nonlinear transformation of luminance. (b) A simple nonFouner mechanism applies a

signal transformation comprised of a spaotitemporal linmear filter, followed by a pointwise nonlineanty. The

* 's indicate spatial and temporal convolution, respectively, and * indicates multiplication. The filtering
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performed in (b) is roughly pointwise in time (the temporal impulse response b2 approximates an impulse),

and the nonlinearity applied is a full-wave rectifier. This system (with appropriately chosen spatial filter,

bl) will extract the motion of the texture quilts shown in Figs. 4b, 5d, 6c, and 6d. It will not extract the

motion of stimulus J, the traveling contrast-reversal of the random vertical bar pattern shown in Fig. 2a.

(c) A spatially pointwise (the spatial impulse response cI approximates an impulse), system with a flicker-

sensitive temporal filter and a full-wave rectifier. Because of the flicker sensitivity, this mechanism will

extract the motion of the traveling contrast-reversal of the random vertical bar pattern shown in Fig. 2a but

not the motion of the texture quilts shown in Figs. 4b, 5d, 6(c, and 6d. (d) The temporal filter d2 averages

the temporal filters b2 and c2, and the poxntwise nonlinearity is a full-wave rectifier. With an appropriate

spatial filter dl, ths nonFouner system extracts the motion of any corresponding texture quilt as well as the

motion of the traveling contrast-reversal of the random vertical bar pattern shown in Fig. 2a. However, it

would be less well-suited to these tasks than the detectors shown in (b) and (c) whose temporal filters it

averages.

Fig. 4. Edge-driven motion from an ordinary edge and from a binary texture quilt. (a) A rightward moving

light-dark edge visible to Fourier and nonFourier motion systems. Nine entire frames are shown, each

frame consists of an area of contrast +! and area of contrast -1. (b) A realization of the sidestepping, ran-

domly contrast-reversing vertical edge. This random stimulus is a texture quilt and hence microbalanced

under all purely temporal transformations, that is, its nghtward motion would be inaccessible to standard

motiuon analysis even if this analysis were preceded by an arbitrary, purely temporal transformation. Each

frame of (b) was denved from the corresponding frame of (a) by multiplying the entire frame by a random

variable Uat takes the value I or -1 with equal probability. The frame random variables are jointly

independent. A straightforward way to extract the motion of this texture quilt is to (i) apply a hne, filter

sensitive to vertical edges, (ti) rectify the filtered output, and (iii) submit the result to standard motion

analysis,
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Fig. 5. Orientation-driven nonFourier motion from a binary texture quilt. (a) A probabilistically defined

sinewave grating that steps rightward 90 degrees between frames. The rightward motion in (a) is accessi-

ble to all motion detectors. (b) Four frames of a static, vertical squarewave grating; (b2) Four frames of a

static horizontal squarewave grating. (c) A rightward translating texture pattern. For every white point in

(a), the corresponding value in (c) is chosen from the vertical square-wave grating in (bi); for every black

point in (a), the corresponding value in (c) is chosen from the horizontal square-wave grating in (2). (c) is

not microbalanced; standard motion-analyzers can be designed to detect its motion. (d) A texture quilt.

The frames of (d) are derived by multiplying the corresponding frames of (c) by jointly independent ran-

dom variables, each of which takes the value 1 or-I with equal probability. The texture quilt (d) is micro-

balanced under all purely temporal transformations, and therefore its rightward motion is unavailable to

any mechanism that applies standard motion analysis to a purely temporal transformation of the visual sig-

nal.

Fig. 6. Sinusoidal texture quilts. Motion driven by differences in orientation and in spatalfrequency (b)

and (c) show realizations of random stimuli, each of which is microbalanced under all purely temporal

transformations. Their rightward motion cannot be detected by any mechanism that applies standard

motion analysis to a purely temporal transformation of the signal. In each case, the 4 frames in (a) select

k.r ,,een two sinusoidal patterns. The phases of sinusoids are jointly independent across frames and across

different-frequen.y sinusoidal components patched together in the same frame. The smusoids mixed in (b)

drffer in orientation, whereas the sinusoids mixed in (c) have the same onentation, but differ in spatial fre-

quency.

Fig. 7. Three quilts used to study motion carned by modulation of texture spatial frequency, by texture

onen,.uon, and by ugher order textural charactenstics. (a) Eight frames that comprise one cycle of the F-

quilt. Motion is generated by by a squarewave modulation of textural spatial frequency. The squarewave

grating selects between vertiwl sinusoidal gratings of spatial frequency 1.2 c/deg and 2.4 c/deg The

texture-modulating squarewave is 0.3 U.deg, and steps 1/4 cycle rightward on every odd frame. Every even
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fr-ame is independent of and disibtedidentically. to the-irecedingWfiame. Presentation proceeds at theGl_ .... - " , r

rate of 30 frarnes/sec. This gives thiE doIaltsg_squ.dab2 mporal frequency of 3.75 Hz and

a a mean velocity of 25 deg/sec.

(b) Eight frames that comprise once cycle of the O-quilt In the O-quilt, textural orientation is modulated

by the same squarewave used to modulated spatial frequency in the F-quilL The O-quilt squarcewave

selects between oppositely oriented sinusoidal gratings that have a spatial frequency of 2.8 c/deg.

(c) Eight frames that compnse once cycle of the E-quilt. In the E-quilt, the texture-modulating squarewave

selects between jointly independent binary noise and an "even" texture (Julesz, Gilbert & Victor, 1978)

Despite the evident difference between these two textures, every time-independent linear filter has the

same expected power for both textures. Thus, if motion-from-texture resulted from applying a simple

squaring transformation to the output of a spatial linear filter and submitting the result to standard motion

analysis, the motion of the E-quilt would be invisible.

Fig. 8. The percent of correct direction-of-motion judgments to the F-quilt, the O-quilt, end the E-quilt as

a function of stimulus duration. The panels show data for subjects CC and GA, respectively. Each data

point is the mean of 100 judgments. (Squares) F-quilt; (triangles) O-quilt; (circles) EqulL The stimulus

duramons of 133, 266, 400, and 533 ms, correspond to stimulus presentations of 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 quilt

cycles.
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Sn,-rj,. 0-r lt-order stimlil are nsovirs sine Wgrass Our 2nd-order stu-..ds

Am- patches of suatiec visual noise, sbosc con-asts are modulated by moving sine
gratings. XNeulsor the spadal orientation nor the d&scton of mution of these 2nd.
crder (dnift-baiccd) stiuil can be detected b) analysis of their Fourier domain
pacr specrea. They are invisible to Reichardt La mobon-energy detectors.

tfetWo. Foe these dyuantic stmxuli. in thme lo-.m and at 12 deg eccrnimeity. .0
measured con- s: mod~ladon 

t
hrexlolds as a function of spatial frequency fur

e -nton of :L45 deg texture slant and for dsnmaonof direction of
emotion. Spainal frequency seas %ried by cbariging viewing distance.

Results. For sufficienmly low spatial frequencies and suficicnilly large contast
modulations. all stimult art visible both foveally and peripherally For peripberally
steied Ist-order gratings the highest spatial freqtency at uhich motion or texture
disctnaon is possible is about 114 that s sxh.:h the corresponding
discetmmnaucon is possible foe foxcalty viesied gratings For pen.pheeally viewed
2nid-order gratings, the highest spatial frequencies a: %hich tmoion or texture
discrmianmion are possible a= scomewhat less thtan 114 the frequencis of the
correspondhing foseal disciminations Thus, as the stimulus manes peripherally,
the visual mechanisms that detect 2nd order motion and text=r lose sensitivity
sossewbat fastee than the Is-order sneclsunisots.

Conch urori Under certain specific asturnptions. our resuls suggest the
following about the neural detectors involved in these discitmminanous* (1) Foe both
emotion and texture thre are more foveal than petipheral detectoosn at all spainal
frequencies. (2) I%=r are, mnore 1st-order than 2nd-order detetr (3) On the
asetage. fotveal detectors respond Co higher spatial frequencies than perspheral
detectors (4) The 2nd-order foxeal-periphecral spatial frequency difference is
somsewhat larger thin the Ist-order difference.
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OBJECT SPATIAL FREQUENCIES, RETINAL SPATIAL
FREQUENCIES, NOISE, AND THE EFFICIENCY OF

LETTER DISCRIMINATION

DAVID H. PiRsIM and GwoE SPERLING
Pidaan Information Processing Laborator). Depart ment of Psycholo~v and Center for Neural Sciences.

N.-i York 1.msensrt). NY 10D3. US.A.

(1reeoed 7 Jail; 19S&i oretrusedfoir 2 Juine 1990)

Abstraelt-To detinuc: shich spatial frequencies are most effectise for letter identification, and %biether
thlas is because letters are objectinti moet diseriniaidec in thesw frequenc) bands or because can utilize
thr foeratron zncoretucirnttiudi'ed the26upper-easekleters of English Six tue-octate uide filters.
sere used to produce spaisatll fittered letters sith 2D-inan frequnes ranging from 0 4 to 20 c~cles per
kiter height Subjects attemnpted to identi fj ittered letters in the presence of identicaltt fittered. added
Gaussian noise The percent of correct letter identifications s-s sin (the rool-inean-ssua -atlo of signal
to nois pourr) %uas detern-ined for each band at four niecing distances ranging over 32 1 Objeet spatial
firequenc} band and s~n determine presence of oiforrnanion in the stimulus vitewing distance deleries
retinal spatial froqsene). and affects on]) abdiri to uiihze 5'lesng distance bad no effect upon kiut
disermitiabii 5 object spatial firoqirne not retinat Spatial firequenc) determined diseniminabilii5 To
dterm ine disenrmmnation efficicnec sic compared human discrimination to an ideal di~scriminator For onr
tuo-octane side bands. so perfo nance of humans and of the ideal detector lnpresed suith fteq,cC
nrairinty because linear bandwidth increased as a function of frequenic) Relatre to the ideal detector.
human efficienc, rias Gin the to-rest fircquency bands reached ainaximumn ofO 42 at 1 Secies per object
and dropped to about 0 104 in the highest band Thus. our subjects best extract upper-cawe letter
information from spatial frequencies of 15 c~ctes per object height and they% can extract it with equal
efficienc) oser a 12 1 range of retinal frequencic, from 0074 to more than 2 3cc pet derec ofsisuat
ar-fir

Spatial filtering Scale insariance Pitchophsics Contrast sersitnit Acurts

N'TRODLCTION An issue that ts related to the lomeot fre-
quency band that suffices for recognition is the

Clwracteri:irtg objects encoding economy of a band For a filter mith

W~hen %%c stem, objects, vshat range of spattal a b, 'd%%idth that to proportional to firequency
frequencies is critical for recognition, and hou (ecg a two-ocia~e-%%ade filter), the looser the
to our vtsual S~stem adapted to perceise these firequency, the smaller the number of frequency
frequencies' Ginsburg (1978, 198 0) uao among components needed to encode the filtered image
the first to mn% estigate this problem b) means of of a constant object Combining these tmc
spatial bandpass filtered images of faces and notions. Ginsburg concluded that objects mere
lompass filtered images of lettei s He noted the best, or moot efficiently, Characterized by the
loincot firequency band for faces and the cutoff lomxest band of spatial frequencies that sufficed
firequency for letters at which the images seemed to discriminate them Ginsburg (1980) ment on
to him to be clean, recognizable The cutoff to suggest that higher spatial frequencies m'ere
frequency for letters mas 1-2 cycles per letter redundant for certain tasks, such as face or
width, faces mere best recognized in a band letter recognition
centered at 4 cycles per face width. He also Several investigators mere quick to point out
proposed that the perception of geometrtc visual that objects can be mdel discriminated in various
tllusions, such as the Mueller-Lyer and Foggen- spatial fireqotency bands Fiorentini. Maffei and
dorf. mas mediated by loin spatial frequencies Sandini (IQ 'I observed that faces m'ere well
(Ginsberg. 1971, 1978. Ginsberg & Bsans, recognized in etther high or in lompass filtered
1979) bands Norman and Erlich (1987) obsersed that

- -- ------- - ______ - - - high spatial frequencies mere essentra! for dis-
*To whomn reprint reqvets should be addti-cd ciminatton betmeen to) tanks in photographs
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With respect to geometric illusions, both Janez sight, and to the impossibility of peripherally
(1984) and Carlson. Moeller and Anderson previewing new text.
(19$4) obsered that the geometric illusions While viewing distance changed the overall
could be perceived for images that had been level of performance in Legge et al, the cutoff
highpass filtered so that they contained no object frequency of their low-pass filters at
low spatial frequencies. This suggests that low uhich performance asymptoted did not change.
and high spatial frequency bands may cary From this study, we learn that reading rate can
equivalently useful information for higher visual be quite independent of retinal frequency over a
processes. fairly wide range, and that dependence on criti-

cal object frequency does not depend on viewing
Characteri:ng the risual system distance. Because the authors measured reading

In the studies cited above, the discussion of rate only in lowpass filtered images, 'e cannot

spatial filtering focuses on object spatial re- infer reading performance in higher spatial fre-

quencies, that is, frequencies that are defined in quency bands from their data.

terms of some dimension of the object they Unconfounding object statistics andt isual s) stem
describe (cycles per object). Most psychophysi- properties
cal research with spatial frequency bands has Human visual performance is the result of thefocused on retinal spatial frequencies. that is, combined effects of the objectisely available
frequencies defined in terms of retinal coordi- information in the stimulus, and the ability of
nates. For example, the spatial contrast sensi- humans to utilze the information In studying
tisiet function (Davidson. 1968, Campbell & nual per formai n tudying

Robsn. 968)desribs th theshod Sns" visual performance wsiih differently filtered im-Robson. 1968) describes the threshold sensi-

tavsty of the visual system to sine wase gratings ages it it cnical to separate asaiabilty from
as a functen of their retinal spatil frequency ability to utilize. For example. narross-band

Visual system sensitivity is greatest at 3-10 images can be completely described in terms
cycsa spe de sgree of visual angles at) Ho%0 of a small number of parameters-Fourier
c.ycles per degree of visual angle (c/dcg) Hos coefficients or any other independent descrip-
does visual system sensitisity relate to object tors-than ssde-band images Poor human
spatial frequecies' performance wsith narrow-band images may

Unconfounding retinal and object spatlal reflect the impoverished image rather than
frequenciers an intrinsicall human characteristic-an ideal

obserser would exhibit a similar loss

Retinal spatial frequenc) and object spatial The problem of assessing the utility of stimu-
frequency can be saried independently to deter- lus information becomes acute in comparing
mine whether certain object frequencies are best human performance in high and in los fre-
perceived at particular retinal frequencies Ob- quenc) bandpass filtered images Typically.
ject frequency is manipulated by varying the filters are constructed to have a bandwidth
frequency band of bandpass filtered images, proportional to frequency (constant bandwidth
retinal frequency is manipulated by sarying the in terms of octaves) For example, Ginsburg
siessing distance (1980) used faces filtered into 2-octase-sside

The cutoff object spatial frequency oflowpass bands, Ashile Norman and Ehrlich (1987) also
filters and the observer's viesing distance were uscd 2-octac bands for their filtered tank pic-
,arted independently by Legge. Pelh, Rubin and lures With such filters, high spatial frequency
Schleske (1985) ssho studied reading rate of images contain more independent frequencies
filtered text at viesing distances oser a 133 I than low frequency images
range Over about a 6 I middle range of dis- Although linear bandssidth represents per-
tances, reading rate was perfectl) constant, and haps the important difference beiseen images
it was approximately constant oser a 30 1 filtered in octave bands at different frequences,
range At the longest viessang distances, there the informational content of the various bands
was a sharp performance decrease (as the also depends critically on the nature of the
letters became indiscriminabl) small) At the specific class of objects, such as faces or lettet
shortest sieming distance, performance de- Obsiously, determining the information content
creased slightly, perhaps due to large eye mose- of images is a difficult problem When it is not
ments that the subjects ssould hase to execute solsed the amount of stimulus information
to bring relesant material toss ards ther lines of asadablc within a frequency band is confounded
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ith the ability of human observers to use the Specifically, to c the roles of object
information. Direct comparisons of perform- and retinal spa" -;urncies, lettern are
ance betueen differently, filtered objects are filtered into vario- -queficy bands. Noise is
inappropriate. This distinction between objec- added, and the r ' )metric function for cor-
tively available stimulus information and the rect identificatic , determined as a function
human ability to use it has not been adequately ofs/n Accuracy.. ends only on s/r, and not on
posed in the context of spatial bandpass o,,erall contrast, it a Aide range of contrasts
filtering. (Pavel, Sperling. Riedl & Vanderbeck, 1987).

This determination is repeated for every combi-
Efficiency nation of object frequency band and viewing

In the present context, physically available distance. Thereby. retinal spatial frequency
information is best characterized by the per- and object spatial frequency are unconfounded.
formance of an ideal observer. If there were no enabling us to determine whether a particular
noise in the stimulus, the ideal observer would object frequency band is better discriminated
invariably respond perfectly. To compare the in one visual channel (retinal frequency) than
performance of an observer, human or ideal, any other (Parish & Sperling, 1987a. b) More-
noise of root-mean-square (r.m s.) amplitude n over, by computing an ideal observer for the
is progressisely added to the signal of r.m.s. identification task, we obtain an objective
amplitude s until the performance is reduced to measure of the information that is present in
some criterion, such as 50% correct in a letter each of the frequency bands Finally. the com-
identification task This defines the signal to parison of human performance uith the per-
noise ratio. (sn),. for a criterion c. Efficiency eff formance of the ideal obserser gives us a precise
of human performance is defined by measure of the ability of our subjects to utilize

the information in the stimulus Hasing
ft'= (:Y ( _untangled these factors, we can determine 'ahich

n,, !\n5 /, spatial frequencies most efficientl) characterize
sshere h and t indicate huian and ideal obser.- letters for identification

ers. and s and n are r m s signal and noise
amplitudes (Tanner & Birdsall. 1958) In a pure. METIIOD
quantaly limited system, efficiencN actuall)
represents the fraction of quanta absorbed T'ao expeiments %%ere conducted uing simi-

(utilization efficiency). In the context of signal lar stimuli and procedures

detection theory, efficicenc) is given by a d' ratio Siitiuh

efl= (d.,d)* Leiters (signals) and noise The original,
unfiltered letters vere selected from a simple

Oi en tei 5 x 7 upper-case font commonly used on CRT
For an object that contains a broad spectrum terminals Since this is an experiment nt pattern

of spatial frequencies, object spatial frequency is recognition, we felt that the simplest letter pat-
determined by the center frequency of a spatial tern might be the most general, indeed, this font
bandpass filtered image Retinal spatial fe- has been widely used in letter discrimination
quenc) is determi ted by' the viewing distance at studies For the purpose of subsequent spatial
'ahich the stimulus is vie'aed Stimulus infor- filtering, the letters ",ere redefined on a pixel
mation is determined jointly by the signal-to- grid that measured 45 (vertical height) x 35
noise ratio, by the spatial filtering, and by the (maximum horizontal extent of letters M and
characteristics of the set of signals, these three W) The letters had value I (white), the back-
informational components arc combined in the ground had value 0 (black) To avoid edge
efficienc) computation Letters are a convenient effects ,n filtering, the background sas extended
stimulus to stud% because the) are highly over- to 128 x 128 pixels for all computations Hon.-
learned so that human performance can be eer, only the center 90 x 90 pixels of the stimu-
expected to be reasonably efficient, and because lus 'aere displayed. as these contained effectisely
much is already kno'an about the %isibilit) of all the usable stimulus informatton, een for
letters in the presence of internal noise (letter loss spatial-frequency stimuli Letters f, -ro,-
acuit)) and about the visual processing of entation 'aere chosen pseudo-randoml 'i

letters the set of 26 upper-case English letters
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Table t. Paraelers of the bandpass flters loutrand upper Cyctes/fitd we.h
hitf.am phliod frqimreiic. peIa. and 2D mean frequencies 1 2 4 a 16 V 64

in e),clesleter height 1.0- i
Band Lov'r PegZ Upper Mear' 2 5

0 0 Louwpss O.33 039
I 026 053 105 074 0
2 053 105 2.11 1.49
3 05 2.11 422 292 o0
4 211 4.22 844 577
5 6.33 Highpass 22.5 2025

-Frequencies are weighted according to their squared amp!t-
fade (po-rr) in comnputing the mean 02,5o 7OM 4I. .6 s2

en~tit~lb ireti0-M 070 14 23 56 1'? 2
Cyctet/tetermA

fields were defined on a 128 x 128 array by 'ig I. Filter charaeterists for the filters used in th.

choosing independent Gaussian noise samples expeniments There are etwo absossos both on a log scale

for each pixel, with the mean equal to zero and The top abscissa is the frequency in cetes per unuindosed

a variance a' as required by the condition. (As field width (128 pixels), the bottom abscisa is it cycles per
with the letters, only the central 90 x 90 pixels letter height (45 pixels) The ordinate is the normalzed gain

%%ere displayed ) Forty different noise fields were The parameter i indicates the fiher designation b,i the text

created
Filters. Each stimulus consisted of a filtered is much greater than the mode. In a 2D (vs I D)

letter added to an identically filtered noise field, filler, the rghtward shift is accentuated For

Six spatial filters were available, corresponding example, band 2 has a peak frequency of I 05

to six successise levels of a Laplacian pyramid c/object but a 2D mean frequency of 1 49

(Burt & Adelson. 1983) The zero-frequency c/object The single most informame character-

component was added to the images so that they Ization of such a skewed bandpass spectrum

could be viessed. The object-relatxe filter depends somewhat on the context, usually use

characteristics, upper and lower half-amplitude the mean rather than the peak

cutoff and 2D mean frequency (cycles per Figure 2 (top) shows the letter G, filtered in

letter height), appear in Table I The 2D mean bands I-5 without noise the bottom shoss the

frequency for a gisen band is same signals plus noise. sn =05 The full
128 x 128 array (extended bh reflection beyond

=X f ,a' ,/ X , its edges) was passed through the filter so that
.- 0 - -o0 the effect of the picture boundar) did not

where f,i s the 2D frequency and a., is its intrude into the critical part of the display

amplitude C)cles per object height is used Signal to noise ratio, s'n A filtered letter is a

rather than the more usual cycles per object signal Let ij index a particular pixel in the x,)

width because the height of our upper-case coordinate space of the stimulus The signal

letters remained constant across the entire set, contrast c,(ij) of pixel I ) is

%%hereas the width vaned between letters (( ) - )
The transfer functions (spectra) of the filters c,(,J) = (I)

are displayed in Fig 1. Approximately, filters

are separated in spatial frequency b) an octave where /, is the luminance of pixel I J and 1, is

(factor of 2) and have a bandwidth at half- the mean signal luminance over the 90 x 90

amplitude of t%o octaves The small mound in array Signal power per pixel, s, is defined as

the lower right corner of Fig I is a negligible mean contrast power averaged o%er the 90 X 90

imperfection in filter 4. For convenience, the pixel array

limited range of spatial frequencies passed by
each of the filters will be referred to as the band s (I J) c,(I,j) (2)

of that filter, a specific band ts b, (i = 0, , 2, 3, '

4, 5), where b0 is the lowest set of frequencies where c, is the contrast of pixel i, j and
and b, is the highest I = J = 90

The filter spectra (shown in Fig I) are Noisecontrast c,(,j)is the value ofthe i,.jlth
approximately symmetrical in log frequenc) noise sample divided b) the mean luminance
coordinates. a s)mmetrical spectrum in log co- Analogousl) to signal pow er (equation 2), noise
ordinates is highl) skew ed to the right in linear contrast power per pixel n, is equal to (G /,.)2
frequency coordinates, resulting in a mean that The signal to noise ratio is simpl) s,n
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Quanaization. Our display system produced upper and lower half-amplitude cut-off retinal
256 discrete luminance levels. Level 128 was frequencies for the upper six filters, with respect
used as the mean luminance l0; lo was to the four viewing distances used in this exper-
47.5 cd/m. To produce a visual display of a iment, and for a fifth distance used in the second
given letter, band, and s/n, signal power s and experiment, appear in Table 2. Subjects partici-
noise power n were normalized so that the pated in four 1-1'- sessions at each viewing
luminance of every one of the 8100 displayed distance. Each session consisted of 315 trials,
pixels fell within the range of the display system, nine trials at each of seven s/n's for each of the
there was no truncation of the tails of the five frequency bands.
Gaussian noise. (Although the relationship be- Prior to the first session, subjects were shown
tween input gray-level and output luminance noise-frce examples of the unfiltered letters
was not quite linear, at the. extreme intensity They were told that each stimulus presentation
values, it was detehnined that nore than 90% consisted of a letter and a certain amount of
of the pixels fell within the linear intensity noise, and that the letter may appear degraded
range.) Intensity normalization was applied sep- in some-way. They were informed that at no
arately to each stimulus (combination of signal time would a letter be shifted in orientation or
plus noise) By normalizing the total stimulus from its central location in the stimulus field
s + n, the actual value of s displayed to the Finally, they were instructed to view each stimu-
subject diminished as n increased, i.e. the actual lus for as long as they desired before making
value ofs was not known by the subject. Indeed, their best guess as to which letter had been
even stimuli with precisely the same letter in the presented. A response (letter identity) was
same band and with the same s/n might be required on every trial. Subjects typed the
produced with slightly different s and n depend- response on a keyboard connected to the host
ing on the extreme values of the noise fields, computer (Vax 11/750); subsequently, typing a

Seen values of s/n were available for each carriage return erased the video screen and
band, chosen in a pilot study to insure that the initiated the next trial in a few seconds The
data yielded the entire psychometric function room illumination was very dim, the response
(chance to best performance). The same pilot keyboard was lighted by stra, light from its
study sho',ed that subjects never performed associated CRT terminal. No feedback Aas
abose chance %&hen confronted with noise-free offered to the subjects
letters from bo, this band was omitted from the
present study Obsen ers

1 hree subjects, tvo male and one female,
Procedure experiment I between the ages of 20 and 27 participated in the

Four of the experimental vanables-letter experiment. All subjects had normal or cor-
identit), noise field, frequency band. and s/n- rected-to-normal vision One of the subjects was
were randomized within each session A fifth a paid participant in the stud)
variable, viewing distance, was held constant
within each session and was varied between P,'ocedure experiment 2

sessions Four viewing distances Aere used. This experiment was run before expt I It is
0 121, 0 38. 121 and 3 84 mn. A chin rest was reported here because it offers additional data
used to stabilize the subject's head for viewing with two new and one old subject at a fifth
at the shortest distance At the four distances, viewing distance. Except as noted, the pro-
the 90 x 90 pixel stimulus subtended 31.6, 10, cedures are similar to expt I The screen was
3 16 and I 0 deg of visual angle respectively. The viewed through a darkened hood at a distance

Table 2 Loser and upper hai psv.er frequency and 2D ncur frequency (in c
1
deg of visual angle) for all bands and icrng

distances used in both expenments
Vicuing distance (m)

Band 012 03S 121 384 045

0 (Iopass) 000-004(003) 000-02(009) 000-037(027) 000-I 55(087) 000-015(011)
i 002-007(005) 006-0 73 (0 16) 0 18-0 74(052) 0 5S-2 34(165) 007-029(021)
2 004-OI5102) 0 2047(0 33) 037-145( 04) 1 18-4 70(3 30) 015-0 59 (0 4)

3 007-030(0 20) 023-0 94 (0 A) 074-2 97(204) 2 34-940(648) 029-1 18 (0 81)
4 015-.059(040) 047-168(I27) 148-5 94(4 04) 4 70-18 $0(12 82) 059-236(1 60)

5(highpass) 030 2 25(1 41) 0947 1344 
)

297-22 53(14 19) 940-7127(4500) 177-896(563)
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of 0.48 m. At this distance, the 90 x 90 stimuli The complete psychometric functions are dis-

subtended 7.15 deg of' visual angle. The half- played in Figs 3 (expt 1) and 4 (expt 2). A

amplitude cut-off frequencies and the mean separate psychometric function is shown for

frequencies of the six spatial filters are given in each subject, viewing distance and frequency

the rightmost column of Table 2. Three male band. In band b1 , for all subjects, performance

subjects between the ages of 20 and 27 par- asymptotes (for noiseless stimuli) at P5 0.5. In

ticipated in the experiment. All subjects had all other bands, performance improves from

normal or corrected-to-nornal vision. Two of near-chance (1/26) to near perfect as the value

the subjects were paid for their participation, of S/n increases.

and one, DHP, also participated in expt I. Five
sessions of 315 trials were run for each subject. Noise resistance as a function of frequency band

RESULTS An obvious aspect of the data of both exper-
iments is that the data move to the left of the

Psychometric functions: f vs logo s/n figure panels as band spatial frequency in-

The measure of performance is the observed creases. This means that high spatial frequency

probability fi of a correct letter identification. stimuli (bands b,, bs) are identifiable at smaller

5.0 75Id5ma

05 5

0 25 -

100 _-

dhp
4  ej d4 mav 4

O050 -_ 

I

0 25

1 00

oso

trp I elj 3 may 2

0 75
050 .,

0 25

1 0

5 7 ap 2 eld 2 may 2

0 o05 25

• 3 0.20 iS 0 0 o .20o .10 0 o 20 .10 o m
LOg0 S/N

Fig 3 Psschometr,c functions from expi I Each graph displa)s performance as a function of log, srn
sithin a frequc) band The parameter is it, ing distance Subjects are arranged in columns and

frequenc) band is arranged in rosis progressing from the highest frequenc) band at the top to the lorst

band at the bottom The four viesing distances are 3 84 (0) 121 (L) 0 38 (0) and 0 121 (0) m
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075 2.

O5
saw .

-05

0.25

.001 l 0.32 0.56 I -05 1.78 316 5,62 no 17, 8 3.6
2D MOu freqOncy cyctss/tetter heot)

! 0.75 Fig 5 Performance of human subjects and various compu.o tational ditcnnunators The abscissa indicates logn of the
0.50 mean frequency of each bandpass stimulus The ordinate

0.50 t idcates the (interpolated) s/n ratio at shich a probability
of a correct response p -05 it achieved. Circles indicate

o02 25 each of the three subjects tn expt I at the istertmediate
0. viewing distance of 1.21 in In band b,. 2 of 3 human

1.00 subjects fall to achieve 50% correct (eff - 0), these points lie.outside the graph (&) indicates sub-ideal and (0) indicates
super-ideal performances of discrnminators that brackets the

075 ideal discriminator The shaded area betou the super-ideat
discniminator indicates theoreticaly unachieabte perform.

dhp ance Squares indicate Performance Of a SPatiel! .- "131010 so discriminator The oblique parallel lines have slope - I that
represents the improvement in expected performance

0o25s (decrease in s/n) as function of the number of frequencj
components in each band vhen filier bandiidth is

0 bproportional to frequency

30 -20 .10 0 co
LogoS/N The non -effect oft tre ing distance

Fig 4 Ps)chomeric functions for each subject and fre Another property of the data is that, in most
quenz band in epi 2 Vieung distance sas 048 i The condi
fir. frequenc) ban&. b,-b, are indicated. respecivelj. b c tions. viewing ditance has no effect on
0 , a, 0 and + The probabilit) of a correct response performarie Analysis of variance, carried out

is plotted as a function of log,, sin ndt'id .. iy for each subject, shows that there is
no sigtificant effect of distance in any band for
subject dhp and a significant effect ofdistance in

s/n than stimuli in bands bi and b., resistance to bands t, and b5 for the other two subjects
noise increases with spatial frequency band. To Further analysis by a Tukey test (Winer, 1971)
enable comparisons of noise sensitivity as a in bands b, and b, for these subjects shows that
function of band, the s/n at whtch j= 50% was the only significant effect of distance is th t
estimated for each subject and frequency band visibility at the longest viewing distance is better
from expt I by means of inverse interpolation than at the other three distances For subject
from the best fitting logistic function As view- CJD, the improemert is equivalent to a gain in
ing distance had no effect, all estimates were s/n of 0 19 and 0 28 log i0 (for bands b, and b,.
made using the data collected when viewing respectively), for MAV, the corresponding gains
distance was equal to 0 38 in. A graph of these were 0.21 and 0.40
(s/n),. points as a function of the mean object Improved performance at long viewing dis-
frequency of the band is plotted in Fig 5 (0) tances is almost certainly due to the square
For comparison, the expected rate of improve- configuration of individual pixels, which pro-
merit in (s/n)s e,, based on the increasing num- duces a high frequency spatial pixel noise that is
ber of frequency components as one moves from attenuated b) viewing from sufficientl far away
low to high frequency bands, is plotted as a (Harmon & Julesz, 1973) In low frequency
series of parallel lines in Fig 5 Performance bands, pixel-boundary noise is not a problem
improves [(sn)s.. decreases] somewhat faster because the spatial filtering insures that adjacent
than I/f (the slope of the parallel lines) These pixels vary only slightly in intensity We ex-
results, and Fig 5, will be analyzed in detail in plored the hypothesis of pixel-boundary noise
the Discussion section with subject CJD. who showed a distance effect
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in band 5. At an intermediate viewing distance Ideal discriminator
of 1.21 m, CJD squinted her eyes while viewing'
stimuli from band 5 By blurring the retinal Definition. An ideal discriminator makes the
image of the display in this way, performance best possible decision given the available data
improved approximately to the level of the and the interpretation of "best." The perform-
furthest viewing distance. ance of the ideal discriminator defines the objec-

To summarize, the only significan.. fect of tive utility of the information in the stimulus,
distance that we observed was a lowering of We prefer the name ideal discriminator, rather
performance at near viewing distances relative than ideal observer, because it indicates the
to the furthest distance. This impairment critical aspect of performance under consider-
occurred primarily in bands 4 and 5. In these ation, but we occasionally use ideal obserier to
bands, the spatial quantization of the display emphasize the relations to a large, relevant
(90 x 90 square-shaped pixels) produces arti- literature on this subject. Our purposes in this
factual high spatial frequencies that mask section are first, to derive an ideal discriminator
the target These artifactually produced spatial for the letter identification task, second, to
frequencies can be attenuated by deliberate develop a practical working approximation to
blurring (squinting), or by producing displays this discriminator, and third, to compare the
with higher spatial resolution, or by increasing performance of the human with the ideal dis-
the viewing distance to the point where the pixel criminator.
boundanes are attenuated by the optics of the Although ideal observers have recently come
ce and neural components of the visual modu- into greater use in vision research, the appli-
lation transfer function. In all cases, blurring cations have focused primarily on determining
improves performance and eliminates the the limits of performance for relatively low.level
slightly deleterious effect of a too small viewing visual phenomena For example, Barlow (1978.
distance Thus, for correctly constructed stim- 1980). and Barlow and Reeves (1979) investi-
uh. in the frequency ranges studied, there would gated the perception of density and of mirror
be no significant effect of viewsing distance on symmetry, Getsler (1984) investigated the limits
performance This finding is in agreement iith of acuity and hyperacuity, Legge, Kerstcn and
the results of Legge et al (1985). who evamined Burgess (1987) examined the pedestal effect.
reading rate rather than letter recognition It is Kersten (1984) studied the detection of noise
in stark disagreement wsith the results of patterns; and Pelli (1981) detailed the roles of
sinewave detection experiments in which retinal internal visual noise Geisler (1989) provides an
frequent\ is critical-see Sperling (1989) for an overview of efficienc) computations in early
explanation vision Our application differs from these in that

we expand the techniques and apply them to

DISCUSSION a higher perceptual/cognitive function, letter
recognition

A comparison of performance in different For the letter identification task, the ideal
frequenc) bands shows that subjects perform discriminator is conceptualb eas) to define A
better the higher the frequency band. and sub- particular obser\ed stimulus. x, representing an
jects require the smallest signal.to-noise ratio unknown letter plus noise, consists of an inten-
in the highest frequency band To determine sit) value (one of 256 possible values) at each of
whether performance in high frequenLy bands is 90 x 90 locations The discriminator's task is to
good because humans are more efficient in make the correct choice as frequently as possible
utilizing high-frequency information, or because from among the 26 alternative letters
there is objectively more information in the The likelihood of observing stimulus x, given
high-frequency images, or both, requires an each of the 26 possible signal alternatives, can
investigation of the performance of an ideal be computed when the probability density func-
observer. The performance of the ideal observer tion of the added noise is known exactly The
is the measure of the objective presence of optimal decision chooses the letter that has the
information Human 'erformance results from highest likelihood of yielding x. The expected
the joint effect of tt,c objective presence of performance of the ideal discriminator is com-
information and the ability of humans to utilize puted by summing its probability of a correct
that information Human efficiency is the ratio response over the 256"1 possible stimuli (256
of human performance to ideal perfoimance gra) levels, 90 x 90 pixels) Unfortunately,
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Fig 6 Flo, chart of the experimental procedures that are modelled by the ideal discriminator anal'ss
Upper half indicates space domain operations, loser hair indicates the corresponding operations in the
frequenc, domain Computations are carried out on 128 x 128 arrajs, the subject sees only the center
90 x 90 pixels A random letter and a random noise field art each filtered by the same filter (9), the nois

is amplfied to ptoside the desired signal-to noise ratio, the letter and noise are added, the output is scaled
and quantired (represented b) the addition of digitinzanon no), and the result is shoutn to the subject
In the frequenc, domain u, o,. the bandpass filter selects an annulus. vthercas the quantization noise

it uniform oer w,. w,

shen there ts both bandpass filtered and mien- indicates the particular letter, b the frequency
sit) quantization, the usual simpltfications that band, and x,y the pixel location We write
make this enormous computation tractable are T, b(w,, w ) for the Fourier series coefficient of
not applicable t, , indexed by frequency

As an alternative to computing the expected An unknown stimulus u, ,(x. y) to be viewed
performance of the ideal discriminator, one can by a subject is produced b) adding filtered
compute its performance with a particular sub. n(xy) with post-filtering variance a., to the
set of the possible stimuli-the stimuli that the template t, b(x,y), where letter identity t is un-
subject actually viesed or, preferably, a larger known to the subject The stimulus is scaled and
set of stimuli for more reltable estimation This digitized (quantized) to 256 levels prior to pres-
Monte Carlo simulation of the performance entation, contributing an additional source of
of the ideal discriminator is a tractable com- noise q, b(., y), called digitization noise Finally,
putation that yields an estimate of expected a d.c component (dr) is added to u, 6 to bring
performance the mean luminance level to 128 These steps are

Dernation Stimulus construction is dia- diagrammed in Fig. 6 which shows both the
grammed in Fig 6 vshich shows the equivalent space-domain and the corresponding frequency-
operations in the space and the frequency do- domain operations The space-domain compu-
mains To derive an ideal discriminator, v"e need tation is encapsulated in equations (3)
to carefully review the processes of stimulus
construction 'e use uppercase letters to rep- u, Avo.) = Ai, [ (")+ tx'y)) (3a)
resent quantities in the frequency domain and u, ,(x. y) = fl,.I[t,(x, y) + nb(x, ))]
lowercase letters to represent quantities in the + q, b(x, ))+ dr (3b)
space domain A letter is defined b) a 90 x 90
array that takes the value I at the letter The scaling constant f imi, mits the range of
locations and 0 at the background locations real values for each pixel, prior to quantization,
When this array is spatiall) filtered in band b, it to [- 0 5, 255.5 The degree of scaling is deter-
defines the letter template I, ()), w'here t mined by the maximum and minimum values in
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the function t,b + nb. Note that the extreme fore, it is expected to perform slightly worse
values in the image are determined by a,, which than the ideal discriminator. The computational
is adjusted to yield the appropriate s1n for each forms used to compute ., and a, for the
condition, the values of t,6 are fixed prior to sub-ideal discriminator are presented in the
scaling Specifically- Appendix, along with the derivation of the

256 likelihood estimator used by both discrimin-
,8 max(t +nb)-_inJt +n )" (4) ators. A complete discussion of these den-

vations and the problems associated with the
As a result of bandpass filtering, the formulation of an ideal discriminator for such

noise samples in adjacent pixels are strongly complex stimuli is presented in Chubb, Sperling
dependent on each other. Therelore, the dis- and Parish (1987).
cnminator problem is best approached in the Performance of the bracketed discriminator
Fourier domain, where the r.indom variables The super- and sub-ideal discriminators were
{N5(sos,, Ca)) are jointly indep..ndent because tested in a Monte Carlo series of trials, in which

the filtering operations simply scale the differ- they each were confronted with 90 stimuli in
ent frequency components without intro- each of the frequency bands at each of seven sn
ducing any correlations (van Tress, 1968). The values chosen to best estimate their 50% per-
task of the ideal discriminator is to pick the formance point The s/n necessary for 50%
template I, that maximizes the likelihood of u, b correct discriminations was estimated by an
,Aith a priori knowledge of. (i) the fixed func- inverse interpolation of the best fitting logistic
tions t, , and their probabilities, and (n) the function The derived (s/n),,.. is the measure
densities of the jointly independent random of performance of a discriminator The mean
variables {N,(s,. o,)} As is clear, #,,, oi. ratio, across frequency bands, of
(Q, ,((o,, (a, )}, and {N, (o,, v,)) are all jointly
distributed random variables characterized by (s/ln).. sub-ideal/(s/n),y., super-ideal
some density fTo compute the likelihood ofi,. Is about 2 (approx 03 logt units) The
the ideal discriminator must integrate fover all t ao t o 03 l uits) Th
possible values that may be assumed by the ratio does not depcnd on the criterion of
set of jointly distributed random variables, performance
whose values are constrained only in that they Efficnco oftheran discrimination
result in a possible stimulus u, . Unfortunately.
no closed-form solution to this problem is axa- In all conditions, human subjects perform
able, forcing us to look for an alternatixe worse than the sub-ideal discriminator Notably,
approach. with no added luminance noise, the subideal

Bracketing To estimate the performance of (and, of course, the ideal) discriminator func-
the ideal discriminator, wke look for a tractable tion perfectly, even in b. where subject perform-
super-ideal discriminator that is better than the ance is at chance, and in b, where subjects
ideal but which is solvable Similarly, \%e look reached asymptote at about 50%/, correct
for a tractable sub-ideal discriminator that is Data from the subjects are plotted with the
worse than the ideal The ideal discriminator (s/n),o.. sub-ideal and (s/n)50.. super-ideal in
must lie between these two discriminators, that Fig. 5 For comparison, Fig 5 also shows the
is, we bracket its performance between that of performance of a correlator discriminator which
a "super-ideal" and a "sub-ideal" discriminator chooses the letter template that correlates most
The more similar the performance of the super- highly with the stimulus in the space domain II
and sub-ideal discriminators, the more con- the coordinates of Fig 5 (loglos/n vs log10f
strained is the ideal performance which lies where f represents the mean 2D spatial fre-
between them quency of the band), the vertical distance d from

Our super-ideal discriminator is told, a priori, the human data log(s/n)O.., human down to the
the extact values for P, b and a' for each stimu- bracketed discriminator log(sn)5., ideal rep-
lus presentation Therefore, it is expected to resents the logl0 of the factor by which the
perform slightly better than the ideal discrimi- bracketed discriminator outperforms the human
nator which must estimate these values from obserser at that value off For the purpose
the data The sub-ideal discriminator estimates of specifying efficiency, we asume the ideal
these same parameters from the presented discriminator lies at the mid-point of the sub
stimulus in a simple but nomdeal way There- and super-ideal discriminators in Fig 5 The
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efficiency eff of human discrmination tdative At all firequencies. the spatial cotedazor is
to the bracketed discrimurator is eff=I l0-: itonideal because ttoisc at spatial adjacent pixels
Ulice. is not independent. At low spatial frquenrcies.

the no-findependence of adjacent locations be-
d = log(s n),* Conioirz~~- cs eatrMeI and th-C corceato falls Miser-

abli. ibis points out that. for our stimuli.
The values of eff in each object frncs% correlation detection is betecr carried out in the

band are shown in Fig. 7. In bard 0. eff is zero frcuency domain because there the noise at
because human performance nesecr reaches different frequencies is independent The quali-
50*.. 1ndeed. it never rises sienificanil% abase tative sinilarity between the correlator dis-
A% (chance) In banO '. human performance criminator and the subjecxs data sugests that
asymptoticall3 chmbs close to 50% as s n ap- the subjects might be ensplok~ing a spatial
proaches infinits. efla 0 In band 2. eff reaches correlation stratees. augmented b% location
Its maximum of 35-41% (depending on the weighting at high frequencirs
subject) and it declines rapidl% with increasing Lowest spatial frequencies sufficiem for leter
firequcncy% (b3-b,) discriminaiona. Band 2 corresponds to a 2-

The 42% aseragr efficiene), in band 2 is octase hand with a peal frequenc) of 1.05
similar in magnitude to the highest efficiencies c object (%ertical height of letters) and a 2D
obsenecd in comparable studies For example, mean frequeno;y, of 1.49 c object At the four
effictenz has been determined for detecting viewing distances. 1.05 c object corresponds to
various kinds of patterns in arrass of random retinal frequencies of 0.074. 0 234. 0 739 and
dots (Barlosu. 1978. 19S0. %an M51eieren & 2 34 c deg of visual angle We observe perfect
Barlow. 19S1). tasks which, like ours. ma). scale insariance all of iriese retinal frequencies.
require significantl) cognitive processing In a and hence the v6isual channels that process this
wide range of conditions. the highest efficiencies information, are equall% effectise in achieving
obsersed were about 50%. aid frequently the high efficienc) of discrimination
lower Van Mfeeteren and Barlow (1981) also The finding that b. with a center frequency of
found that efficiency was peefectl,% correlated I105 c/lobject and a amplitude cutoff at 2.1
with object spatial firequency and was indepen- c'object is critical for letter discrimination is in
dent of retinal spatial frequency good agreement with previous findings of both

Spatial correlator discriminator A correlator Ginsburg (1978) for letter recognition and
discriminator cross-correlates the presented Legge et al (1985) for reading rate Legge et al
stimulus with its memory templates and chooses used low-pass filtered stimuli. which included
the template with the highest correlation Corre- not onl% spatial frequencies within an ociase of
lation can be earned out in the space or in the I c object (b,) but also included all lower fre-
frequency domain Cornelation is an efficient quencies From the present stud). we expect
strategy when noise in adlacent. pixels is inde- human performance wAith low%-pass and with

liin adwen members of the set of signals band-pass spatial filtering to be quite similar up
ha~e the same eneeg). both of these conditions to I c object because the louest frequency
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bazds. uea pmesne in isolatimn arc pe==p- Irurreas:ie suriad Joccfahuio ..ih vrras-.
tuanyx useless (at lIas wtxn presentd alo=e). fre-xvax &=- From tise human obsrn-es

It is an kmpomazt f=r that o=r subjects poEttof Slew. the letter tfonation in low-pas
actually perfiored better. il ese of ach=%s- SXtered images is spread out ovar a large Portion
L-inpcz f*manc zt a Iowaersfrratio, at of the total image array. in high spatial-fire-
higher f equenc bands than k. 7wicx- qun cims the ett= information is concen-
ptined by the i==s--a in stiulus information trated in a small propomicn of the total number
in hither frequency stimuli. Increased infor- of pixels., In high spatiai-frequeny iages a
=2t=o morm than compensates for the_ Subjects! human observer itho knows vitich Faxel to
loss in c~hcieney as spatial frequey increases. attend wtill experience an efrieetlic sin that is

higher than an observe who attends equally to
0fd____r Pero-Ce all pixels. In this respect, humans diffcer from an

Though the performance of the heakcted ideal discriminator. The ideal discriminator has
ideal discirimnator is useful in qluantif %ig the unlimited memory and processing resources.
infor-mational tility of the .arious bands. it is does not explicitly incor.porate an) selectise
instructive to consider the changing physical inechanisn into its decision and uses the same
strUCture Of the Stimuli aS Ue" Wa11t COIM- alsorith.T in all frequency hands. Information
ponents of the stimnuli actually lead to again in from irrelevant pixels is enmeshed ire the
information ith increasing frequency? Accord- computation but cancels out perfectl) in the
une to Shannon's theorem (Shannon & Weaver, leter-dlecision process. To understand human
1949). an absolute, 1xindlimited l-D signal can perform ance. houmeer. it is useful to examine
be repr-esented by a number of samples m that how, with: our size-scaled siatial filters, letter
is proportional to its bandwidth. When the information comes to he occupy a smaller and
Signal-to-noise ratio in each sample s, Pr, is the smaller firaction of the imaie array as spatial
same, the overall signal-to-noise- ratio sin grows frequency increases.
as '!M-. in the space doimain. our filters were Here we consider three fcrmulations of the
constructed (approximately) to d~ffr only in change in the internal structure of the images
Scale but not in the shape of their impulse waith increasing spatial firequency (1) spatial
responses Therefore. xshen the mean frequrncy localization, (2) correlation betoseen signals, and
of a filter band increased by a factor of 2. the (3) nearest neighbar analysis We base already
bandwidit also increased by 2. Since the stimuli noted ;hs.t, in our images. the infoemation-ich
are 2D. the effectise number of samples in- pixels become a smaller fraction of the total
creases with the square of frequency. and th'! pixels as frequency band increases Indeed. this
increase in effectise s n ratio is proportional to reduction can be estimated by computing the
in This expected improsement with frequency. information transmitted at any particular pixel
based simply on the oncrease in effectise number location or. more appropriately for estimating
of samples, is indicated by the oblique parallel noise resistance, by computing the sariance of
lines of Fig 5 wvith slope of - I The expected intensity (at that pixel locatior) oser the set of
i-nprosement in ihreshold s n lue simply to the 26 alternatise signals
linearly increasing bandwvidth of the bands does To demonstrate the dlegree of increasing
a reasonable job of accounting for the impro% e- localization with increasing frequency. the %an-
mcnt in performance for both human and ance (oser the set of 26 letter templates) %sas
bracketed discriminators bet%%een 1,2 and b.. computed at each pixel location (x.)) Total

Performance of all disrnminators improses poiser. the total variance. is obtained by sum-
faster with frequency betskeen 039 and 1.5 ming oser pixel locations The number of pixel
cobject and bet%%een 5 8 and 22 c,,object than is locations needled to achieve a specific fraction of
predicted from the bandwidths of ihe images A the total po%%er is gSnen in Fig 8. w,th frequency
slope ste.. erc than - I means that there is more band as a parameter These curses describe the
information for discriminating letters in higher spatial distribution of information in the latter
frequency bands esen %shen the number of templates If all pixels ssere equally informatose,
independent samples is kept the same in each exactly half of the total number of pixels %%ould
band Once sampling density is controlled. just be needed to account for 501. of the total
boss much information letters happen to con- po%%er The solid curses in Fig 8 sho%% that the
tain in each frequency band is an ecological number of pixels needed to consey an% perce.1t-
p~roperty of upper-case letters age of total signal posser, decreases as the
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Tabk 3. A%=qr paiuse c o rrmi sad

CA -Band Carnlatios Nearest oad5bor
0 0.4 0.1
I 091 030
2 O9 1.2

"O I" 3 033 2.3
0 4 0.33 3.1

=. ' 5 031 41

Co!
0 "W 2X 3=0 4=0 5M0

*-r-w o ou: possible positions of t, are described by a cloud
Ft s. Fraims f total p coiai d i t..e n =ost whose dimensions are determined by the sin
mue.vaeixdsasafn ofn(iatof$0).SoB6 ratio. A neighboring letter k may be confused
Ebos irmmt ts Po , fracc:id fof "Sals. t.e cL-. with letter i shen the cloud around t, envelopespara- ..-xt i-..N-tcs LOt= bta .ras.ed E= :tcpo.ra f irma for .'szr a fid Ad Lea o iorr 1, The closer the neighbor, the greater the

frartio-. f= s==s.c ba.i..s of r.i am too dose to opportunity for error. Table 3 gives the average
labeL tii r.erat) fagt in the a= Ift-right 5-0 order a n normalized distance to the nearest neighbor in

thoe for sipal ba ds. each of the bands. The increase in distance to
the nearest neighbor reflects the improvement in

rrequency band increases. These information the representation of signals as spatial frequency
distribution cures are an ecological property of increases.
our set of letter stimuli; different curves u ould We consider possible causes of lower
be needed describe other stimulus sets. efficiency of discrimination in bands below b2.

The dashed curves in Fig. 8 were derised from The letters in these bands hasc high pair-wise
random noise filtered in each of the six fre- correlations and the mean band frequency is
quency bands (b.-b.) The distribution of noise less than the object frequency. This means
povwer is %cry similar between the various bands, that letters differ only in subtle differences of
enormously more so than the distnbution of shading, a feature that %%e usually do not think
signal power. For our letter stimuli, stimulus of as shape. Observers would need to be able to
information coalesces to a smaller number of utilize small intensity differences to distinguish
spatial locations as spaL..! frequency increases between letters To eliminate an alternatise ex-
Correlation beri een signals A more abstract planation (the smaller number of frequency

wa) of describing the change of information components in the low-frequency bands). %%e
with bandwidth is to note that letters become conducted an informal experiment with a lo%%er
less confusible with each other in the higher fundamental frequency The fundamental fre-
frequency bands. A good measure of confuabil- quency, %hich is outside the band, nevertheless
ity is the aserage pairwise correlation between determines the spacing of frequency com-
the 26 ietter templates in each frequency band porients within the band Reducing the funda-
(Table 3) The a'eiage correlation between mental frequency of the letter by one-half
letter templates diminishes from 0 94 in band 0 increases the number of frequency components
to 031 in band5 Ina band in hich templates in the band by a factor of 4. (A 256 x 256
have a pairwise correlation over 0 9, the oer- sampling grid was used rather than 128 x 128 )
whelming amount of intensity 6anation ("infor- These 4 x more highly sampled stimuli were not
mation") is useless for discnmination Small more discnmmable than the original stimuli
wonder that subjects fail completely in this This suggests that the internal letter represen-
band Overall, performance of the ideal dis- tation (template) that subjects bring with them
criminator aid of observers improves as the to the experiment cannot utilize low-frequency
correlation decreases, but there is no obvious information, even when it is abundantly avail-
way to use the pairwise correlation between able Whether, with sufficient training, subjects
templates to predict performance. could learn to use low spatial frequencies to

Nearest neighbors The analysis of nearest make letter discriminations is an open question
neighbors is a useful technique for predicting
accuracy by the analysis of the possible causes SU.MMARI AND CONCLUSIONS
of errors We can regard a filtered image r, of
letter i as a vector in a space of dimensionality I Visual discrimination of letters in noise,
8100 (90 x 90 pixels) When noise is added, the spatially filtered in 2-octa%e wide bands, is
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independent of viewing distance (retinal fre- ;rfE_5 A (11 Visual sipas cdtco -lll. onr.
quency) but impro-ses as spatial freqoWc) Bayesian use of prior knoniledge and crass, coocetion.

inceaes Journal Of the OPtXIca Sockiet of America A. (9).
;498-1507.

2. The improvement in perfonnance with B= .(96.Idcdi~ra .m sddcso
increasing spatial frequency results mainly from Uk$ Jo-.acAl oft/ic Op0tal Society of Anueica, A. 3.93
an increase in the objective amount of infor- Burm P.3J & Ade-ct. E. H (1983) The Laplacian pyrsamid
mation transmitted by the filters wxith increasing ~ Omperg - c IElEE 1eaariurn ont Crn-

freqency(becuse iltr badwidh %%s pr- a=canions. Ck-,44(4). 532-5o0
freqency(beausefiler bndwith ~at ro- Campbell. F. VU I Robson. J. G3. (1968) Apphication of

portional to center frequency) which is mani- Foner ital~us to ihe visibibiy of gratig. Journal of
fested as objectively less confusible stimuli in the PAj,5Wrags-, Loik't 197. 551-566
higher bands. Cartion. C. It- Mtoeller. J. R. & Anderion. C. H (19S4)

3. The comparison of human performance Visual illusioecs Asthoui lows spaual frequencies. Vision
Research. 24, 1407-1413.with that of an estimated ideal discriminator Chubb. C. Sperling. G. & Parish. D. H (1987) Designing

demonsi ates that humans achieve optimal sycitlophysical discriination tasks for ishich ideal per-
discrimination (a remarkable 42% efficiency) formance is compuatrionally icactabe Unpublished
when letters are defined by a 2-octave band of mustuncnpi. Ness York Univeesrr). Human Informaion
spatial frequencies centered at I cycle per letter Processing Laboratory. *

hegt(enfeuny15clte)Ti ih Davidson, M L (1969) Perturbation approach tosata
heigt (eanfreqenc 1. c/ette) Tis igh brightness interaction in human vision. Journal of thre

efficiency of discrimination is maintained over a Optical Society of Amrirca A, S8. 1300-1309
32-I range of% sieing distances lFisrensmn, A. Mailer. L & Sandita. G3 (1953) The rote ofP

4. Detection efficiency was invariant over a high spatial frequencies in face perception Perception. Il

range of retinal spatial frequencies in which the 195-201
- Gensder. W S (1984) Physical limits of acuity and hyper-contrast threshold for detection of sine gratings acuity Journal afits- Optical Sacs-rn of America A. 1.

(the modulation transfer function, MTF) vanes 775-782
enormously The independence oftdetection per- Grimier. Vi S (1989) Sequential ideal-obserser analysis of
formance and retinal size held for all frequency visual disennsinations PsjchologicalRetnex.2L.267-314
bands Ginsburg. A. P (1971) Psychotogical correlates of a model

ofthe human visual system In Proceedings of the5 A part of the loss of human efficiency in Nat~oional Aerospace Elecironrs Cornference (NAECO\ I
discrimination as spatial frequency exceeded 1 (pp 283-290) Ohio IEEE Trans Aerospace Etectronic
cobject height may has- been due to the sub- Systems
jects* inability to identifyv, to Selectively attend, Ginsburg. A P (1978) Visual infoomation processing based
and to utilize, the smaller fraction of informiation. on spatial filters constrained by biological data Aero-

spacc idrat Research Laboratory. 1l2) Da~ton. Ohiorich pixels tn the higher frequency images Ginsisnrg. A P (1990) Specifying relesant spatial infor-
6. Finally, it is timportant to note that masion for image evaluation and display designs An

%wthout the comparison to the ideal observer, esplanation of boss se see certain objects Proceedings of
%%c would not havec been able to understand the SID. 21. 219-227
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pwihologi Ne. York McGraw-Hill Note that the left tide of equation WA7 is simply a

difference image between the stimulus L, ,(wi and the

APPENDIX template 7,.(ss) This difference is exact]) equal to the sum
of the luminance and quanitiron raise onl)y when the

Beth sub-ideal and super-ideal disctuminators must cosipute correct template is chosen (A = kl When the incorrect
estimates of the likelihood that the stimulus v, o was Pro- template is chaser (i orA ) the tight hand side of equation
daced ixith template A., and noise ri, where i s the letter (AM) is equal to the sum of the noise seances plus some
used to generate the stimulus. is an arbitrary letter. and b residue that is equal to TA .(wa - 7,,(w~) Under the
indexes spatial firequenrc) hand Lt X be an index on the assumption that quantization noise can he modeled as
pixels of the image I <, x 4 8100, for the 90 0 90 images Of independent additive raise in the frequency domain, the
the experiments density A of the jnt realization of the right.hard side of

For the Monte Carlo simulations of the super-tdecal equation (A7) is gisen by
discriminator, the unknown stimulus parameters. a,,and o ,
are computed during stimulus construction and tfrii exact A-J-
salues are supplied to the discriminator a Priori The . I~O,+~lis~j
sub-ideal discriminator. howexer must estimate these pat- [-an, ,U4 AMi- T,,(i-)11 AS
amerers from the data as follows n eup[ a1Az+aOiF,I j , ](S

Sub-Ideal Pacarsretcc Estimtion where Fi(io) it simply the kernel of filter b. n the firequency

Recall that stimulus contrast is modulated for any Pixel domain Dropping the multiplicalise term in equation (AS).
x in the image which does nor depend on the template T. and taking logs

a, J. I P. ,r .,(s) + n,(a)J + q, AVx) (Al1) the ideal discriminator chooses the template that minimizes

The scaling constant P., limits range of real salues for each X12' 1U M(ss- 7, ilrjl (A9)
piseL. prior to quantization to the open inrenal (-0 S, O g+Oo~li

235 5) the addition of oY cn alled quantization noise. Finally, it is more cousenient to compute the poixet of
rounds off Pixel values to integers the quantizaion noise in the space domain (a') than in the

For each bandpass filtered template i,, we first compute frequency domain (rr) o,1 - a Spatial quantization noise.
the correlation p., of the template to the stimulus ut ,n, is uniformly1 distributed on the inieral 1- 05 0 51

a, .' (1"Mt so that o, is computed as

-, (A2) fords A0
{X~u ill) ~ iiand is equal to 1/12
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THE KINETIC DEPTH EFFECT AND OPTIC FLOW-lI.
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(Recen'd 24 August 1959. wr revredfomrr I May 1990)

Abstraict-we uoesa difficult shape identification task to anatyze hu. humans extract 3D surfacce structure
from dynanuc 2D sumuit- kinctic depth effect (KDE) Stimuli composed of lumiunous tokens musing
on a less lumitnous background yield accurate 3D shape identilication regardless of the particsular token
used (either dos, lines, or disks) Thrse displays stimulate hush Site Ist-order (Fourirr-energ)) motion
derestors and 2nd-ord-r (nonFoutsrr) motion detectors To determuine ishtch system supposts KDE. 'an

emplt stmuls maipultios tht wekenor dstor 1srdr m to enrgy (c It frame-to-franse
alternation of st: contrast polarts of tokens) and manipultions that create nicrobafteced stimuli %luhii
have no useful ist-oidrr motion tnergn All manipulations that impir 1st-order moton energy,
coreespondingis imp=i 3D shape identification In certain cases. 2nd-order motion could support limited
KDE but it sas riot robust and stas of tou spatial resolution We conclude that Ist-order motion detectors
are the pnmary input to th- kinetic depth system To determine muinmal conditions fo- KDE sic use a
stu frame displa% Under optimalconditions KDE supports shape idertification performance at 639.,
of full-rotation displass sisbere baseline is 5%) Increasing thin amount of 3D rotation pertra~d or
introducing a blank ister-snmulas interval impairs performance Together. our results confirm that the
human KDE computation of surface shape Lies a global optic fos computed pnimant, b) itt-order
motion detectors sorb minor 2nd-order inputs Aceurate 3D shape identification requires onl% 1.u sieu

and therefore does nor require knoucedpe of acceleration

11, rRODSUCTION surface portrayed using random dot displays In
cach trial of a new shape identification task we

Wtthen a collection of randomlN positioncd dotsi devised. sus'ojctn vicw a random dot represen-
moves on a CRT screen with motion paths that tation of one of a set of 52 3D shapes and
are p~ojeclions of rigid 3D motion. a human identify the shapc and rotation direction Shape
viewer perceives a sinking impression of three- identity feedback optimizes the subject's abtlity
dimensionalit% and depthi This phenomenon to compute shape from each type of motion
of depth computed from relative motion cues stimulus For accurate performance, the task 1
is known as the kinetic depth effect (KDE. requires either a 3D percept or a subject strategy S

Wallach & O'Connell. 1953) that uses 2D velocity information in a manner
What are the important cues that lead to a 3D that is computationally equivalent to that re-

percept from such a display'? Is it motion, or are quired to solve for 3D shape (Sperling et al ,

there other important cuess If it is motion, then 1989, 1990, see the dtscussion of expi 2, below)
what kind of motion detection system(s) are We have shown that the only cue used for the
used to support tne structure- from-n- olson com- perception of three-dimensionality in these dis- -
putation" Is a computation of velocit i suffictent, plays is motion (Sperl~ng et al , 1989. 1990) -

or are more elaborate measurements necessary, Further experiments deemined that global
such as of acceleration? These are the questions optic flow is used rather than the position

thtwe address in this paper information for individual dots, since accuracy
In a series of recent papers (Dosher, Landy & remains high when dot lifeis are reduced so

Sperling. 1989a. b, Sperling, Landy. Dosher & as little as two frames (Dosh~r et al., 1989b) In
Perkins, 1989, Sperlirng, Dosher & Landy, 1990), that paper, we concluded that the input to the
%%e examined t' e cues necessar) for subjects to KDE computation isian optic flo%% generated b)
pcce an accurate representation of a 3D) a ls:,-order motion detection mechanism, such

fi 9
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as the Reichardt detector (Reichardt, 1957). bining outputs of many detectors to enable
Two manipulations that perturb Ist-order pred:ctions of psychophysical experiments. re-
motion energy mechanisms-flicker and po- suiting in their Elaborated Reichardt Detector
larity aternation-also interfered with KDE (ERD).
(Dasher et aL. 1989b). In polarity alternation, An alternative way of characterizing motion
dots change over time from black to white to detection is in the frequency domain. A motion
black on a gray background. When compared to detector can be built of several linear spaslo-
dots that remain white, polarity alternation was temporal filters. Each filter is sensitive only to
equally or slightly more detectable in a detection energy in two of the four quadrants in spatio-
task, was poorer but still well above chance in temporal Fourier space (ci,, (a,). In other
a discrimination of direction of motion task words, the filters are not separable. Their recep-
(computed, presumably, using tracking of the tive fields are oriented in space-time, and thus
dots or using more elaborate, 2nd-order motion they are sensitive to motion in a particular
detection mechanisms) but was useless for tasks direction and at a particular scale (Adelson &
requiring KDE or motion segregation. These Bergen. 1985; Burr, Ross & Morrone. 1986.
latter two tasks require the evaluation of vel- Watson & Ahumada, 1985). The Fourier
ocity in a number of locations simultaneously "energy" (the squared output of a quadrature
(Sperhng et al. 1989). Shape identification per- pair of filters) in each of two opposing motion
formance in a range ofconditions was shown to directions is computed, and put in opponency.
be monotonic with a computed index of Ist- This "motion energy detector", proposed by
order net directional power in the stimuli Adelson and Bergen (1985), and the ERD differ
(Dosher et al. 1989b) Hence. for sparse in their construction and in the signals available
dot stimuli, KDE depends upon a simple at the subunit level, but are indistinguishable at
spatio-temporal (Ist-order) Fourier analysis of their outputs (Adelson & Bergen. 1985. van
multiple local areas of the stimulus Santen & Sperling, 1985)

In this paper, we further examine and gener- The structure-from-motion computation re-
alize the contributions of several types of lies upon the measurement of image velocities
motion detectors to the optic flow computations at several image locations The KDE shape
used b the structure-from-motion mechanism identIfication task that we use here can be solved

by categorizing velocity at six spatial locations
MiOTION ANALYSIS MODELS AND TilE KDE into three categories leftward. approximately

zero. and rightward (Sperling et al. 1989) Thus.
Ist-order motion analists in order to discriminate the 53 test shapes

To motivate the stimulus conditions studied by KDE. motion detection must be followed
here. we begin by summarizing models of early by at least some rudimentary local velocity
motion detection and analysis Several recent calculation.
motion detection models (van Santen & Sper- In order to signal velocity, the outputs of
ling, 1984. 1985, Adelson & Bergen. 1985. Wat- more than one such lst-order motion detector
son & Ahumada, 1985) share as a common must be pooled Speed may be computed by
antecedent the model proposed by Reichardt pooling only two detectors (a motion and a
(1957) We refer to this class of models as "static" detector. Adelson & Bergen, 1985) To
Ist.order motion detectors, Below, 2nd-order signal motion direction, signals must De pooled
mechanisms involving add.tional processing across a variety of orientations (Watson &
stages will be discussed. In the Reichardt deice- Ahumada, 1985) Finally, in order to solve the
tor. luminance is measured at two spatial lo- "aperture problem" for more complex stimuli
cations A and B The measurement at position (Burt & Sperling, 1981, Marr & Ullman, 1981),
A is delayed in time, and then cross-correlated signals may be pooled over a variety of
over time with the measurement at position B, directions and perhaps scales (Heeger, 1987)
resulting in a "'half-detector" sensitive to In the previous paper (Dosher et al , 1989b),
motion from position A to B A second such shape identification performance was shown to
"half-detector" sensitive to motion from B to .4 relate directly to the quality of the signal avail-
is set in opponency with the first, resulting in the able from Ist-order motion detection mechan-
full motion detector van Santen and Sperling isms Each stimulus consisted of a large number
(1984, 1985) have investigated this model along ofdots on a gray background representing a 2D
with extensions involving voting rules for com- projection of dots on the surface ofa smooth 3D
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shape under rotary oscillation. In one condition the contribution of both to the perception of
(contrast polarity alternation), the dots were planar motion (Anstis & Rogers, 1975, Chubb
firs: brighter than the background ("white-on- & Sperling, 1988b, 1989a.b; Lelkens &
gray"), then darker than the background Koenderink, 1984: Ramachandran, Rao &
("black-on-gray"), then bright again, in succes- Vidyasagar, 1973; Sperling, 1976).
sive frames. For a dense random dot field (50% Can both Ist- and 2nd-order motion mechan-
black/50% white) under simple planar motion, isms be used by the KDE system? The polarity-
polanty alternation causes a percept of motion alternating dots did not yield an effective KDE
opposite to the true direction of motion (the percept of our 3D shapes. If one accepts the
"reverse-phi phenomenon", Anstis & Rogers, existence of both 1st- and 2nd-order motion
1975), reverse-phi is thought to reflect a spatio- mechanisms, why didn't the 2nd-order system
temporal Fourier analysts of the stimulus, since support KDE? The KDE stimuli were relatively
contrast reversal reverses the direction of small (3.7 x 4 2 deg) and viewed foveally (eye
motion of the lowest-frequency Fourier coin- movements were permitted throughout the 2 sec
ponenta (van Santen & Sperling. 1984) With stimulus duration) Evidence from studies of
contrast reversal, the outputs of Ist-order planar motion suggests that both systems were
motion detection mechanisms no longer simply available under these conditions (Chubb &
signal the intended direction and velocity of Sperling, 1988b) For polarity alternation
mo;ion Contrast reversal stimuli do not yield stimuli, the most salient los frequency com-
a depth-from-motion percept (Dasher et al. ponents from the Ist-order system were in
1989b) We take this as evidence that the the wrong direction We assume that the 2nd-
KDE relies upon input from a I st-order motion order system yields a correct (if attenuated)
analysis analysis Bad shape identification performance

may have resulted either from the perturbed
2nd-order morion analsis Ist-order analysis or because of competition

For the sparse random dot stimuli (Dosher et between the Ist- and 2nd-order systems (which
al., 1989b). contrast polarity alternation elmi- signaled opposite directions of motion in
nated the perception of structure from motion some frequency bands) Our evidence (Dosher
Nonetheless. subjects could judge the direction et al . 1989b) demonstrated that 1st-order
of patches of contrast polanty alternating dots system input is the predominant input to
undergoing simple translation What kind of a KDE. but it did not exclude the possibility of
motion detector might be used to correctly input from 2nd-order motion detection mech-
judge the motion of a translating, polarity- anisms To approach that question %&e con-
alternating dot' One simple possibility would be sider a KDE stimulus that produces a simple
to first appl, a luminance nonlinearity to the 2nd-order motion analysis, but to which
input stimulus For example. ift' - input stimu- the Ist-order motion system is. statistically.
lus sere full-wave rectified asout the mean blind
luminance. the polant,-alternating stimulus
uould be converted to the equivalent of rigid Aficrobalanced nion stimuh

motion of a white dot on a gray background Chubb and Sperling (1988b) defined a class of
Thus. a full-wave rectifier of contrast followed stimuli, called microbalanced, among which are
by a Ist-order analyzer (such as those discussed stimuli with the properties that we desire In
above) would be capable of analyzing such a expt I we concentrate on two examples of
motion stimulus correctly (Chubb & Sperling, microbalanced motion simuli These stimuli are
1988b. 1989a. b) random in the sense that any given stimulus is

A motion detection system consisting of a a realization of a random process As proven by
contrast nonlinearity followed by a lst-order Chubb and Sperling (1988b), if a stimulus is
detector is one example of a wide class of microbalanced then the expected output of
"2nd-order detection mechanisms", each of every Ist-order detector (ERD or motion
which consists of a linear filtering of the input energy detector) will be zero Thus, Chubb and
(spatial and/or temporal), followed by a con- Sperling defined a class of stimuli for which a
trast nonlinearit), followed by a standard Ist- consistent motion signal requires a 2nd-order
order motion detection mechanism A number motion analysis, and showed that the 2nd-
of results demonstrate the existence of both 1st- order analysis predicted observers' percepts for
and 2sd-order motion mechanisms and show several exanples of the class
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The polarity alternation stimulus is not alternation resulted from the low contrast
microbalanced; any given frequency band does energy in the stimulus. Two forms of micro-
show consistent motion, with the lowest spatial balanced stimuli are used, allowing us to test
frequencies signalling motion in the wrong di- KDE shape identification performance with
rection. This stimulus can be transformed into stimuli to which 1st-order motion detectors are
a microbalanced one as follows: for each dot, blind. Finally, we examine stimuli in which
choose the contrast polarity randomly and inde- moving textured tokens are camouflaged by a
pendently for every frame. Any given st-order similarly textured background.
detector will be just as likely to signal rightward
motion as it is to signal leftward motion since it Method

will either see the same contrast polarity across Subjects. There were three subjects in this
any successive pair of frames or it will see experiment. One was an author, and the other
contrast polarity alternate, with equal prob- two were graduate students naive to the pur-
ability. One question we examine in this paper poses of this experiment. All had normal or
is whether the motion signal available from corrected-to-normal vision. There were slight
2nd-order mechanisms can be used to compute differences in the conditions for each of the
3D structure, three subjects. These will be pointed out below

We present two experiments. In the first, we White-on-gray dot stimuli. First, we briefly
examine performance on a shape identification describe the stimuli that consist of bright dots
task for a variety of KDE stimuli. Several types moving on a gray background representing a
of stimuli provide good st-order motion, variety of 3D shapes This description will be
Others are microbalanced and hence can only be somewhat abbreviated, since the same stimuli
analyzed by 2nd-order mechanisms. Still others have been used in previous studies and more
offer good Ist-order motion, but involve complete descriptions are available (Sperling et
camouflage similar to that available in some of al, 1989) The other stimuli used in the present
the microbalanced conditions. We find that study result from simple image processing trans-

i Ist-order motion is used, and that input from formations applied to the white-on-gray dot

2nd-order mechanisms may also be used but is stimuli.
not as robust In a second experiment, we Stimuli were based upon a fixed vocabulary of
examine the residual shape percept from two- simple shapes consisting of bumps and concav-
frame KDE stimuli in order to determine ities on a flat ground. The 3D shapes vaned in
whether a single velocity field is a sufficient cue the number, position, and 2D extent of these
for shape identification or whether acceleration bumps and concavities. The process of generat-
also is needed ing the stimuli is illustrated in Fig I

The first step in creating a stimulus involves
ENPERIIENT 1. POLARIT ALTERNATION, the specification of a 3D surface For a square

N11CROBALANCE. AND CAMOUFLAuE area with sides of length s, a circle with diameter
G 9 s is centered, and three fixed points, labeled

In the first experiment, a shape discrimiatlion I, 2 and 3, are specified For a given shape, one
task is used with a variety of displays irst, in of two such sets of points is used (the upward-
order to sensibly compare results to our pre- pointing triangle or the downward-pointing tri-
vious work (Sperling et al , 1989, Dosher ct al., angle, labeled u and d, respectively) The shape
1989b), there are control conditions that are is specified as having a depth of zero outside of
identical to those of our previous experiments the circle For each of the three identified points,
(the "Motion without density cue, standard the depth may be either +05 s, 00, or -05s,
speed, standard intensity" and "Motion with which are labeled as +, 0, and -, respectively
polarity alternation, standard speed, standard The depth values for the rest of the figure were
intensity" conditions of the preceding paper). In interoolated by using a standara cubic spline to
addition to dots, randomly positioned disks and connect the three interior points with the zero
lines are also used here in oider to examine the depth surround Thus, there are 54 ways to
effects of the foreground token used to carry the designate a shape u vs d, and for each of three
motion The disk and line tokens are larger than interior points, , vs 0 vs -. We designate a
the single pixel dots. and hence have more shape by denoting the triangle used, followed by
contrast energy They enable us to test whether the depth designations of the three points in the
our previous failure to find KDE with polarity order shown in Fig IA For example, u- -0
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(A)

232

(B)

sOOO/-oOO .00-

(C)

Fig I Stimulus shapes rotations. and their designations (A) Shapes were constructed b) choosing one
of the tao equilateral triangles represented here Each point in the triangles was given a positive depth
(i toward the observer). zero depth. or negative depth, represented as +, 0 and - respectiely A
smooth shape sphned these three points to zero depth values outside of the crcle A shape is designated
b% the choice of triangle (u or d), follossed by the depth designations of the three points in the order given
in the fEgurt (B) Some representatise shapes generated by this procedure All shapes consisted of a bump,
concavts or both, with a variation in position and extent of these areas (C) Shapes mere represented
b, a set of dots randoml painted on the surface of the shape, and niggled about a vertical axis through
the center of the displa. The motion %as a sinusoidal rotation that moved the object so as to face off
to the obserer's right then his or her left, then bact to fae-fosard (denoted 1). or the reerse

(denoted r)

is a shape with a bump in the upper-middle of surround is continued outside the square) This
the display, and a concavity in the lower-left collection of dots is rotated about a vertical axis
(Fig IB) There are 53 distinct shapes, because that is at zero depth and centered in the d&cplay.
uOOO and dOO both denote a flat square The rotation angle 0(k) ts a sinusoidal "wggle"

Displavs were generated by sprinkling dots 0(k)= ±25sin(2rtk/30) deg, where k is the
randomly on the 3D surface generated by the frame number within the 30 frame display
spline, rotating that surface, and projecting the Thus, the display either rotated 25 deg to the
resulting dot positions onto the image plane right, then reversed its direction until it faced
using parallel perspective A large number of 25 deg to the left, then reversed its direction
dots are chosen uniformly over a 2D area until it was again facing forward (labeled 1), or
someuhat larger than the s by s square, and rotated in the opposite manner (labeled r, see
each dot's depth is determined bs the cubic Fig IC) The displays presented these 3D
spline interpolant (where the zero depth of the collections of dots in parallel perspective
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as luminous dots (single pixels) on a darker results in a small amount of dot scintillation
background that neither lowers performance substantially

A stimulus name consists of the name of the nor appears to be useful as an artifectual cue
shape followed by the type of rotation (e.g (Sperling et al., 1989, 1990).
u + -01), resulting in 108 possible names. Using Other tokens. The 54 stimuli described so far
parallel perspective, there is a fundamental consisted ofluminous dots moving to and fro on
ambiguity with the KDE: reversing the depth a less luminous background. All other stimuli
values and rotation direction of a particular were based upon th.se displays. First. three
shape and rotation produces exactly the same conditions involved changes of the token that
display In other words, a convexity rotating to earned the motion. The moving dots were re-
the right produces exactly the same set of 2D placed with disks, patterned disks, or wires. We
dot motions as a concavity rotating to the left. refer to the dot, wire, and disk conditions as
Thus. u + -01 and u - +Or describe precisely white-on-gray stimuli, and the patterned disks
the same display type. There is also no differ- as pattern -on -gray.
ence in display type among uOOOl. uOOOr, dOOO1 To create a disk stimulus, a dot stimulus is
and dOOOr. This r~sults in a total of 53 distinct modified in the following way. Each luminous
display types. dot in the stimulus is replaced with a 6 x 6 pixel

These experiments used 54 white-on-gray dot luminous diamond centered on the dot
displays. includirg two instantiations of the flat (Fig. 2b), which appears disk-like from the
stimulus uOO (with different dot placements) viewing distance used in the experiment A
and one instantiation of each other display type. sample image of white-on-gray disks is depicted
Each set of dots was windowed to a display area in Fig 2c. and is based on the white-on-gray dot
of 182 x 182 pixels (corresponding to the s x s stimulus frame shown in Fig. 2a.
square), with dots presented as single luminous The pattern-on-gray disk stimuli are gener-
pixels. ated in a similar fashion. The 6 x 6 diamond

When the dots on the surface of a shape move consists of 24 pixels which are a mixture of
back and forth in the display, the local dot black and white (12 of each) These are dis-
density changes as the steepness of the hills and played on an intermediate gray background
valleys changes (with respect to the line of The diamond pattern and a sample stimulus
sight) In previous work (Sperling ct al.. 1989). frame are shown in Fig 2d and e. respectively
we showed that this density cue is neither Note that the diamond pattern has an equal
necessary nor sufficient for the perception of number of black and white pixels in each row
depth However. it is a weak cue which one of Other stimuli were based on "wires" Each
three highly trained subjects was able to use for dot was connected by a straight line (subject to
modest above-chance performance when it was the pixel sampling density) to all neighbors that
presented in isolation In other words, changing were at a 2D distance no greater than 15 5 pixels
dot density is an artifactual cue to the task As (Fig 2f). Note that a vector is drawn between
in previous experiments, we remove this cue by two points based on their distance in the image.
deleting or adding dots as needed throughout not on their simulated 3D distance. Since the
the display in order to keep local dot density lines were straight. when set in motion they
constant, As a result of this manipulation, all objectively define a thickened surface with lines
displays had approx 300 dots visible in the cutting through the interior of each bump and
display window The removal of the density cue concavity This may have yielded a perceived

Fig 2 (opposie) Stimulus dsplay generation for expt I (a) A single frame of a white.on.gray dots
stimulus All displays shown in this figure are based on this stimulus frame (b) Tie diamond shape used
tO generate the disks from the dots (c) A white-on-gray disks stimulus frame (d) The patterned diariond

for the pattern..r.gray conditon (e A pattern on gray frame (f) A ,hite-on-gray nrres frame All pairs
of dots in Fig 2A tre connected whose inter-point distance was less than 15 5 pixels (e) A frame of
dynamic-on-gray dots In this condition each dot was painted black or white randomly and independently
with prohability of 0 5 for each color (h) A frame of dynamic.on-gray disks The same procedure as in
(g) was applied to each pixl lying in each disk (I) A frame of dynamic on.gray wires Q) A frame of
dsnamic on static disks For both dynamic-on-static conditions (disks and wres). the tokens and the
background consisted of random dot noise and so the tokens cannot be discerned from a single static
frame ik) 4 frame of the pattern on-static condition This frame contains 300 copies of the pattern in
td) on a static noise background The camouflage is quite effective (t) An enlargement of the central

portion of (k) with the patterned disks emphasized
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(tesselated) surface having slightly less relative tion This stimulus manipulation was explored
depth than the base surface. The choice of 15.5 thoroughly for dot stimuli in the preceding
pixels as the criterion for drawing a line was a paper (Dosher et al., 1989b) In this condition,
compromise set in order to make sure that all the motion-carrying tokens alternate from white
stimulus dots became an endpoint to at least to black to white again on successive frames, all
one line, and that no line was so long as to against a background of intermediate gray.
excessively cut through the simulated surface. Constrast polarity alternation was used with

The white-on-gray disks and pattern-on-gray dots, disks, and wires, resulting it three polarity
disks were based on the dot stimuli. The same alternation conditions.
exact instantiations were used in all three con- Pattern-on-static, The final condition in-
djtions. The nth frame of a given shape and volves pattern camouflage. This condition is
rotation consisted of either dots, disks or pat- derived from the pattern-on-gray stimuli. The
terned disks centered on the same set of image gray background is replaced with a frame of
positions For the wire stimuli, a neo set of 54 static random dot noise. In other words, the
instantiations was made. patterned disk tokens move to and fro in front

Dynamic-on-grar. Three types of stimuli of a screen of static random dots. occluding it
were used to explore the motion of patches of (and occasionally each other) as they pass by. A
dynamic noise moving on a gray background. frame of this stimulus condition is pictured in
These stimuli are microbalanced. as we dis- Fig 2k, and enlarged in Fig 21, where we have
cussed in the previous section. These stimuli are artificially highlighted the patterned disks for
derived from the dot. disk, and wire stimuli To comparison to the pattern kernel shown in Fig.
produce a dynamic-on-gray stimulus from a 2d. There are approx. 300 patterned disks in
white-on-gray stimulus, simply change the lumi- Fig. 2k. As you can see, the camouflage is quite
nance of each white pixel in each stimulus frame effective. When the patterned disks move. as one
(i.e the foreground or token pixels) to black might expect. they are easily visible (Julesz,
randomly and independently with probability 1971).
0 5 Thus foreground pixels undergo random Displas detais. There are a total of 13 con-
contrast polarity alternation while background ditions (3 white-on-gray. I pattern-on-gray, 3
pixels are gray (i.e have zero contrast) Sample contrast polanty alternation. 3 dynamic-on-
frames are illustrated in Frig. 2g, h and i gray, 2 dynamic-on-static, and I pattern-on-

Dvnamic-on-static Two types ofstimuli %%ere static) There were 54 distinct displays for each
used to explore the motion of patches of of the 13 conditions In all conditions, the
dynamic noise moving on a static noise back- displays are windowed to an area of 182 x 182
ground This class of stimuli is also micro- pixels Displays were computed using the HIPS
balanced (Chubb& Sperling, 1988b) We derive image precessing software (Landy. Cohen &
dynamic-on-static stimuli from the disk and Sperling, 1984a. b). and displayed by an Adage
wire stimuli The foreground pixels consist of RDS-3000 image display system.
dynamic noise, just as in the previous dynamic- Subjects MSL and JBI. viewed these stimuli
on-gra\ case The background pixels consist of on a Conrac 721 IC19 RGB color monitor Only
a static frame of patterned texture, where each the green gun was used, and so stimuli appeared
pixel is randoml) chosen to be either black or as bright green and black pixels (as dots, disks,
sh,te with a probability of 0.5. just as the lines or noise) on a green background of inter-
dynamic no0ie is If a given pixel is a back- mediate luminance. The stimuli subtended
ground position for two successive frames. 3 7 x 4 2 deg Stimuli were viewed monocularly
then its color does not ,hange If that position through a dark viesing tunnel, using a circular
is a foreground pixel ,. either or both frames, apert.e which was slightly larger than the
then there is a 50% chance that its color will stimuli
change A single frame of dynamic-on-static Subject LUJ viewed the stimuli on a US
stimulus is simply a frame of random dot noise Pixel PXIS black and white monitor with
(rig 2j1) The motion-carrying tokens are not a P4-like phosphor Here, stimuli subtended
discernible from a single frame Rather, the 2 9 x 2 9 deg, and appeared as white and black
areas of moving dynamic noise define the pixels on an intermediate gray background
foreground tokens Stimuli were viewed monocularly through a

Contrast polarts alteration Three stimulus circulai aperture in cardboard which approxi-
conditions molved contrast polarit) alterna- mately matched the hue of the displays, and
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which had approximately the same luminance as IN
the stimulus background.

Each stimulus consisted of 30 stimulus o M.,
frames. These were presented at a 60 Hz frame . s,,.

rate. Each frame was repeated four times, result-
per second. Each stimulus lasted 2 sec. A trial "

sequence consisted of a fixation spot, a blank
interval, the 30 frame stimulus, and a blank. The
fixation and blank lasted either for I sec each
(subjects MSL and J , or0.5 seeach (subject T ,=V. ,r- .1: "r I

LJJ). The background luminance remained con- ,, .-.,,0, s., On,

stant throughout the trial sequence. Subjects in1 "
were free to use eye movements to actively It[!A
explore the display. Stimuli were viewed from a 0 M,.-
distance of 1.6 m. After each stimulus display, C •
subjects responded with the name of the shape A
and rotation direction using either a computer
keyboard or response buttons

Slightly different image luminances were used
for each subject. The background luminance for
subjects MSL, JBL and JJ were 31.0,040.0 and
45 0 cdim, respectively Since isolated luminous .

picls were used, the appropriate unit of G_

measurement is extra pcd/ptxel for bright .-

pixels, and re-wvoed lcd/pixel for dark pixels l
at a specified viewing distance (Sperling, 1971) o .
Stimuli were calibrated so that extra ucd/pixel L
and removed ycd/pxel were equal. For subjects
MSL. JBL and LJJ, these were 13 2, 192

distance of 16 m Contrasts were nominally
100%o

Procedure There were 13 stimulus conditions.CQ-

For each condition, there were 54 stimuli (tmo ." 41 1:1
nstaniations of the flat stimulus u000, and one Fig 3 Results of expt I Results are given for three subjects
instantiatio of each of the 52 other possible Different sNmbols in the bats represent different tokens
distinct shape, rotation combinations) This re- (large open dots for the disk and patterned disk tokens.
suited in 702 stimuli, each of which was viewed small solid dois for the dot tokens, and asterisks for the -ire
once by each subject. These 702 ials were tokens)
viewed in random order in six blocks of 117
trials On a given trial, a stimulus was shown,
subjects keyed in their responses, and then Results
feedback was provided so that we measured The results for the three subjects are summar-
the best performance of which the subject ized in Fig 3 Each performance measure given
was capable. Each block lasted approx I hr. here is the percent correct over 54 trials We
Subjects ran several practice sessions on the discuss each class of stimulus condition in turn
white-on-gray dots condition before data White-on.gray/Pattern.on-gray. As ex-
were collected Gvsen the mix of stimuli in pected, the performance on the three white-on-
a given condition, guessing base rates for gray and the one pattern-on-gray condition w's
the identification of shape and rotation direc- uniformly high The tokens provided excellent
tion were between 1,53 (foi a strategy of motion signals because they were moving rigid
random guessing) and 2:54 (for a strategy areas of high contrast It did not particularly
o" always anscring uOOOl or one of its matter whether we used dots, as in our previous
equivalents) studies, wires, as in the early wire-frame KDE



uoark (Wallach & o'Conae 1953). disks. or (V~-39% Co.,c e~~rtos~ b-_ !k less
patterned disks. The- disk and Patectud disk than his neeeI pefec (9.-9S core) pe--
stimuli provided *Wty sEtong percepis of s!hape, fothutiseouern tokenson pay."
although the disks did not undergo rralistic The Ist-orderenotio mechanisms ar.e clepsly
foreshorning as they rotated- In fact, the dot;bte most effectivc inpat to the KDE A~T=_.
stimuli gave the vrkest p:;eepn 3fdtpiL These sinceeiad icgtnozicndta~ble by 1st-ocder
tokens had the least contrast enery (te. %=re mchanisms reduces penr ance stnhseaniallv- t
the smallest), and hencewre hard-- to detect. for all subjects The resu for subject MSi
Subject JEL bad the graeatest diflicully in seeing suggest that 2nad-order motion wehnim can
these small dots and his results show a slight also be used. 40n some trials. frapments of the
drop in perfo.-ianec for the do: stimauli. microbialanced stimuli did appear 3D to this

D&rewrnic-on-gray. Th* moction of a tol subject (one of the atthors). especially in th
filled wuith dyniamic random do* noise moving foveally-viewed portion of the stimtulus. To raise
onl a gray background is microbalaced- In his performance level, he usedsohtite
other words. 1st-ordert. motion detctors axe guessing strateges based on active eye move-
**blind" to thit stimulus. The expected value or ments and local mecasurenrts f motion or-
the output of such a detector is zeo (across thre dimensionality in the for-. a: a small
random realizations of the stimulus). Simple nttb.:r of locations of the clisplay. Bu-, these
2nd-order- mechtanisms (e.g. using rectification) strate-gies only ser.v to bring perforinance up to
serve to reseal thi: truer motion. mediocre levels in compaison with performance

The results for tae subjects are somneta: with rigid white-on-gray motion.
diffren: For two subjects (Lii and JBL). Drniarnrce-on-staic. The dynamic-on-stc
performance is alxays at o,-nrar. chance (less manipulation also results in a miucro-balancedl
than 10% correct in all cases). although for- stimulus. For the dynramic-on-static conditions.
subject U)i with the dynamic-on-grax dots the performance is at chance level for- all three
performance is stgnicantl% abase- chanrce subjects, and for both wire disk tokens. As with
(P < 0.05) Onl the othe-r hand, for subject MSL. the dynamic-on-gra) conditions, the motion of
performance is always well abase chance the tokens is visiblc. It is not particularly

diflicult to detect the motion of an area of
order toes:tber oft a so ie oararc dynamic noise on a static noese- background
alteration %2t !!tcii%-ne rar a corual cap~mr..l (Chsubb & Sperling. 1988b). However, this sort
(ung 161L and JBL as subrrtsi sder 2 saiit or of motion engenders no shape percept wAhateve-r

nilePI~i ietinnc~ 'Sm Lid i nSa b:3ae P-"- under the conditions of our experiments.
iausa~e UAe sieued a sancis of dira~wnr-gpe

displays s-rarr tie tum'imee satues foe me: mark .ne Unlike dynamic-on-gray stimuli, dynamic-
%lilt. pixel% anprideratenis oser a uidc range ze aiso on-static stimuli are not resealed b.% contrast
iesie~i a sarre:' or othber iuniiraice catibraion Pro- rectification Detection of the motion of a re-

ancd ! te omri ntr f te hni ;mis6 hegion of ficker requires more elaborate 2nd-
satrec as that o! ihe iblati. piseis And. i% is Jallieulli o order mechanisms. Regions of flicker could first
calib.aieithe uirsaccof:idnsdal paxi,,enddcd,. be detected b) appl)ing a linear temporal filter
a cmpiex dispias textu~re iSw that toe desired pattern (such as differentiation) followed b) rectifi-
is firsi lo-pass fitered by threCRTsndco annphfacr. and eation. and then by application of a 1st-oarder
lhon passe, th'ough te Sun nenilnearns bee 16,lligan motion mechanitrm Some such complex 2nd-
A. Stone. 1989. foi a full diescuson of aiss pointi Thus. odrmto eetreit ntehmnvsa

.1as Imponrtn to arr,c that our renutis were robusit re uindrco xit ntehmnvsa
user a tange of lunance %aines oseriapping tire cait- system, since we tire capable of seeing areas of
braird equal contrast poitni flicker mose, including in the displays of our

To summnrizne. shape identification performrance .5 experiment (at least with scrutiny) Yet, this
conrsistntuit hie results ofexpi I for areasonably ssurt 2nid-order motion detection system does not
rane of shite pixel lumtinances Subject 5sISL consist-
crul> perfonrs at moderate tesets. and subaeci JBL support the structure-from-moction computatioin
consistently performs at or near chtance Tire iu-nneoc for our dynamic-on-static stimuli
ieetil yielding post shape identification performance ate Prazdny (1986) reached the opposite con-
,orisieral with thre tesets that result its tire csasesi 3D clusion using dynamic-on-static displays repre-
percept anid are roughly cosisient with tihe lumninance senting sinmple wire objects rotating in a
levels that are balanced (black pixel decrenment ss hote tmln oinEc betcnandfv
pixel isereterni for a arei) of calibration displays Tre bin moon ac ojetotiedfv
pelorinarce leve., for dyis..tiicn geay timi in exp; wires, sod subjects were required to identify the
ido notrr~s,i from a misclbr- in of iuminzrce ltseis object among six alternative wire-frame objects



I
The displa-s = 7e lx 7deft and the srs e teel at low sratiz! resolution in the 2nd-
s.-=al pcthick P form-- asqi b igh ode- ion systc (rater than unconnecd
in the task for fve s=bj=s Although we bave toLs) is the likely expla=tion for falure of
S=--e r=%ctlas about the exprbeenal KDE.
method =pnpiocd by Pesadny.., wie haite Scr-n~cr mrast o22i entrio. Performance is
ated s=13 dispas in our laboratory. and our quite poor for the contrast polatity alt-nating
dr-on-static uire-frame disays do yieid dots as it was un the previous paper (Doser et
a shape percep t gwen displys are resiscted to aL. 1989b). For two subjects (JBL and L)
a small nmber of gires. performance is at chance or insignificatly.

The most Ekcly explanation of the difference above chance. For subject MSL performance is
be-tween our .esults and those of Prazdny in- low (11% correct) but significantly above
tc.vs the difference in spatial resolution re- chance (P <005). On the other hand. when th-
quired by each task. Chubb and Sperling token is changed to disks or ires. performance
(19SSa) have demonstrated that 2nd-ordcr rse substantially. Contrast polarity altenation
motion sstms have less spatial resolution than is not as devastating a stimulus manipulation
the 1st-order ;echanisms, and that their resol- for disks and gwires as it is for dots.
ution drops precipitously with increases in reti- For ist-order motion detection mechanisms
nal ecceistricity. In our displays, motion was such as tle Reichardt detector. contrast polarity
about a vertical axis using parallel perspective, alternation causes the strongest responses to be
and hence all rtion was along the horizontal. in the wrong direction. Yet, the intended motion
There could be as many as 10 or 20 disks or can be detected quite accurately if a 2nd-order
wires in a gnen row ofthe image to resolve. Our detector is used that first applies a luminance
displays did not yield a global percept of optic nonlineanty followed by a Reichardt detector.
flo., but motion was perceived foveally with The primary difference betwseen the dots on the
scrutiny- This is entirely consistent with Chubb one hand. and the disks and wires on the other.
and Speeling's observation. Prazdny did not is that the disks and wires have more pixels
give precise details about his stimuli, but it was illuminated. In other words. they hase more
clear that along a gien motion path there were contrast energy, and in particular thay have
only two or three wires to resohe across his far more energy at losver spatial frequencies. Thus.
larger display Performance was so low in our the disk and wire stimuli should stimulate both
dynzmic-on-staiic conditions because too much the Ist- and 2nd-order motion detection systems
spatial acuity was requirco of the 2nd-order more strongly, resulting in stronger mcorrict
system that detects the motion of flickering direction information Irom the Ist-order
regons. system as a whole, but also stronger information

Ho. useful for perception of shape is a from the 2nd-order system, and stronger
display of dynamic noise figures moving on a directional information in those selected Ist-
static noise background? We hase examined a order frequency bands which signal the correct
large number of disk and (:hick) wire displays direction
in order to span the gap of spatial resolution It is interesting to note that a large number of
betueen Prazdny's displays and our own. With the errors made by observers with polanty-alter-
our 3 x 3 deg display size. a shape percept can nating stimuli were errors in the direction of
only be achieed by using a %ery small number rotation only, with the shape specified correctly
of tokens (around 5-10). These displays con- For example, for a stimulus which had as
sisted of rotating disk tokens Cavanagh and correct answers either u - - 01 or u - -r Or, the
Ramachandran (1988) suggest an alternative subject incorrectly responded with u--r - Or or
explanation of the difference between our results u - + 0!, rather than with any of the 104 other
and those of Prazdny. They consider the crucial possible incorrect responses. This effect was
difference to be that the objects portrayed in the largest for the disk tokens. In a separate control
Prazdny displays were connected (one long wire experiment, for contrast polanty-alternating
figure), whereas our displays consisted of separ- disk stimuli, 39% of the errors made by subject
ate disk tokens. With our wire displays, almost MSL were only an error in the specification of
no 3D percept was achiecd for the dynamic-on- direction, compared to 1.4% direction errors
static condition. In addition, we were able to for the dynamic-on-gray conditions For subject
achiee a 3D percept with displays of a small JBL, the corresponding values were 48% and
number of dynamic-on-static disks Thus, we 5 6% For the polarity-alternating disks, on
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trias when subject MSL correcly dtified the thre-di=nnionaitY. Thus, poo- Pfor,- c
S shzpe there was a 33% chance that he woU.d in the task resulted from undersamphtg in ti,-me

n-sid ntifv the &ieau of roation (for JBL of the stimuli, which interferes with Ist-order
29,3%). We believ that accurate shape identif (and some 2nd-order) 67xo;n mechanisss and
caton in this condition primarily reflects re- goodKDEcanrestfromthmotionoftokens
snmcons-, zze from sd Ist-ord-- wtih are: camotfllagd when at =Lst

S information]. One =Zt.f' VMS Sily 90SPcdlY We h3'T 1, 0 also C~ c C2. l dnaic-on-static

the opposite roation direction to that which displays with f tempol smpling (60 new
was pecrcived! The displays did, howevecr. cc- frames per see). These displays yield no in,-
casionally appear to be 3D with the correct pession of ftee-diterisionality. The poor re-
direction of motion (at certain times during ti suts .or d c-on-st ditpla do not

rotation, or dose to the location to which the result from insufcizt Sampling in time. ALV;,.
eyes wre directed), indicating a residual 2nd- since finely sampled pattrn -on-static displays
order motion input to the KDE system. The fact do appear 3D. poor performance with dynamic-
that these displays only appeared fovealy to be on-static-dispLsys does not etult from the
rotating in the correct direction, and then only camouflage of the tokens when at reL Rather.
using the larger tokens, is consistent with a d)namic-on-satic displays yield no effective
2nd-order motion detection systemi with low KDE because of the lo resolution of the
contrast sensitivity and lou spatial resolution 2nd-c'der system required to analyze the
(as has been demonstrated by Chubb & motion.
Sperline. 1988b). and more smsitite in the fosra
(Chubb & Sperling. M9ggal. In summary. A,: EXPERI Y'5 2. TIAO-FRA.ME KDE
hate some indication that 2nd-order motion
detection mechanisms can be used to derive 3D The first experiment shows that accurate per-
structure, but the, are far less robust and have foemance in shape identification is dependent
poorer spatial resolution than I st-order motion upon a global (primarily I st-order) optic flow. If
mechanisms a stimulus manipulation makes that optic flos

Panern-on-stautc. For all three subjects per- noisy or otherwis rferes with the optic floss
formance with pattern-on-static displays is quite computation, then. . little or no KDE. This
poor (9. 26 and 33% corrrect,). although it is occurs even though foveal scrutiny does reveal
significantly abose chance els in all cases the motion in these displa1).
(P < 0 05). This poor performance results from If the percept of surface shape depends upon
a mismatch of resolution and temporal a global optic flow. then we should be able to
sampling The patterned disks are quite de- get reasonable shape idertification performance
tailedhigh frequency. The disks are 6 pixels in from an) stimulus that results in a strong pee-
diamr:er. and can moss as far as 8.3 pixels in cept of optic floss In particular, the extended
one frame This speed is only achieved b) disks (2 see) ewming conditions of expt I should not
at the top of a peak when in the middle of the be necessar). Two frames are obviously the
display m.e near frame numbers 0. 15 and 29). minimum number of frames that can vield a
but man) disks are moving 3-S pixels per frame percept of mo:ton, and two frames should
High frequenc) spatial filters which are required suffice. In the second experiment. us investigate
to identify the disks must correlate across the accuracy of performance in the shape
frames with filters that are far more than 90 deg identification task for tuo-frame displays.
away in the phase of their peak spatial fre-
quency A typical Ist-order detector will not Method

compare spatial regions that far apart in order Subjects There were two subjects in this
to avoid spatto-temporal aiasing (van Santen & experiment. One was an author, and the other
Sperling. 1984) Thus, the clearest motion sig- was a graduate student naive to the purposes of
nals are coming from the slower areas in the this experiment. Both had normal or corrected-
display, which are the least useful for discnmi- to-normal vision. There were slight differences
nating the shapes We have examined pattern- in the conditions for each of the two subjects
on-static displays w-th finer temporal sampling These will be pointed out belosw.
(60 nes frames per sec, as opposed to 4 repaints Stumuh and apparatus The stimuli were simi-
of 15 new frames per sec used in the exper- lar to the white-on-gray dot stimuli from expt I
iment). and they give a strong impression of Stimuli were generated from the same set of 3D
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shapes, using the same dot densities, and pro- 182 x 182 pix-ls, and wcre presented using the
jecd in the sa2m way. The local dot density same apparatus and vieuring conditions as for
%%as kept constant using the same scintillation subject LU in capt 1. The background lumi-
procedure. New, stimuli vcre computed, two of nances for subjects MSL and LJJ were
the flat shape, and oe of each of the other 52 15.6cdjrn and 5.0 ed/mr:, respectively. The cor-
shapes, resulting in 54 di.splays. responding dot luminosities were 26.8 and

Each display consistd of I I frames, rotating 15.7 extra pedldot, respectively. Nominal con-
from 20 deg left to 20 deg right in increments of trasts were huge (i.e. nominal Weber contrasts
4deg per framc. The middle frame (number 6) of 500% or more).
was face-forward, as was the first frame of each Procedure. The task was shape and rotation
display in expt i. Two-frame stimuli consisted identification. Subjects keyed their responses
of a prcsentation of the middle frame followed using respons: buttons, and received feedback
by one of :he other 10 display frames. This on the display after their response. Thre groups
resulted in either a leftward or rightward ro- of trials were run. In the first, the ISI was
tationof4-2degbet-mnthetwoframes fthe 16.7msec, and rotation angle betven frames
display. A single trial display consisted of0.5 sec was varied from 4 to 20 deg. Since the second
of a cu- spot, 0.5 sec blank, the first frame, an frame could be chosen from either the frames
inter-stimulus blank interval (or ISI), the second preceding or succeeding the middle frame
frame, and a blank. Each stimulus frame was (rotation to the left or right), this resulted in 540
repainted four times at 60 Hz. for a total dur- posible stimuli (54 displays. 2 directions. 5
ation of 67 rsec. We define the tSI to be the rotation angles). These were run in random
time interval between the onset of the last order in 4 blocks of 135 trials. In the second
painting of the first stimulus frame and the onse group of trials, rotation was kept constant at
of the first painting of the second stimulus 4 deg. ISI ranged from 16.7 to 83.3 msec. This
frame. For examp!e, when no blank frames were again resulted in 5540 trials presented in random
used. the ISI was 16.7 msec. Displays were orderin4blocksof 135 trials. In the third group
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Fig4, esltsofexp 2Data for two subjecu are showo Erroi bars indicaie I1 SEM (A)
Shp-n-oainiderriuoon aeoracy as a functios of the angle of rotaton between the iwo frameISIas16 msc: B) hap-an-rtaton denifiatin acurcyas a fusctios of the duratios of a blank

isier-simolus iirevat (ISI) Rotation angle %as 4deg (C) The io moanipslations used in the tame

experment Note the lack of interaction
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of trials. both rotation angle and ISI were presumablywould be seen in those ofMSL ifhe
varied. The ISIs %ere either 16.7 or 33.3 msec. had been tested using smaller rotations.
For subject MSL, the rotation angles were In a previous paper (Dosher l al.. 1989b). we
either 4 or 12deg. For JJ. the_ were either 8 found that adding a blank interval between
or 12 deg. These four conditions (two rotation successive frames of a 30 frame- KDE stimulus

angles by two ISis) resulted in 432 trials which reduced shape identification to near chance
were presented in random order in 4 blocks of performance. This was explained by reduction
lOS trials, of power in the stimulus to the 1st-order system.

This effect is also seen here, where performance
decreases monotonically with increasing ISI

Re=uts (Fig. 4B). Subject LJJ performs at chance levels
The results are shown in Fig. 4. Each data with a 5O msec or greater 1S1. while subject MSL

point is the percent correct over 108 trials. As is is still sligl"tly abose chance performance with
evident from the figure, shape identification can an 83.3 ms-- ISI.
be quite high for these minimal motion displays Tune and distance. In the previous two groups
(for similar observations using differen, exper- of trials, there was a confounding between the
imental methodology, see Braunstein, Hoffman, stimulus manipulation (rotation angle or ISI)
Shapiro. Andersen & Bennett, 1987, Lappin. and do, velocity. Greater rotation angles at a
Doner & Kottas. 1980. Mather, 1989, and Peter- fixed (16.7 msec) IS produced greater %elocities
sik. 1980) For an ISI of 16.7 msee (Fig. 4A), Similarly, greater ISIs at a fixed 4 deg rotation
this entire sequence lasted only 133 msec. YeL angle resulted in smaller velocities. If perform-
performance was as high as S4.6% for subject ane" were simply a function of velocity, then
LJJ. and 88.9% for subject MSL (62 8% and rotation angle and ISI should trade off. In Fig.
94 2% of their white-on-gray dots pereirmanct 4C we present the results of varying both ISI
in expt I. respectively) Two frames of moving and rotation angle factorially. We used a differ-
dots are -ufficient for accurate, although not ent set of rotations for subject LJJ than MSL
perfect based on the results in Fig 4A, so that for both
performance in this shape identification .sk subjects the performance was expected to de-
Since these experiments "ere firs: repoi,.d crease with increasing rotation angles As can be
(Land%. Sperling. Dosher & Perkins. 19871 seen in the figure, the two variables do not trade
Land). Sperling. Perkins & Dosher. 198'nl off as %ould be expected if performance were
Todd t 1988l has also shown above-chance KDE only a function of velocity. or rotation speed
performance for two-frame stimuh, although in Increasing rotation angle increases the difficult)
his paradigm the two frames are repeated ses- of the correspondence problem Increasing ISl
cral times before a response is made causes increasing problems for the motion de-

Rotation angle andfixation Performance as a tec ion system Both manipulations degrade
function of rotation angle between the two performance in an additive fashion This obser-
frames is given in Fig 4A Performance de- vation contradicts Korte's (1915) 3rd la%% of
creases with increasing angle of rotation for apparent motion perception, which states that
subject MSL For subject UJ, performance an increase in ISI must be count, -acted by an
reaches a peak at &deg. and decreases for increase in distance traveled for strong apparent
smaller and larger rotations The decrease in motion In Fig 4C. Korte's law predicts a
performance with larger rotation angles is to be cross-over interaction, which is strongy dis-
expected, since the correspondence problem be- confirmed However, Burt and Sperling (981)
comes increasingly difficult as dots move farther show that time and distance have independent
from their initial positions One might also additive effects on the strength of the apparent
expect performance to drop as rotation angle motion of dot stimuli, which agrees with the
decreases to zero At extremely small rotation present results
angles, the remaining motion would fall below KDE from optic flon Accurate KDE per-
threshold In our displays, the drop with small formance requires a global optic flow When
rotation angles might be expected to occur even that optic flow is produced by a minimal motion
sooner as the small motions in the display stimulus-a two-frame display-the shape per-
became corrupted by poor spatial sampling cept may be fragile and easily degraded by a
(inter-pixel distance was approx. I min arc) variety of stimulus manipulations The stimuli
Thik drop was only seen in the data of LJJ, and are quite brief in this paradigm and, by subject

.L
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reports, appear as a collection of dots moving Structure-from-motion computation may
at various speeds, i.e. "look like" an optic improve its 3D representation with additional
flow. On some trials, only patches of planar information (e.g. with additional frames,
,motion are perceived, and the shape response Grz',wacz, Hildreth, Inada & Adelson, 1988;
is generated cognitively. On other trials, a Hildreth & Grzywacz, 1986; Landy, 1987:
3D surface is perceived. On some trials the Ullman, 1984). The shape in our two-frame
optic flow is perceived and so is the shape, displays does not always appear to have the
but the shape percept is only "felt" after the depth extent that results from the 30 frame
display is over. As ue discussed extensively in displays of expt 1, and two-frame performance
our first article on the shape identification is reduced relative to 30-frame performance.
task (Sperling et al., 1989), KDE is inextricably The shape identification task can be solved by
tied with the percept of an optic flow- It can knowing only the sign of depth and direction of
be very difficult to differentiate empirically motion in each spatial location (up to a reflc-
between a judgment based on a 3D percept ton), without accurately estimating eith-.r vel-
and performance based on an alternative strat- ocity or the amount of depth.
egy (computationally equivalent to that re-
quired for KDE) using a remembered set of 2D DISCLSSION
velocities.

Reasonably accurate performance on the Two experiments investigated the type of
shape-and-rotation identification task results motion detection mechanism used as an input to
from only to frames of 300 points. In the the structure-from-motion system. Performance
computer vision literature, there have been sev- in the shape-and-rotation identification task
eral studies of the structure-from-motion prob- was accurate regardless of the token used to
lcm resulting in theorems of the following form cairy the motion, as long as that token was
_m views of n points under the following restric- presented with constant contrast polarity (the
tions of the motion path suffice to determine the white-on-gray and pattern-on-gray conditions).
3D structure up to a reflection" (Bennett & The performance decrements seen with contrast
Hoffman, 1985. Hoffman & Bennett. 1985. polarity alternation and the two microbalanced
Hoffman & Fltnchbaugh. 1982. Ullman. 1979) conditions add further evidence to the con-
It has ben suggested that these minimal con- elusion of Dosher ct al (1989b) that Ist-order
ditions for structure from motion also govern motion detectors are the pnmary substrate for
human perception (Braunstein et al . 1987, the computation of shape. In addition. there are
Petersik. 1987) The particular models just men- indications of an input to the shape compu-
tioned do not have any prediction concerning tation from 2nd-order motion mechanisms,
performance in the 300 points. 2 views situation which is weak, low in spatial resolution, and
used here An exception is a recent paper by concentrated at the fovea. 2nd-order mechan-
Bennett. Hoffman. Nicola and Prakash (1989), isms that require temporal filtering (i.e detec-
where it is shown that there is a one parameter tion of flicker) prior to a point nonlineanty were
family of possible interpretations for two frames useless here because of the spatial resolution
of four or more points This family is parame- required by our stimuli. These sorts of detectors
tenzed by the slant of the axis of rotation (as in would only be useful for KDE displays nvolv-
the "isokmcscopic displays" described by Adel- ing a small number of moving features, rather
son, 1985), and the paper does not deal explic- than the densely sampled optic P.ows required
itly with rotation axes in the image plane, as for the determination of precise shapes of
used here. On the other hand, models that curved surfaces from motion cues The results
compute 3D structure based only upon a single from the two-frame expenments reinforced
velocity field do allow for this performance these conclusions. They also demonstrated that
(Longuet-Higgins& Prazdny, 1980, Kocnderink detektion of instantaneous velocity is sufficient
& van Doom, 1986) We take our experimental for KDE, acceleration is not required, nor arc
results as evidence for optic flow-based methods more than two views.
for the KDE, as opposed to models requiring
three or more viewc In particular, our results Ackrroledgemet--The work descnbed in this paper was
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MEASURING THE SPATIAL FREQUENCY SELECrIITY
OF SECOND-ORDER TEXTURE MECHANISMS

Anne Suffer. Georgee Snefliniz. & Ch-arles Chubb
Human Information Processing Labixey. New York Uesvert,. NY. N Y 10M(3

Remint studies of texture and moaion perception tuggest ewo paralle
procssig systems: a first-order system consitiong of selective linear filters
followed immediately by detectors and a scond-order system in which
preprocessing (consisting of an initial stage of linear filtering followed b)
rectification) precedes subsequent stages of selective linea filtersng and detection
Here we mneasurte two propemts of the second-order system. the eontrast
modulation sensitivity as a function of spatial frequency (MTF) of is second-
stage filters, and the relation of initial spatial filtering to second-stage selectivity
To determine the MTF, amplitude modulation threshiolds were determined fec
Gabor modulaons of a catter noise. Ile earrner was spaially bandlinired noise
with an approximate bandwidth of one octave Four earnier bands were created
with center frequencies of 2. 4. 8. and 16 e/deg The sptial frequency of the test
stgnals (imposed amplitude modulations) ranged from 0 5 to 8 cldeg We used a
arstese procedure that required ssbijects to specify the onentaun (vertical o-
borizontal) of the modulating signal

Result (1) The threshold amplitude of signal modulation was lowest for 0O5
ar-i 1 0 e/deg. Above 1 0 Oldeg threshold increased with frequency (2)
Threshold modulation was independcnt of &Ic spatial frequescy of the earnier
noitel. (3) There was no ntgnificant intemmnon of eanier frequenry band with the
moulimng frequency. These results indicate that the second-stage selective
filters and detectors are most sensitive to frequencies less than or equal to I eldes
but that they are indifferent to the spatial frequeucy content of the carrier noise
upon whicb these signals are mimpesI Jin.JLHT.&KcendnnkJL(l9aS) Via Res 25(41s'p 511-521
Sugpusd by ASOSIS Wie Sne=e Durctuxair Gnit 5-0140vad NM Gran, 5T32MH14267
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Lateral Inhibition of Perceived Textural Contrast is Orientation
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THE LATERAL IHITON OF PERCEIVED
TEXTURAL CONTRAST IS ORIENTATION SPECIFC

Joshua A. Solwn Charles Chubb,* and George Sperhnir.
Huma~n tnforination Processig Laboratory. New York University.

*Psychiology Department. Rutgers University
For a test patch of isotropic spatial texture P embedded in a

surounding texture field S, the perceived contrast of P depends
substantially on the contrast of the texture surround S.' When P is
surrounded by a high contrast texture with a siilar spatial frequency
content, it appears to be less contrsy than when it is surrounded bya
uniform field. Here we demntstrate that this lateral suppression of P's
apparent contrast by the surrounding textur S is orientatrion specific. That
is. suppression of apparent contrast of a patch of sinusoidal grating P bya
surround grating S of the Sam spatial freq.uency in greatest when the angle
between gratings P and S is 0deg. Using dynamnically phase-shifting
sinusoidal gratings of 3.3. 10 and 20 c/deg. we measured orientation-
specific suppression of apparent contrast as two level-, of contrast Results
(1) Both parallel and orthogonal S gratings caused suppression of P's
apparent contrast relative to a usform surround. (2) There was orientation
specificity (greater contrast inhibition by 0 than 90 deg surrounds) for all
S -P combinations except the high-contrat 3.3 c/deg gratng and the low
contrast 20 c/deg grating (whisch was invssible). (3) Orientation specifcity
increased with greater spatial frequencies and with lower stimsls
costrasts. The results suggest a contrast perception mechanism in -4
both oriented and nonoriessed unit determane the perceived lightness or
daskents of a point in visual apace, and every uniit is inhibited primarily by
simislar adjacnt units
t
1sebb.C.Spturt.O .&Ssomnu.I.A.1989) PrnoNai Aral.Sc, USA 86.9631-9633
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THE VISIBLE PERSISTENCE OF STIMULI IN
*W&TROBOSCOPIC MOTION

JoycE E FARRELL,* M. PAVELt and GEORGE SPERLING

Ne. York Uni ersity, Washington Square. New York, NY 10012, U S A

(Reeurd 14 Noiember 11988 o rerisedfom 25 Seotember 1989)

Abstract-This paper reports an improved paradigm to measure visble persistence The stimulus is a pair
of lines stroboscopically drsplayed on successive positions moving in oppoolte directions The subjects'
judgement of simultaneous appearance of all the presented lines is used to estimate visible persistence
ThIs paradigm peritted independent manipulation of spatl and temporal stimulus separatons in linear
motion The resulting estimates of visible persistence increase ith spatial separation up to 0 24 deg of
visual angle and approaches a maximum value at larger spatial separations. The results are consistent with
the existence of a hypothetical visual ain mechanism that operates over small retinal distances to
effoctively dccreasl persistence duration with decreasing spatial separatin

Visible persistance Strooscopic motion Apparent motion

INTRODUCTION stroboscopic motion and the smearing in real

Stroboscopic inotion motion is that each flash of the line produces
an image whose visibility persists over time

In artificial representations of natural object and which, therefore, temporally overlaps
motion, such as in movies, television, and com- subsequent flashes of the line.
puter driven visual displays. continuous motion According t this explanation, the visible
is represented by a succession of discrete persistence of an image can be estimated by the
samples By increasing the temporal sampling number of successive stimuli that appear to be
rate of an object moving at a fixed velocity, one simultaneous. For example, if a stimulus is
can create an illusion of motion that is indis- visible for approx, 100 msec, it should appear to
tinguishable from the appearance of continuous temporally over!ap stimuli that follow in less
motion (Sperling, 1976. Watson. Ahumada & than 100 msec. Previous estimates of the dur-
Farrell. 1983) Vhsen the sampling rate is not ation of visible perslstence based on this method
high enough, however, the appearance of con- range between 100 and 300 mscc (Coltheart,
tinuous motion is replaced by multiple images 1980) When the distance and time between
of the moving object successive stimuli approaches zero, as in the case

Consider, for example, the stroboscopic rep- of real motion, the duration of visible persist-
resentation of a single vertical line moving ence can be estimated by the length of an
horizontally across a display screen For some object's blur streak Estimates of the duration of
spatial and temporal separations of the line in visible persistence based on this latter method
stroboscopic motion, instead of a single line, (Burr, 1980) range between 2 and 5 msec
observers perceive a number of lines moving Apparently, the procedure for investigating the
together across the screen (Allport. 1968). An persistence of stroboscopically moving stimuli
analogous phenomenon in real motion is the generates a different estimate of persistence dur-
apparent elongation of a rapidly moving object ation than the procedure for investigating the
(Newton, 1720, Allen, 1926) The obvious persistence of continuously moving stimuli. But
explanation for the apparent multiple lines in should we attribute this difference to differences

in the paradigms used for estimating persistence
'To shom repnt requests should be addressed, present duration? Or do different perceptual mechan-

address Hewlett-Packard Laboratones, PO Box
10490. Palo Alto. CA 94303.0971, USA isms underlie the visible persistence of stimuli in

tPresent address. Department of Psschology, Stanford Uni- stroboscopic ("apparent motion") and continu-
versit, Stanford CA 94305. U S A ous ("real") motion?
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Farrell (1984) estimated the visible persistence stage monitors the perceptual units of the first
of stimuli in stroboscopic motion by asking stage and decides which of the units are active
observers to report the number of successively by comparing their output to a threshold The
presented stimuli that appeared to be simul- number of simultaneously active units corre-
taneously visible. She fouq!Ahatthe estimated sponds to the number of simultaneously visible
durations of visible persistence increased with stimuli. For example, suppose that a briefly
the distance separating the successive stimuli, presented luminous line elicits a visual sensation
This finding, taken together with reports by (the first stage response) that decays, and, after
Dixon and Hammond (1972). Allport (1970) 100 msec. the persisting sensation is no longer
and DiLollo and Hogben (1985), provides an visible (below threshold of the second stage)
explanation for the paradox that the visible Suppose also that the line is presented every
persistence of continuously moving stimuli is 100 msec in a new position, as illustrated in
relatively short (Burr, 1980) when compared Fig. I. This system will report that it sees only
to the persistance of stroboscopically moving one line because the visible persistence of succes-
stimuli (Allport, 1970. Efron & Lee, 1971) sive stimuli does not overlap. When the line is
When the distance between successive stimuli is represented every 50 msec, the system reports
small the duration of visible persistence is seeing two lines because the visible persistence
small, as the distance increases, persistence in- of two successive stimuli will overlap. By the
creases This reduces the smear generated by same reasoning, the system will report 3 lines
moving objects but extends the time available to when the line is presented every 33 msec and 4
process stationary objects (e.g Burr, 1980,
DiLollo. 1980. Sperling, 1967) K

Because visible persistence can have many
different causes, it is important to determine
whether lawful behavior measured using one
paradigm extends to other procedures In this 100 200 300

paper, we first review some previous methods
for estimating visible persistence. We then de-
scribe a new procedure that we believe over-
comes some of the limitations of the previous
procedures Using our new method, we extend
the measurements made by Farrell (1984) and -
by DiLollo and Hogben (1985) by investigating o 5o t
the duration of visible persistence over a wide .
range of spatial separations The new data that
ve report in this paper sheds light on the type -

of mechanism that may underlie the visible
persistence of moving stimuli and the range over
which the mechanism operates

Paradigis for estirating the duration of visible
persistence 0 25 50 1O

The duration of visible persistence of an
object in stroboscopic motion can be estimated nine sec)

by the number of successive objects that Fig I This figure illustrates the hypothetical case in which
appear to be physically present at the same time a briefly presented visual stimulus creates a persisting sen-
(Allport. 1968; Dixon & Hammond, 1972; sation that decays over time such that after 100msec the

persistence decays to a level below which it is no longer
Efron & Lee, 1971) Here, we consider the visible in the top panel. the stimulus is presented in a ncu
hypothesis that for describing the appearance of position ery 10 msec and a single line should appear to
stroboscopically moving objects, the visual sys. be present at any one instant in time The second and third
tem can be represented by two stages The first panels show instances in ohich successively presented stim-

stage represents low level perceptual units and is uh generate visual responses that overlap in time In general
if the perceived number of stimuli increases linearly ith therepresented by a spatso-temporal filter whose rate of stimulus presentation. then the slope of the linear

response embodies visible persistence, it length- function can be used to estimate the duration of visible
ens the duration of its visual inputs The second persistence
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lines when the line is presented every 25 msec. the spacing and the number make counting
In general, when the perceived number of lines impractical. Alternatively, the classical pro-
increases linearly with the rate of stimulus pres- cedure (Newton. 1720; Allen, 1926) for estimat-
entation, then the slope of the linear function ing persistence of an object in real motion
can be used to estimate the durtiuOr of visible (revived by Burr, 1980) utilizes the length of the
persistence. object's blur streak to estimate visual persist-

Allport (1968. 1970) and Efron and Lee ence. While it avoids the counting problem, this
(1971) estimated the duration of visible persist- method still requires the subject to estimate the
ence from the number of simultaneously visible size of a rapidly moving object.
lines by means of a computation very similar to A second problem occurs when the spatial
that embodied by the 2-stage system described position of the stimuli in stroboscopic or real
above. For example, Efron and Lee (1971) motion is uncertain. In this paradigm (Efron
assumed that visible persistence can be de- and Lee, 1971) the exnermenter has no control
scribed by a single real number, its duration p. over where or when the count of visible lines
Efron and Lee reasoned that the number of occurs. Further, the experimenter does not
stimuli that will appear to be simultaneous is known during what fraction of the trajectory
n= p/i where t is the time interval separating the reported number of lines is visible
Awo adjcent stimuli, and n is the average num- Third, the observed duration of persistence
ber of observed lines. Implicitly, this prediction and the number of simultaneously visible stim-
assumes that the probability that the number of uli are not absolutely constant from trial-to-trial
successive stimuli will appear to be simul- but, like everything ehe psychologists measure,
taneously visible is proportional to the degree vary The stochastic nature of these measures
to which the visible persistence of successive must be reflected in the data collection and
stimuli overlap Let the number of lines simul. analyses procedures. Thus, the observed dur-
tancously observed on a particular trial be a ition of visible persistence should be repre-
random variable N and let n be the expected sented by a random variable The explicit
value of N. These assumptions lead to the treatment of persistence as a random variable
prediction that' in data analysis, and the measurement of its

distribution m.y prove useful for evaluation of
it- E(N) = max P 1( ) potential theories.

0( ,I We propose here a paradigm and a method of
analysis to overcome the problems of counting,

When p < t, the expected value of N, E(N), is of spatial indeterminacy, and of measuring the
I representing the fact that observers report random variation of persistence. The paradigm
seeing a stimulus even when it is not visible all is used to extend the range of spatial and
the time When p .. t, E(N) is p/It This predic- temporal conditions over which it has been
tion is precisely correct only for integer values possible to measure persistence in stroboscopic
of plt (see below), motion. The analysis is used to obtain esti-

Efron and Lee (1971) varied the rate at which mations of the complete trial-to-trial distn-
a rotating line was strobed and asked observers buttons of persistence in the various conditions
to report how many lines they saw at any one
time They derived the duration of visible per- The paradigm
sistence from the slope of the linear functions In our experiments, two vertical lines one
relating the strobe rate and the number of lines above the other, move horizontally in strobo-
observers reported. Estimates of the duration of scopic motion in opposite directions over a
visible persistence ranged between 133 and fixed distance (Fig 2). Successive positions, are
144 msec separated by a fixed interval of time At and a

The most significant difficulty with these pro- displacement of Ax to the right for one line and
cedures for estimating visible persistence is that -Ax (leftward) for the other. For different At
the observer must count the number of per. and ALx, observers report whether or not all the
ceived lines. To determine the visible persistence lines in both paths appear to be simultaneously
of stroboscopic stimuli that approximate real present They are instructed to respond "yes" if
motion, we must estimate the persistence of they perceive a flickering grating composed of
closely spaced stimuli This requires counting a all the positions of the lines and to respond
large number of closely spaced lines, where both "no" if they do not
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To estimate the duration of visible persistence -- time -

with this paradigm, we assume that each briefly 4 3 2 1 0

presented stimulus generates a visual response I
that decays over time. If the first presented

stimulus in one row is still visible when the last
presented stimulus occetrainihe other row

immediately above or below it, the observer 0
responds "visible"; otherwise, "not visible" - P, -
This paradigm determines the proportion of
trials on which a stimulus remains visible from
the first flash to the beginning of the last flash
in a rowI I I I

Responses are inherently probabilistic. We 0 2 3 4
assume that they reflect trial-to-tiial variability - time
in either or both the temporal waveform of the
persistence response and in the subject's cr- Fig 2 The display for Expts 1-3 to sertcal lines were

terion for deciding whether the stimulus is presented in a succession ofposatons along the pathsp and

vise The analysts takes into aceount the pt as shown above Each position of the line followed the
isble other by a fixed iterval of time. At. and was displaced by

probabilistic nature of the data in order to a fixed distance. Ax. n a constant direction (left or right)
separate the effects of the retinal separation on
( ) the mean duration of visible persistence and presented with its bottom 0.12deg above a
on (2) the trial-to-trial variation of visible per- fixation point and extending upward for
sistence. The analysis does not distinguish be- 0.24 deg The other vertical line was presented
tween causes of variability, such as fluctuations symmetrically 0 12 deg below the fixation point
in the underlying visual response and fluctu- The two vertical lines were presented in the
ations in the threshold criterion, same horizontal positions, diffenng only in a

spatial shift in the vertical direction and in the
EXPERIMENT I temporal order of presentation. On each tral,

the direction of motion of the upper line was
Method randomly chosen, the lower line moved in the

Subjects. Data were collected from four opposite direction
observers, including one of the authors (JF). All Subjects were instructed to .tare at the
observers had normal or corrected-to-normal fixation point for the duration of each stimulus
vision. presentation The fact that the two vertical lines

Stmulh. The stimuli were vertical lines drawn moved in opposite directions helped subjects to
on a HPI310 crt display with a P4 phosphor keep their gaze on the fixation point and dis-
The background of the display was illuminated couraged them from tracking the stimulus with
by incandescent lights that produced a back- their eyes Making any eye movement during
ground luninance of 0.35cd/m

2  Subjects the display would often cause it to appear
viewed the display from .. ,aistance of 94 cm and distorted (see Farrell, Putnam & Shepard, 1984)
each vertical line subtended 0 235 deg of visual and subjects quickly learned to suppress eye
angle (0 386 cm) Each line was displayed for movements.
less than I msec at the same stimulus intensity. Across trials, stimuli differed in the distance
The horizontal and vertical distance between the between successive lines, Ax, the time interval
centers of adjacent raster pixels was 0.0193 cm separating the successive lines, At and the total
and each stimulus was composed of a vertical number of lines that were presented, N. The
colun . cf 20 raster pixels Each pixel had a distance, Ax, separating successive positions of
luminance directional energy (cf. Sperling, 1971) each vertical line was either 0 12, 0.18 or
of 0 09 cd-sec. This stimulus intensity will here- 0.36 deg of visual angle. The length of the
after be referred to as the reference intensity horizontal path of each vertical line was equal

Two vertical lines were presented in a succes- to the product of (N - I) and Ax For example,
sion of positions, each position following the when Ax was 0.12 deg of visual angle, N, was 13,
other by a fixed interval of time, At, and dis- 16 or 19 in order to obtain path lengths corre-
placed to the right (or left) by a distance, Ax, as sponding to 1 44, 1.80 and 2 16 deg, respect-
shown in Fig 2 One of the vertical lines was ively. Similarly, when Av was 0 18 deg, N was 9,
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The mterstuniulus intervalsuascontrolled b)% a reported that the first and last lines Of a trajce-
modified up-down staircase (Levitt. 1970). Th tory -Aere isible but some interior line had

starting value of the interstimultis interval (1St) aihd

in the first experimental session iw 50 msec. If Let the observable time interval durig hich
the subject responded "no". the hr w4as de- the image of all X lines are visible (i.e. above

creaod y 2miliseondsandthi ne atwasthreshold) be a random variable. Il. As noted
ctraed bor 2h millipsensatino this newahrcase earlier the random variability in D may be .he

strfo the et presnendto ** e o tis saircse result of threshold variability in the decision
If te sbjet rspoded yes fo Iw prsen stage, variability of the decay function. or other

tations of the same stimuli, the 151 Uw In- random effects (noise). At the outset, me assume
creased by 2 msec and this new ISI was stored the distribution of D to be normal wvith mean:r
to be presented later in the pre-arranged ran-anvrice'Thssumtoisdetl
dom sequence of trials. The staircase procedureadvrineo Tissumtnisiecl
adjusts the temporal separtion so that 71 % of tested in the process of data analysis. For given

the time the N successively presented stimuli values of Ar and N. ue wish to find po (t. X).
aperto be simultaneously present. This same the estimate of the probability that the first and

apoeare -srpae o nte nela last lines will appear to be visible simulta-
ptrceure asorpete sefo atervirded neously. p(Ar. N) is equal to the probability that

the two interleaved staircases allows us to esti-thfislneasotdm dblwtrsod

mate ps~chometric functions for each condition during the time interval (NV - I )Ar separating

of spatial separation. the onset of the first and last stimulus. i.e.
In subsequent eaperimental sessions, the in- (tX)=Po[>W- At

itial value of the Ar uas set equal to the esti. ~r )=PobD>( ~r
mated 71% threshold from the earlier sessions = I - 0(((N - lIAr - ra. (1)
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Fig 3 The estimnated mieant (soldsCM l) n tnlr detution (open symbols) or the siublk
persistence of a binrily presented sisuall stimulus plotted as a function of the distance separating the
stimulus line frons other stimuli that occur later in unt "si the length of the stitulus path as the
paratv Cirdles. triantgles and squares correspond to stitnulus paths of 144. 18 sand 2 165 degtsual

angle. respectitsel) Each panel represents data from one subject
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sdimeE ofEs that - presne. XThe nnzha of

The retinal ceceicteicisy of echb sc eiay lis(X) was 25. 13. 9.7. 5. 4 r 3 for A3x
prOtn d s -zd!3 is P; n to cw sponds ;- to &06. 012. 0.12. 024. 0.
('V - I )3.X_ Thereore. t,--- ofpersist- 0.48 or 032t deina angle. cesp=eeird. The

ceuh~ad~emeqmlywieeziixy lines were- diaced overa total path k:nath of
izdicate that the duraion ofsisible pesstence lA4dea ADl other aspects of td= srE swre
does Mot vaaY with the serentririties t!2e U-ce idrnzcal to EKpt I.
-vestipard (01..0 and 1.1 dg)- TMis r-sl Proced.ae. Each c riml session con-

suagstbat. vrthe local =rti renra inves- sated of two or the blocks of 280 ttials.
tizued. the duration of visible persisence is Mrthin each block of trials. ech Ax was p--
co==tat fe; a given spatial separation Ax~ Toe setd 40times.The 40 epetmtons:%= scpar-
result does not imply, ho-Awe, that the retinal ated into -os;se codiuo-s.The2S0trials
ecentrityofastimuluhtn otn ce the were arranged in a random order of presen-
dration of visible persisteC if it wCe -aried tion.
over a wider r==s (cf. DiLolo J_ Hogben. One observer view-d 6 blocks of trials in two

985). separate experimental sessions, another ob-
Finally, Fig 3 shoas that the variability of server viewed 4 blocks of trials in two separate

persistence duration increases %ith retinal sep- sessions, and to observers viewed 3 blocks of
aration for one of the four subjects (iF). As trials in a single experimental seson. Observers
noted earlier, the individual differences in the rested between blocks of trials.
var-ability of the duration of visible persistence As in the previous experiment. tuo inter-
across trials may reflect chanes in the sub- leaved random staircaseswere used to distribute
jectise threshold criterion or changes in the the data around a 71% threshold criteria. De-
underlying visual response- pending on the subjects rcsponse. the temporal

separation was adjusted such that 71% of

EXPERBL'NT 2 the time the N successively presented stimuli
appeared to be simultaneously present. The

In the previous experiment ue found that for complete data set can then be used to estimate
all subjects the mean duration of visible persist- psychometric functions for each condition of
enc increased with the distance separating the spatial separation.
successive stimuli and. for one subject, the 1ari-
ability of persistence duration also increased Results and discussion
with the spatial separation. This result is con- As in the previous analysis. uc assume that
sistent with previous studies that used different 'he probability that observers will report that
experimental paradigms for estimating the dur- the N successive lines appear to be simul-
ation of visible persistence (Allport. 1968. 1970: taneously present is given by equation (I).
Efron & Lee. 1971). These previous studies hae Again, using the maximum likelihood pro-
not reported limits to the increase of persistence cedure, we estimated the values of r and a that
duration with spatial separation. Nonetheless, it maximized the match between the predicted and
seems reasonable to assume that there is both a the observed response probabilities for each
minimum and maximum duration of visible observer. Ax. and for all values ofAt reached by
persistence. In order to place bounds on the the staircases.
increase in persistence duration with spatial Figure 4 shows the estimated mean r and
separation, we conducted a second experiment standard deviatton a of persistence duration
and estimate the duration of visible persistence plotted as a function of the distance Ax for each
over a wider range of spatial separations, of the four subjects. Of the 28 estimated normal

distributions, only one would be rejected by X2

Method at P <0.05. As in the previous experiment. we
Subjects The same four observers who par- found that over a limited range of spatial separ-

ticipated in the first experiment (EW. DP, JG ations the mean duration of visible persistence
and JF) served as subjects in this experiment, increases with spatial separation. In addition.

Stimuli. As in the previous experiment, Ae found that for three of the four subjects
the stimuli differed in the distance between (EW, JF, JG), the mean duration of visible
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peristence approaches a maximum (asymptote) in the persistence estimates for large spaudc
value at the larger spatial separations. The separations.
fact that the duration of visible persistence Finally, Fig. 4 shows the mean and standard
approaches a maximum value at large spatial deviation of persistence duration estimated
separations suggests that the mechanism by from the results obtained in Expt 1. The esti-

which the visual system modulates the duratin mates obtained from Expt I are based on stimu-
of visible persistence operates over small spatial Ius conditions in which the number of successive
separations. stimuli. N, varied. The estimates obtained from

Figure 4 also shows that the variability in the Capt 2 are based on stimulus conditions with
duration of visible persistence increases with constant N. Despite these differenes, the mean
spatial separation for three of the four subjects persistence durations measured in the two cx-
(DP, JF, JG) and that the variability is greater periments fall within the variability in persist-
at large spatial1 separations. Most theories of ence duration for each condition of spatial
persistence would predict a correlation of:r and separation.
or. For example, if the slope of the decaying
visible persistence were to decrease over time, EXPERILFN7 3
any variability in the threshold criteria for
visibility would bale greater effects at longer In the previous experiments, we were able to
persistence durations. The variability in the estimate the mean Tand the variability a of the
persistence estimates for large separations is duration of visible persistence of a briefly pre-
substantial, however, particularly for subjects sented visual stimulus as a function of the
JF and DP. This result reduces our confidence distance, Ax, separating that stimulus from



otber stimuli that ocr later in tm-- We found of decay model places no cnstraint on the
tlat the estimated pswc d=ution: in- shape of the temporal response tatidh can vaa
acsc ith Ax. ad.for 3 or4 sbpmso does vJ',h the prsec of adljacent S:m. Thepi
c. We interpret the a-.== duration z as the model consains the shape of the temporal

time during which the response to a stimulus respon to be imariaznt and, therefore. separ-
remains above a fixed thresboW!L-ln'Iht folo- able from the influence of adjacent stimuli. In
ing sections of this paper vie eamize the impli- the sections that foll6a iar explore the extent
cations of the empirical findings in terms of to wfhich a gain model can account for the
more formal modes. To simplify our analysis, infltence of adjacent stimuli on the duration of
we comider only expected values and. for the visible persistence. We first consider a more
time being, we ignore vaiabilit,. formal model of subjcts" performance and then

The results discussed thus far may be inter- describe an experiment to address this issue
peted in terms of two types of models. In one empirically.
type of model the shape of the actual temporal Let us denote the %isibilit, at time r due to a
response depends on nearby stimuli. For ex- stimulus with intensityI presented at time t =0.
ample, thepresenceofanadjacentstimulusmay ra(l,t). As before. Ax represents the spatial
increase the rate of decay of the response (see separation of adjacent stimuli. For simplicity
Fig- 5a). In a simple etponential system this can we assume that r is monotonieally decreasing
be interpreted as a reduction in time constant. (decaying) in time and monotonically increasing
We till call this type of model the rate of decay with luminance. The value of visibility. r. is
model. In the second type of model, the shape used by the subjects to make a decision
of the temporal response may be invariant, only about the presence of a visible stimulus at each
its amplitude is reduced by the presence of location.
adjacent stimuli (see Fig. 5b). We will refer to An implicit assumption underlying our data
this type of model as the gain model. The rate analysis thus far is that the stimulus is visible

whenever v was large enough to exceed a fixed
a rate of decay threshold c. The estimation of the vistb!e persist-

ence from the results of Expta I and 2 amounted
to estimating r, such that

r3 (l ) = c. (2)

. The estimate of mean persistence duration r. or
E thehl imply it. as a function of Ax and At for a

constant value ofluminance Iwas justified zo the
extent the cntenon c is independent of A.x and
At, e. that the stimulus is visible %henever the

time visibility function r is greater than a fixed
threshold value, c, and that c is constant for all

b gain Ax and At.
The gain type of model is based on the tdea

that the distance separating successive stimuli
affects only the amplitude of the underlying
temporal response, v. The amplitude of the
response is likely to depend on the stimulus

......... threshold luminance as well. Therefore, in order to de-
velop a gain type of model, it is necessary
to separate the effects of luminance and theT, 7.effects of spatial separation on the temporal

tlime response, v. To to this, we first examine the
Fig 5 Hypothetical mechanisms for modulating the dur. effects of luminance on estimates of persistence
aton of visible persistence (a) The rate of decay model duration.
a.ssmes that the presence of an adjacent strmulus increases
the rate of decay. and therefore the sliape, of the temporal Method
response (b) The gain model assumes that the shape of the
temporal response is invanant. only its amplitude is reuce An experiment to test the effects of luminance

by the prese ce of adjacent simuh was performed The method, apparatus, pro-
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cedure and paradigm %%cre identical to that of Discussion
Expts I and 2 except that, in any given trial, the
luminance of the briefly presented line was 0.72. The risibdity crierion depends on peak tisibd-
1.48 or 3.2 times the reference intensity (see ity. The goal of the following discussion is to
Stinuh in Expt I) and the spatial separation of examine how %%ell the data can be accounted
successiely presented lines was 0.06, 0.12, 0.36 for by a model that assumes that the visibility
and 0.72 deg visual angle. The distance between of a briefly presented line can be represented
the centers of adjacent pixels was 0 0193 cm in as a product of three different functions depend-
both the vertical and horizontal direction. i ig on luminance, distance and time, respect-

tvely. We begin by noting that brighter flashes
Results do not persist longer than dim flashes. This

In Fig. 6, the estimated means and standard result suggests that the criterion c depends on
deviations in visible persistence are plotted as a luminance in the same manner as does the
function of spatial separation with stimulus visibility v. In other words, the results are
luminance as a parameter for the two subjects, consistent with the hypothesis that criterion
JF and DP. Figure 6 shows that there sere no is a threshold defined in terms of a fixed
systematic effects due to stimulus luminance, fraction of the initial amplitude of the visual
Differences in the mean duration of visible response at time t = 0 which is, in turn, a
persistence due to stimulus luminance are small monotonically increasing function of the maxt-
and inconsistent and can be explained by the mum luminance.
variability ofpersistence duration: for each con- We can express the notion of a relative
dition of spatial separation, the mean duration criterion that is determined by the brightest
of visible persistence estimated for a stimulus of stimulus on a given trial formerly as follows
a given luminance value falls within the stan- Let 4, be the luminance of the brightest.
dard deviation of the persistence durations esti- briefly presented stimulus line on a given trial
mated for stimuli presented in any of the three Another stimulus line presented with luminance
luminance values. The results of this experiment I on the same trial will be visible after a delay
can be described very simply: the persistence I if.
estimates are invariant with respect to 1:4 lumi-
nance changes r2 (l. t) > cV.), (3)
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where c is a monotonically increasing function of the visual response changes with lumninance,
of the maximum luminance, and we know how luminance and spatial separ-

Separab;ity of luminance and distance effects. ation trade-off in determining the duration of
The threshold criterion c is. as before, assumed visible persistece, then we can derive how the
to be independent of the spatial and temporal amplitude of the visual response changes with
stimulus parameters. Ax, A-eAt ihe visibility spatial separation.
threshold, the inequality (3) becomes an equal-
ity and we can divide both sides of this equation EXPERLMET 4
by the threshold c. The resulting ratio vec = I is
independent stimulus luminance. Consider i Experiment 4 tests the extent to which the
%here all stimuli are presented with the same gain type of model holds and thereby yields

luminance L Then I = I,, the ratio vlc can be more information on the temporal response, h.

used to define a new function w: The approach is based on the measurement of
a trade-off betweta the function of luminance,

.t (4, t) c(l), a - the function of separation, g(Ax).
w,()=- Since neither c(i) or g(Ax) depend on At [i.e.

which does not depend on the luminance level. they are separable from h(t)], we investigated
We have already defied %- to be independent of the effects of luminance and spatial separation
luminance at threshold. If we further assume when A[ = 0.
that w is independent of luminance above the Method
threshold, then the visibility v can be written asa product of two functions: Subjects. The same four observers who par-

ticipated in the previous experiments (EW, DP,

c..(I, t) = c(I)s.5 At). (5) JG and JF) served as subjects in this experiment

where c is a monotonically increasing function as well.
of luminance, I, and w is a monotonicaily de- Stimuli. As in Expt 2. the stimuli consisted of
creasingfunctionoftandincreasinginAx.Thus two sets of vertical lines presented 0.12deg
o is a separable function of luminance and above and below a fixation point (see Fig. 2). In
another function w that depends on time and fact, the stimuli were equivalent to the stimuli in
separation. Note that the function w is indepen- Expt 2 with the following exceptions. Rather
dent of luminance and embodies the dependence than present the lines successively, the lines were
of persistence on spatial separation Ax. presented simultaneously. In addition, the in-

Separability of time and distance in a gain tensity of each line was varied as a function of
control model. With this framework at hand, %e the position of the line: across a row of vertical
are ready to formalize the assumption under- lines, the intensity of each line decreased expo-
lying the gain type of model. In that model, the nentially with stimulus position as illustrated in
presence of adjactnt stimuli only modulates the Fig.7. Letl,betheintensityofalineinpositionn
magnitude of the response That is, the function
is itself can be separated into a product of two
functions, gain g, and temporal response h, as
follows: w,(t) =g(Ax)h(t); I I I

and the visibility function can be written as

v,,,(I. t) = c(l)g(Ax)h(t). (6)

The separability of time, distance and lumi-
nance expressed in equation (6) predict, that a
decrement in luminance, could completely com- I
pensate for a corresponding increment in separ- j I I
ation Ax. Alternatively, a decrease in the -an-
visibility due to small spatial separation can be 4 - position
compensated by an increase in visibility with
luminance. Expeniment 4 was aimed astd - Fig 7 The display for Expi 4 two sets of vertical lines were

discover- simultaneossly presented above and below a fixation point
ing the relationship between spatial separation The height of each vertical line represents stmulus lumi-
and luminance. If we know how the amplitude nance which decreased exponentially with stimulus posison
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The intensity of the line in the leftmost (or separation. Ax. All the data werc used to

rightmost) position. I,, was initialized to the estimate the entire ps"chometrik f-nctions.

reference intensity (see Sninuli in Expt I). The
intensity of the line in a position to the right Rlesults and discussion
(or left) of n. .. ,. wvas Ia where a is the Psychometric funconsrelatingthe.probabil-
slope ofthe exponential Ar *as. On each trial, syoericguntiotsarelatine robsil-
the direction of the exponential decrease in ity of reporting that all n lines were simul-

intensity (left-to-right or rieht-to-left) of lines taneously visible to the relative intensity of the

presented above the fixation point Aas chosen dimmest line were calculated for each subject

randomly, the intensity of the lines below the and each condition of spatial separation. Ax. In

fixation point decreased exponentially in the Fig. 8. the relative intensity of the dimmest line

opposite direction. The spatial separation ,x is (expressed as the normalized ratio of the mini-

varied by increasing n over a range of 3-25 as mum and maximum line intensities) accom

in E 2. panying 50% response probabilities is plotted as

Procedure. The subject initiated a trial by a function of the spatial separation for each

pressing a response key. After 600 msec, the subject. As Fig. 8 shows, the relative line inten-

stimuli were flashed for I nesec. At the end of sities required for all n lines to appear to be

each trial, the subject pressed one of two re- vtsible decreased with spatial separations up to

sponse keys to indicate whether or not all the 024 deg of visual angle. For larger spatial separ-

verticl lines above and below the fixation point ations, the relative line intensities required to
ver visible. Subjects were instructed to use the see all n lines do not vary systematically and

same criterion for visibility that they used in the therefore %e conclude that the intensitie are

previous experiments, subjects were to respond independent of spatial separation

"yes" if they perceived a grating composed ofall The results of Expt 4 can be interpreted in

the lines above and below the fixation point and terms of the gain control model. In particular,

to respond "no" otherwise, considering the form of the visibility function v

At the beginning of each session, subjects given by equation (6) we set t = 0 and interpret

repeated 280 stimulus trials from the previous Expt 4 as finding values of the dimmest. N-th

experiment. These 280 trials served to remind line 1, for each Ax such that'

subjects of the visibility criterion used in previ c[4(Ax)Jg(Ax)h(O) = c(l), (7)

ous experiments and to encourage them to use
the same visibility criterion in this experiment. where I is the first (brightest) line. There are

Subjects then viewed 3 blocks of trials, each three unknown functions in this equation c, g

block consisting of 160 trials Subjects rested and h and our goal is to determine h We do that
between blocks of trials, in two steps. First, we use previous information

Across the, three blocks of trials, each con- on intensity scaling to assume a reasonable form

dition ofspatial separation Ax was presented 60 for the criterion function c. We then combine

times. The 60 repetitions were presented within the results of Expts I. 2 and 4 in order to

two interleaved staircases. The total 480 trials eliminate g.
resulting from the product of the 7 Ax, the 60 The criterion function c represents the observ-
repetitions per Ax. and the 2 staircase con- ers' adjustments to changes in luminance. To

ditions were presented in random order, proceed with our analysis we need to make an

The rate of the exponential decrease in stimu- additional assumption about the function c(I)
lus intensity a, was controlled by a modified In particular, we assume c(I) to be a power law.

up-down staircase The starting value of a was This assumption is consistent with at least two

099 If the subject responded "yes", 2 was empincal considerations. First, the classical

decreased by 0.01 and this new ,a was stored for scaling data derived from magnitude estimation

the next presentation of this staircase. If the experiments (Stevens, 1957) suggests that per-

subject responded "no" for two repetitions of ceived brightness is a linear function of lumi-

the same stimuli, a was increased by 0 01 and nance raised to a power. Second, the

this new a was stored Under the assumption assumption is consistent with the luminance

that a is a normally-distributed variable, the invariance observed in Expt 2.

staircase procedure converges to the a for Substituting 10 for c in equation (7) yields.

which 71% of the time all the n lines are visible
to the observer for each condition of spatial lP(Ax)g(Ax) = coiA,
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Fig, a. The relative intensity of the dimmest line (expressed as the nomZed ratio of the minimum and

maximum line intensities) aceinpstyiig 501/ response probabilities is plotted as a function spatial

sepatation for each subject. The solid line represents the fit betce equatiottn (10) (see text) and the data.

where co is a constant (incorporating h(0)]. (i = 2) Gaussians, respectively, and where 4i is a

Taking logarithms of both sides yields the fol- Gaussian density function of the form:

lowing equation relating Ax and 1: 2

fIN(AX)1.()0(, 
eQ.

logig(Ax))= log(Co) _ P log __.1 () c.,2

Tnntered at the origin. This type of spatial

This equation represents the relationship b weighting function seemed plausible because,

tween two functions of the stimulus separation given the correct parameters, tt has been used

Lh(6.x) and g(Ax". Our primary goal is to use to describe other spatial interactions including

the eqtation (8) to conbine the results of Expt 4 empirically observed receptive fields in monkey

with those of the earlier experiments and and cat retinal ganglion cells (Enroth-Cugel

directly evaluate the shape of the temporal & Robson, 1966). The difference between

response, It. It is also possible, however, to two Gaussian functions has also been used to

examine whether there exist plausible gain fiuto approximate psychophysically defined spatial

tions g consistent with both equation (8) and the weighting functions (e.g. Schade, 1956; Wilson

results of Expt 4. In order to find such a g we & Bergen, 1979; Graham, 1980).

first determined a functional form for IN(Ax). The best-fitting parameters to equation (9)

While there are many different functions con- were derived for each subject using an iterative

sistet with the empirical constraints on 1, we fitting pro ,dure (STEPIT, Chandler, 1965) that

selected the following spatial weighting function mnimized the squared error between each sub-

generated by taking the difference between two ject's data and equation (I I). The resulting fits,

Gaussian functions: shown in Fig. 8, are quite reasonable. The

root.mean-square error for the fits is 0.05, 0 013,
(AX) = A (Ax, a) -A 2t(Ax, a,); (9) 0.058 and 0.025 for subjects JG, DP, EW and

1, JF, respectively.

where A> 0 are the amplitudes, a,> 0 standard Since the dependence of the luminance on Ax

deviations of the positive (i - I) and negative can be characterixed as a difference of two
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-Gaussian functions then the resulting gain fune- the data for spatial separations less than or

tion g, shown in Fig. 8, is also a difference of equal to 0.24 deg of visual angle.

oaussians but raised to a positie power Ai. Thisl(I- + (l,)
function: log G) =k+al(11

g(Ax) = k[A,0(Ax.Qv.- A,0v(Ax, a.-)r; We can therefore conclude that, to the extent

%here k is a positive constant, appears to e a that this equatidn is supported by the data, the

reasonable reflection of the effect of spatially gain model cannot be rejected (at least for small

adjacent stimuli on persistence. According to spatial separations) and that the decay of visible

theme results, the width of the effective field response has the general form lit. This function

within which one stimulus line affects the per- night not be a realistic impulse response for a

sistence of another is approx. 0.24 deg of visu.l linear system, but it does indicate that the decay

angle. Since the form of the gain function of visible persisteice is slower than a simple

appears to be reasonable ;e proceed to use the exponential (cf. Rumelhart, 1969; Hawkins &

data from Expt 4 to derive the temporal depen. Shulman, 1979; DiLollo, 1984).

dency h. Note that the following derivation is Finally, Fig. 9 shows that for larger values

independent of the form of the gain function, of z (corresponding to stimulus conditions in

Derivation of Imporal dependency. Assuming which Ax was greater than 0.24 deg of visual

that the gain model holds, the temporal wave- angle) there seems to be systematic departure

form of the underlying Visual response to a from the straight line. This represents the failure

briefly presented visual stimulus is embodied n of the model to capture spatial interactions over

the function h. To evaluate h we need to elimi- larger separations.

nate g in equation (7). We accomplish that by

substituting, in equation (7), the expression for GENERAL DISCUSSION

g front equation (8). Empirically, this amounts Persistence isa property of any lnear system

to combining the results of Expt 4 with those of with limited temporal bandwidth. Usually, the

Expts I and 2. w e te bandwid th U s st-

To combine equations (4) and (8) we first take narrower the bandwidth the longer the persist-

the logarithm of both sides of equation (7), ense. Similarly, the more vridical the temporal

and then solve for g with the result response ofa system is, the lessveistencehere

logfg(Ax)] = logb) - loglh (t)). Then, substitut- is. In any sensing system, there is a trade-off

ing for log[g(Ax)] in equation (8) yields: between the ability to reproduce the temporal

properties of a stimulus (achieved by broad

-i- 1 temporal bandwidth and, consequently, short

log~b] - Iog~h(s)] = log(c0) +P log ; persistence) and the ability to detect the pres-

ence of a weak stimulus in the presence of noise

which can b8 simplified to: (achieved by temporal summation and, conse-

(10) quently, long persistence). There are many situ-

logth(r)] = k + fi logI; (10) ations in which the visual system sacrifices

temporal bandwidth in favor of stimulus sensi-

where k is a real constant. To estimate the tivity. For example, the time constant of tem-

temporal decay function h consistent with our poral integration is more than two times longer

results can be accomplished by finding a fune- in the dark adapted eye than in the light adapted

tion of r which is linear in log[Ill,1. eye. (Sperling & Sondhi, 1968). We report an

For each subject and each condition of spatial instance in which, depending on the spatio-

separation, IogJlJll, was estimated by the 50% temporal properties of the stimulus, the visual

threshold criteria of psychometric functions re- system sacrifices either temporal bandwidth or

I"ting the probability that the subject responded stimulus sensitivity. When the distance between

"yes" (to indicate that all stimuli were visible) to successive stimuli is small, as in the case of the

the ratio of the minimum and maximum stimu- apparent mction of a-single object, the visual

lus luminances, I&I,. Figure 9 shows log[l/l,] system sacrifices stimulus sensitivity in favor

plotted as a function of log(l/r) (derived from of temporal fidelity, preserving the temporal

the data collected in Expt 2) for each subject. stimulus information and reducing the smear

The solid lines in Fig. 9 illustrate that the that would otherwise be generated by moving

following equation provided a reasonable fit to objects (Burr, 1980). When the distance between
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Fig 9. For each subject, the natural logarithm of 14I (the ratio of maximum (I.) and itimum (1)
stimulus luminance that accompanied the 50% visibity threshold ctstetia in Expt 3) is plotted as a
function of lit (the reciprocal mean duration of visible persistence estimated from the results of Expt 2)
The solid lines represent the linear regression ofInfill.) on In(Ii) for the data corresponding to conditions
in which adjacent stimuli were separating by distances less than or equal to 0 24 deg visual angle The
sold circles falling near the regression line frem left to tight correspond to spatial separations of 0 6,0 12.
0.18 and 0 24 deg visual angle, respectively. The unfilled circles cotrespond to spatial separations greater

than 024 deg visual angle

successive stimuli is large, as in the case of threshold. In order to test the gain model, we
briefly presented stationary objects, the visual make the further assumption that the amplitude
system sacrifices temporal fidelity in favor of of the visual response to briefly presented stim-
Stimulus sensitivity, allowing more time to uli increases with stimulus luminance and that
extract the spatial information necessary for the effects of spatial separation, luminance and
object identification, temporal separation on visible persistence are

We consider a simple gatn model as a possible separable. The trade-off we observed between
mechanism for modulating the duration of vis- the effects of spatial separation and stimulus
tble persistence as a function of the distance luminance on the duration of visible persistence
separating stimuli. In this model, the shape of supports the assumption of separability and
the underlying visual response ts preserved and the gain model The gain model is appealing
only its amplitude is modulated by the presence because it can be realized by mechanisms under-
of adjacent stimuli. Our analysis does not as- lying shunting lateral inhibition (Sperling &
sume any particular shape of the temporal Sondhi, 1968).
impulse response function. We only assume that
a briefly presented luminous line generates a Acknoiuledgeents-This votk was supported by the
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after some time the visual response reaches a 0279

'a threshold below which it is no longer visible.
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Inteligent Temporal Subsampling of American Sign Language Using
Event Boundaies

Dasid IL Paiskh Gefeig Ndk~ MddS..Lndy

ltowr,.eUa:;,zsqee offh=e rspew~c by a snbe: dfte ~e lis&o* se

and =c (ha=e pdzlar side by side tche dispiu Az hac~%_ B=ai t cud aza ett
attiral5 be* .m k==n isei a a h ~ee m

D~S ihm.Sipnls~ was f=e 32 a*.eaeeS= ASip vm *to sit~r

that wsie sr=&zedy ==r I hnwe ~yshb aseeebsw
eisa =or Peoeed foer anne 2apa. Fix bi Zy inagzu dtha ra5inepdat=w
stabsuaplig %= s 23. We &- tat Cea= bVcndsti= cm li eee cc=V nal11. 41-

and tha nabs ;CgfeCoca ccensbodrses is bathanchedom-g s mp = ihe

American Sign Language (AS!.) is a gestural forna of eo=3- %tefidsO(ASL CopeeSoa :
munication used by the North American deaf and b=ain- 4
impaired communities. In free conmation, AS!. is as rapid I
a form of communication as moss spoken latiagmagina, indud-, Spai Cr esm
ing English (Bellugi & Fischer. 1972). Ov-er the pasn decade U
there have been sevral in'eaigpations of th-tors related to the *
transmission of ASL over the existing long-distance cosneso- requb_-ecet for ,ISL was posed by SpnaEng (19-,4 %bo 4
nications networks. The problenm is to compress a idro signal *

ofthesner to the extent that is will fit through a lo%- eonvey jut liiicwaeara(SPc::5n.9M 19.1 1). SpME=&ag
bandwidth or low bit-rate communication chnel, such as lad. Cobcn. and Pave!J (19SS) imvs;ixe AS!.iaLh-
an ordinary telephone line, without gatly disrupting the bl)%:ss a w tu& lsb tagte=ctspisi
efficiency of communication. Although preiously designed cre spta irm -omrs and codng dsnes tIen
vrideo, telephones would suffice for communication, their availab'e. In one condition. subjectusm ee ble to iwserpres
bandwidth requirements and cost made them impractical. sig wit nomlie -netblt-o-6 n=-ia of
The current public telephone network has transmission limits bjandwidths senquence. even though bandwidth had bectn re-
of 300 to 2800 Hz for analog signals and nominally 9.6001bits duced to 28S0 Hz_ Related work by Abrasniatic. Letellier. and
pee second (bps) foe digital signals (ca, 1988). *,adkr (1982) with French Sigbn Languag and by Pearson

(1981) with British Sign Language alSO ofliaS the pMosbiit
of'substantial compression.

The eelati'iesucessin AS!.compression acdhd Sper-
ingct al. (198S) may be attributedto theargc amount of

The authors thank especially the interpreter, sorer. liaison to the redundant spatial infortation within the AS!. signal. Spatial
deaf community, and admior on ASt. matters. Sue Roberts. foe alt eudnyeit ohars nhda ies n msthe help she pruided. For their assistance in reeruiting subject, w e dnacexssbtaro iivulpxlsndcos &
thank thoset the ew YokSocety ofthe Daand Michael Kaufer, groups of pixels. Individual pixels are redundant w hen the
program director for the Hearing Impaired at New York Uniiveiwty gray level of'one pixel is predictive of the gray level oftnearby
We alothak al theuecs who partiipated inthe study and -ho pixels. Groups of pixels are redundant wlien cues, in one
showed genuine interest in assisting the research, We thank August region of the image yield predictions of what should appear ;

Vanderheek who was instrumental %rry early on in helping so in other regions. For examnple, consider the particular config-
deselop the ideas presented here and Robert Picardi, who omeramte uration of pixes that yields the form of aren. To the degree
all our technical problems that the hand, elbow, and shoulder are resolvable, other arm

This work as sSupported by Grants 8"-364 and SU1Ott fromn pixels are probably unnecessary and are therefore redunidant.
theAirFoee 11cc f ciei~ie eserc, LfeScinr Diecorae. Accordingly, one may discard some forms of spatial infor-

pou rteb ation Pnsitesn o ehgran dtin 0Y0293 awed tooitthe nmasiot uPr o eedsn rorm %in aditon Puarisntwaswsup mtion with the expectation that other. similar information
orte myainial Istes ompelet hl Granid EY09 warded wino remains. This sort of spatial redundancy provides the basis

Gordon I. Legge at the Unisersity, or ktinnesixa for the often surpnisingsuccess of dynamic point-light displays
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to (Cutting, 1978,lohanisnon. 1973)in conveyingratlsercomplea

George Sperling. Deparment of Psychology and Center for Nerali form inforiaaion. Indeed, Poizner, Bellugi, and Lutes-Deis-
Sciences, New York tUnisraty, New York. Netw York 10003. coil (1981) demonstrated that such displays successfully con-
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Tew oagi:sr h C -Q' 1973. P. 34J -s&-- was 2

C22L(I93P-V ~ ~ ~ ~ 12 UgbaSisCCcim NCiewwt: 2=6 EZ32i' (19r6)

izra4f% . s~sap= r ASL k. i n n ib 1,
ef of theel

*:e:e tI~f na em ~esbmk
Worcc:96h2eASL 2Sin 2~ ~ie therteZ d=e baa M:Cd 2= &k=5 &(E= breszP

~ t~ a~t 22 ct5=*=b pd=rC

=:fttb- I--- 2 E= a 126 iman tot k~ ep C des~rnof elerxa=:i--~lraadrcsEw nzsenor

c dmee-q-t zobe:cn 2:dC=LMcoi7- icteIige. Zd w--- 2=== 21 asodei4 bre aSde
Ccce-=n and ;c~a ot cc =:c:- locatiec lab= t enre A&Ze v=- shern Out ef ordff th!n s21eaes .tn

of ~ ~ a i:ejC ao=%- J=% as =2 Otbret 2 the- C0c1sns E~nESruar 1946)1 Forepe Of thre bccalgu12a
X. Y d a3 p tp e pEtio tw utk a F er w= eas 2S 1gh cc Eite as tb.ecanor

eammelibel %i bead nc ve zzS~ s a Pee or sv:P=:c from %ctha %bey d=Awn. In SbXL e~so
faseeaCome= labeL an bis cnsbca: peti~d a coctinere &ocrs1ta75=

12 w= k==. the pere6c, o cve C rzeate a~ 2 h tes3bic5%dydEC h akpo1 f=- CDom-eiinforme
cop:c- ccmpotm. = z rt..O bw fth swarr (Eb- tict that is of~ ie~toctanc to the gloali perrg then
tresca. I MI. Markes & Zr;ooc. 1983). In orme iwanck. nnx. (For a mke- of the s*k ofbekpoims 12

bn~'u her loteogsextforthe theory that ceea(or eV=n percerUOn. see 2Ln-to ena19S37
C pm-=cpWa mb=) are dredy perrcvd =6e like motion

(Asch. 1952: Hcider. 1953;- 2%rA-s" H=666d. Blooenin3 ChoUMirXtg irzz= Fnra. a A wam alicci
* dale. & Ccrnno. 19371- L-niea as c%=:s can be perceived

eiet~ it inpbs %Ia= tbere eans be cowmt =stimlrs In the p==en =14d. ur ===er the int= il -r of ASL
pw~cucsthn eflct te CX= S tL - . .a~ ', =M seu neozruwd LIn Vedn a nebse of dsose2 frames

* ~from :be otiprni seq=ence The ucck of Nreison and his

*LvM d be: t rtai h-akpins uile &ltassttg non-

sq s e~ioh e adeesedis 'ialdomins brealvoints. Mtouh h Nealson procdr for locatin
of fanad and for 2 %Wkity% Of YrPOSMs The= indUde dffOnS &zs ~ c belotS.trk 'Icl US usefulnss in 3are2l-ti=e coinelt-

* to construct huaS emotion r lionw sdrs e(%mar muao s)%=e ts limited. because human obsers must

& Vaina. 19W. Rubin & Richards. 1985). the development select the fiams Given the grouing availabilit) of digital
of motion descriptors for robotics or artificial inteligence irnae-prosdgtchologit atural to dguze the imee
(ThibAes. 1993). and. as noted presiousls cause attribution sequences to be transmited, to compuate aiich franmes rep-
and event pecemption in the field of social psydsologyHeder. resenit breakpointsu'ititin the sequence, and to transmit the
1958; 2Nevwsn. 1973). In another ASI study. Grein (1984) chosen fms and discard the remainder. To implement ruch
attempted to locate the boundaries btic on lD~ isa Signs 3 system ira Must first cosier I&e physiesi Properties asso-
in a stream of ASL images. aated ith lreakpoints: the bounamies of perceptual units.

Perceptual Unils of Besavior Physical Characteristics of Breakpoinis

A technique for determining the location of boundaries of Two possible theories could account for the finding that an
perceptual units that has received considerable attention actionastreain ma) be partitioned into discrete units ofbehtav-
conmes from Neiat" (1973) and his collaborators (Neiisn ior based on breakpoints (Neirisn & Engquist. 1976). Either
& Ensquist, 0976; Nesetion. Engquist. & Bois. 1977; Nevwzson the particular configuration of components in the scene con-
& Rindnet, 1979; Rindner. 1982). Althoughi Newtsons early stitutes a duriceirse satae that identifies the breakpoint, or
work was concerned %ith determining how the attribution actions are defined by store-bo-srate changes that are charac-
process varies as a function of the un it of perception. he %%As terized by auccessi'. breakpoints. In a test of these two

aloconcerned -Aith demonstrating that there 1525. in fact, an possbilities. Newtsn ct al. (1977) used a movemnent notation
objctlive basis for determining units of behavior. in his pro- system, designed for use by choreographers, to code the body
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Evdneof such activity must be ava:!able in the sueric ecem of pixels that change as a result of enmcra or digitizing
Cb=ZrtruCWZ Of the Sequece MaxT asd Vaifna (IM8) f--- noise rather than 2S the result cia2 moving object

tis nd n erat c-moio-ettfrptsentioci As an example. %r consider a 30-fiine sequence in %icb
foes vV ntirg a suream ofcmovmen-t iwto pieces that can be a %hilec square on a black backgrouzid moves left and right
esribed independaly They used pau es eribed as ma- across the uidth or a framte 55t55505d311V Figure I is3a graph
meets %ben the parts of a shape arte either absolutely or ofC4n) for such a sequence. *ote that the Incal minimai in
rtivelyv as res) to segment a motion stream. Pauscs occur Figure 1. %here Ot~n -1) > ak) < agn + I). correspond to
u.hen the object (or objects) in the scene Undergo a change in frames in the original sequence in vvhich the direction of
direction of movement and ocicasionale oc=u at other too- motion is changing (Lce. the peaks and troughs of the sinu-
mcits in a sequence. This same notions appears in the vuosk soi4) Complilex movies such as ASL sequences produce comn-t
of Rubin and Richards (1985). ulso argued th-at natural plea O.n) functions vith many more local minima.&
~moto boundaris occur at stais stops, and force discontin- Figure 2 shoAs the a~n) function for a 70-frame ASL
tbes. Moreover. thecy provided evidence that human oliser- sequence that 9ovs the sign for the word accident. A dra-aing

era have a suibjective impression that a significant event has
occurred at each of these boundaries. AUl or these thernes
imply that one ought to be able to locate event bouries by
tracking some: surface characteristic of the dynamic sequence 3
and by searching for rrames that correspond to pauses in
activity. Rubin and Richards (1985) and %arc and Vaina
(1980) theoretically defined wnays in vihich motion sequences
might he parsed. In this articlewe choose a simple realization
of these ideas and test its effectiveness for producing inteli- 5: 0.5
gible subisampled motion displays.

The Activity Index, 4n) i
The activity index is the fraction of pixals that experience

a supratheeshold change in luminance betweven frames n - 1 0.0J
and n. We located event boundaries in ASL sequences by to i0 30
computing this measure of activity betweecn each pair of FRAMLE NUMBEER
consectlive frames in each sequence and looking for the local FrWe I Activity index as a function of frame number for a smallI
minima. Our activity index ws computed by counting the square that moes hrough t.v yesofasie %2e aross30frames.
number of pixels that underwent a significant change of gray (The local minima correspond to the resting posts or pomtsv

level between consecutive frames in a sequence. the fraction ehange in direction, of the moving objec)
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0.3 The two hee loca -ii -s- 21era Frames 2S and
40 in Figric 2 enmeaspond to the point in the sipsbess the
sipeshnsed am-PC11p=221d tothe flame in ubidthey
Maa. In otheruoda. ifa w oefrnethat corriespood to

*2 he two lxAl 21eiia Frams 23 and 40. as well as a
I Ining nd ending flam. we satisfy the citeria for hade-

lict t::mpomI ali wile reducinig the seegnenec from

SA70 to 4 fames. Thee4 hlmesare lstatd in Fim Sa.fi(Ades rlies on chags in activity to indicate esentbousadasries,Irotational of smooth drenizei motion, presents aprobrlemre An
activity index may Dot achieve a siificanat local miinmum

0 t0 20 30 40 50 s0 70 during suchamotion. Mrand Vaina(190) recoized the
FRAME NW% sca= hrtcomDing the o -a~trepresntation

and proposed to hane these instane by recognizing the
Fisrue2 Actiidesaafr=acinoffzainefha 70.bansASL occurrence of a corbudixg mviist and dealing with it

snretlnth0este~pfr~beEVheeornfli(Ibt3 earatly our 4) a yne tret rotationa and dir_
arssneisofactns:y at tbe tei4n and raid of the Fractio conte- cliit ine ohr fe wee odicoe
spend to t&~u =o f the kper as she ciost inst and ct of a rest oistea 2alobmf^w.tdsoe

postin arasfode i fon. het~i or mmi a Fans th5at sstraesveddsme inmum riero
y arsoernespri o mseststren~ ~of intelligibility, it might indicate that rotational and circular

.9 ap= 2--d rntheLA ----I D Zb =W) motion occur oftens enough within ASL to merit special
consideration. Hoverff an informal survey of signs suggests
otherwise.

of theasigiven inFgre 3aandevey thiri frame is
j shown in Figure 4. In ou-r experiment, the signe assumes a

res position in which her arms are folded in front of her at
the beginning and ead of the sequence. The samec rest Position
iused for all signsin order to remove any potential ambiguity

S concerning the beginning and ending of each sipn and to
ensure that on repeated presentations, the particular frame /

t. on %hich a sign begins or ends does not provide a due to thea
identity of the sign. In the sigtat produced Figure 2. the
signer raises We tuo bands to either side, closes 'item into
lIstm and moves thems until they meet in front of her (this is

aniconic sign for a collision), and then reassumnes the rest
f position -aith arms folded.

The a.(n) function in Figure 2 is instructive for several
reasons. First, there is always a high activity value at the
beginning and end of each seq~uece as the signer moves out
of and into the rest position. In Figure 2. these peaks occur
at Frames 23 and 53. Moreover, at the beginning and end of
the sign, the activity indet becomes a collection of closely

sced local minima. These frames corepond to the rest"7
po~ition in which luminance noise and slight movements on

f the pars of th signer account for fluctuations in o,(n), andb
which mright he misinterpreted as signifieant activities (i c.,
these frames might he selected).

Actifyindex subsampling. Activity-indes subsampling
means selecting for presentation only the frames for which
aks) has a relatise minimum as a function of n. To control

the coatsenest with which candidate minima are sampled, we
introduced a paramneteroa that specifies the minimum increase Figure 3. Two illustrated signs showing (a) a simple Sign Accnne%"
in aki) hat must occur between consecutively chosen frames, (from he Joe of Srsring [p. 102) by L L Itiekehof 198, Springfield

MO. Gospel Publishing House Copyright 1980 by Gospel Clearing
that is, in orderto chtoose both firamesfand, where '<J1 House Reprinted by perision) and (b) acompound signt zsronu-
the activity indet must rise above iA(il + a for some frame k, Yotr-rvo (from A Baric Coure in Almercan Sign Language Its til)
%herr i < k < j. Note that this method of sampling is byT Humphrries. C. Padden, andT. J OYRorrtke. 980.Sit'erSpring,

asmetrie with respect to time; invertingthe order of frames M.D, T. J. Publishiers Copyright 1980 by T. J. Publishers. Rteprinted
mylead to a different selection. by permission).
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Figwe4. Sequence ofdigitized images ofthe sign arident (Every third frame ofa 70-frame sequence
is shown. This is constant subsampling.)

Constant Subsanpling Dynamic Display Considerations

To measure the use of activity-index subsamplng. it must Having chosen a subset of the frames from a sequence of
be compared with an alternative method of temporal A frames, how should we choose the duration of each frame
compremion. Although the focus of their work wsas spatial to ensure that the displa)cd sequence retains as much of the
rather than temporal compression, Sperling et al. (1985) and rhythmic prop-ries of the original as possible' Temporal
Pearson (0981) used 4 simple frame repetition, what we here constancy is preserved in constant subsampling by choosing
call constant temporal subiamnplng. By this method, every the number ofrepetitions for each frame equal to the constant
nnh frame ts chosen from the sequence, where m can take on sampling factor. For example, ifes cry third frame were chosen
any value betwen 2 aw, me total number of frames in the from the onginal sequence, each frame in the displayed
original sequence. Constam subsampling will be used as the sequence would be repeated three times
basis of companson in thtu present study. Figures 4 and 5b Because the frames chosen from a complex scene via the
illustrate constant subsamphang for m equal to 3 and 23, activity index are not necessarily separated by a constant
respectively. In Figure Sb, note that the second frame catches number of frames, the repetition fa.tor for display must vary
the signer in the middle of a movement. according to the location of the chosen frame in the original
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Figure 5 Four-frame represntations or the sign acctden: (a) full gray-scale using acnvity-index
subsamp.ing. (b) full gray scale using constant subsamnphng. and (c) binary images using actnity-index
subsampling.

sequence. We repeat each chosen frame (to replace discarded form. Most important, static images are used in most, if not
frames) until the next chosen frame occurs. For example, if all. ASL textbooks and dictionanes (e g, Humphries, Padden,
Frames I, 5, 15, and 22 were chosen from a 30-frame se- & O1Rourke, 1980, Riekehof, 1980) Important exceptions
quence, Frame I is repeated 4 times, Frame 5 is repeated 10 are the books produced by Stokoe and his collaborators
times, Frame 15 Is repeated 7 times, and Frame 22 is repeated (Stokoe, 1974, Stokoe, Casterline, & Croneberg, 1976), which
9 times, to reach the total of 30 frames that appear in the use written symbolic notation to convey the motion and hand
original sequence. In this method, a different display sequence shape of each sign.
would be produced from the same sequence ofselected frames The type of static presentation that is most often seen in
%hen plaed in the forward rather than the time-re'ersed standard ASL textbooks is a single-frame image that core-
direction, spends roughly to a single English word or expression. Typi-

cally, an illustrated signer is presented with overlaid arrows
and "strobe" lines to indicate the desired hand, finger, and

Static Presentation arm motions. An example of one such illustration, from

Riekehof (1980), appears in Figure 3a. For simple signs,
Oplimal Number of Franies especially those that use only one hand, these illustrations are

quite efficient. Difficulties can arise, however, for compound
ASL-related investigations hase, to this point, focused ex- signs that require a change in hand shape or for the occasional

elusively on the transmission and intelligibility of dynamic presentation of complete sentences In these instances, such
images. There are, however, several compelling reasons for as for the sign depicted in Figure 3b (taken from Humphries
studying the intelhgibility of ASL when it is presented in static et al, 1980), the many strobe lines and arrows mask the
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intended moovement and make it dillanlt fir student to sty 05cc lfor Disaled Seam auid w md-of-hand among the dcd
eericse thesign. camaw y vea fluent bearing ASL traupeser were also use&

An alterative to pirrscatang asingle frame forech Eniglish~ The mcn ap ofi5ntut u=ws 33 yats (ages raged froits to
vkord or phrase is to present the frames arranged ade ntl, 52), and they Wa beensigning for an average of 1S yumn Tselve
as i comic strip formart (See Fgurs,4 and 5). nativ ther-tos ~ 3 1 ho werc raised in homes %tere ASL ws the

iprciiiy adiplaing the htundreds of frames that may prmr agr ceicue in the study.

of frames fee peesentation. How does one choose frames in Sjimuli

order to convey a sign? Obviously, this is the static analog to,
the dynamic display that has beti addressed earler and, The stimulus set consisted of 84 AM signs. each of wbich cone-
coinCidCnly, isa2 question of great importance to animators sponds roughl to a single English tool, Alt signs were taken fro
and cartoonists. Uhent depieting an action sequettce, anima-' Sperling en aL (1985). whlo filed digitized, And app;ie various
ltr arc taught to represent the extremes of the activity fist imagetimfotmations to the sips for use in their study of tiade-offs
and then to fill in with in-between frames as needed (Lesian, b ASsip h-tliility andtbandtidth.The sgner %2s fdmed

196). n te cntet cASE iffraes re hosn t (Lv~trl, from aprroximately 10 ft (approsimatety 3M0 in) avaty, so that the
f9ul)y Ionvthertont dfS.islamed dar csen so thease upper brody ad hiead filled the vewlinder of the esinna. During

fullyconseythemotioning tshe dipsaedyasva d theoe bein a screen wsith a 12 x 18 in. aperture,
frames convey the sante information when displayed stati. %o:dacligand had drk hairesecniinured that
cally'. the hand and face of the signer ssoutd be highlighted. Each digitized

fiame wias sobser.:rcnty cropped to 96 x 64 pisets: the signer wsis
Spatal-TempralCompesson Tadeoffcenired in each frame so that the area from her waist to the top of
Spatal-empral ompesson TadeOffher head was visible.

Finally, it is useful to investigate interactions betwveen spa- Along with the original full gray-srate (denoted FGS) moies of
tal and temporal compression. A practical application would each sign. we used signs that had been transformed from the FOS to
probably combine temporal and spatial compression in order the line-drawin, binary imag" previosly descrnbed Such signs wilt
to avoid the degrading effect of'removing too much of either be referred to as BIN (for binary) signs Spertinget a] (1985)repoited
spatial or teimporal information Here. wve measure intelligi- an initlligibil..- of .911 for BIN signs, normalized against the pe-
bility for bath full gray-scale S eune 8 ispxl n cettage correct for 96 x 64 pixel F~i3 signs. At the nie of thec AS equencs (8 ets/iectiond eupeniment. four FOS signs were not available under the BIN image
for the same sequences made binarywith an edge dtcin transformation, the BIN conditions used four signs that did not
scheme Earls image is convolsed %vith a Gaussiar-smooihed appeal -ni FGS conditions. and sire versa. The list of 84 signs used in
Laplacian and then thresitoldril so that 10% oif the values are the study .sppears in Table 1. divded into the stimulus blockcs used
set to black, generally from the dark side of image idges The la the espeniment
result isa binary, line-drawn image (with approximately 0.211 Although the terinframies per second (fps) is used throughout the
bitspixel). An example of such a binary sequence is showkn remnainder ofis article to describe the degree of tensporat compres-
in Figure 5c. (These sequences and the nominal data rate sin, all dynamic stimuli were presented on a system that always
were taken from Sperlingect al , 1985, Experiment 2, Condi. displayed 60 fps In the coniexi of the present study. fps refers to the
tion H.) numbeeofness frames per second, computed by disidingibhe number

of chosen frames by the duration of the oniginal (or the denied)
sequence. Frame rate (fps) was varied parametically. I he parameters

Method in asd a control the frame rote for fixed-rate and actity-index
subsampling. respectively. Four different values, %ere used for inch

SubjectS of these two iparameters This moanipulatiou allows un to collect data
user a 4re range of intelligibility. The parameter 'slucs and the

The 32 subjects used in this study ecre recruited in various places, aserage number of frames per second for each scheme is displayed in
including the New York Society for the Deaf. the News York Univer. Table 2.

Table____________I____________

Stimnulus Blocks
Block I Block 2 Block 3 Block, 4 Bleck 5 Block 6 Block 7 lock

telegraph wrung sit emphastze punithment bear tobaceo Summer
lease general chees wife apple kill thanks think
deaf girl until world uncle flag home talk
finish short thee our screwdiver sonry flower wrCstlir~g
plan week wait accident guilty tree member love
ugly noon picture hospital paper bread chotlenge read
irain preach month friday understand behind pay Starn
relax red steall canel yesterday cieryday' fun color
mnother machine program' because letter rye which before
jump improse spend boss bored cop grow alive

egg movie poui' lousy"
'Signs that appeared only in BIN (binary) conditions "Signs that appeared only in EGS (full-gray

scale) conditions.
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Tie2- lenl.Tbc interiteconirmted these subects' ndraidcg of the
Stimrulus Trcsrforimo.,ions, ard Froie-aer sign by hsaving 115cm either use-the vwd in a sentence or further

- ~dabona.on, the meaning of the %xind. l
t
imib, all iaijctis %=n told

Scheme oem per second hav to~ responn
Activity jadex 0 10.8 D icntipreserados. Tbe-ord begin appeared on the monitor.
Activity index 0-W 8.85 signaling the subject to press any button on a fivee-urtn kecsrad.
Activity index 0.05 6.75 After the buttono press the scriecn %-4 cleared, and a %hite one spot
Aetirity indexi 0.1 5.4 appeared for 0.5 a. This v,-s followed by a 0.5-s blank interva aird
Constant 4 the presentation of an ASk. movie (frame sequence). The sequene

Constant 15 duration of the original imnage sequence. and -2ts followeid by a blank
Ioisai 4cees T15kr ts ipae ni heDtsqec a

YoeThe a is the aimtr that cotrols the number of sanmples sciror.Tewrdwn isdisplay ed ur ~twhc onti ther Detiat eue .t
used by the a.tivity'index sanmpling scheme., m s th aamter that frla(o3)atiih~ntharenineperd
governs the numbee of framses chosen by the constan suhsanphng Wbtk witing for continue to appear, we recorded the subiect's

scheme, response. After the subjectA response and after the word continue
schme-appeared on the screen the subject wats free to press any button to

initiate the next trial.
Procedure Slaticpresetorion. As with the dynamic presentation. the initial

button press erased the word begin from the screen and caused the
The ASL signs wetr divided into eight groups of 10 sigss. each stimulus to be presented. though without a cue spot. The frames of

group balanced for diflicly b) theecriterion ofSperling ciad. (1985). each inovie wecre arranged in order by rows and columns from left
The exprimental variables included two iage types P05 and BIN. to right and from top to bottom Up to seven frames appeared in
tso presenitation modes. dynamic (0)and static (SI. twosubisamphung each row. A sample -page~ of'24 frames for the sign occident is shown
schemes constat and activityiden. four frame rates, and 10 stim- in Fignre 4. Shorter pages are shown in Figure 5 for se'val conditions
ulushblocks. Afull-factoral ex~periment on thew factorswould rquire On presentation, the subject scanned the page and decided on a
320 subjects with only I subject in each cell To achieve a more response Before witing or signing the response, however, a second
manageable study, we ran four separate groups of subjects. one for button press was required to erase the screen After responding, the
each combination of image transforimation and presentation mode word continue appeared on the scrren The next button press initiated
(FGS-D. P05-S. BIN.D. and BIN.S). the next tInal

To make the must eficient use of each subject, the remaining
factoes within each of the four groups were subjected to a Greco- Results
Latin des~gn in which subsampling scheme aed compression factor
were full) randomized and order of presentation was partially ran. Scoring
domized In other words, each stimulus block of 10 signs was paired
one time with every combination of subsampling scheme and The measure of'performance: for all subjects and conditions
compression factor ovecr the counse of the experiment For consen- is in percentage correct For some of the stgns used in the
itee. the combination of subsampting; scheme and compression study. several English responses are considered correct, a
factor is refered to as the stimulus trasrformation, eser transfor- resultlof the historical and regional developmentsofASL Esch
mation npeare-d in each ordinal position of stimulus presentation
Order of presentation is only partially randomized, because sequence subject's answecr nhcet was scored by a congenitally deaf signer
effects arcenot balanced in this design. Each suject saw eight complte who is fluent in ASL
stimulus blocks. each block haing undergone a different transfor.
mation (ite., repeated measures over transformation and stimulus Subject Comparison
block) A total of 32 subjects were requited for a single replication T sestegnrlaiiyo h ujcsi hssuy
through each of the four 8 x 8 Greco-Latin squares,oass h eca blt o h ujcsi hssuy

mstclligibilily tst All stimuli were processed wssh the HIP1S in. we may compare their performance for dynamic sequences
age-processing software (Landy. Cohen, & Sperling. 1984a, 1984b) with the performance of the subjects from Sperling et at
and were presented on a computer-controled graphics display proc. (1985), who viewed similar sequences For the most richly
mosor (Adage RDS-3000 image-processing system). Images were subsampled full gray-scale sequences, which averaged about
viewed on a Conrac, 72 1 C19 monitor, set so that the mean lum- 20 frames. subjects in the present study averaged 86% correct,
ouance of the display was equal to 55 candela per square meter (ed/ nearly identical to the Sperling et al subjects, who averaged
i' Subjects were seated approxinmately I mn from the screen, though about 87% co. .ct. For binar) images, subjects in the present

they were free to muse to their most comfortable distance (Parish & study averaged 70%, in comparison with Sperling es al.'s 80%
Sperling. 1987, demonstrated that for stimuli whose visibility is correct Our subjects may have been somewhat less skilled
impaired by noise, viewing distance, over an extremely wide range, thnhoeoSprigta.,ehpsaeulofhemsf
is immaterial ) ta hs fSeln tMprasarslftemxo

For all conditions, subjects were required to respond to each ASL native and nonmative, htearing and nonhearing signers used
presentation with as English gloss for the presested sign Subjects in the present study, as opposed to the more homogeneous
were told that each sequence contained oaty a single sign and that grosp of deaf signers used by Sperling et al
each sign corresponded, roughly, to one English word In most cases
subjects wrote their responses on an answer sheet In cases in which Afain Effects
deaf signers did not possess English skills that were advanced enough
to allow them to respond with a witten word, they would sign the The data in each of the four Grco-Latin squares, dissin.
response to an ASL interpreter who then recorded the English equiv- guished by the combination of image type and presentation
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Figarer5, Mean subject performance as a function of the mean number of frames pe:r second for each
of the four main conditons of the expeiment and for each subsamphing scheme. (a) full gray-scae
imnages m dynamic presentation (FGS-D). (b) full &Aay-scalc images in static prese~ntation (FGS-S), (c)
binary images in dynamic presentation (BIN.D), and (d) binary images in stat presntation (BIN-S)
(The open dots on each graph represent performance with aeavity-andex sequences and the solid dots
represecnt constant subsampled sequences. The ertial bars represent the standard error of the mean )

mode, are displa~ed in Figure 6. Probability correct is dis- significant effect of stimulus block despite smilar efforts We
played as a function of mean number of frames, averaged rely on the fact that throughout the course of the experiment,
across the 8 subjects ithir each design. These data %~ere all stimulus blocks here presented in all conditons, thereby
subjected to an arcsine transformation in order to deconelate allo'.,,ng block effects to balance out Finally, there %,ere
mean and %anance. the arcsiae data "ere used in the subsc- significant subject differences (p < 0 1) for static presentation
quent analyses 1M ain effects for each individual Greco-Latin ofboth image types (FGS and BIN).
square wkere evaluated by an analysis of variance.

The four main effects for each Greco-Latin square are
subjects order, stimulus block, and image transformation Subsamnpling Schemep

The most stringent assumption made by the analysis is that
the interactions among the four main effects of the Greco- The data from the full gray-scale conditions, seen i Figures
Latin square are negligible (Winer, 1971) Ever effort was 6a and 6b, suggest that the activity-inde sequences were
made to ensure negligible interactions. Subjftts -x,.re assigned more intellhgible than constant subsampled sequences Ideally,
randomly to each cell, and stimulus blocks w,'ere balan .ed for we %,ould have had data from both schemes at the same frame
difficulty. There As no a pnon reason to assume that there rte to allow us to directly test this hypothesis Unfortunately,
%,ould be significant interactions. the nature of the subsamphing schemnes prevents such sampling

a-a

Stimulus transformation, which includes both subsamphing precision. To conduct the test, we used linear interpolation to
scheme and compression factor, was a significant factor for estimate performance for 6.75 fps for constant subisamphing
the FGS-D, BIN-D (p <.01), and FGS-S (p <.05) conditions Activity-inde data had already been collected at this frame '
but not for the BIN-S condition, although there was a trend rate. For each presentation formal, a i test was computed with
in the expected direction. Stimulus block was significant for the interpolated constant-subsamphing data and real activity-
all four designs (p < .05). The fact that the stimulus blocks index data. Both tests strongly reject the null hypothesis (p <
differed from each other indiates that our efforts to equate 01). For dnam presentation of bina images (Figure 6c),
the blocks for difficultu xas not entirely successful. This is data interpolated at 8 85 fps for constant subsamplg also
not surprising, because Sperling et a. (1985) also found a reject the null hypothesis (p < .05). d

reprsen costat susamiedseqencs. Te srtial arsreprsen tie sandrd enorof he ean
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For dynamic presentation, activity-index performance is ceived, originating in Asehs (1952) theory that action-defin-
estimared, by aver 8%ngbetweenpo nttobeabout8%better ing gestalten appear in the behavior sequence, or whether
than for constaii subsampling (for the portions of the cu 'ves event perception is more of an interpretive, cognitive process.
that overlap). This estimate reflects, in part, the crossover Ifactionisdirectlyperceived, it must betheeasethat the cues
interaction that occurs at the lowest frame rate, in which that give rise to the percept exist in the surface structure of
constant subtampling outperforms activity.index perform- the behavior sequence, that is, a necessary condition for the

ance. This crossover interaction almost certainly comes from direct perception ofevents is that the basis for event structure
-the fact that the activity-index scheme chose frames nearer to must appear in the stimulus itself. This is the explicit assump-
the beginning and end of the original sequence when working tion behind the behavioral segmentation method of Newtson
at extremely coarse sampling rates, -A hereas constant subsam- (1973), and it is well supported by the many subsequent
pling chose frames uniformly throughout the sequences. This experiments by Newtson and his coltaboratora, If complete
tendency of activity.index subsampling wAs due to the large event informauon did not exist in the surface structure of the
movements that occurred as the signer moved in and out of sequences used in the present experiment, it would have been
the rest position, producing the only a,(n) values that rose extremely difficult, if not impossible, to segment our ASL
abose cl. if this artifactual performance is discounted-that movies into intelligible sequences. At the very least, some
is, if the beginning and ending rest positions are removed higher level, interpretive driver would have been necessary in
from consideration-the estimate of overall activity-index order to produce compressed images that were more intelli-
superiority to constant subsampling increases to 15%. gible than those produced by constant subsampling. However,

The form of activity-index performance %anes with stimu- it is clear from the results of our experiment that the necessary
lus presentation. For static presentation of full gray-scale event information does reside in the surface structure of
images (Figure 6b), activity-index performance rises abo'e sequences.
that of constant subsampled images as the total number of Even if it is conceded that events are directly perceived and
frames decreases, the estimated difference in performance that crittcal event information is carned by event boundaries,
res by nearly 20% %hen 6.75 fps are displayed. Activity- we would expect statte presentation of behavior sequences to
index performance, however, falls off sharply with fewer and require a more interpretive process than does dynamic pres-
greater numbers of frames per second. Interestingly, for activ- entation of the same sequences That is, events are usually
it)-index sequences, FGS-S has a performance maximum at not directly perceived with static presentation (Newtson &
about 7 fps. for constant subsampled sequences, performance Engquist, 1976), Indeed, for dynamic presentation, the change
with FGS-S improves monotonically with frames per second, in surface structure from one moment to the next is imme-
In contrast, static prescntation of binary images (Figure 6d) diate, whereas for static presentations, the change must be
produces flat and nearly equal performance for both subsam- inferred from an analysis of frames. That these are fundamen-
pling schemes, reflected in the nonsignificant transformation tally different processes is reflected in the demonstration of
factor in the analysis left-hemispheric advantage for statically presented signs and

the absence of lateral asymmetry for dynamic signs (Poizner,

Discussion Battison, & Harlan, 1979). Because the inference process
would certainly introduce an additional source of error, it

Structure of Erents seems likely that static images would be less efficient at
transmitting the desired information. Accordingly, we note

Although the experiment described here is not a direct test the generally Iower intelligibility scores for static images in
of the validity of Newison's (1973) definition of breakpoints, the present experiment.
there is certainly a close relation between their action-unit The current experiment supports the notion that the basis
boundanesand ourbasis fordynamicsequencesegmentation. for event structure appears in the st!mulus itself We found
Insofar as such a comparison may be made, the results re- that the ASL events isolated by a simple inage-based com-
ported here generally confirm findings of Newtson and his putation seem to agree with subjective impressions of event
collaborators with regard to the perceptual salience of bound- structure. This does not preclude the possibility that other
aries and their ability to convey critical event information, sources ofinformation, including higher reasoning, can act to
Indeed, in one condition, ASL sequences that were con- modify the interpretation of an event. Nonetheless, our find-
structed via the activity index were as intelligible as the ings bode well for efforts in artificial intelligence directed
original sequence from which the frames were taken, despite toward machine interpre:ation of actions
a four-fold reduction in the number of frames. This result is
similar to an tntelligibility-rating result of Newtson and ASL Primitives
Engquist (1976) and yet, because of the objective nature ofASL intelligibility, is not open to the questions that follow A central component in the tradtional study of ASL is the
the subjective atingparadigm used by Newtson and Engquist use of ASL primitives. Stokoe (1974) developed a set of

primitixes to describe signs that are composed ofa limited set

Direct Perception of Events of movements, hand shapes, and locations of articulation
These components are meaningless w hen taken individually;

A long-standing argument in theories of event perception when combined according to rule-governed constraints, they
res olves around the issue of whether events are directly per- form the lexical basis of ASL This is entirely analogous to
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the function of phonemes in spoken language. A fourth ASL spatial compression yielded frames that were temporally de.
dimension, hand orientation, has subsequently been added to correlated, so that additional temporal compression was in.
the list of primitives (Battison, 1974). effective.

A somew.hat remarkable result is the high intelligibility of It may be, however, that the particular form of spatial
the ASL sequences at extremely coarse sampling rates. Even compression used in the present study undermined the success
in the most degraded condti6tn, subjects correctly interpreted of activity sulsampling.,Our binary images were constructed
nearly a third of the signi. An explanation of the findings by painting 10% of the pixels on'the di rk 

side of edges black
may stem from 'the relative importance'of the four ASL on a white background, and the selection of pixels to darken
primitives.Considerthat asingle frametaken from themiddle might vary with slight changes in the signer's position. The
of a sequence will likely convey information about three of physical representation of the signer within the sequence (i.e.,
the four pnmitives-hand orientation, hand shape, and lo- the contours) emerged as a result of the juxtaposition of thecation ofarticulation. Only motion is IoMt or at the very least, black pixels averaged over several frames. Accordingly, a

severely degraded. The fict that subjects do so well with this single frame taken from the middle of the sequence may
limited amount of information reflects the degree to which represent the form of a human only very poorly; motion is
nonmotion factors play a critical role in ASL intelligibility, necessary for the tiue physical structure of the signer to
Indeed, several studies have shown that thejfour primitives emerge. By disrupting the temporal characteristics of the
are not equally perceptible, nor are they equally important sequences, we induced a breakdown of the spatial structure
for intelligible ASL (Klima& Bellug, 1979,Tarttcr& Fischer, of the signer herself. Naturally, with the loss of spatial struc-
1982). ture, intelligibility suffered. A better test of the temporal and

spatial interaction would be to use a spatial compression
Image Sequence Compression scheme that preserves the structure within a frame without

relying on motion cues and spatial averaging that occur
Actiiily index: D)namic sequences It is apparent from between frames.the data and from subjective reports that for low frame-rate Rotationalandctrcudar motions It was noted in the intro-

conditions. ASL sequences that have been subsampled with duction that signs with rotational or circular motions present

the activity index are more intelligible than those subsampled a unique problem to the sort of temporal segmentation con-
by a constant factor. In the full gray-scale dynamic condition ducted by the activity index There are changes in the direc.
(Figure 6a), activity-index sequences were correctly identified tion of the moving component (or components) without a
80% of the time at slightly less than I I new fps. When corresponding change in velocity or acceleration Depending
constant subsampling was used, the same performance level on the criteria used to define a rotational or circular motion,
was not achieved until an estimated 20 to 25 new fps were between 6% and 15% of the signs used in this experiment
displayed. At this criterion of prformance, the number ofto- could be so classified. By using the stncter criteria for clu-
be-transmitted frames was reduced by a factor of 1.8 to 2.25, sion. activity-index performance was compared with constant
roughly a twofold impronement over constant subsampling. subsampling performance within a group of five signs with

What are the implications of our findings? An 8-bit se- rotational or circular motions. There was no statistical differ-
quence ,ith frames of96 x 64 pixels shown at 30 fps requires ence between the two subsaitpling schemes within this group
1.47 Mbits/s for full bandwidth transmission, more than 300 of signs. As expected, activity-index subsampling presented
limes the nominal capacity of the public switched telephone no advantage oer constant subsampling for this group In
network. The large bulk of compression needed to transmit addition, intelligibility for the group of five rotational/circular
ASL sequences can certainly come from spatial compression signs was compared with intelligibility for the entire stimulus
and efficient data-encoding schemes, as demonstrated by set. Although the difference was not significant, almost cer-
Sperling et a]. (1985). Nonetheless, sharing the effects of tainly a result of the small number of samples, intelligibility
compression among spatial and temporal domains reduces for the rotational/circular signs was, as a group, slightly lower
the reliance on spatial compression, thereby reducing the than that of the complete set. Again, this is consistent with
amount of spatial information loss. Furthermore, it is easy to our expectations.
conceive of environments in which it is desirable for dynamic Despite the shortcomings of a:tivity-index subsampling
information to be transmitted, or encoded, as efficiently as that appear when confronted with circular or rotational signs,
possible. Intelligent temporal subsampling would have to be the effectiveness of this technique is not likely to be greatly
included in any sucL scheme, affected in any entironment that more closely resembles the

The degree to which spatial and temporal compression may real world In a continuous stream of signing, contextual
be joined depends on the degree of interaction between the constraints of the conversation will increase the overall intel-
two domains. Although activity-index subsampling yields se. ligibility of the individual signs. Although there is a ceiling
quinces that are more intelligible than constant subsampling effect on many easily interpreted signs, these other, more
for the binary images used in the present study, the oerall difficult signs will be made more intelligible, Furthermore, we
level of ilntelligibility, in relation to full gray-scale sequences, note that these signs usually represent a fairly small percentage
was reduced (although this particular comparison is across of the total number ofavailable signs
different groups of'subjects). This interaction may suggest that Application. real-time ompulation Sperling et a! (1985)
there is limited promise in combining the two forms of demonstrated that telephone transmission of intelligible ,sr
compression. Indeed, Sperlinget al. I 985) found that extreme was feasible, the experiments presented he.e indicate how this
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Dcisher. and Perkins (1989) proposed an objective 3D shape identification task
with 2D artufatI dcus renioved and -with full feedback (FB) to the subjects to measure KDE
and o cidremvmn algorithmicallyequivalent KDE-altemative computations and artifactual non.
KDE processing. (I) The 2D velocity flow-field was necessary and sufficient far true KDE. (2)
Only the first-order (Fourier-based) perceptual motion system could solve our task beeause the
second-order (rectifying) system could not simultaneously process more than two locations. (3)
To ensure first-order motion processing. KDE uasks must require simultaneous processing at
more than two locations. (4) Practice with FB is essential to measure ultimate capacity (aptitude)
and, thereby, to enable comparisons with idal'observers Experiments without FB measure
ecological achievement-the ability ofsubjects to extrapolate their past experience to the current
stimuli.

Our article (Sperling. Landy, Dosher, & Perkins. 1989, velocities" (Sperling el al., 1989, p. 839; see also Figure 6, p
henceforth, the source article) proposed the following, (I) An 838). In this article. we attempt to further clarify the role of
objcti e task that involves 53 different shapes to measure relative motion cues in KDE tasks (using 2D dynamic images
shape identification performance in kinetic depth effect to answer questions ibout 3D shape) and in the continuum
(KDE) experiments; (2) an algorithm for the structure-from. of mintal computations between true KDE and truly artifac-
motion computathons that subjects perform on these and tual computations. KDE is the perceptual experience of 3D
similar stimuli; and (3) a distinction between three kinds of object depth evokedby dynamic 2D images. The opposite
computations. We distinguished (a) the true KDE computa. end of the continuum is an artifactual computation that
tion, (b) a KDE.alterative computation-an informational arrives at the correct response for the experimental task by
equivalent to the true KDE computation but carried out using an incidental'property of the display Although artifac-
elsewhere in the brain, and (c) an artifactual computation that tual computations need not involve motion cues, in the source
arves at the correct response in a given task but is based on article we gave examples ofsome that do.-These computations
an incidental property of the display. We motivated our were called artifatual because motion entered the computa-
discussion by pointing out difficulties in previous work on lion in a way that shortcut the KDE computation. In one
KDE that we believed could be remedied by measuring ob- example, a measurement of absolute velocity at a single fixed
jective performance in tasks like ours. point in the display would have sufficed to yield the correct

Braunstein and Todd, two experimenters who felt unjustly response. Our aim was not so much to classify computations
criticized, wrote a commentary (Braunstein & Todd, 1990) in but to actually deduce the minimal computation that would
which they argued that (a) we dismiss legitimate 2D relative suffice to solve particular KDE tasks. In a well-constructed
velocity cues to KDE as artifactual, (b) our experimental task task, there is no computational shortcut-the minimal coin-
was not exempt from the criticisms we levied at others, and putation is the KDE computation or is essentially equivalent
(c) KDE should be measured in tasks in which subjects are to it.
not given feedback about the correctness of their responses The critics' arguments (b) and (c) were anticipated and
(so that the subjects do not learn to use artifactual cues), considered in the source article. Here we elaborate the source

Braunstein and Todd's (1990, henceforth, the critics) point article's discussion and respond to two newly raised funda-
(a) reflects an unfortunate misreading. In fact, we proposed mental issues (How should experiments be conducted? and
that "the structure-from-motion algorithm. - involves finding How can a subject's meital computations be exposed, ieas-
local 2D velocity minima and maxima and assigning depth ured, and controlled?) and to other issues (immediacy, prac-
values to these locations in consistent proportion to their tice, and seintillation) that pertain to our specific task

The 53-Shape KDE Task
Preparation of this article was supported by the United State Air

Force life Sciences Directorate, Visual Information Processing Pro-
gram Grant 88-0140. Motion Produces an Immediate Experience of KDE

Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to
George Sperling. Psychology Department and Center for Neural Our task uses 53 different shapes whose surfaces consist of

Sciences. New York University, 6 Washington Place, Room 980, random-dot textures. Each shape is defined by three equally

New York, New York 10003, spaced locations Each location contains either a hill (+ 1) or
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Under normal viewing, no leric or practice is needed to IdecIO~wreru
perceive these 3-D shapes. The critie notion that pactire is
needed to perform the basic task is %%on&. Homwever., pea'-c O=nd ofivmantazr 1 b e= g= tcdxb Errnr-
is helpful for somne aspects of the task. (a) Subjwcs murstlcarn aztive boct b==ancomeanon is the eemurtsnor==
to correctly use the naming convention for these shapes. Tis perfoeman mith the prfoema::ee of a stsidea
is usually learned in just a few views of sampl stimuli. (b) observer (Gree & Satms 196611974: Sperdn; & Doshar.
All subjects remnembser the shape of the oscillating object, but 1955). Indeed the ilicieniey of i:rfoc maonue by Ia
unpracticed subjects frequenmill) forget the final direction of reliar to ideal obsmvtsis ofpcteazul ias tbematim
rotation. With corrective feedback. they learn to repoet both n teet Tacig inzrxato Is throug the gtages ofsen-
shape and motion. (c) Some shapes are deliberately made sory anzbsisysdd1sem- own sy p o
quite similar. For example, in these stinsuli two adjacent hills (ecg.. Geiser. 1939. Parish & SpetLng. 1984 It %ould be of
combine to form an elongated hill. The distinction betime a great intrestto knoa.in noepmrsDlfEdisplys. %bat
two- and three-hill configurations might be overlooked b) a the efliciecy of b-= sahape idenfiflczzion isin rtion= to
subject uwho did not received feedback of the correct response that of a= ideal observer. When the efi6=ec_% of beman
but the distinction is easily learned. However, even highly percePtualJPeocessaregishigi. ur sPect that the task exposes
practiced subjects with feedback, cannot in1~tbLv diserini- processes that are ofetiolutionrary signficnce
nate between the tuo differently oriented three-hill configu- To ompare the processing eficiency of humn an5d ideal
rations. (d) Small amounts of image degradation are easily observeus wer need to specify etactly what each land of
tolerated b) all subjects However, to coerechi) identifvshapes observer knows. About the cipetLnsnta peocedrre such as
%%hen the nu mber of surface dots is grossl reduced or whecn the apriori knowledge about the jrobabilitits ofvniocs lands
the signal-to-noise ratio is reduced takes practice. of stimuls and the paolik This irpties an experimnent ifth

explicit feedback To test and evaluate sophhtkared'rnodels
Feedback or No Feedback? of human mental coaputation requires us to brit g ito the

laboratory mucs of the training that often is assumed to have
The critics suggest that KDE experiments be conducted occurred! naturally, and it requires more complex and more

without informing the subject about the correctness or incor- explicit laboratory procedures than have bee= used in te
eectness of the response (the 3D) structure derived from Mo- past, all with feedback to the subject.
tion). that is, giving the subject no feedback. By eliminating
feedback, the critics hope to avoid the problem of the subjects Introspection Verstes Objecise Measues of
learming to use incidental cues. We believe that the better way perfonnance

that is not feasible, to mask them or render them useless by Early psychologsts such asWundt (1905) and James (I M0
irrelevant variation (see below). What we address here is the attempted to distinguish the new discipline of experimental
larger qustsion of%%hat can be learned from experiments with psychology from the natural sciences.by emphzsiaing differenst
and without feedback. methodologies. They were especially coneerned %ith hew

An experiment without feedback is essentially an epidemi- things appeared to them-introspection-rather than with
ological investigation, It investigates the current status of a measurable skills and abilities. An important component of
skill that has been acquired prior to the experimental situa- the development of psychiology has been the move away from
ion. Therefore, the no-feedback experiment is simplest to introspection-new viewed as an extended verbal report-
interpret wNhen the current test is identical to a previous and toward behaviors that are simpler. more eaily measured.
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zas ba drrdrqc rbeV e d &-cb r (KDE-). It is Meir

tion of depth induced by the disparit 61kfremce be~a KDE i'r,= AVOj5-DE C;,
images in %be left and right mant. In peret a2a4oM to Sur-

~~ In he so=e aiie, %Lc proposedj a coninuem ofcosuepa
flames of oc: radeo-dot dispU.ay attile to give subjecs, a tiis ras&&n fro a t= KDE cocnposaion in bhich 3D3
goo impec-o of KDE depth (kendy. Dobr Sperlip-P & shpasi=s ocmzdb %tetauoepectenrs.
Pes'aies, 133; landy. Sperling. Perkims & Dasher, 19$7; son of deth structcre o artifxsctlom-puaom Astifi
Todd. 19SS). Becs only- %vlority% is omputable from two =0 oatios can be climizard byappop, iestitaus
fiames, and no; accelesatin (sMfsid nreetrs three). KDE manipuhatons. The more troublesome possiav is a kDE-
percivd in tu'o-fiarne ispla~a implies that acrelerztion is clznarre ernariots that is 2oritimiral equalent to
not needed for DE Siilady. constructing a seqluence of the true WDE computation and may share the same =%=io
frames so that eachs individual dot has a lifetime of only two inputs, but is not sccceupanied by tisa inseospetve impres -
fiames yied& hio shape identzification accuracy (Dosher, sion of a sbapewi depth. In the souorcasidt; ~e protideda
Landy, & Spedting. 19S). Thise. and other of our results task in vtich the subject vicatd six isolated patches in ndsiel
imply that a %,elocity flow-field is a sufficient stimulus foar dots moved at the %elocity OF six key locations in our WDE

DE The identtities of the rnoving dots are preserved only displays. Perfoetnance in this task tich did not involve
long enough to )ield a veclocity estimae; subsequently, only WDE. demonstrated not onl) that an altivecomputations
the %,elocitics and not the dots themselvs arc needed for the could occur, but thatshe pattern or responses and errors
WDE ssructuee.from-moson computation, produced by the alternativ-e computation mirrored the re-

The human perceptual system uses two fundamentally sponse pattern in the WDE task.
different computations to extract motion flow-fields. First- Hlere'we consider perhaps the must troublesome posublitr-
order motion analysis is served by motion detectors that true WDE supplemented by other comptations. Supposc for
approximtate aspatiotensporal Fourier analytis based on stint esamp'e, in s.ieving one of our complex randomn-dos shapes.
ulus contras (Adelson & Bergen. 1985; van Santen & Sper- the subject (a) experiences weak WDE and sees a hill and an
Eug. 1984, 1985; Watson & Alsumada. 1985). Second-order ambiguous ares. Wb observes that dots in the hull and in the
(nenFourier) motion analyis uses more complex stimulus ambiguous area of the display are moving in the opposite
properties and invarably involves, rectification, (e4g. the ab- directions. (c) inrers that these two subareas represent the
solute .alue of contrast; Chubb & Sperling. 1988. 1989). opposite depth planes, and (d) uses bath sources of infonna-
Dosiser et al. (1989) shoved that the first-order system was tion in his response. How can one deal vith the problem or
the predominant contributor to WDE in our random-dot discovering the algorithms underl)ing WDE performnce in
stimuli (because only it had suficient spatial resolution), WDE tasks and their precise implementation? The crities
although second-order motion computations could )itld lim- assume that subjects naturall) use WDE in WDE tasks, and
ited WDE under special conditions. that by not gsvring subiects feedback on the correctss of their
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iha imcPOE'ddgh Mj % ap-nt mis r bedes ato arlsenaysmaoma frectira

Cr so Say ;6=t-co SrbflfuhC - "s ssithv , - CM Sufeussrioo

spccva~pract; iis essim reeS%=-o in epcri-.=- en r--'==r to E-ecdcr nooa (Cbetb & Sparliz 1935

ciuu !zo cons5~p eokiry makex 'F ztfan eM50ctio b & $prerrg. 1933.1939) Not s:;deigIY.
* Cocap=2Srio (4'7h rely On S=2 Of inidsal Le the rccowvofy3D sbap c irsncsif.

iniieetioa) ss Keeping %= sis'~ as 6Lriy -ate about cnooca in three or ==e locatica it is at-
brierrsca rdz~vi- sda- ellvmsaad edvheadeolsuroofs-eemfe
eo:omh cs. To (rath 6=er Ssinbate te KD-- and The lDosber cz a2. (1939) gesebs = e cop=n eas~iz;.l
oon-KD=E co~pczxscex, the soereatd pcopesed dual eaainsl* of ubty vc reeks the drirnoo between tasks that
tasks tha selectivel inefe th~r the esenta pocesEg oheqeise ear or c one ccrA woocadoes ad those
eesoec m e foereassofarif= alespsation that req=ie m~ore, The S3saY DE Lak has be= decs=-

gear--d 10o re qrfdur thbcE u order- mot6io siteencu. Ia6cd.ed, fa-
.1111ciio J0602Taksorder motion aputo be tbe cssenial input to all complex
Mrdilccio MaonTaksKDE cmnsieTas"that an bso I-cxtraing

The =ore side- azned and the eriiics '.""a to %n, elocesecs at tao locaton do DMt DectsalV i-nlve atlse

that the 53-hape identification UAs is jess 3see'stibl to KDE or te frtorder motion s%==ee O::r criticism of othe
aruficaI comsputations tan earlier tasks. Hoati-w. the tak asbe that the easilyca- be solvd bycomsputatios
cucs arge that the dsinctions beween the 53%-shape: task that are less thtan the satole KDE onpaiason Indeed. it
an d presious KDE tasks is cat based on any funda-metal %vttl be a step forwaard if use KDE sxeimenter olffred a
prnociple, benl is based merel on the number of locations plausibe ROE comaputation against 'shirt performiance in
from ultich velcir. information must be extracted in order their -ais could be measurd.
to perform the task. In rebtuttal. &c show here that the

* disctionbeieen one or twomrsusiocationsis critical How to Deal mitb Atifaual Cums
(because either the first- or second-order motion swete can

* provide simultaneous stlocty, information about one Or tsiO Dot Dim11); An Arrifadtual Cue in KDE Experiments
locaiosts. but only the first-order swsern can proside infe-
enation about six). In the source articlie, we showedthat the The source artidle investigated structure from motion, In
structure of the earlier tasks peruitted information from only this contxt a nonmotion Shape Cue such as 3 a 2ria26tion
one or two locations to ditcriminatepcrfectl between after- in 2D dot density is artifactual. (Of course, in a shape-from-
native responsesuhen the same information wottld havbeen texture task, texture-density cues %ould he primary.) We
insufficient to construct a230 shape representation, elimated static (single-firameldetuity cues bry reampling of

Doslter et aL (1999) shsowed that complex shape itifi- stimulus dots 'then neessasy to maintain a unifortm 20
cation, based on motion at three or more locations, operates density on each successive frame of the motion stimulus, aa
%tsy dilferentlyfrom motion extraction at one or two loca- follosx. The- stimulus field %w divided into 100 fixed areas
tions. They used stimuli that %=er designed to selectively of equal sire Each area was constrained to have three dots in
stimulate either the scgn ddr motion aysten or both the every frame, The 3M motion of the surface between frames
first- and second-ordecr sytems and compared them in four causes dots to wander in arnd out of areas, some areas hating
task-- the 53-shape identification task, a threshold detection a net inflow and others a net outflow. Therefore, to satslf'
task forstnotiton in a Single patch, a threshold direction-of- the constraint of haing a constant number of dots, dots %ie
motion task in a singl patch, and a motion segmentation added or subtracted at randomly chosen locations ithin local
tWk that required finding the one-of-nie possible locations areas. The fraction of now-plus-discontinued dots disided by
at Uhich there was an odd direction of motion. Manipulations the fixed number of dots in an area is the spn ttillation fraction
that disrupted first-order motion informtation (such as rapidly Our displays typsically required 5% frame-to-frame scintilla-
alternaing the contrast of stimulus dots on a gray ground tion,
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I efocr tEsplat) that may scrpor abeoy-cbance shape ilfficatme
3=b~e*p erdw toenduedsilge.Oathe for cizreecir soraE d~i sutjee= itis not a S-Ms
Cea' * the' wi mtc io= eec alone (ui=tb e zzy & at uben =o=0a snobwcu we avlmi
artiftt $hape PC ws atioa as pc ~god -as uids

~ Gerwer oexx for lea! ing suh ArnjfdaUalCu,
geoha*l due to the sdCerl60Mo that *crwepue removAl

Cftbd~s~y~f2=The procedures used to mcasme and to eliminate the doi-

&~istiiJvJM~ pucknhe -rfacd ) dds abosst-diance guesising, (a) intre
the tm ofxinmar lcchisiioonand(b)osssc

T=herkiies poser o=t t~az ou, ethod otezmatirig the dotyin shhf ecoserslminated. wasked, or rendered
demsceitro ea arepoc-pedfleswnisomn i i= - usembyirdes~nnsaiamiown. reaing the cue in no]a=io is
6on. 'tEb is itsefa possibl cue ina shape id=Oifeaion tucfulbe asebon tpossndccth p sureags ofthe esmecan
UsL They prescribe awvoi~eg, -Act- and cfieting fwed- thcnbedet. .eForezzampledodensiyandscitllation
bae stbe rrmedyArt eziet tlicoppotunkvytopractice w'erees==aid)ywk cues. Eliminating artiraerual cum in the

andii:- edk9 tbeolmeI:*bosofdig%tb displays of interest is an ideal solution but is not alays
actifaetal ces Wbever the &gsree of practice or feedbackc p Thbi-7us. dot-density cues could he eliminated, but this
v-st beliv that it is better either to determie the poulibk introduced scintllation cues that could not be eliminatd but

L-ctvness Of grifl= t1E Ortfaso to eliminate them= aS couild be masked by adding stll mo nltin. It -as not

ur id s=dcz~tyc=Simphl asing that lack ofpa-e necessary to wse the third general tuetlod Of dealing v-ith
.. ic sntadeoc. wneed, the possibility that scum- unianted ue-introducing seeteant isriation For exam-.

t026=or vanariUs might be a sape Cue vAs consiered in Pk., irretvatt varito IS trid to eliminate motion exten as
the soarst artiele; it v-as dism:issed becamse scintillation isa= ans artifact in velocity- _RstimationNa
eatsn uraier c.-- tha the extremely -tA-k denSity cue That k2)-AZon t996
is. v-ten displays arc constructed vithout motion cues but Int ottr xpeietce. it has nevr beent ntcessary or preferable
-ib only a densits c=e or a scintillation cue, it obviously is To deal 'Aith Possible artfacual cues by' using naive subjects

harder to perceive areas v-here scintillation differs from the %'itlsout feedback and hoping that the subjectsdo not we: the
averag than b=er density differs from the average (Lappin, artifatriual cues To reiew our previous discussion: the prob-
Do=te. & Kottat 190)L This is because random error in dot len is that, for optimal performance, Subjeets must also learn
density as a direct cue to 3D slope occurs only became of to optimally wse the relevant cues and this requires practic
sampling error (limited number of dots) and the fineness of %sith feedbarCLkc

the 182 x 182 pixel grid. uhreas random error in! -elation
of scintillation to a frame-o-firamne change in 3D skc.4 occuirs Summary and Conclusions
because of the coarseness of the 10 x 10 grid of local areas
ithin which density was kept onstant. That is. because of 1. The extraction of2D relative velocity is a basi substrate

the way stimuli u-rr constructed, scintillation density as an for deriving 3D structure from dynamic visual stimuli for
objectiveK Less reliable cue to shape than was dot density, both the true KDE or KDE-alternttaive computation
cane be moeasty aloe, tnd intlain ecene our miasd an eoil vaidet fshape lxcnfror ienfcatio mys pKfroest
Like te dotdansiyce, t cintilai cene our diasd 2.clgial The i t3sa ea eionsacrcqK fororieniiaio akpet

Displays were constructed that had a pure scintillation cue. depth surfaces.
wAithout the changing-deirsityor motion cues The onlysubject 3. Practice in the 53-shapec task serves to optimize identifi-
whio was able to perform above chance uith the isolated cation performance. hovseser, practice is not ncessary to
density cue also viewed the new displays. With a pure scintil- immediately perceive vivid KDE.
lation cue, it wxas clear that his performnance in a shape 4. Properly conducted,ecxperimentsv~ith feedback can mm-
identification task would have been even loitr than that -Aith su re the limits of human capacity, experiments without feed-
a densty cue. although wec did not feel it wAas uorthwhile to hark measure the ability of subjects to generalize from their
run a formal experimnt. Conversely, displays Atr con- past experience to the experimental stimuli.
structed %xith normal density-controlled KDE cues but %ith 5. Excluding feedback in KDE experiments does not dim-
extrantousscintillation added uniformly throughout the dis. inate the possuiiity that artifaciual cues may generate a
play to mask the scintillation cue. Shape identification in correct response, it merely confuses the issue.
these displays (%%ith the scintillation cue rendered ineffective) 6. Scintillation is an insignificant cue in the 53-shape stims-
appeared essentially equivalent to normal KDE displays. uli.
Howve~r. adding extraneous scintillation reduces the signal- 7. Deriving high-resolution 3D structures from 2D dynamic
to-noise in the stimulus, and more extended observations; displays requires the first-order motian processing system. In

udoubtedly would reseal a slight impairment-not due to moving-dot displays such as nurs, the second-order motion
teloss of the scintillation cue but to the added scintillation. system cannot be wsed to solve tasks that require simultaneous

The bottom line for displays that are not scintillation-cor- access to velocities at more than t%%o locations. Therefore, to
rected is that the residual scintillation cue could be used to isolate the KDE performance supported by firstorder motion
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Te-xt~e interactions determine perceived contrast

Cnxum3 Curmii. GwxSaa,. AgezJcuuA A. Sow~nam

SM. r.4iffraw.

&in a SUTS=Mfw hdlvini of "new Seurie. VC nwrsu Fgh2ds 2%nmea EChai oil C=o3tesege

&ppdsccilW .tt~d(ax~, =*V=roaFi. 1 cd b. cx=te d_-uscaJ of
6C tesje pagid is swam" ebaa k xr, th0 3 101 e between a isc ad acid stdroen-se ssuyt
b"*Pif-s cit6e Sm p Weh qyr ~a " d - svcau of a u a is:W ;eim I. FiI. 6 zherZo-
itiatwost. het dat POS arm less dak hmc if is ~ (ftck) -4~ ofga i- I In beca a zero-
sarvmied bra *ii~cii bzeipmind. The indauil rdci contrast -~ pa-r 5is3& the hgb4 nx
.Cap-iirm muwas -e26dr &=Wbd slitesm uedie kwc ti l633o Fx 1b te-.t a bheeelrAs tczte Geld
F~babdig-Md w edi10a vrefapiuI s d F ig 14 = d Lb c tusra -,z i scs b c o =&- dic Z sa:di
Irriptimy hzdkor W)J dte fecive ch = dv;- =at wdu am c ~ coram' (Ci.),

krl Itis an zecac l f= LBat3oervrs pcmmthtext=r

tmia wieri in~de rgtt zcaure=.scw in Fi, Id. despie the fact t0a the two discs are
crao pirteeruind mari hws ldeorL(dae asocrf oftbehio belw.)

1,cks ah~i the texUreic ofR_ Figlczppearighie
S==!:2== &ghaCmm L The pe; fns-ed is :az then counktaas in d, and sittnossthe dak
ofa corz;1i - &is iSWAed on a hr =*C piads in the disc of, appea darker than their caiterparts

smeoendog backgrOud depenas eat &eeugsr 00 the has- in d.
caedtbedsc..ea ragicrotc raofdisl==zei1, For each of the discs in Fig. I c and d. the asvra
bacipmamid k=== il-3j. Esen a spatialy restrce dfferec indniae at the border beisseen the disc and its
bargrcn affects p~ce lihns a szai y the~ backgmond is 0 (except for random flcuxos)In fad.
llhision shown in Fig. 14 and b. The discs in it, I a and b e%=3 sic&l pixel in Fir- 1 and db exped lam nance
are eqimutint. nonatheless, the disc mna apear lighter equal to the mecan luminance. Therefore. ex-cept for random
tha the 6%cm b. Tbi p caeijjongof j wevsrma lcuiations. any two annu of Fig, I cand dhfae the same
is inerpreted in terms of a ratio nfle by notingat = se the avsosgc hinsizaace. and any cocisisten difference in aplear
rawi of the disc s lumaiance to background hintiance us znceuss'een the discs of Fj I c and deanno he accomited
greateir than 1; in b. the ratio is less than 1. for by standard (Iuminance-based) lightness models.

Lateral Inliitioa, A -aua way to explain simutltanous
contrast is in tomsoffera &hi b ion.i Maty moes ae EXPERLAIEN-1S I AND 2: CONTRAST A7ND
oin lateral inhibition have propoe that. at some level of LIGHTNESS INDUCTON
,usual process. naurons strongly stimulated by7 the high-
intensity background of the disc in Fg- lb suppress the less Method- To compare Ft,- 1ic and d. most obsersrs shift
strongly stimulated neurons responding to the interimr of the their c) es back and forth betu een the tu o texture discs- To
disc. In Fig. Ia. the corresponding neurons wsithin the disc produce a stronger %ersion of the texture-contrast illusion
rcerise no such inlubuson fronm the akly iasunaed neu- that does not misolceyec mosecments. %% c uscjust Fig. Ildand
ons surroundtig thins. Consequiently, the neurons los~ated toodu'atF the contrast of the background texture sinusoidally

isitlun tl-s dis, of Fig& . itrspond mort, .igorously than their in tine betw.een extreme zuntrdsoft)And IL In addition. swc
counterpahts in lb. produce anew. independent realizat ion ofthe random pattern

Under the cruidest lateral inhubition model. the lightness of instantiated by Fig dJ60 timnes per sewend. This produces
a gisen point in the 4isual field would be suppressed in 60-li. texture flicker over the whole field. but it eliminates
proportion to the intensity of eai-h nearby point (1) But such Any figual cues and renders negligible an) effects of eye
.sicmc would resultfor examplein losses lightness 6alues inoselnents on the spatioteniporal frequency content of the
for puints near the edge of the dms in Fig. lb than for points retinal stimulus. Mh slow contrast modulation of the hack
in its interior. The f 4c. that both discs in Fig. In aAnd b appear ground auses subjests to perw% sethe contrast of the texture
to be of undoris oghiness Across their full expanse suggests disc, to be modulating in antiphase. When background con
A mote complex lorns of lateral inhibition 0),. Regardless of irast is high. texture-disccontrast appearsto0be10W. And vice
their details, all models that insoke the principle of lateral %erm.
inhibition rest on the Assumption that the primary factor Use used twso nulling experiments to measure the induced
determining the percertsed lightness of either disc in Fig. I a modulation of the apparent lightness of both the dark -s.J
or h is the ratio, at the disc edge, of disc luminance to bright pixels of the texture disc. In the first nulling expert-
background luminance. ment. subjects sriewed the tex:ure disc while the contrast of

______________________________________ the surrounding background was being sinusoidally modu-
Thesttneiaeosn~tiiaiicirerdrrurdmntr~iedute lated (at 0.47 Hz) between 0 and 1. Simultaneosly, the

ras=Meni.thisaM criiiirrtnret erby mahed odsem,,nu~i contrast ~f the center disc was modulated in phase with the
im .c-tiic nuit1 t,_S C. 11734. uotrt to .iidscai 1is raa background. The mean ltminance of the texture disc was

9631



a b

Fie. T.o factors ac;::the hhw ausasgndpu ttessAl rwdit (aand hI Classical lightnessontrasst The lightne~ss
of a disc ssrsaed onoa bakgrutad&-,,M&sM only onthe luminance ofthe disc but asonthe ratio of disc hnrninanceeto baekgrocnduinane
ft~cadaceoniiasl. The tatio offthe luminance ofdisc to backg~round ns grcalce than I for a A less tha I for b- Atthoutgh discs in a"an b

b.the texture disc anOd dreidentical; each iso 'ctus* 0.. Bcauseof the loscr-conimAbackgrond, thedisc in rapearsto heof
hehbffcontrast than that in d.

kept contant in time. Subjects adjusted the modulation canceled by equal and opposite modulations or the lutni-
amplitude cir the disc's contrast until disc contrast appeared nances of dark and bright pixels in the disc-
constant in time. The magnitude or this illusion is illustrated graphically in

The purpose of the second experiment was to determine Fig. 2 for a mean texture-disc contrast of 0.4- The sinusoidal
,Ahetheror not there w~ss a modulation oftexture-disc oerall broken line gixes the contrast of the background as a function
lightness itnduced by modulating the contrast of the texture of time. For a texture disc 'shose mean contrast (ov-er time)
back-ground Ascordingly. the contrast and the mean lumi- is fixed at 0.4. subjects round it necessary (in the f nulling
eance of the texture disc were simultaneoust), modulated in experiment) to modulate texture-disc contrast in as..ordanec
phase %vith the background. The modulation amplitude of %with the solid litne or Fig. 2 in order to make texture-disc
texture-disc contrast was fixed at the lesel (determined for contrast appea- constant in time. Thus. the texture disc
each subject in the first expvriment) at sshich the induced appears to remain at aconstant contrast (as shos n by the flat
contrast modulation u-as nulled. Then, subjects adjusted the broken line of Fig. 2) u hen its contrast is actually modulating
amplitude of texture-disc mean luminance modulation until in conformity with the solid line of Fig. 2- The amplitude of
the overall lightness of the dtsc appeared constant in time. this nulling modulation (aseraged for two subjects) is 45%~ of

All displays were viewed binocularly from a chin rest at a the texture disc's mean contrast. Similar datauc~re obtained
distance of I m, At this distance, the texture disc mwas l.3S* in other conditions.
in diameter centered in the 3W6 square background texture
field.EXEIET3 TEOUA.ID IFNResults. We tested texture discs Aith mean contrasts EX RIET3ITRCLRIN CIO
ranging from 0.2 to 0.5, and for all it) the induced contrast Method. Is the induced modulation of texture-disc appar-
modulation of the texture dtsc was substantial. sshile (it) the enit contrast the result of an early ora late: visual process' One
induced oxerall lightness modulation was negligible Thus. ssa) of insestigattng this question is to see whetheror not the
modulating the contrast of the texture background induces induction can occur across different eyes Interocular induc-
joint modulations of the apparent lightnesscs of dark and tion implies that the neurons responsible for the induction
bright pixcl, in the texture disc-joint modulations that are must he at the level of the cortex or a higher visual center
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bm he c atme is s~ns e.-i ft 4* == rcs e ois:en of .3 =rsrn rhm v d euaiaC eatovpsaz ye7e $*c

bthaiieaetr-OLdlata ttZ2SheCCb, so taat C25'car Gcuoat he= the s s icvcd

twx=re.5s. COCLn-ais = amoeiaae .;: the sawd bE to =A the fios~i 65s~=s wt dst~ coOUZU betneen ei-
-t42oa d F-100--x~ =,d ma~cpt

so ftobs -.- fla hA Fo) h =Evcotc=E_= - PrenscanUUM& Atnsmia =6ms the eye to rshih the dine azd
hu %. 4%off reamer i4ss e m eretes:. taornd are crsented Mut00 tmni. pet yeo~uoo) are shos

for one su=een VS). Lines arc drasn bemoen the ex=:s Onl

&nrcsiy monoular intion implies that th lou of te Mscdcls2 ca: Cria rdt of apailsiert couasia
indiuction is an ca! cotia orbe peeetia ceelllra poultin f.-ooiraaai
Accordingly. zv pcrformed a third experiment in ahich the
usduang background uma delivered to one eye and the teast background are presented to the same eye- This finding
disc to the other e~e. Again Ae trsed the method of adjust- restricts the physiological location of the mechanism under-
men?. There -Aere four kinds of trials. (t) both disc and lying this induction to an early cortical or precortical neuron
background were presented to the riot eye; (Hi) both uere population (5. 6).
presented to the left eye,. (0i) the left c3-e saw only the disc
and the eight eye saw only the background. and (ir) th riht EXPERLIE-Nr 4: INDUCTON BETWEEN
eye saw the disc and the left e~e saw the background. SPATIAL FEQUENCY BANDS
WThenes er a region of one e3 es retina was presented with
texture, the corresponding region of the opposite retina swas Method. In a fourth experiment.,we exanmined whether or
presented with uniform mean luninance. not texture filtered into one spatial frequency band could

To minimrize binocular rivalry, we used the following influence the perceised contrast of texture in a different
presentation sequence: The texture disc (wkhich was IX1 in spatial frequency band. that is. whethe-r contrast induction is
diameter) seas flashed periodically. Each flash lasted 133 mns. narrowly orbroadly tuned for spatial frequency- We spatially
and flashes Aere separated by WOms pinods of uniform filtered the texture of the disc through an ideal, octave-wide.
mean luminance. TAwo types of disc flashes were alternated; nonoriented filter. The background wAs filtered by one of
background-on flashes and background-off flashes. On back- three adjacent octave-wide filters. The middle background
grourd-on flashes the texture disc was surrounded by a (2.9') filter was identical to the texture-disc filter (the frequencies
square texture background of contrast 1. On background-off passed by this filter Aere hetsseen 5.8 and 11.6 cycles per
flashes, the texture disc was surrounded by a background of degree at a % ituing distance of 1 in). Examples of each of the
contrast 0 (i.e., a uniform mean-luminant field). For some 6, three textures arc shown in Fig 4.
under the subject's control, the contrast of the texture disc Results. The results for two subjects arc shown in Fig 5-
was 0.4 + Shon each background-on flash and 0.4 - 6on each For both subjects. the largest contrast modulation is induced
background-off flash. On each trial, the subject adjusted 3 when the background tcxture is the same as the disc texture
(wAhich wvas randomly initialized) until the contrast of the When the background texture is in an adjacent octas c-wide
texture disc on background-on flashes appeared equal to its band, either one octave above or one octave below rhc disc
contrast on background-off flashes. texture, the induction is much weaker for both subjects.

Results. Virtually identical data uere obtained for two These results show that the reduction in apparent contrast of
subjects; the data for one subject are shown in Fig. 3. On the a disc induced by a textured background is spatial-
trials in w hich both texture disc and texture background were firequency-specific. Preliminary investigations into orieuta-
presented to the same eye (eithcr both to the right eye or both tion specificity indicate that when an oriented background
to the left), subjects had to make the contrast of the texture texture is not in the same orientation as the disc texture, its
disc 407c higher on the background-on presentations than on influence on the perceived contrast of the disc texture is
the background-off presentations to equalize the apparent diminished.
contrast of the texture disc across alternating background-on
and background-off presentations. However, %hen texture DSUSO
disc and texture background were presented to opposite DSUSO
eyes, no such compensating adjustment was required We The results of the fourth experiment suggest that, at some
infer that the contrast of the texture background influences level of visual processing, neurons tuned to roughly a single
the apparent contrast of the texture disc only when disc and octase (or less) in spatial frequency interact across space
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octave below 6% 0)qecis b b~ackgod =anis frequencies arc tae same. 1i-) backgrocod fr quencies am one ociave abmtv &sw
ftegnCeirs.

with similarly tuned neurons. Taken together, our results Cornsiaeet illusion (12) to provide evidence for lateral tex-
support a model in sultiCh t1Lk output oin of such a band- ture-contrast inhibition. However. their displa did no per-
seetiv-e necuron is normalized relativ-e to the av-erage re- =i measurement of the effect.1 Interneuron texture Inter-
spouse amplitude ofneczly neurons with the same frequency3 actionis ba% calso been proposed on the basis of d=t obtained
tuning. Neurons diffetring in ficquency) tuning by more than in searching for a target among distractor items (13)- Pe-
an octave hare much less inflenc ont each other. scient though such a theory may be. the data thenusels

Seseral Investigators have reported lateral inhibitory mn- admit other explanations. and provide only indirect indica-
terActions between adjacent complex stimult-for example. tions. of texture interactions. Thus, the present esperiments
between texture of different spatial frequency (.). between lllustratea kind of robust. spatial. feature-specfi. interaction
lines differing in orientation (S. 9). and betsseen different local that is (iJ similar to gain conttrol As obsersed in ph) siological
%elocities. (10). The iteractions base been small because experiments (14) and (hi) anticipated in the explanation of
these paradigms required the Itwo stimuli to differ in their complex search tasks (13). but that has not, to our knossi-
critical dimension, spatial frequency, orientation, or veloc- edge, been unamiguousl) obsersd before awith simple tex-
ity. In a precursor of the present paradigm. Sagi and tured stimuli in a psychophysical setting.
Hochstcin (11) used a grating whose contrast was spatially
modulated analogously to luminance in the Craik-O'Btien- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

50 We have demonstrated the dependence of the perceised
lightness of a point in space on lateral texture interactions in

An the sisual display. The perceised contrast of a patch of31 texture is dramatically influenced by the contrast of sur-
o rounding texture. In particular. forsptiala texture in acertain

o 30 frequency hand, the perceised contrast sarics insersely with
the contrast of surrounding texture in the same hand. We

? showed that this lateral inhibitory effect is strictly monocular
~201 and that it is narro%%ly tuned for spatial frequency. The

J possible implications for perceptual theories are profound.
On the one hand, it appears that the lightness of a point in

1 0 space is a far more complex function of its environment than] had hitherto been suspected-it will takesa great deal ofssork

0 _____________________ to elaborate the precise spatiotemporal properties of the
I textural interactions sketched out here. On the other hand, if

might there not be equally specific connections to nor-

Fin 5. tnduetion of texture-stise apparent contrast is narrowly *aiethe responses of other classes of neurons? is self-
tuned for spatial frequency. A nulling procedure was used with the normalization a universal perceptual principle.
stimuli of Fig. 4. Ordunate indicates the difference in contrast
betwecnaricur-sun-oundeditest dissjtonltrasiO t)and atextre *S~gi and Itodistein also reported thait a lighit baii of grating
dric matched in apparent contrast in ihe test disc, viewedl against a adjacnt to a erocsonstrast area appeared lightr than other bus
uniform grey background. Abscissa indicates the spatial frequrucy of It is tossihilt toIccuni fot this cffect in trrms of simplc liimmnatnc
the background. Symbols indicate data forreach oftuo subjecs. each is.ciactions. it does not sincIly require texture interacions
point is the average of the last 10 resersals of a staircase Measure-
menu error is approximately equal to symbol size. These data suggest
that induced contrast reduction has approximately a one-oclasr The authors .sre grateful to Barbara Do'hc. NfiehAl Lind), and
spatial-frequency bandwidth Robert Shapley for thirthelpful comments This oil waswsppotied
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ICINEIC-DEI'TH EFFECT AND OPTIC FLOW-I.
3D S'HAP ]FROM fOURER MOTION

BA4aAA ADoom' MitiuaaS. uiw and G~mx Snnaum
Itodoo Dqmowmo 3w A. Scahm WaKCdwii Uwesy. *w I Yost M 1410r aid

PsOcIMo Dqaetrouu. )-c Yost Vidw. Wum.or Sqn IkF Y. h! W12- UA

(&ce fr1Awpr 19M- . m df var 10 M-wy 139)

A &nsfisy aon we w.. r setilon re imumow ii yaauVti but tuids
krol3Dose a m (I) o Sujc~mc s djocso taoiiaiansitiv kFentoic 3%F polo tan
10..i ak h piitaio the uian ad pbaaated rm iok-a stodot rat --A

;iwidn. ix iracin jr qtt. ssedna coenrs adctiocn Usf-wM ias~diem iioeold

cornpklcib waVotattt%-ahmtation Catn at rnt ontrast. (3) Wbrc indiidsal dots serc permitted to
remai t, the 1eap setsc I'e oo1h to fratmes. perfrmoance Amcwd butte losscomupared to statdard

dis6~swhee zdt~datt os a rd es eted i eo(20 frties. showers that 3D Ag- idectifieatimt
docs not require cosutiattit) of.stiuotus totens. (4) ?ettanim im At diaii iitio U~s~s is pe ted
(uip to a monoe transormatont) by cotts.&riog the quala) of kis-ordecr infotrmaionu (ast iset t'm a
stut cosnptiatioc ont Fourier power) and the nutmber of "eetions as shicb motions informationi is
requtired. Piereptual fiest-ordecr anahfis of optic ftow is the peitsary substrate for struawcu-froo-ntotios
crompirjions in'randoin dot dis~ais because oziy it offers seiari qurti) of pereeptuti molien at 3
suscdees nuttber of locationu

Kinetic deth effect Surtcr from rnt&3e Shape idrsuitsio Fourier motin

iN1RODMCION Bennett (1985) and Ullman (1979,13985). or see
A seuene o 2Dproecte imges(frmes oiBriiunst.ein. Hoffman, Shapiro, Andersen andA seuene of2D rojctedimaes frams) fBEnnett (1987) for a more empirical treatment.

.mtin 3D shapet ihe soehislated as fa A list of visual featurei is identified asid locatedmovig 3 shpe.Whe eah iolaed D famein 2D space on *each frame. In this class of
is uninformatise about 3D shape. but the se- model-tecrepnec fpitni rm
qtuence causes a 3D shape to be perceised. this l-h orsodnc fpitni rm
is called the kineutic dethl effee-r, after WVallach orwith equisalens p 'oint n in frame ni + I is

and ~onnll 1953. Whn acompterassumed to be known. Using Euclidean ge-
algorithm recosers 3D shape from a 2D fricomet'ry and the assumption of object rigidity. a

fae 3D location for each feature on each frame is
sequence, it is - called siwegture front niolon

(Ul~mn. 179).derived. The-set of 3D l&ations determines
There are tuo classes of proposed models for ojc hp

deriving 3D shape firon 2D frame sequences;
ue designate them as feaiure-rorrcspondenre Fls-fidmdl
models and flott-field mnodels. Flow-field models derise object shape from

local velocity information described by optic
Fearure-correspondeuce m~odels flow fields. An object is described by many

Feature-correspondence models use Seo- points or other features densely scattered on its
metric constraints, usually coupled with as- surface and possibly throughout its volume. The
sumptions of rigidity. to derise shape. Exuamples flow-field is computed from the velocities of
of algorithms that derive a 3D configuration groups of points oser a sequence of frames _

from a set of n points (or similar features) Flow-field velocities determine relative depths -

displa)ed in each of or frames are Hoffman and and ortentationt and thereby object shap- (e.g



1790 SitaiA Com s all.

-Clockisn. 19W.k Hoffin. iM6 Koemileuiak Mtiono discrimiation (e.&. thsediscrinaina
,ran Doona. 1966).Flow-fied models a~ss-tion of kflticard from ighiard motion) now

-tha a stqa of fre migt lbe eomied appars to be a dllfaat process thans %viocty
m a a1itrtstofkammviAamdaud dsiiaiu.The elaborations of the lik to

locat~iultaftmatoebut as a motion iahauhis -mosdo.-deseetioa smsschanism to account for Ii
to owm moie medinims. Wilcily dliscriminallon awe qou complea (.. th
in this astidp. we we primatily ciocrned wih Watsim A Ammunda I,165 Heege, 1967) and o
dMeainin the ature oltis motion stimulus. instollves the interplay of nm denensaxy

motion detectoms Since all thesec models ulti- 191
MS-M Pow SM.V W MOO 'maidy depend on ia basic mechanism that is *ce

eqnis-ajnt to an elaborated Rcichardt detector I 0th

(EKD). we shall describe the ERD in m~ore ism
We onsider here three -kinds of motion- detail. It C

detecsoss twso fist-order detectors, silds -c A Reichardt motion detector consists of two )i
desgamate as (I) spatio--tcrrroial motion energy component half-deectors One hair-detector
detectors and (-) radienit detectors and (3) cossipares thse intensty, at pointA. timei srvith ists
second-orderidetectors A Iiist-order detector the intensity at point B, time i + At (see Fig. 1). if-,
dciects motion in -stimuli tha~t would )ield mo- The other, half-detctor -looks at (Bi) andim
tion to a 1oca spatio-tanmpscral Fourier analysis;se
a sirconsd-order detector may detect such motion (B
but also detects motion insaa wids: class of stimuli
that do- notyield direction~al motion tinder any
kind - of Fourier analysis. We examine these-
kinds of detectors in more detail below.

Fourier ,aiotion-enterg,-deteetors: the elaborated a
Reichard: deteto IERD) e I

Lose-].eicl motion mechanisms are now 7
thoucht to be base-d on s~stems that approi-0
mate a locl spatia-temporal Fourier analysis
of frame sequences (Adelson & Bergen.
19S5: van Santen & Sperling. 1985; Watson (JT f
& Ahumada. 19S3: Watson, Ahumada .&
Farrell.' 198S6). Indeed, %heniever the spatio-
temporal freq'uency- components of a stimulus
differ in tesitporal frequency, the output of theseY
Mechanisms is simply-the sum of their responses
to the indisidual spatio-temporal Fourierecom. Furtheir processing
ponents of' the stimulus (derived from theiran
equivalenceeto Reichdrt detectors-v-an Santers decision rules

&Sperling. 19134a, b). The Reichardt driector
(Reichardt, 1957) was the -first computationalFP1.AshitciluraonfanlboteRihrd
motion detector. The claborated-Rcichardt de.- de te t pa otin Sa ana zr. I mag oe i~nieisnts'. rc
tector (v-an Santen &locat.'94a . 95)i ions A at tite r isi correlated (muoltipied) k, snare e.
successfully extended the, basic scheme to the inteist) at location B at time I-..At (teft hat(-sieleetor tr I
prediction or human ps3chophysical data, a]- Simiatt.eins isistaw location Hatime iscorratd
though there isere earlier attempts (e.g. Foster. (sruttipliedlb) image intensity 31 locationA at tite I + At

1969,197 ), Te moion odelsof Wtsonand n~h~lf-dtecoreIise correlation %atoes are iteporats.
196, 171. Te mtin mdes o V~aton nd isepseed'sner some time domain T. aid cormpared (sub* 5 at,Ahumada (1983) (%%hen -elaborated) and of tractedjtcsyidd4 a direction-of-inotion sitnal for that deie- 13ar

Adelson -and Bergen (1985) have motion- tor. Oneixionlid %eloeit) iuoing are determined b) the -on;
detection mechanisms that are defined differ- setection of rcthie ItoS 'A and 14 and tAs- Spatiat scalero
ently but have-becen shown to be equivalent to ! deterintoed b) the sitW. function %hich nensts; smartfer

Reichardt detectors at their fina! outputs (v-an tesiy Oatput$ of populstt io Of such detents of It S
2tosscales. tocationt. and Ntoeits)?jnir Most IV inie- sSanten & Sperling, 1985), although the order of grated noth ssbzeqnn decision rules, Furs)tr tlab.-attons -

intermediate operations is dtfferent. ate required to construct %sitoit5 sesisms r
hetr C



is n-(.4,r + Ar).Whle chijf-desector cam detect*sae Gaent odelsdo a sgelocalcomp-
non) tio miotto. by lasel,' thetu together haiie souse tat.that embrbaces bsoth the Reichardt motion
a 'i'doclty. impwlt adirasages. They signa moiaio- dtcto uedhaisin-and the subsequent vet-
the baskc oppoitdetins yupsbopstin ot sigc ofd~ t owAdd inodds
ount for aind by patiefing 'etie~ for moatvmene ' i Whenever the spatial lusuinance gfradient is

IPles (e-11. opposite diretion, thi, el to diabgut na. aiyestuates awe extinmely unstable.
-18)and - fierad other noiaio tue oni tioe Th ,lss'd eejeno(196)roposed

demetasy mnotion. witngthi'local velocity eastiates-by a
odds uIII- To aceont Wo prjdsophysicil -data, the sp- .enfdnoi Que. as&5inj the -confldenci
;in that is tiail poits A and B are rplacediJrih sa- level as delclvh ftesurdgain
it detector temporal receptiv I c dds;1I1 and 1,.and the pure conincrt the gradient computatioii into a least-

in more dJclaj.u hi eplaced inith a linear fllterSTbe squares estintate pf'velocity (Lucas & Kanade,
recptve lids 1, and 1,,determine the spatia 1911). -a co~nputatioi; that can he-carried out

ists of ISO orientation-tiuing of th detector m~d ' and Iby the first~ordecr motionmenergyleahorated-
l-dwesector taken with the time delay Ajotntl detennin Reichardt slrstemis that- we Outlined above-
ime i with thme velocity tuning. Thecie of human motion Thus, whlile at first glance gradient coanputa-
see Fig. 1). perception which we hav.ediscussed assume; that tions seem quite different from -Fourier first-
(B.,) and populations of such ete6irs eaisi in different order computations, the differeice vanishes

sizies (scales) and at each scale they are tunied to when a realistic gradient computtatton is made
different orieniations and velocities. The aggre- (Adlisoti & Bergen, 1986).
sated outputs of all] theise 'detectors are com-
bineid by a rating (decision) rule to predict the Second-order motion detecton
direction of perceivcd motion at each spatial' Stable perception of direction of mosement
location and time, and of velocity can arise from complex stimuli

ERDs (afid hence the various equivalent spa- which aie essen'tially :irvisile to first-order
tio-temporal motion-eniergy models), accouint motion detectors-thecy fail to report ary con-
for a wide i-aeietv of critical data on direction of sistent direction (Chubb & Sperling. 1988a. b).
motion discrimination (van Santen & Sperling. Motion detectors -to perceive Chubb and
19S43. 1985). To providec velocity sciing. - Sperlinigs motion stimnuli require two stages of
outputs 'of arra~s of ' basic spatio-temporal linear filtering separated bya full-waiie:rectifica-t
motion detectors mustlbc comibined (Watson & tion statie that computes the absolute salue of
Ahumada. 1985. Heeger, 1987), because an iso- contrast. For the present stimuli, hones-er,,the
lated ERD n ill not function adcquately as a linear filtering stages are unneces'saey and wvill be
%elocity detector..Stimulus contrast andmany omitted.,Because of the necessity of a tnko-stage
factors reating to velocity tuning are con- analysis (first rectification %ith or without filter.
founded in-the response 61 any one-motion ing~then Reichardt-or-equisalent motion deie-
detector. Watson and Ahumada (1985) propose tion), motion detectors that can detect such
direct codinesof the temporal frequency of sets- stimuli are called second-order. Early esidence
of motion d~etectors. Heeger (1987)-compares (Ch'ubb & Sperling, 1987) suggests that second-
the ov-erall- pattern of recspons-.s of a set of order systems may operate primarily foseally

.~e Ridndimotion detectors to an unknown stimulus to the and with loner spatial resolution than first-
ipe eriaitf -patterns produced by "owsn training stimuli, Order detectors. Since they depend on rectifica-

!Mekncr.fiontion, with inevitable loss of information, sec-
yt mncii)ale Grdetdtcos-dOdr y shv ihrcnrsa) i arc ~ Gain eetr n-re ytm a- ihrcnrs

5t1t-deuectoi-st A second class of first-order motion detection thresholds than first-order systems (Chubb &
4 1 is crrtej :mechanisms uses gradients in the computation. Sperling. 1989a, b).
I t im I -A Examples are Limb and Murphy (1978),Fito
ar iii 71 Tirir n Frs-rdrag ecndodetysctSad D

-0rnpated (s-b Fennema And - topo (1979), Horn and -re.adscn-re usei n D
for that deilc- Schunk (1981), Marr and Ullman (1981), and This paper asks whether the abilhy of humans

cined b) the Harris (1986). Basically, these models find local to perceise 3D shape from a 2D feame sequence
Li Spatial sal areas where luminance l(x,),,t) varies as a func- depends on the strength of evidence supplied to
%sn tnare tion of (xy). i.e. has a nonzero spatial gradient first-order motion mechanisms. This question
S docos Of
q trust be aInr- Vl(.r,y.) 960. The velocity t is determined by stands in sharp contrast to-much of the historic

da, oratisrs the ratio of the change in lx .)as a function %%ork on kinetic depth effect, suhich emphasized
of time to the change in l~Aras a function of cues such as perspective (egS. Braunstein, 1962).



numeosit oroedinmion (Ander- FairCeb illustratesamniutonvic
senA Dauntem 193) nd fecon heintirspeses gry rames-betwern motion sun-

asauot-jAWsa perept. We-ask htiir Vima but maintains t seamne loty. This
stprong in-u 1o al.ne mo ionsiatem iseducs the inilcd of the funamna nei .

'etsa to aupotshp prepiL u tmcenonm balf an~d introducspn

ihp s efpaictyde radd sum cha l or hIa-wave mtiction of a polaity alstenain
aco as iore sys te supp o -r Dsp sitiuls (eebelow)e Fncr ou ogpyprmestm

peroto i;AnimW onm iritetotal Fouroiier ene~ora in adi 2b die Aini
Inptheepeienso ti ppr kinet dept aproiatl equal.te esptlay is to th

diply aee dee askil 6th doiits, scaterie ran atrnu ati semota .oiz compets

domly~mn 3D efac Thes me rojeted s te es.th~ een * inea directi ould

a 2D image or: bighz dots onr a neutti gray balance and neutralize the Fourier system.
backgpround. Figure 2a schematiclly illustts Empir ically, at constaint velcity, reducing the
spatio-tensporal analysis of a moving intsfied' number of samples (as in a Zra~firame versus a
(brighter) dot on a gray background. A frame standard motion stimulus) alwiays impairs the
sequence-definecs the stimulus as a function ii perced quality 'of stroboscopic motion
(xy.r). -Ahere x and y represent locations in the (Sperling, 1976). Reducing blink (background
piicture plane. and treprcsents frames (time). lendl) interstimulus inten alt to about 20 msee
Figure 2 simplifies the analysis l y showing only (and henc vwarying nelocity) impr6%es planar
the (..) plane. A line in thi*(xr) planse repre- apparent motion bet%%cn t%%o alternating
tents the x-component of-ielocity. A spatio- frames of random dots (Braddiek, 1973. 1974)
temporal receptise field here tuned to precisely or multi-frame sequences (Burt & Sperling.
the %elocity of the illustrated points is a core 1981).
component of one representational form 6f Figure 2c illustrates a motion stimulus uhtich
the Fourier energy motion detectors (Adels6n alternates polarity of the motion token betweeCn
& Bergen. 1985. Watson & Ahiumada. 1984; itensities higher and lo%%er than the neutral
and by equivalence, the ERD. %-an Sariten & (mean) gray li~el. Polarity alternation provides
Sperling. 19S4a, b). cancelling inputs to local spatio-te'mporal filters

M lNmmot E,;- on C-j (b)=notmsgry fmoes (C) Pot~ry r&on sQ'u-Y

---

L -xI ' ~ 5..

Fi 2 () cemti ilutatonofasipl $atolepoalsesr lvatn o amoin hie oto

seti~ toa Schemi opposrite oirshemntd of asmlsatepr sensrul rti fon af th ~ sie etdo o esr qsthor

th comeica rEnucohepstl reoefn the prefernce ofsnr .pArthis spacalth iscqal iretian

for has oretain. botiseoeities tel Same sensor as (a) operating on a stimulus ulth toliens
atirrating pataityaboae and helo% the fa Natgrosnd kset Sensor I receisoppositel) sigrod inputs

In its center and has a %ceat output Sensor 2 receses inputs in its surroun d opposite in sign from those

in its, center and therefore hts a baite output. Alternating polarit) 5 i-lds stirug esidc= for oritation
from upper right so burer lef. ic for motion opposite to the direction in (a)



ICDE said op-c SoW-I 1793

3ns vUriil timned to the tveidcar' motio direction. aer.. ,PrOcegfiffe-

Jon Sam-natikn as iihsnratec-as laseslaige-scale de- jDispsaYs wee seen through a ving tunnel
ity. This tectors tuned to the opposite dircion (Anistis, lad irulrpirtsue, whichprovided monocti-
m-tal mo- 1970; Anstis & Rogcrs, 1975; Chubb &Speing Isr viewing at a viewing Idistance or 1.6 m. The
res many 1998b; Rogers & Anstis, 1975): Like the spatiO- ciur~ aperture was slightly, larger than the
'"osite in teporal energy models the lgradien meti ds, dipays.-The size, intensity, iing and content

pposste which examine chainges in lunncne patterns of the displa*d framne sequences are listed

,nta e2b. An over time, -are also disrupted by Polarity belo for i26i experinment Separately- Follow-
usa.t a Ig each displaysequ -tehe subject pressd

ternation We investigate interspersed gyfresad keys -or typed the required judgement.Te
'ie stim- polarity reversal (and other manipulations; se primary task was suite identification. Control
-ccuion is Landy. Dosher, Sperling & Perinsi, 1988) tha "s included standard inso-interval detection,

irs to the may disrupt first-order processes. We determnie direction-of-motionl discrimina -tion, and motion
mponents -whether 3D shape extraction is disrupted. It is segmentation. Displais were viewed in mixed
on would also important to determine_,whether any such fistj -within exeimnts.
rsystem. disruption is special to 3D shape extraction The methods sections for Expts 1-6 are

mscing the processes, or whether it can be accounted for presented together below,, in the order in
c versus a exactly by decrements in simpler 2D -visibility which the results will be discussed. This allows
ipairs the and motion tasks., an uninterrupted *presentation of the argu-
- motion rncnts in 1ii Re8ulis section, where motivation
rckground Tine objectitrerrs- cure of 3D shape recor ery for the' particular, conditions and experiments
it 20nisec The essence of kinetic depth perception is the can be found. The-experiments were actually
-cs planar add iin of depth informBAid to a 2D imaget uni h following order: 1. 3, S. 2, 6
,ltcrnating create a perception of a,3D object shape. N~'eask then 4.
M7. 1974) whether kinetic depth percepts depend on first- The displays.,or conditions, for Expts 1-3-
Sperling. ~ order n'ioi analysis. In order to hase more th Dsaeiejfcalion experiments-ate

than a qualitative ansuer.to this question. it %As sumnmarized in Table 1. The displays. or condi-
ilus which first necessary to denelop an objectie index of tions.' foi Expts 4-6--planar motion experi-
n betweecn 3D shape perception. To this end. we (Sperling., et-r smaiedi al .Dtic

neutral Landy, Dosher & Perkins. 1989) deseloped a' display t)pes are numbered continuously in the
.vides shape identification task wvith a very low' guess- tw-o tables.

:ral filters ing baseratc ('ne'r 2%) an~d a large pirfoimance
range (up to 95 + %). This task requires sub-
jects to identify a display as depicting one of a MtETHOD.~ EXPERINIENr I (MAIN)

large lexicon (53) of~,three-dirnensional (3D) Ietfcto 1nd
surface shapes. In this Paper. we 8lso use COMn-Idinftio sjri
parison tasks such as detection, direction dis- The main experiment compared objectihe per-
crimination and motion segmentation in se~eral formance lendls on standard kinetic depth dis-
conirol studies.* plays wihperformance on comparable displays

that disturb or weaken first-order motion cues.
The objective measure was percent correct iden-

~GE.%ERA )tEHOD ~tifiation. 'the shape lexicon was based on

Apparatus peaks, valleys, and flat iegions located in one

'St, imuli were pre-generated and stored on a of twvo triangtl r layouts. Figjmre 3a shows the
~ 11750 ompuersht shppedimags soa to triangular layouts on a square ground, and

h S Adage RDS-3000, image display snstem. A i.3strts sme examles ofape Fig 3c
cc o Conrac 7211C09 RGB color monitor wvas used ilsrtsasaem~mnadFg dmi

~i~dfordispayopeatin ata reres rae of60 z, ases the sire of a single display frame. Stimulus
and fon istelacy. ortny ath areenh bae of He, identification consisted of reporting the layout

, the (Up vs Down), the sign of the bump (+ = peak,
reere monitor was used. 0 = flat, -- valley) in cach of lbcations 1, 2,
Atri and 3, adthe direction of rotation. (See Sper-

npusPreliminary reports Of these experiments are errrined in linee al., 1989, for details.)
rhaie Land). Sperling. Dasher and Perins (1987). tandy. 1 ietfcaintsk ed

'iron ~~Spertcn, Petirs and Dosher ,(19V71and Dosher. Land) For the 3D shape ietfcto ak ed
anid Sperling (!*Si back consisted of a list of thc correct responses.



Tablik 1. Diiiif*aypesr foer Expis 1-3

- Task: large lexicon shape ideratification -f
Motion' Deit Rotation JteatOVt Dot

'ewe 4Beff mmA ~te bretaL

J.,Woidensiy. 3D, Y Standard 3:3. 30
2. Standa~rd "- 3D 34 Standard AJ: :530
3.'With density- 3D Y Half - 311, 30
-4,Standard 3D '14 Half 1:1 -. 530-
S. Afternatins liolauily 3D N Standard. I.- 1 ':530
6. Alternating Polarity 3D N Standard 0.-0.5 :530
7.'Mfterrating pij 3D N Half 1:0 :I0N
L'Aheratisg gray' 3D N, Standard' 1:0 :530
9. 'Alternating contrast 3D N Standard .21, :530'

10, Alternating contrast 3D 'N Standard 1.5:0.5 :530
I 3.D3qt im3 Random Y Statrdard 1:3

(Eqatd contratrt)
-12. Standard 3D N Stattdard V:V £301ty

£vpeeiffsew 3'

2. Standard 3D N Standard 1:1 :530

13.'3'Frami 3D N Standard 1:1 3
14, 2-Frame . 3D& N Standard 3:13

'3D motion cues riefers'to 2D projections of 3D, Inoting stitnuli, Random refers to random motion-
correspondences arisit'g from uscorreclaird new doi'fampls on each frame. 'i

"Doi-'deusit), cuts remoied by monal (<5,I) dot scintillation.
!Standard rotat~on sp~cd:mnas'±2S deg sinusoidal rotation per 30 nen'framecs. 3 ness fraamcc m lhs~

4vsiie eles pet'ness frame. Half rotation speed, 12Scdeg sinusoidal rotation pee 315news frames: 7.5 i
new, frames per sec stith 8 sync cycles per nmw frame (eonditions 3:4) or 13 nes' firames per see stiti L57
A3 %Tiz Cycles per new' frame (condttion 7) (te text), -1

"Rhe rombers code tire increiisentt'or decremenits in intenstfication or dots on a neutral gray background
I refers t6 1 r'tir standard increment tseL and'- I refers to I xs thre standard dcwiter lerel. The umnn
Nalue to life lef of thre colon refers to dot intensifleation on odd frames: tire value to lire riht to eses 31]
frames. For exameple. 1*1 means dots receised tire same standard increments on all frames. 1:0 means I(
dots recis'aitdlird irtentiftcation on odd frames, and no intensifieation on esen frames., tc.Gra}
buetforouai %s betsmeen 31 and 3S cd ml tnad iceet (and decrments) re betuseen 131
and 21. etra (or.cerod per dot, Sic tire text for exact s-alos for each siibjct. Thresatuc V r'efers
to fraction (<c1) of standard increment intensity %hiich equates non-alterriating stimult to alternating tI
polaritsy stimuli for percent correct Ptanrar motion direction judgements (see Espt 5). ls~tinsitiis for Aitr
V mere betueen approximately 0,.0 6. or betneen'S and loped per dot. *

'Lifetime refers to tire number rofrnew framnestirat ire amedots on tire3D surface appear in daring tire
stimutus soclueuce.,Since tire ditpta3 sequences stere 30 co frames long, a ifetimre of 30 framecs is
mimial, TIe salur :00 refers to normnal lifettime of 30 frames, subject to sintillation'for density

control. Conditions (13) and (14) retampli one thrd and one butt of tire dots i's tire it~mulus pot firame.
respetnivel3. yielding sceillttaions'alues of 33W' and S0%,

For any stimulus, there wsere t%%o-correct re- an xr resolution of 182 x 182 pixels., Projec-
sponses, v ich are depth-reiersals. of one an- tions were parallel. Peaks or Waleys'lhadl simu- 'Is

other; the depth reversals are couspled with fated height equal to half the side of the square Ii.
Oppost erceived dircltionsof notation. Sub- gfound.'The smooth surface %%as constpucted by f th
jects %Cire initially show n pcrspeiiC drawings smoothing of a spline interpolation over the f, Iil
of shapes and instiuctcd in n aming perfori- stimulus peaks and the ground ch surfice was
mance. Subjects seretrainied in practice sessions- 'initially parallel' to the projection plane, and Sut
until they achiciied approximately 85% coprrect rbtated first right (or left) 25Sdeg. back through P
on~the Ieasiest stimuli, to left (or eight) by 2Sdig, and then back ack

The standa'rd kinetic depth display cotnsisted full-forward (25 deg amplitude sinusoidal rota- i
,of.sshite dots-on a mid-inlenSity (gray) back- tion)'ovee a period 'of-30 new image frames. s
gfround. 'The displa3s, stre 300 dot random Stimulus edges never appeared in the displayas
subsamples of the pictute plane, displayed with window. The displays assumed no occlusion of Ith

_____________________________ dots by the 3D surface (transparency). The occ

*The iinmbe of dots actually varied tligltl from 3001 dot standard display rate was IS ness frames (%'5th Ten
to stamplp of dots at or near the stindosred edges changed frame contents) per second. Each ness rat
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Table 2; Display tylicn for Esptnt 4-6-

FPiar notion experiments

Motion Numober of Motion iniensiiy±L
Displtay cue pachesi - directionx incrmrrenzs' Task~
Experi.'n 4 -

-15-9. Standard 2D I L or ft S levels Detection
(21FC)

20-24.,Altcenating polarity 2D I Lor ft ±5 levels Detection
(21FC)

(Miotion direcion)
25-29.'Siandard 2D I L or Rt 5 levels Direciii

(2AIC)
30-k4 Aliernating polarity 2D I '. ort R ±5 lesels Drection

(2APC)
9£perimcnt 6
(Motion segmentation)

3S..Standard 2 D 9 9LQIf I1- Odd motion
or 11.181 (9AFC)

326. Afteii-aing 0aiiti. 3D 9 SLlft 1:-] Odd motion
or It.Sf (9AFC)

12D mootioni cue refers iosnriform field motion Ofr3 random dt field in a larger background ofrneutral gray
or f .2amic'rindomn dot iroiic' Planar motion svas I pisel per ness frame, 15 new franes tper se.. or

s s~i-ccs pcr'nex fra;4. Sec text for details,
'Patcbersiere 4$)o -4pli,~ Sfrige patcis mere embedded ina larger 1xickground. The 9-patch disp3a)sixero

ti~n arranged in a 3 i 3 square g rid.
iDotsuere displa~eJ as increments or decrements on a gray backgtoundr7lie intsitiisie ure saried as

percnf'ages ofilic'standard imcneses and decrements. uhich are libeled as in Table 1. V'ariable mitnsitl,
-ibl inrret eifired across subjects (se teiL.

-endframe ssas sltovn for 4 sync cycles. at a monitor (60 Hz, no interlace). Back-ground luminance
Mild synci.rate of 60 Hz. Hair speed displays either wais utniform over the entie 512 x 512 area. The

ewen shovied new frames every S sync c)clis, ori at 4 182 x. i2 display area subtended 3 7 by 4.2 deg
-sN nc c)cles vilh interleav ed-eray framies. In the- at a vi Vittg distance of 1.6m that ixas con-
diala of Sperling ci al. (1989). a similar %%hite- trolled by vievsing lube and aperture, On each
on'black displa condition yielded identiftcation trial, a fixaition spot appeared for I sec. folloiced

AMCe performance in the 95%' .rang. 'Other ondi- by I sec of blank (gray) Screen, then the rotating
to ions modified this Standard display, stimulus for 2 sec (4 sec for half-speed displays).

Thc screen was blank until the next trial was
Displiv geornier~t- and iing initia led. Responses %ere-typed into a separate

The 3D shape display vvas confined. to the ke board, and feedback (correct stimulus iden-01c. central l82xA82,pixelsofa'510x512 raster tification) appeared on a separate CRT.

1, R Projec' ITnc liniaization ofti monitor depeo-ledrim the serage Calibrated intitiesi
had simu- inrensification lrs~t. Ti equate ltght ard datrk dots The display monitor was calibrated to equate

If the square re4oied cilibration on the same gray-lesel, and %isth the light and dark dots on the gray background,
islructed ~~~displas conditions as closely related to the actual dis. -h uiac nry-an ficeet

by ,plays as possible. A regulat grid of one is noiscpisels oat
I over the noial asge the dart. Iinisirrd the remaiinirg id the lutminance energy loss of decrements
surface icas rusls sind:egaybejon ee The dtre. Three subjects 'participated; For subject IYSL,
plane. and meilined mi)relati~ctoa .uniform field ofbaclrostid the stanidard -inlfensily condition consisted of

dck through cOnt"a ia'e oteioment shen onein time background luminince rif 31.8 cdfrn' (average
then back Sxin easnrdtelgtitri)03!a ak of 11.6 pedlpirsel) \Aith 1312pcd additional (or

soidl rta' toad leirt. Onefnr nine pxes is an aPPIntosireaon to
isodalroWthe sparse, ditpla~s Of the-atulf toMul. vshde st;ll lowered) intensification for each stimulus dot
dacfrae$,Picosiding stable measuremserts j-it an UDT-161CRT (al viewing disinace of 1.6 in). For subject CFS,

th dipa phorimmerer. 't Incremient ini intensification doe to each the 'background Asas 31.0 cd/in2 (average of
Iocclusion of stimulos dot (in crd dot) 'sas computed front the field 11.3 pditfixel) "i-ith increments or decrements1 reocv). The to~icrerrtni. Alihough, a simualus dot is nominally one of32 tdo.FrsujcJlth ba-

Thee (pittl, r ut 0 calibrations s'ios that intexsfcation affrcts o 32iddi o ujc Btebc,
14cs(wltruihbcorig p:ves siz the poim iprad function of the ground svas 38.80cdin (average of 14.2 ,rcd~l

J Each new mon;or arnd phospho: ronlirarities pixel) vwith increments or deerements of
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hpelexicon as definid b%~ a rectangular grid spine user peals a nd %aleys. Actual stimuli consisted of
pwallet projecins'of doivspninkled owe these shapes undergloing, sinusoidal rotation,. Subjects stere
required to Identify the shape and the diretionf6.rtto.()Shmti luta6o h hp
identificatton disilassirth rotaticn. (d) A sifrgle frame of 'a 2D image stetiueitorile shape ide'ntifcation

20.9 licdI'dot. 'Noi-e- subject CFS could not be peaks and valleys cause dots to bunch together
-refiractcd'completcly to normral vision; his cor- in the projection of the 3D surface onto the 2D
reeted Shcllen acuity was~apoximately 20140. imag~e plane. Except in displays in conditions
All other subjects-had normal or corrected-to. (1). (3). and (13), subsanrpling of dots was
normal vision. constrained such that local density was constant

across, the display. Density cues 3vere eliminated
Co~rdiionsfrom the image sequences by adding or subtract-

The main experiment, included I I display ing a small number of points-on each frame so
conditions. Eaf~i of the 54 possible shape stimuli as to equate dot density stithrn local region$
appeared once in vach~of thcll Icondrtions, foe comprising approximately, 1,l0 x 1/10th of the
594 identification trials per subject All of these stimulus area, Constant-density subsampltsg

-stimuli ' ere -shoxsn-in one- large mixed list, introduced minor le~cls of apparent scintilla-
divided over 4,sessions . lion. Theiamount of scintillation can be ex-

The rele~ant characteristics of the I I display pressed as the average percentage of dots nor
conditions arelisted in Table 1. All displays in rnaintained'from frame I, to, frame nr + 1, or
this experiment1 except con ,dition (11I); depict equivalently, in the ex'pected lifetime of dots
the motion of-3D shapes in 2D pr~ojection. An Over all the density-constrolled (no density cue)
unconstrained subsampling of points on the-3D displays in the experiment, the average scintilla-
shapes, includes density cues that result xshen tion was 5%, yielding an expected dot lifetimes
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of20 frmsqrtedt o rm (hs ea-dir tion-discinminati6n-value was deter-
'displays arci- indicaed 'as ':i 0" uti Table I.) ined sepa-raie-ly for e-ach 'eftihe 6o isibjects.
Condition j6twci 6heloaIdnsity. cues -Ei" of the -54 'identifi'atioiis' timii s re

mation.' Time; and - 6siti6Tn-dijentdensity
is-generated by- random- sarplii from ti~ Dipty gemnetry adclbae neste
rotaiiiA slial e it a ne~w'r--o ape Ve~gcniinWr the same as those
for eci ffrant ,(doiiifetime of- I'frne:Ti des~ribe~d in Methodk Eieriiiet 'I' Calibrated.
destro~ys- systemtic inotion 'ces,ibut 'main- intensitie's ive'e'-for MSL:, 'ih' backgon
ta ioi vaiatiions in dot- density iiinii iriiit- as -31.0 /din' ihiceet
rotation.--------- , de&inent intensity 6f 8.8 pclfdot: For JBL, the

Wist displays depict--a standard -rotation bak~ inieisity ivas 3A0 cdjri' and incre-

soeed as-described above1n condiioins 3 and 4, mii wis 9.i-cdJ/d~t: -
half'soeed rotation ii producedby disj~la~ing
'each new firamae for 8 (sylnc) ieptiti6ns(iiistiid rnflIOD: ExpERiMEIT 3 (LIFETI'MES)

of4 n h sanarcoiditi6n).'The half-slieed'
gray frame conditoni (7) is accomplished by conditions
interleaving 4 repetitions of each new frame This experiment compared three conditions in
with'4 ripetitions of gray frame., Full-speed gray which the lifetimes of the dotsrwiere 2 frames, 3
frame co'ndition (8) is accomplished bj~intir- frames -and :530 frames ',(continuous) (con-
leaving 4 repetitions of et ery other new frame of- ditions 14,13 and 2, respectively, under Expi 3
the standard stimulus with 4 repetitions of gray in Table l):.~SeeFig.,-6a,'for -an illustration.
frame. New,- dots -were subsampled randomly, with

Standard displays depict the'3D shapes by additional -subsaipling, to . eliminiate density
'displaying bright dots, of a silected standard- cuts for all-conditions of this experiment. The
intensity of increment on a neutral (gray) back- -task was 3D shape identification. Each of the 54
ground. lntensity-listings in Table'l refer-to a shapes appeared ofice in each condition, for 162

on multiple of, the standard dot intensification, iden ,tification-responises per subject.
positive for increments and ncgati~e for decre- In the 2-firame displg)s, each subsampled dot

:hements, n alternating polarity displays, the dots appears for exactly'2 consecutive new frames.
Jof are bright in- odd frames, and dark on even -Half of', the dots' are replaced %with another,
.Crc frames (labelled I: -,I), In alternating gray random subsample - on, each - new frame. This

3Ndisplays, gray background is displayed' on ail introduces 50% -scintillation (density control
lion even frames (labelled 1:0). Other non-stanadard does not require additional subsampifling). In the

inicrcments-serve as cuontrols. 3-frame displays, each dot appears for exactly 3
consecutive new frames. One-third of the dots

n together MIETHtOD: EXPERIMIENT 2(EQUJATED CONTRAST are replaced u.ith another random subsamplc on
ito the 2b IDENTIItCATION) each new-frame, for 33% scintillation, In the
-onditiol$ Codin 530-frame displays, each dot remains visible
dots xas Codtosfor all 30 tiew 'frames of the aisplay, with
sconstant The task in this experiment was 3D shape exceptions to eliminate the densitycues, which

elmfttdidentificationi; ii was conducted' with displays introduced 5% scintillation, Tis is identical to
rsubtract- tht, had bien 'equated 'for, discrimination of condition (2) of Expt 1.
1framre so moiion direct6o by reducing dot intensit by
a] region$ an amount determined 0rmEp 5. Subjects Display geoistetry and calibrated intentstties

- th of the yiewed. stanidard 3D sha e idc'ntification dis- The identification stimuli, subjects, and view-
bsampling plays-Tab]l'e I, condition (2)-in which th-o n codtin a enetirca' o those listed in
tscintilla- increments had been reduced conditon 12). Method Expt 1, Calibrated intensities were

an -be ex- 1he data -for the staiida'rd' (non-altertiating identical to those in that experiment.
f dots not condition) in Elxpt 5. by interpolation, allowed
ni + 1,-Or the selection of an increment intensity which NIETliOD: E'tPERtIE1\T 4 (ViSIBILITY')

It of dots. A ould arjnoximately equati the' pi cn orrect
entity cue) rndti~tnl~irectton judgement of the standard cniin
-e scintilla- condI iti \%ith polarity alternation stimuli at Conditions for Expis 4-6 are listed in Table 2
-ot lifetime full intf:nsit) increments and dncrements, This This experiment required subjects to detect the
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ow a gzav Iuokotiw&(condomn 15--M) or isM awen d isB m i -m de Room

.pcuiy aauiig~t d dark dmom. .ci

thme Iuckpwied (coodiow 20--24)L 7L- fis~ Thr dos um eba A skis = Vay qc-
condiio eieh typ ae ONSm o .-fouofi-Yeawp~
dietewic at five level of sudar (cow- str (poditios 3M-34) fia fmaw so fqmw.
diti. 2Z Expt 1) dot. ugmsi (weee or Suadd wd aewhg imaps sere c ed
decranerns). For MSLtbinum Som tm ,with five bOaM buIk kw& ag 3Mt
ivrc 17%. 25%4.33%. Q2% and 5~-ofas- S% 6383% ami OW. of the saldard
dard For JI_ the hienfay ccumiom woew L~h fhelaudio
33%, 501A. CPA. 83%* and 100% of sadrd. -ha 23~ Sn"PIM 10 nikh icl m4'
The 10 coeditois each -esed2tmces pe &rictim. for a loWa of IM0 &ein0 jda-
blck in random order. far 5 blocks, or a total mms per sajcz
of 1000 tilsl per subj)ct-

Dispay grosarr omd en!6rred wersirki r u~ d ic c sr

Each i-icrs'Aj of the display consiscid of a Eh tialcckaofz cseeibbk
,sec fixation spol. 'see blank screen. folloacd ins- ftanse and I see acc. dp a %a. WM-_cd-
br, 1.067 5CC (16 frarnis at l~franseS, e) of by a blank frame dcricr ghe-.respmxse :ra3
stimulus. Non-motion zmn-nls displasd umi- The v~r n C ( pah Jb . e
form ray fields. %lotion imngals dispisid a ats sieaioc qlianc of -6ma. 7bs iexhrddn
sequence of approximately 17 random dots in dynxaic no v rord. sat a - -*.n
a 4SX4S pixl (0.97 by lldcg) patch ter-of 4 x 4S piEvls. Dot dczslt %2s aPProxi-
(0.0073 dois,'plxeLor 16 dots..dee ax-vce den- m=alt,- os.d and drift selodty s
sit)) mot.inc left or right b) I pixefra:ne. or I pxEljraine or approAitnary 233Mizarc
appnroximtelr 0.35 deg sc. The ~iein- condi- firame, or 0.35 dsse.The %iealmg conditions
lions stere identical to those described 2boire and calibrate vnadard iwnmsies are shbsr e
for Experiment' 1. For-MSL_ the bxackground as -those in Nlethod Expt 1.
intensity was, 31.0 cd!in, and the intensity
increment or decrement was 13.2 p.'d2'doz at
100% standard intensity. For J.lLZ t back-
ground ,was 32.0 cik~r and the increment or M4ETHOD. EXIMLST't~ 6(MOTION
decrement -%%as 16.9 pcd'ltot at .100%, tandard SEGMLI2lAIION:)
inltentsity. C"rdfilons

The tast- in ihis experiment -was motion sr;-
SSEHi LxP[RmMES s (AiOmm- DiRECTIO.-) mentation. Each displa) con sled of a ; Y. 3

Condiionsgrid of paldies of planar motien. with eight

The task in this experiment was discrimina- 2ndrone patch drifting right. or %ice %ers&
lion or leftward from rightward motion of dots (Fig t9a). The subject's task was to name the
within a square in the center of~a larger field lociti"z and direction of the odd motion.
(Fig. 8a). The ostuli acere a untfio'n field of There acre tao conditions in this experiment-
dots of approximately the same density as bright dots of standard intensity (35). and dots
the shape identification stimuli of Expts 1-3. of alternating polarity (36) on a gray ground,
The drift speed of dots in the central square For JBL all conditions aert intermixed. such
(0.35 deg see) Asas approximately the aserage of that each ofthe blocks sholsed 72 stimuli from
ground dots ai: he edges of the shape identifica- condition (35). and 501stirnuli from each of

lion stimulus, or approximately one-eighth of condition (36) and a third condition ahich ac-
the peak %clocity ill that stimulus. In the 3D do not report here. For MSL. tuo blckls had 90

shape ideniitfication stimuli. peal speed is trials each of conditions (35) and (3'6).
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in isuch only thie drnsity (but not the motion an t tss c .* - od m%d-
CueS) are preserve. (See_ )deLWo Expt I &s-s-~ ftd-- mic e is fic= 01 so0% .W*4 -k
for experimental details.) Relevant indiixidual r-51 ;h-- OC IS% "I' Ncis io. au (c
subject data are Shown in ig. 4. (The-se results
%~ere initially reported in Sperling et a1. 199.)

:]onl seg- Eliminating density cues from motion sequences image sequences vere constructed to base uni-
a 3 x3 has oly a small effect on the suibjects! ability form dot density in local regions-of the image

th eight to identify shze from strong structure-from- plane.
irrond)mnotai-stimuli, Alhich may actually be due to Standard sequence: iu~orion without density

X Versa introduction of scintillation. One of the three cue. standard and hajf-spwed (Experimnen 1).
ime the subjects (NISL) was able to perform significantly Percent correct'3D shape identification is shown
)on. aboic the 1.9% guessing baserate (29.6/%) vuith in Fig. 5. Standard-errorsiif all proportions in
*crment . density cues alone in the absence of motion the figure ire less thin 6%; chance is 1.9%. The
and do's cues, by using a sophisticated guessing strategy. 3D shape task is illustrated in Fig. 3. Standard
ground. Since our conditions involve the Zdsruption sequence conditions display sampled dots Uhtch
ecd. such of strong input to l6w leA el motion iystems. it are a fixed increment brighter than the gray
uli from uas desirable to eliminate any cue, such as b~ackground. Perient ideitification levels are
cac. of density. ushich might contaminate estimates of shown for *'standard" rotation speed (sinu-
hich me shape identification waith weak structure from soidal rotation of amplitude 25 deg and pertod
had 90 motion image sequenics.Therefore, all other 30 -frames, at frame rate of 15 nru firaiessec).

diispla)s exclude the density ctle. All critical and for half speed (75 ncr. framesse5c). The
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75 zzgay than dauk on pray) ott caii frame. Ada.
cent iinare framjimal iiy Sunp iOWso

sisasof die incorrect SiV2 in the first-older
system Aiahysis of the change in locaion of,

Z5these inoti--iccals avrr Many frzzms bi
anahsis fsu. a some -form, of, reetidcasts4 I l~~(scond ordci. or noi-Fourier acanss see
Chubb & Spelin-g. 19SSb) could support the

Fligh dot equal inst~am intensity toe those intan-r

pouxsy intensity of. those ins standard imae eqenes
deis amd a =--hro c er~cl ds fx= 1.e. boh ass te ak ot wr srmernca

7he L%.= pzzans sum dzu fmr stdnmdn snt-jCMs tcon- the input to low lesel motion systems reduced
least c4WWrc cozd~ion VU.MNx~ r e t CFSE shape identification performance to near guess-

inE baserases. Only one of three subjects (MSL)
retained above-chance identification on polant%

aserage percent correct is similar for hot,. alternation stimuli (averare of 10%).
speeds. with half-speed slightly less for subjects Intensily afernaarion StirnuY (E-Yperint I).
JBL and CFS. introducing blank (grayv) frames betsieen every

Gray franie dilution (Expcrine 1). By inter- stimulus frame in an image sequence causes
spersing a background level (Sra)) blank frame ambigtou-, signals in the first-order motion
bezsseen each frame depicting points of the systems. Introducing polarity reversal caused
obiect. u.e presented direction-ambiguolis infor- direction-reversei signals in the first-order
mation to first-order motion mechinisms %bhile motion systemis. Both manipulations also intro-
maintaining the sisibility of the doi features in duce ishole-screen flicker, stimulus frames in-
any given frame (see Dicussion section: Fourier cluding intensified dots appar evcry other new
Analysis of the Stimuli). Tlhere serc two s-at'i- frami for a flicker frcquency of 7.5 Hz. We
ants of this manipulation: one %%hich equated included t%%o con'rasr afternarion (wAithout pO-
the siessing t ime for each ness image seen, but larity alternation) conditions. sshich also exhibit
consequenti) slowing the rotation rate Of the nhole-screen flicker at 7.5 Hz, both of sshich



2 epet sss~ p~cma Irms, dlos to tha ib itha n

6wn cre On:ffe 5ecQ~aa~cI rz tlhe ofeerec 'for S!Upe ;6:z6&a:, 1:= a~s~
be- 2Y-e siL- POE=t fa%=ee Ox ieeez i kid iz don 49U,,&s Th. pe ej.Z f.-
f-.=~ The oWds- zs65$ tu2jmie that.Tris s iss standard, c;=T3 j i-

-tc 5= Oft' I 5u2Z2d shaele 2a the &eay naow~Mo ie re M, _7'. ?.
V-_ l;e ft 5:i:3=eI.sLTf Wie 5hc::ol 2ber- respethit. f-i MhI 2=d 69-..3Y. aed6'

=Zeds beemac 1-5 and OS the serd kis respeetii-ef. for JBL (Standard cerror of t,_;
AWltht Tcrs sizzdes is tbe s= of a hZf eW s 43% 2=6 33% conq dco= atwe~ojI

ceP=- tadr and tb: futl-coctaasa Vrzi ftane -6w)
than lhis 9::=!= ararx* tais sdus cin be Trsrkft~(r~ax

93% %ith deon4,sm iee a staneard stiznde pbs a 3J We have sboxn&z -taFceies h

OMi e__E5e h5-e'er V&3-3 Stk-OSnLm) The I- efMeiane 2150 CEhzane ite abic-ty to perceite three-
-zy co=rS- ket-* on boch control coaditions ame qcix dhaeeiooa shape. at kiat in tCx neoso

for the coesiFeen: with at Fourier PON=r (frst-O.rder) C= eti = it a ieresthto conJa thi
3D shape -*5 ot Seq nes(see tbe Disettssioz -% nmaze bh kizmteaet

Th% addizion of&-- flekrp sdoes not aeconn to track individua] k=a;e feauners (doisl overy
In polai fOT t!e d clecets1 in faormanee for Zoaita tnil frmes. %to"el that emphave th.-

jmaee ~ P-Eed te - .,i and aerntEe-poAfL% dkspbvs extracin of specsk ienage feat~ees and their
c betuce ETr>.erd irlenur cwroi (Erpefhzrerl 2) We itge pU=s location (Ho3nan & Benett.

(5:11t on brie demonstrard that1 pa) frzae aft-ceation 195 Ulbsan. ISOM 19SS. C.C. rught predc
e.Adja- and poheits zkiersation both severely- disrupt that climinatim: feature stabbty should liean
xmotirn the ability of subjects to extract _3D sbape froza e Ial lr-e n e on th shape u, meio.

first-Ordrr an knare sc. ree utid allo-as hirhls accurate We izvesipaed this hyo ssby coine
atioaer3 shape idntification L'ne standard display feature stability over a-full 30 frame image

ranies or condizions. Houver. perhaps; this disn.-ption is sequence uith stimuli in isch featuries (surface
nd~ication not unique to the rccovery of depth ioesna- dots) vire stable for only 3 and 2 frames, after

Assis_ see tion Perhaps it sim-phy reflects a general disrup- siib they 'si-re replaced iih a differeM ran-
rppon the tion in %isiblit or motion discrimnination. In dom=pe ofdo3 (Fq. ases hap dentf-

le'lels Of order to control for this possibility. ie co- cation data are sho-An in Fit. 6b. Fo- tiso
one isith saieted equated-intensity controls based on subjects (MSL, CFS)_ r'lucing tracking to trio

~istandard performeance in simpe direction-of-motion dii- framecs (and increasing scinillaison substan-
*,b half the c-imnation- The details of the direction diserim- tiallh) had very little effect on perforotamc. A
seunces 'n.-ndtaacdsbed bclou% and in the third subjec's (BL) tiso-frasne lifetie udentifi-
iM-%riCa!!y Method for Espt 5. By reducing the intensity cation performance us about 5.4% ol norml.
disrupting (loss ering contrast and henc %isibility) of a While this scas a 2 x loss. it 's a much smawll
is reduced standatd (light on gray background) planar loss than the 10 x loss, induced by polaty1
Cear guess- motion stimulus, it is possible to make it equi%- alternation for .JBL Thus. feature-tracking
~-is (M.) alent to a futll-interisiy polarit,% alternation mod-ls of the kinetic depth effct appear unabe
ns polarit% stimulus for the purposes of left-right direction- to account for the perrormanct in out c-'Isri-

discrimination. The direction-discrimination merits.
-rimcni I). displays present a patch of moving dots of
.c" esery approximately the same area as a bvrrp in the Motior riibift~i. discs-nna,,oo and ss-gnc's-

ic causes 3D shape displays. Having found the equlivalent fai on
er motion redluced-contrast standard stimulus. Aic then This section compares the discuptise effects of
,.il caused compared 3D shape discrimination for the tue polarity alternation on 3D structure-from-
firit-oirder stimuli (reduced-contrast normal, full-contrast motion (shape identification) to its effc.Is on
jis intro- polaritj alternation). These results are showsn on visibility, direction-of-motion discrimination
frames in- the extreme right in Fig. 5 for IVSL and .IBL If and segmentation.
other mut the effect of polarity alternation can be at- Motion tisibilitj (Eyperi'nt 4). Subjects
.5 liz. We tributed solely to a visibility-related decrement, were ask-ed to detect vuhich of tue tempssr.1
Asout po- then the equisalent intensity condition should intervals contained a motion stimulu% and -

. exhib.,, havec yieldcd equal shape identification perfor- Ahich contained a uniform hield of balground
*of uAhich mancc to that for polarity alternation. In fact, intenity. The motion stimulus %%4% cash- a
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%....a -t z a a 73% 2nid 74%,correc &-ecmO SZxf

ti!Cby. V~haeas pobhaiy = jv aeai2!MMsde
StrM te ahijix to aaae t% -dUwa

~ etxio edaixeto stz~idzed ifisphs foe o=r
2 a~ condiim Dcecm=o ~a=w Ansh pezheis

ahami s esseaiafl Peefre at iese
k's coispadabe to those used izz the- 3D shape

(b) uperiment (M4SL at S0% isgiriis is 95%. cor-
ame ecand ALat 10M% iw-easkv is 9%c cQ

Mhe SMAl effi of polaaitv akermw on 
detimu pir.formnoc is coesisent xub the

a~ V of fir:= and decm

e ;

W= e aonLi~~e a t

Sixi
&O.iC 5*. nr Pch 6tomlra, a aex& fU)roe t

oe1ic kIe anuS dee-C =21. k a cms- "
qoen o &ir.Mtkz- res Joss ofs Vjenon ~tiZc=5s

random dot field mnosing at uniform %elocity to S
the right or left. & a polarity alternation 'ersion '
of the samte stimulus. The display is schemnati- -
cally illustrated in Fir.. 7a. The size of the region r
Uas approximatly that of a single peak or
%rall-y in the shape displays, of approximately ro I-
the sdme dot density and a repres.-ntatixe sloc- L
i:y (betneent that of the ground and maximal. n.onts.o

4 for details.) Detection may reflect contribu- .0
tions by nonmotion systems. For example. WVat-
son and Ahumada (1985) claim that detection of 37 S i ; e
moving stimuli %kith % elocity less than 2 degfsc 5eO1Ot tceO udod wtast
is performed by non-motion systems. Fir, 7. o 4) iuston of the iooMn~cnval foreced thwe

The detection data are shosn in Fig. 7b. (2IFC) pradigm for the mnotion %ssbi-2i task Svobnci
Across a range of stimulus intensity increments jde hhI1~ftf~ oiie lnuo.a. h.
(17*S-SO% ofstandard lesel intensity for hISL, intr'02 dant.. tb) Prmex dclection ofa plicat mos-c
33%-100% of standard lesel intensity foriliL). adspaxi: ateratFsionsumv a fcre of
the efect of polarity alternation Was small, dot iesenssI tesiretse as a Iv'nsire of
For MSL. standard and polarit% alternation internt:)) Guessint b..'erwe is W.



XDE =6- -c ... . 1

I .ieldk'd theCOa& S in nall-taupet pedsa detwcivi ex- (at)

.rcs;%e- Roofs. 1974). athouh some sndies Wd decr-
!Mosl &- m=XW s. Vib" asrr to eet (ed & Jone :- ...

stizuzbs ~Mestal Maicur componet of L'ae petlariTyaker. tF--S for oct nation stimulus is 7.5 l-z. appcoimel at the
polariy peak of the O= sinsitii" fnn.ion (WatSon. - , T
i25y 1986). ilihih siqsts that polar-it Ai-rato

3D s-ap may be-nose- sctskively detected k- Sffc- (b

%.,.ion on -o-r,5,). Subjmu- vrca o d~rkiaz ttb W ....
with the diretion of motion (Tiabi or left) of a Smal

Ic-r- met patch of random dots mnosii sitb uniform
velocity (Fig. a). The dos xere either alvwas
light acainst the becl ind. or altemal~ed po-
larity from fr-.e to fiame. lVscrimi-nation Uas

sr .examined over a rante of intent ente"nts / - -
.± (or decrements) per doL (See M.thod ,xpi 5 for "

Direction discrimination data are shown for
lisa subjects in Fig. Sb. Polarity alternation r
impaired subj-ts" ability to dis-iminate motion
direction: ascraced over intensity level. san- .
dard and polarity alternation conditions *Wld
85% and 69; correct. respectively, for subject -....--- *

MSL and 90%,. and 67,% resptctively for JBL
Hosser. at the imrity inels that were ines-
ti ac in thr shape identification experiment,,.' I I Iica7 33 230 8 5leels of direction discrimination for polany Petce-" s -" d ---et cts
alenation stimuli uere good: 87%!. correct for F-. (a) Srheatie 'Mstraomn Of the =sOf.. d;.t'onMSL and Sqw% correct for JBL. Intensit)-based d .'F ion ust. Osnes doss-..e dinre cdo.s rn

decrements for standard displays in this experi- the o.ral p th dnfid Left w3 nt-it at 0-15 . "f W Sub-
ment cre used to select the "equated intensity;" j-e-t Ir,'e te direrioa of If"o or dots ot th c.mrat
condition listed above for shape identification p;utch (b) Percent correts dci-atioa of the drecion ofr=O~ion In t.e 2D 1-=60..-"trca d ;h3 DMc,.-.ralion

The patch size in the direction-of-motion ishoun as a nr-.oe-arof tn do!as, ."erce.i tat a
displays cre selected to be approximatel the i' tit of t d i te ttal im "eL, ,cre= e.t of thedspleofay bumeordcprisiofi thesp e stiu d :ed d enses5wu.. irnst inecn.ett.oft
size of a bump or depression in the shape sfirnr.thx &s on a t-ri batIrrA the intertst5 ithcee-
display-s. The- speed of drift (0.15 degfsec) ui in=r %here the dashed tosc-ao-arro% intersecs the t-eso:-
selected to be reprepsntatihe of the modest urnt fe" for sttndrd disria)s e uaaes su-ard (at
peeds in man3 points of the 3D shape displays. rcs.ed in:cr.siiets and ponts aheralon dispyas (at

standard intesatis) The tetssing bastrat n 501... Pawlts
%% here peak speeds may range up to 2.5 deg sec. sAm the data of ddiffect sujects
Based on data from direction of motion discrim-
ination in nezr-threshold sine wase stimuli (Ball motion ofthis stimulus is neart alsays judged
& Sckuler. 1979. Burr & Ross. 1982; Green. correctl) at standard intensities implies that

e '= 1993. -Watson. Thompson. Murphy. & Nach- direction ofmotion at a single location is almost
mias, 1980) and theoretical computations on completel) intact ',hen 3D shape identification

.Ce h ore direction ofmotion discrimination for random is at zero.
,.t Ss,.j:Zs dot stimult (Nakayama, 1985; %an Doom & In two-frame experiments or multi-frame
,.ard ,huh Koendertnk. 1982). .c picked the ucakest experiments %%here tuo frames appear alter-
.I ",1kn .motionstmulus that could be dected from the natel, polarit) alternation ma) lead to belos

0 ,3D shape task: the slowest reasonable speed and chance performance on direction dtscrimtnation
a ,tar.,- approximatcl the same number of dots in the (Anstis. 1970). Polarit% alternation excites

displays to be comparable. That the directton of first-order (Fourter) spatio-temporal sensors for



motion opposite to the veridical direction, as (a
scliematacaly-illustrated in Fit. 2-- Here, in-

-multi-liai movent, the (tempoizily and - 2f;
.spatialb) local suspport for movementj.in the
oppsite direction is apparently more than
offitbnvsecod-order (onFottrie) processes__
suffickienly often that direction discunnatin

relir-falls1idow 50%j'. Chubb and Sperling
(I98ia. 196ab) show that the relative dejtei- -

nanice of the first-order and second-order infor- * *
unation in polarity altermation stimuli depends
on the spatial scza (near vieniong distances fvr..,~,4
second-order informration).fvo

tmnszi isth simple detetion or dicrimination of -

motion direction. a more conplex direction task Mb
did show decrements in petformanice more co-n-
pz-#bie to those- seen in shape identification. We - -

develped a motion segregation paradigm in
-Ahich nine small patches of uniformly moving
dots urre presented as a 3 x 3 grid embedded in
a7 border of moving random dots (Fie. 9a). All
but one patch depicted motion in the same S
direction (left or right), while the odd patch
depicted motion in the opposite direction. The
stimulus dots either remained above the back- Z
round level (light on gray), or alternated polar---- ------------------

ity. (See Method Expt 6 for details.) In this
situa~tion, polarity alternation had a large int- "'

pact on selection of the odd patch. MSL re- Fir. 9. (a) S:heott ijhusiration ofth 6=ire-ton forced-
ported 95% correct locations with the standard chiz (9LFC) mfi se~n dick Subjeru
display,. but DnL% 22.2% with Polarity alterna- juded the ttiom of the sirsie patch £twsir; orrosize int
tion. JBlL reported 84% correct and 10.5% diroction to the other eifht. (hI Percent coreci )DotionI '

resp-ct cl (chnce= 1.1 ) (Fg. b).Thejul- to th 9LF t. to SUndud..- Umlinresects cv chace 111% (Fg. b).Th j dgecee sto the F tas o sadasrd ad iratis Vaccuracy I Iel for polarity alternation displays 1ojeit (1pa~ ih tn 9je.s rsse aihe
ate consistent %antt sophisticated guessing (see (i )
Discussion). contrast-polarity both had devastating consc-

quences for the ability to identify 3D shape in
DtSCLSSION our displays. The inability to rcco'er shape i

was not due to oserall display flicker sinceDFourier and nonFouricr irputs to structure Ito 1 same-sign alteration in the intensity 1-%els of0
tttodfot particular tokens did not seriously disrupt

Vi% id 3D shape perceptusieh alloss accurate performance. Subjectisely, a sensation of local
3D shape identification can arise from apptopri- motion .sas maintained, and selected points
ately constructed 2D image sequences depicting could still be tracked. Nonetheless, this l
projections of those shapes under rotational information suas not adequate to support shape
motion, Typically these 2D sequences provide adenlifieation.V
good inputt to first-order spatio-temporal The dependence of-3D shape perception on
(-'ourier'2) motion analyzers. In order to unambiguous first-order (Fourier) motion in-
determine ulhether strong Fourier motion is a puts suggests that, for our stimuli, direction and
prerequisite to shape extraction, "e examined %elocity serve as the primary input to a subse- c
di~play manipulationt tihich maintain the iden- quent shape-extraction (structure from motion
tit% -correspondence brtmeen points in succes- computation, e.g., Koenderink & van Doom...
she frames, but disrupt first-order analysis. 1986). Obviously the velocity information
Interleasang blank frames or alternating token must be computed simultaneously or nearly0

n



iiihab!051_Stseveral locations in ore too oaIipa e zperfol disha 3eDos shas task. po0en
to affected by polarity h

The~~~~~~ manatraie olclvlcty-bascid
copttosdepend On BCOMetriC analyses of' A Fowr err t.-ior fo, t1pte cl~pz

idenifidfatueldements and -operate: over order inotion jTercepton
mor thn t-D rams ( hnan11 , 19S6). Up to this point. we have- talked in g__=nI-Thsealeratvescems rechallenged by ouir ties abo Ift Fourier an o-o rr o.:

fildig that slape etaioislittle a-ffted by' t60115 o'motion direction. Here sic p-018%1-chnt in fetr ilert a often a evr two som veysmk pcfc ore comp=:-frms Fuba subsequent w~rk (Landy, tionS that account quite wvell for the resuts that
eolcr, Speling'& Perkins, 1988) shows thatweavatiuedofrs-drmtonr-

otion displays of only two-frames also support cacs h optto rcesa ols,
modeissehy good shape idntification. , c-1Tecmuainpoed 5flo

J Williams and'Phillips (1996, 1987) report (1) Compute the Fourier transform of the slim-
%htthey confsider a surprisittg perceptual phic- ulus as it-wa-s viewed by the observer. i~.

nociniti of pirceivini 3D shape in a random- wiv6th the correct visual atule anidanaccurate
dot flow ficld. We interpirt their finding here as description of the display that was aetu3lt%
further evidence tha: a local velocity computa- produced: Compute the pouer p(oJ,.ea,) of
tion is the basis K~ perception of 3D shape. In each SPatio-te-1poral frequency component.
their dynamic 2D displays, dots execute a ran- (2) Retain only the poAer P that exceeds a
does %alk of constant step size, with displace- small threshold c > 0. ice. A00-00 =, malk
mint angle chosen from a uniform distribution I p(cz.^a)- e0].

-with a range less than 1 1-0 deg. 'Subjects perceive (3) Retain only the Fourier components that
a rotating and translating 3D cylinder. In thes fall within a window of visiility (WVatson.
stochastic displaS-s, velocity information is vecry Ahumada & Farrell. 1986) that includes all
similar to the local velociiy information in a spatial- frequencies greater than zero and
cylinder with dois sprinkled through its solume, less than or equal to 30 c) cles per degree of
rotating rigidly and translating: along its axis of visual angle and all temporal frequencies
rotation (e.g. as displayed by Dosher, Landy & greater than zero and less than or equal to

ann oce-Sperling. 19S9).* As in-our experiments, the 30 Hz, viL (0 <laJw.!,l . 30).~.mcmertary distribution of %clocities. not the (4) -The net directional poicer. DP. of all fre-
E M1c61stochastic trajectories 6f individual dots, deter- quenciessiithin thewindo-A of s-tsibilit is the

-wzl to,4aice mines the 3D percept. rightward po%%er minus the leftward po%%er:
"le~aing 3D shape extraction is especially impaired inbtish is displa3s that hase contradictory or ambiguous DP F E. Ap, (,)- A 0Z 0

first-order (Fourier) information. Control ex- s,,',4zs .,g
ing conse- perimints demonstrated that contrast-polarity The computation gives equal sucight to all
D shape in ahernation. sihich essentialy eliminated 3D motion components within the windo%% of
ncr shape shape identification, nonetheless left the detec- visibility and zero sseight to all components.cker since tion judgement and the direction-of-motion outside the windo%;, In a more refined anal-

Slet e's of judgement for a small isolated moving patch )sis. it might be useful to %%eight spatial
Is- disrupt 4uit-e high. Motiion segmentation, which re- frequencies according to a contrast senisitis-
an of local quires anal) sis of motion direction in a number ity function, Hosseser. it in not obvious hoo%
ted points to weight signals that are abose threshold.
eless. this For practical purposes, it turns out that the
sport shape *In :ie dispta) of a transparent eqtindcr fifled %~ih dots, exact size of the mindow of visibility has

rotating around a ceniral sencat asis and transltingt rteifuneo rltv ~ o h
ception on - a~ Vareaotr ranedsOfIIffa Mih nOiddt n ots~ s'timuli considered here.
-. l~iion in- at the 2D edge& base a strutter rare of setoritien: in

aion and Willamns and M ips*n random o'. held. therre is a mide Basicall), the left-minus-right-differcee.
a subse- rare of srociie throouto the dispis. flo'.enrr. at summed over all frequcencies, is similar to the

om motion the derndotisappear and re-aprthias sinilltion computation that is carried out by prcstousl%an Doom.s in Espi 21 reduces the mal. iude of prrcci~vd depth,,an Dorn ean ltiral setocit) in boih areas is reo. The tfcuse~ proposed first-order motion models ror exam-
riformatioti lo'. fields for these dtferrif5 eonstruced siulio ple, within its windoss, an claborited Reichirdi
or nearly ecaalt are quite similar, motion detector*(san Santen & Sperling. 19 4)
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Fit 410 (a-f)

Fir lo Stimulus rc restntolnUs and corresponding Fourier cntrr) spectra typical of various displA3

t...s.p at a fait Of OJ35der se. The abscissa is (horizontal) spatial lication. and the ordinate is time

resolution orf~is 01]"The stimulus is either light or dat tocreosenis or decrements on a fFay bacigrosrid

inner bose, represent the uindoss of sisibdtlo. assumed to resolse less than or equal to 30 edcg and less

consistent uslth the, intended direction of rnotiou Ihe upper right (or tom er left quadrant of lt srtctr-A

Spe.OtUr ror the 'standard* stitmulius are sho-n i Ia. bi. for the half-contrast standard stimulus in(C d)
COntras 2A is 0t.)). and for iht
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(d) -

~Fig. 10 (g-1)

it 1'0 Wki-

.. displ.) cone',rions (a, c. c. g . ii Each stimulu representation depicts 10 w~e of planarmootion ofa single dot

Wie 1s time The representation asws.ne spatial resolution of 60 ecceu per degree of %sual angle., and temporal

1 lpun (l, d. .f, hJ. 1) The Corresponding Fourier spectra are shop on go, (abscissa). uw, (ordinate) anes. The

Sand less than or equ,,l to.1 Ift hr e upper left (or loser right) quadrant or the spo;tna reprs'.1s poser at iw~,^)
1

s spwr. ~ reproscot poser at ssta(consistent uith the unintended direction of motion Thn reptesentation and

-In (C' dr. fr 1hr te na ng-fr,) slrru'ur in (t. fj. for the alternurtgpo:3rit) stimulus ins q. h). for the alteating

and ftr tic alternating ciorlat 15 (1 $ in ik. 1)
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computes the algebraic sum of all velocity and, symtmetrically, lower right quadrants). But
inputsthat -diffr in temporal frequjency. Vel- there is itsinpzisifij i&in 5 o;JiN in the
ocity inputs that haeW ste temporal fre- unintei~kd direction as vecll (upper right, and
qurnc (and therefore differ only in spatial' syinuitrically,' losr left- quarants). The
frequenicy) are procese by detectors of differi- (0 < Jea,~jwJ g 30) winidow of vsibikit is shownt
ent scales. sensitive to different -spatial fre- as the inner square in Fig. 10 The computed DP
quencies. Outputs; ofA dilieen detectors are: stro~ngly'favors~the intended direction by 5:1.
combined at the next higher level (ej. Adelson, 'Figures 10c and d show the stimuhis represen-
& Bcigeni,1986). -tation and Fourier energy spectrum of a stan-

A real detecto~r,, localized in space'and time,, dard itiniulus, at halfistensity, (approximately
cannot' havec the pifet re olution of a Fourier .that of the contrast-equated control). Thie trans-
anal3sis of the enire xjy,i stimulus. the entire. form is'the same as Fig.'l0b.-but of half pciier.
Fourier anallysis is most appropriate for analyz- With t = 0,. the computed DP is exactly half;
ing 1051 areas -Ahere movesnent can he regarded& with r > 0, the. computed DI? is less than half.
as uniform and hom toge:Aous. Even with 'all Figures 10e and f show the stimulus represen-
these qualifications, the str~ightforward Fourier tation and 'spectrum for the alternating gray
analysi-s of thi d6t? m enitpaeRns ii iuit? frame itiiiihus. In' thi case of gray-frame stim-
informathe. uli, powr~ 2t'tae intended direction and -velocity

is halxed, and pproximatel)-,balanced by'poner
Fourir anlysi of te sinuhdispersed 6%er a rang okcities in the oppo.

The space-time (v) representations of a' site directioni.
sincle dot elemenit in each 'of themotion stimuli Figures l0g and hshow the stimulus represcn-
for our main c'onditioni is'shown in the left tation and spectrum for the alternating-contrast
hand panels 'of- Fig. '10. Thi-Fourier ppser' polarity stimulus. In this case, the, net direc-
spectr 'a for those stimuli are shoAn in-the right, tionaipower DP~s of'.k'r slightly lower niagni.
hand panels of Fig. 10. Figure 10a represents a tude than for the standard stimulus, but favors
dot moving frotm left to right o~er frames. The the unintended o1cr the inftended direction
dot is the standard intensity on ihe neutral (oepo%%er in the upper right and.lo~xcr left
background. The abscissa represents 1.07 deg of quadrants),
spatial position x from left to right: the ordinate Figures 10i and j show-the stimulus with
represents a 1.O7sec interval~of time, t, from ,contrast alternation bct%%een 2,x and lx the
botiom'to top. The representation -assumes a standard intensity. This stimulus can be vienecd
sampling density of 120 samplcs'per degree of as the sum-of the standard stimulus and the
%isuai angle and 120 samples per second to yield alternating-gray stimulus. Although the 2;1
temporal discrimination u'p to 60 Hz and spatial contrast-alternating sti mulus has some of the
discrimination tup to 60 e,'deg ofvisual angle. (In diffuse poser of the alteinating-gray stimulus,
this representation, the four refreshes of each 2:1 contrast- alternation puts more power into
neN imae frame are seen-as four repeats at the thec intended direction Ind %elocity than cxcii
sanme location An altcrnate .1/120 sc.samples, the standard stimulus. Figures 101, and 101 are
The illuminated dots on our display are depicted for stimuli with contrast alternation bctneen
as 2 adjacent spatial samtiiles.) The steep space- 1.5 x and 0.5 x the standard intensity. This
tinmc function reflects the fact that our stimuli 1.5:0.5 contrast-alternating stimulus can be
moic relaively slo%% ly (0.35 deglsec). Figure 10b vie%%ed as the sum of the half-intenist standard
shons the c3rrcsponding, Fourier po%%er spec- stimulus and the alterna ting-gray stimulus. The
truns. The abscissa is wa, and the ordinate is wn,; computed DP is slightly loner than -for the
the axes cross at ci, . in, = 0. standard stimulus.

If the standard motion stimulus %%ce moving
continuously in space and-time. essentially all 'of Tass
its components %A ould be at the intended direc- The kinds of information needed for good
tion and speed. 'Because it is sampled in time performance in the various tasks is summarized
(60 1-lerefresh and 15 new frameslsec) and in in Fig. 11 and, along xxith the relation to
space (by the resolution of the pixel array) it computed DI', is explained below.
contains ambiguous 'temporal and spatial Deieciio,,. In Expt 4. ue noted that simple
components. Most of the po~wer is in the two-interval forced choice detection (2IFC De-
intended direction and velocity (upper left tection) of a single local patch of mo% ing dots
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by posser
the oppo- Fir. 11I. A schematic illustration of the kinds of infonnioin required in older to perforr each of the

esisrnmeniat utals. The sinple 21FC deotcion task. may reflect the output of non-motion slsem s in a

reprsen-sin&l location. The 2AFC discerimnination of mtnoion direction task. require,, thN output of a mtnoion
reprsen-direction miechanism inna sinfie location. The 9L1'C mrion segmentilion tast requires the output of

--contrast, nmotion direction mechanisms mna number of locations neart% siultancousl.The 3D shape tusk requires
act direc- direction and speed informaution front a number of locations near]) simultancousi).

'at fas61s
direction is probibly accompltshed by other sstems than stimulate first plus second-order systems. ThtS

themotioeft stems.The equality (or near equal- migh relciosrls n the second-order~oser eftity) of detection %%ith standard and polarity analysis, the need to overcome conflicting first-

ulu ~thalternation displa~s insures that'lpolarity alter- order information. or both.
I IX henation dtd not result in pertpheral cancellation Motion seginntnation In order to isolate

V vi the of the input stimulus, which of 9 patches-is moving in a direction
-nd these Dieto.Dsrmiainbi- left and opposite to the others requires that direction of

the 21I right motion direction (sswo-alternative forced motion be assessed in several locations (Fig. 1I)
it of the choice, 2AFC Direction) minimally requires di- We examine the consequencesofobservtng (cor-
stimulus, rection (but not necessarily velocity) analysts by reedy perceis tug the direction of motion in) 1i of

i ia motion detection system in a single location the 9 locations. Observing just one patch, whichvser into (Fig. 11). As shomn by the Fourier spectrim of is sufficient for the 2AFC-Direction task snould
han even Fig. 10h. a first-order iralysis of a polarity- lead ,o chance performance of one-in-nine loca-
1 101 are alternation stimulus would support the unin- tions-identical to the guessing level %%ithout
Y% Tse tended (opposite) direction of movement. A seeing the displa). Observing any two patehes
can Thi second-order analysts based on full-,sase rectifi- ceould improve performance by sophisticated

canlaccation would )ield the correet direction and guessing. That is, if the too patches move
ls Tar velocity. In full-wave rectification, the sign of oppositely, then one of them is the target, if they

ulu frthe contrastis lost.and the standard stimulus uould move in the same direction, one of the remain-
a fr hebe recovered. '2AFC-direction performance ts tng j is the target The probability of svempling

impairedhy) polarity alternation, but still %%ell twvo opposite direction locations times a guess-
above chance for a Anide range of contrasts. tng accuracy of 11/2 plus the probability of

toe good Polarity alternation leads to hNA levels (about sampling two same directions times a guessing
,imrizd S% correct) of 2AFC-directio'n performance at accurac) of l,7 )ields an estimate of 22 2%
torie .1,standard" contrasts, heice, perceptual second- correct. Observing any three or more patches

larion toorder analysis occurs under th ese conditions, could improve performance by a combination
at simple But, alternating-contrast polarity stimuli re- of informed judgements and sophisticated
21FC De- quire higher contrasts to yield equal direction- guessing. etc The data for polarity alternation
,sing dots discrimination than do standard stimuli mhich do not requite us to consider more than to
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Fig 1221be relat'ri heiee 3D shape idenifications performance and computed net dsectionol poner
DP silhin the %indoss of vsibility and abase a iteshold a- Solid circles on the abscissa are values of
Dl' computed fromt the spectra in Fig. 10. panels (b)" (d). ce. fot an t of0.12x the nrssim panel'
%eTrue in she spectrum ofithe standard stitnulus Open circles ont the abscissa are the %alues of DP computed
rot antcof()0 (The rant ord-e of conditions under the tuo comp' susotrs is ibe same.) The 3D shape

idenification performance is monotone uith DP fat all reasonable values oft Z 0

observations. Performance for polarity alternat- signals at more than one location nearly simul.
ing stiiuli in the odd-in-nine motion segmenta- taneously.Tlse second-order motion system op-
tion task %%as indistinguishable from the simple crates 'primarily foveally (Chubb & Sperling.
I in 9 baseline (I1I%) for one subject (10%), and 1988b). Tuo locations might be successively
slightly. above the I in 9 baseline foe another fixated its our I sec displays. For standard
(22%), sAhich could be achresed by sampling displays, 'performance in this task is excellent
only two locations. (85,45%). By similar conmputations, this would

Mvotion segregation, like shape extraction, require observation of approximately 7 loca-
may be dependest on strong Fourier input, lions. Thus. -fsrst-order information supports
largely because it requires evaluation of motion direction 6f. motion analysis at a numbcr of

directions ;iniultaneously, while second-order
information can support direction of motion

*A% octials mor~enfis during the rotaton. dots on humps analysis at onlyonc or two.
mmse opposite to ground dots, and at other moments 3D shtape'. The simplest solution to the 3D
dots o'n depressions mosec opposite to ground dots To
solso the tilt by mntion direction 0013 nould require shape identification task requifis simultaneous.
sampltng as least three framesThat is. to observe an) or nearly simultaneous, kno%%ledge of the mo-
mation at all, requires itao frames, Since ihere arc onl tion-dsrection information (and possibly also
no carefortes of motian-diretion response. from the the v'elocit)) at the six bump locations (Sperling
motion observed in the first tao frames. onl) ian ct al., 1989). The principle is that, to a first and
categortes of dots could he observed (e g left or right.
matd moving). By observing a third frame, some of the adequate a'pproximsation, dots on bumps move
dots that acre eategorised togethet sn the-first ta0 in one direction, dots in depressions move in the
frames could be differentiated (e g. inittatll tefsnard, opposite direction, and dots on the ground
ihen ightir) and this could he used, in prteScipe to plane move very little, Thus, to solve the 3D3-
set up the three categories of dots (fomtir. center, shape task, motion has to be categorized into 3
behind) needed so solse the 3D shape discrimination
tisl. Hloarser, sue show (Land) et at. 19Sf) ihat tao categories (leftward, rightssard, and near zero)
frames suffice for accurate petformance This means that at a number of locations sitnsultaneously *Al-
at least three (musing leftuard, moving rightward, not though the 3D-shape identification task could,
masiof 5 and psobahts more categories of selocity iofot- in principle, be carried out Asith onl3 this very
martus, are avatlable. Therefore. for the present discus coarse k'elocity information, more information
sion. ar can assume that our 3D shape idenrificationin Nso fth
Jail, has access to threc-categnty Neloot) information, usuially is used. For exa pie, in a vrino h
this velocity% information obtained simultaneousl) from 3D-shape identification task with differcat
(at lt siv locations Uauld suffice is selsec the task, bump heights, subjects can quicMl discriminate
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thr& 'livels -of bump, height (Sperling et, al., -Fig. 12.) Hence, the 3D shape data are consis-
198)-The bumnp-height' disrinationt is based- tentihaD anlsso the outputs from a
on speed. first-order (Fourier)rnosion system.

Although a sopisticated local veloCity cor- 1if o Dhp ecpin
puiition probabli- underlies the3D shap)e per- llkt'fise-order hii, o3~hpprcpi
cep: for our set of stimuli. the simple. (Fourier), First~order (Fourier) morion systems are as-
net directiona po%%er, DV omputation offers, suincd~to be-implemnented 'it detectors like
an adequa'te accoun tof performance in the-.D those kclentatizedin Fig..i.Second-order (non-
shape identific~ation rask We assume .that nct, -Fourier) meotion systems rnay~implemest some
directionfal power DP series as a measure of the 'fornm of nonlinear 'transformationi on the image
quality of first order direction, nfoimationln intensities prior to further sp3tio-lemporal anal.
the various displays. Ite 3D shape identifica ~ysis (seChubb &Sperling, 19B7)..The t~so tasks
tion perf'ormance swith'ourltiisplays primarily in, hich s&ond-&drer.information could not be
depended, on good first-orderi information, then efficiently utilized, 3D sbapre recovery ind mo-
the erfcrranc Iekelfoi the %anious displays tidn~seinentio, require iiformation about
souldicrease mionotcoiiiallyw%%ith the-quality motion'dirctidn (ajio velocityj in s e~eral local
of firsi-order ififornitioA-hercinitdexed b' DP rein si i~6s He ie oureinc
Figure 12 shoms the~pecent correct identifica- agrees with thec videiie of Chubb and Sperlinig
tion, in 'the 3U shape task as a-function of (1988a. b, 1989a, b) that th , non-Fourier mo-

dcomputcd-DP for-the representatias 2D motion tiont-sysitems are most effectise at large spatial
display (Fig, IWa-l), DP'is in units of power scales, with foiveal presentation. and do not
normalized ,to i Ihe stI andard stimulus. lden'ifiea- function mell in'nonrcentral locations. For our
lion leadls increase, 'monotonically with'DP. as itiinuli.)D structure was extracted.- primarily

i) S;nmul- expected, from first-order motion information.
stem op. Full-wae reetilfication of polarity alternation Our stimuli were modestly complex but con-
Sperling. displays (second-order processing) mould allom' tinuous-surface in depth. The surfaces m.ere
cessively reco~try f intended motion signals. However, dciicted 'by ranidomly scattered- and tincon-
standard 3D shape identification performance on these ncted dois. Object iranspariicym (here a por-
excellent displa~s-is approximately at chance levels (left tion of the stimulus which is behind a nearer
is would half or Fig- 12). Inprinciple. systemaiic DP portion of the surfacecan be seen) was allowed.
7 loca- favoring the unintended direction might be used but r arely occurred. (This form of representa.

supporte in sophisticated guessing. bujk apparily is not. tion is most simil ,ar to defining shape by local
imber of Performance or displays mith polarity alterna- tixture elements in naturalistic displays.) Pre-
nd-order tion may also reflect conflict betwee first-order -cisely, what the boundary conditions are tin
fmotion and second-order motion iiiformation. 'thiise findings remains to be determined, Be-

The, effect of the pomer threshold c in the cause our dot stimuli are small, sparse, and
the 3D computation of DP may be uniderstood by hence of low total contrist pnwer, they may be

itaneous, comparing 3D shape performance. iii the- con- particularly poor st 'imuli for a sccond-order
the Mo. trast equaled (api~roximately hair-power stan. motion system. Prazdny (1986), reported an

ibly also dard) and l.5 0.5 etintrast alternation stimuli, example of 3D shape from second-order motion
(Sperling, Without the pbuer ihreshold c entering into stimuli (which do inot effectixely stimulate first-
first and computcd DP. the contrast alternation 1,5,0.5 order mechanisms) foi- very simple (4 bend)

Ips nio'e- cempuied DP is only slightly higher than that wide wire figures. The 'ies were depicted by
iave in. the for the half-intensity standard, while identifica- dense -random dynamic noise against a back-

ground lion levels are quite different. However, event ground'of dense static noise His shapes were
the 3D- wih e=0 dniiain performance is very simple, nonsurface shapes, and were not

,ed into 3 monotone, with DP', (DP computations with edited to exclude 2D information about iden-
ecar zero) - e>0,and hWIth e =0 are shown, as filled And. t;Iy,-H-oNe\cr, his thick wires are a better stint-

isly, Al- open circles, respectively, on the abscissa of ulus (than our dots) for a second-order system
Ak could, due to the large spatial scale.

"this \cry 'oIn a subsequent pape (Land), Sperling,
ormation ,T pisar thi the rnlraant cur foi diseiimiting bump Dosher & Perkins. *1988), we examine kinetic

hisis see d poasesdihe caima uras, c at s poin depthi st Ii muli that are siatisticall) invisible to
different r rallnial ,utt be irtlteamiy aied so thai the) Fourier detectors. We use various different stim-

,criminate a nor beeome aitlsacuts ulus tokens (dots, disks. wires) and backgrounds
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Kinetic Depth Effect and Identification of Shape

George SpZding an Michael S. Landy I c

Barbara ADosher Mark FPerkins (
Columbia University 2xew Yodc University

A rilgidly rizatigsamfaccsh cc fh~s and &A~ysoan Othernxse ft V==nd %as detlnd
by 300 rzndo _ypoiod dots.On eachva. I cf53 am2sprieetrdthe ser'stask
sas to identify the shape an*d its oietAl direction of roinson. tdrazsie:56o, acrn-acy uas anj
objective nWessse. .ish a loM V: ss~nt base rate- of the olhoasxs reroeptan ability to esunet
31D stiuex-z front 2D ooon via KMD (1) Objeeise arettarcy d=t were cesisn.rat -lilt
Pre.ioMWY obtained AstgjeaisC gI~judgtaensOf depth and coheence (2) Along itb t-W-a!a
coms rotug real 3D dodeined spainievitably prodtteed a ote of changingdot density. By I
sborening dot Itktttn to control dot density. mi shoaed that cha~ging desty %as neither
necessary amn setllctent to account r acz~- etunt noc alone sufficed. 13) Ot shatne task %as
s~ol,5e andh sitidtn ine fro Amft d r-Ds de int lim Weoi eats th 6o~ pereprat =
Colsobt an dth e o n cusfoa si-fthe 6 din x eatlctions. Wc xricted takth do6 peromptuaele

- flat flow fils Svticct prforrazzoievi t 2D and 3D t:sa c alinentndicatingthat IS
in.'ortation proctessing capacity of KDE is not anique. (4) Our proposed sefirontioo5
24whr~urn for the shape task rimt finds elative tninitn and =nssita of local velocity and then

* assigns 3D depths proportional to veocity.

In 1953. Wallach and Otonnell described a depth percept desive the true structure, but to ittprove the current 3D
derived fromt motion cues that they called the kinetic depth representation in the sense of maximizing its rigidity (Landy.
effee (KDE). Since that ti=e there has been a great deal of 19S7;. Ullman. 1984). Only a few models actually use point
research on the KDE. examining the effects of stimulus pa- velocity (ie., an optic flow field) in addition to point position
rameters such as dot nutnerosity in multidot displays (Braun- (c.g.. alocisin. 19W0. Ioenderink & van Doom. 19S6; Lon-
stein. 1962:. Green, 1961). ftranme timing (Peteesik. 1980), &uet.Higgns& Prazdny 19S0). and one model also uses point
occlusion (Andersn & Braunistein. 1983: Proffitt. Bertenthal. acceleration (Hoffmrran. 1982).
& Roberts 1984). the detection of nonrigidity, in the three- It has been difficult to relate models of the KDE to the
dimensional form most consistent wsith the stimulus (Todd. results of psychological studies. An important component of
1982). and veridi 'cality of the pereept (Todd. 1984. 1985). the problem has been the difficulty of finding an appropriate

Sinc',1979. there have been numerous attempts at model- expetimental paradigm. Many KDE experiments have used
ing how observers and machines could derive thec-imen- subjective ratings of "depth- or "rigidity" or "coherence- as
sional (3D) stricture from modimensional(2)motiontcums the tesponses (see Dosher. Landy. & Sperling, 19S9, for a
Ullman (1979) referred to this computational task as the review). Relating subjeetise respnses to a process model of
.sntcurefromi-ynorio-t problem. Ironically, Ullrnan's model KDE it problematic. Typically, a structure-from-motion
and moss ensuing ones do not esplicitly use motion cues. model yields a shape specifiation. To link the derived shape
'These models are essentially geometry theorems concerning to subjectis e judgments, and thereby to experimental results.
the minimal number of points and views needed to specify a decision-making apparatus to predict judgments is needed.
the shape under various simplifying constraints such as as. and this may be quite complex.
sumod object rigidity and assumed parallel perspective (Ben-
nett & Hoffman, 1985; Hoffman & Bennett, 1985; Hoffman Objective Measurements of KDE, Problemrs

&Flinchbaugh, 1982;,Ullman, 1979:-Wecbb & Aggarwal.
1981)., From the geometric models. iterative models have Because the ability to derive structure from -notion presum-
been developed that use newly arrived position data, not to ably cvolsed to solve an objective environmental problem a

better approach to studying KDE is to measure the accuracy
The orkdestibd t thnartetewassuporte byTheOtce f t ofth KDE tn an objective fashion. Does the observer perceive

Tahe wo esre d n thi ar0Iticle4J,a sptd y th J i o the correct shape tin a display' The correct depths' The correct
Wie Sceeces Directorate. Visual Information Processing Pronm depth order? The correct curvature Som oftesuistd
Grants 85.0364 and 8N.140. earlier attempted to antsuer such questions by using objective

Correspondence esteeming this article shosld be addressed to response criteria (ecg., percentage correct in a one. or tso-
George Sperling. Ps~chott-gy Deparn'nt. New York tUniersity. 6 tnterval forced-choice task). Unfortunately, tn almost every
Washington Place Room 980. New Yotk. New York 10003. case, subjects car. achieve good performance on the task by /
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neeirg sr-c ee-d deg'ch and Coscously Or neoUSiDoUSly' Andersen and Braunstein (1983) also used discrimination
foemoultngthir resonseSonsebacifothcTictics In these of rotation direction to c%2iual KIDE Their displays repr-
cases. ther Is a simple, DonKDE cue serdicient to ma&c the seniJ l am i-zq dots on the suiace of a sphere. A dump
judgmnent accurately. Althoughi the subject may'not co- sa construed an being bounded by an invisible pentagon,
sciouslybeustthe atlo frua us to rkecocmc td- isto presnce was made k~nnbyth cftthau~iissitly
mts em ILannot be sure of the basis of the response until on the front surface of the sphere it occluded dots tha-t lay%
the artifactlea cues have been ditniated or rendered irues behtind it on the rear surface. These spheres vvere dislayed
(eg.. through inrrdevnt %arian. by parallel pcspctive- an the cu to depth -Wde(front, rear)

Letas consider soseexamvles. Lappin. Doner, and Kottas was provided by ocinsion. Again, although the dependent
(19s0) presented subjects %th 2 a i ame reprsetation of ,ariable uss response accuracy, a subjec did not need to
doumndoinlyptsitioned on thsirrfaceofantopauerotating perceive: a 3D object to determsine: the direction of rotton--

spher displayed by polar projecon On the seend frame,! a thestbje eee only to dete.zithe movetnent direction
sasal percentage of the dots %=r deleted and replaced isitit of the continuously visible dlumps
isew randomt dots Subjects %%re required to determine ulsids In several studies, simple relative veloicity cum are all that
of tso such tito-frame displays had a higher signal-to-noise the subject needs to perform the KDE tasSL Bratunstein and
ratio (in termofdotcorespondences). Lappnct al.(1980) Anduere (1981) displayed a multidoit representation Of a
interpreted tir results in termtt of the -minimal conditions -dibedral edge that moved hsorizontally. The dots were dis-
for the %sual detection of structure anid motion in three played using polar projection, so that horizontal point veloc-
direcrssions7 (p. 717). ,iiticla is the title of their article. Indeed. ities %=r inversely proportional to depth. Thus, the display

tesgal dots represent two frames ofarigid rotating spee contained a velocity-graient that either increased or de-
BUt, subjects do not need to correctly preeive a 3D sphere in creased from the midline of the dislay to the upper and
order to make a correct respsonse. There was no analysis lower edges of the display. Subjects judged wshether a gisen
olfred of hros far a 3D perception could diverge front spher- display represented a convex or concave edge- In this task.
seal and still yteld the observed accuracy Of response.- Alter- comparing the Matlalivlocity of points in the center and at
natively, subjects might base their responses on perceived 2D the top edge of the display is all that is necessar) to perform
floss fields. judgig t.he percentage of dtics in the first frame accurately (the location wsith the greater velocity is judged
that have corresponding dots in the second frame. This 2D forsrard").
judgment need not use the entire motion floss field. For In experiments by Todd. subjects determined 'shich of five
example, the 5.6' 3D motion of the sphere corresponds to a curvatures (Todd, 1984) or slants (Todd. 1985) were depicted
small, essentially linear translation in the center of the field, in a mull idol display. Again, Todd described the task in terms
Discriminating signal-to-noise ratios tn translations is related of the perceived 3D object, but accurate peorfoarmance is
to Braddick's (1974) "dmax- procedures for ditcriminating possible by comparing the relative velocities of points in just
peeceised linear motion; it does not necessarily hairanything two areas of the display.
to do with KDE. Thus, although Lappin et a]. used response In all the studies just cited, the subject could perform the
accuracy as therir dependent variable, the subject's ability to required KDE task by Using a minimal artifactual cue. One
estimate a signal-to-noise ratio may have been artifactual and possible solution to the problem of subjects learning to use
certainly is not easily conserted into an estimate of the artifactual cues is to withhold feedback. The assumption is
aeccuracy of KDE. that, without feedback, the subject will use only percei% ed 3D

Petersik, (1979. 1980) represented rotating spheres by sur- shape This approach has been used extensively by Todd
face elements that were dots or small vectors. In both studies, (1982,1984,1985) Uinfortunawrly.withholding feedbaclkdoes
the spheres w ere display ed with polar projection, and subjects not mean that the subject cannot use an alternative perceptual
were required to discriminate clockwsise from eountcrclrsck- or decision strategy to supplement judgments of perceised
siisc rotation. A possible artifact here' is that the motion of a KDE depth. One strategy that subjects often adopt without
single stimulus element provides sufflacent information to feedback is to adjust their responses so as to respond equally
respond correctly. That is, under polar perspeclise, stimulus (or nearly equally) often wsith each of the possible responses
points folio"s ellipticai pathssin the image plane. To determine For example. Todd's (1984) procedure is vulnerable to this
rotation direction, the subject needs only determine the 2D artifact ofstraiegy. I-e used surface dots to represent cylinders
rotation direction of a single point (assuming knowsledge of with five different curvatures. Onl a gisn trial, subjectsjudged
the %ertical position of the point wsith respect to eye level), which of the fire curvatures wvas presented Asan altemnatise
Pctersik, made the task more difficult by adding noise to some to pieeceiing KDE depth, a subject could judge the apparent
dot paths, by varying the slant of secIt elements from frame velocity of dots in, the centr of the display and use the
to frame, or by varying the nuiserosity. I-osses-er, none of knossledge of the velocities displayed on presious trials to
these manipulations presents the .ubject from using a purely choose a curvature category Indeed, subjects are extremely
2D. non-KISE strategy. Indeed. Brunstein (1977) had previ. good at estimating the mean velocity and variations from it

ously examined precisely thisxpoint. Braunstein demonstrated insa sequence ofidisplays (McKee, Silserman, & Nakayama,
that only the vertical component of the polar perspecise 1986). Although the subjects' use of a trisiil strategy that
transformation was used by subjects for a depth-ordcr judg- estimates just a single %clocity per trial may not explain the
ment, and that this component was sufficient, entirety of Todd's results, it predicts the nearly %cridical
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character of stubje responses and thereby could account for oldou~c t rrccttheshzpe.and eanTeha
most of thed data, comsried as fottxs, (se vrsae . ~ou a sq;u Ware

iih sides o(kngth a.3 ciceirs insi0.9 -2as entered. All
dc; hialro dete2el 1restt er (j. in t.he clrir base

Objeciv.e Measurement of KDE Proposed Solution Pl'3- Uihtshe izial d iaS the sacac:as the i=2;: plae)

1 !reach odd cc os .n d h icele (located at te saerts of
The KDE is a perceptual phenomencton that allo-as subjecs anc eti&)fdesshuJirdSetthe+hadisra'cc

to Perceive: the relative depth of diffrmnt positians in visual h in frtoot of t objectr base pba~we closer to the observer). 0 (in use
space and hence to infer the shapes of object in the enwiron- object base plawl) or -A (behind the o§etM acptn) A ;-oot

m--t. In all of the experimentsiirehave discussed. the shaes, speinesaicstatd udengatstadrdinsrtn~h
preeted - eryee simple (spheres c ~s~ pi) passed throug the flat sturouad and the vcrtictsoftbetriaaglr For
and hence simple response strategies would have beesvedfec- a gven3 set of vrties. 27 shapes. %ere constructed in this iray (see
tire. None of the experiments discussi abos reurs ~ Fgre IBforesome eampirs).

subject to use a pcechied-3D shape in or'der to perform %vcete tLecmn f ragepitn p(m 3c )o
a1ccuraty, rn all of the studiciure reiesed, subject had the ofa triargle pointingdOomia (designated A Shapes; sire denotd by,
Opop tunity so use artifa-ctual curs. None of these experiments indicatingteti of pitio= (u or 4 n Chnsein for each

presented shapes xvith complexity approachting that seen in poiin(i herd,,eshorn in Figure IlAlrhktheethat position %as
the real vorld in uwhich the ability to comptet structure from in front of the object base plane (+). in the plane (0t or behind it
motion evolved. I-). For exameple. the shape denoted by rz+-O consists of a bump in

In thhn article, we describe a new mrethod for investigating the uppe erusal area of the dislay. a depression in the lowecr left of
KDE. Our aim is to provide. instead of the demonstration of the shape. and a flat ares in the loner right of the shape (wre Figure
KDE by means of perceptual reports (what subjects say they 1B). Note that uiO0 and dOO both designate the same shape. a nua

plexshae pop- square Fafstrce distinct shapes can be Veiserated in this manner.t
cce). a test of perceptual abilities (ihat compe sae rp Displays %re generated for all combinations of the 53 shapes.

crtims subjects can extract from visual flo% fields). the task is tirer dot nunserosirties. and thrte bump brights. For the flat shape
shape identification, in which on each trial, one of a large (denoted sOBO or r.V0O), varing bump height has no etfect. and so
lexicon of shapes is presented. Each shape consists of a flat there are only three flat shape dtila3y types (corresponding so the
ground uith zero. one, or two humps or depressions. The three numerosities). For all other shapes there are nine display types.
bum'ps and depressions vary in position. 2D extent, and This results in 471 display types. For most display types. a single
orientation. Because of the vvay the lexicon of slopes is instantiation uas generated (choosing a set of random dots anid
constructed. good performance in the shape identification forming a display after rotation and projection). For eaeh of the
task requires simultaneous local computation of velocity in dislaty types for the fist shape. six instantiarius ere made. Ths
man) positions of the display and global coordination of the there mitre 436 ifferent diisplays. Bump hright. h. mas 0 5j. 0 1s. or

local information. MrO~. mhereC tikSthe length of a side of the square ground. The 3D
pensp,.tive dranings of the shapes in Figure IlB are for the largest
bump heights. Dot numerositics vsere 20. 80. and 3.0. The hump

Experiment 1: Dot N'Jumeros' ty and Bump Hecigh~ts height and dot numerosity masipulations are illustrated in Figures
IC and I D. respectively.

To demonstrate the shape identification method and to Multidot displays of these shapes sere generated by choosing a
invstgae is imm e rplcaedand extended one of the radmsml fpstoson each surface. rotating the resulting

classic findings in multidot KDE. the dependence of quality set of points about a fixed verical axis. and projecting them onto an
ratings (usually combined coherence and rigidity, or -good- of a sinusoulal rotats., about a fixed vertical axis through the center
ness) on dot numerosity (Braunstein. 1962. Dosher et al., of the object base Plane. silti amplitude of 2Y and peod of 30
1989; Green, 1961; Landy. Dosher, & Sperling. 1985). Quality firames More specifically, the angle at uhich the base plane "as
of KDE generally has been found to increase with dot nu- oriented with respect to the image plaine was Opm) - :05 sin(2x#ri/
merosity. WVe investigated the effects of dot numerosity and 30) degrees, -here mtis the frame number within the 30 framec
depth extent on the elffctiveness wish which subjects used the display.
KDE to identify the target shape from among its many close Too rotation directionissere used. indicated as laide, correspond.
competitors. ing to sshether the left or right edge of the display came forsiard

initially. Equivalently this described the sidenof the observer to svhicb
the shape 'faced is thr second half of the rotation (sihich %ias usually

Mlethzod an easier way to code the response). F'ortis!/rotation (ire Figure IE)
the object initially appeared facn-forvvsrd. It %w then rotted so that

Subjects. Three subjects oere used in thestody. T'sio ontre authors the front moved so the tight until the object had rotated 25' Then it
of this article, aid the third isas a graduate student naise to the reversed direction and rotated to the left until it was 25' to the left of
purposes of the experiment. Too subjects had normal or corrected- its initial orientation. Finally, is again reversed direction and rotated
to.normal vision: one subject (CFS) had vision correcs..ble only to until the ground planevssagain perpendicular to the line of sight A
201,1. full description of a display by a subject included the indication of

Displajas. The shapes used in the experiment were 3D surfaces the set of tsee (it or d), the 3D depths at these sertices (+,-.0)
coisistingof zero. one. ort0 h umps or concavities on an otherwise and the direction of rotation (/or r). for example, u+s-Ol
flat ground. Ilere we use the term s/raPe to indicate the positions of Because of the parallel projection, simultaneous reversal of depth
these bumps and concavities on the flat ground, irnepectise of other signs and of rotation direction yields precisely the same physical
stimulus patamntnrsthat %ere varied. including bump height, number image sequence The 486 displays described earlier -ere ait generated
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uaI/dOOO 11*00 :"UO+O iiOO+

d+OO C1O+O dIOO+ ia++O

CIO++ dt+++- %2-00 U--O

Fgure). Stimulus shapes. rotations. and their designations. (Shsapes uere eonstructed by smoothly
spiininga flat ground and three pointstliat wre either toa-ard the observer (plus sign). in the flar ground
[zero), or auiy from the obserser (minus sign])l A: These three points urre at the corners of one of too
possible eqsuilateral triangles for nhich the odd point is up (u) or the odd point is dosen [d)] In the
experiment. subjects were required to name the shape and rotation direction perciied.The numbers
s.rccifv the order in uhich the depth signs of the three points ar-, to be reported. B: The v-arous

combinations result in a lexicon of 33 shapes typ'ical eamples are 0ulstrated here as pcrspctise plots.
The orientation of these plots relative to the sieruing direction is indicated on the first example.

(Figure coninnexs)

wish the I rotation. but each ean equally %ell be described as an r extent of the displays projected to a IS? X 182 pixel area subtending
rotation of the snoreversed shape There are t08 nays to designate 4' of visual angle, The displays m ere nut ssindoxied to an) ssa). so
a display by combining an up or dosun shape-type ith a hump, the edges of the display oscillated in and out nith the rotation. W~ith
dlprexxvo'. or flat surface as three different ,locations iih a left or the 25* niggle, at the instants %hen rotation resers. the display hat
right initial direction of motion; that is, Id. nux XJ+. -,01 Oil 1, r). nstrunk to 90% of itn initial horizontal extent.
For most shatres, there are too equally solid nays to desc the Displays were presented on a background that was uniformly dark
display. For example. u+-01 and u-400r describe the same display. (approximately 0 001 ed/rn) Dots %ere single pixels of approsi-
The 'lat shape is denoted equally accurately as sCOOl. tjOtOr. dO001. rnaiel 65 ped and ncre siened from a distance of 1 6 m. A trial
and dVOOr. Gisen the fonr inslantiations of the flat shape, chance sequence consisted ofa ci/fixation spotlpesented for I s~a t-xblank
performance depiends on subject strategy. Repeated responses of inlersal, and the 2-s simulus sequence The stimulus sequence nas
0001J(and its equivalents) yields a guaranteed performance of 1S in followed hy a blank screen, the luminance of ohich nas the same as
486 correct (or?2 in 34). Random guessing yields an expected per. the background of the stimulus. The display ut u at 60 tiz
formance, of just user I in S4 correct. Subjects did not designate noniolerlaced. Each display frame nas repeated four times, for an
humplheight in their responses. Except in the ease ofithe flat stimuli. eltectiN c rose of I5 un frames per second The duration of each 30-
hump height nas obsious. frame display mnas 2 s.

After sampling, rotation, and projection, any gisen frame of the Appuroitct Stimuli %ere computed in adsance of the session ard
disploy consisted of ni points in the image plane. These points uve stored on disk The stimuli %ere processed for display Its ax Adage
displayed as bright dots on a dark tsockground.,The square image RDS-3000 image display systemt and %ere displayed on a. Conrac
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Figure I (continued). 0 Three bump heights were used: 0.s, 0.15s. and 0 05s, where$ is the length of
a side of the square base of the shape. The shape depicted here is u+++. D. Three dot numerosities
Were used: 20; 80. and 320. Pictured are the first frames ofa representative display in each numerosity
condition, E:Two rigid rotation motions were stmulated. Both were sinusoidal rotations about a vertical
axis through the center of the object ground. The object either first rotated to face the subject's right.
then to the subject's left. then returned face-forward in, or in the opposite direction (rJ.

721 IC19 RGB color monitor. The stimuli appeared as white dots on listed as feedback. Foreach stimulus, there were always two responses
a black background. that were scored as correct (given perceptual reersals). For the flat

Viewing condition. Stimuli were viewed monocularly (wi;a sh: stimuli, four possible answers were correct.
dominant eye) through a black-cloth viewing tunnel. In order to To become familiar with the task and the method of response,
minimize absolute distance cues, a circular aperture slightly larger each's,ibject ran trials consisting of 27 of the easiest stimuli (the 320
than the square display area restricted the field of view. Stimuli were dot O.Ss-height stimuli) Subjects ran '- ntci accuracy was at least
vieed from a distance of 1.6 m. After each stimulus presentation, 85% correst (approximately 100-Ic
tee subject typed a response on a computer terminal. Room illumi.
nation was dim. (illuminance was approximately 8 ed/n

t
.)

Procedure. Subjects were shown perspective drawings of the Restts
shapes (as in Figure IB) and were instructed as to how they were
constructed and named. They wej e told that they would be shown Acc acy data. All subjects reported that they perceived a
multidot ,ersious of these shapeand would be required to name the 3D -deface the firtand every subsequent time they viewed
shape displayed and its rotation 2irection as accurately as possible. 3b 

4
igis n im ero s ue rsitie the dots

They were told iouse any method they chose to remember and apply , !h,:high numerosity displays. With low numerosities, the dots

the shape and rotation designations ,Acre perceived in approximately their correct positions in 3D
Each of the 486 displays was viewed once by each subject. The space, but there were too few dots to give the illusion of a

displays were preented in a mixed-list design in four sessions of 45 continuoussurface or to discriminate unambiguously between
min each After each response, the possible correct responses %ere alternative responses. The very limited practice served merely
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to tch the subjects to name the percived sdupes withoutl sulliects, hi 320 pout displatys, the ourm crossed, andth
kviniso "er to drwings. UiddE-manepqth extent 10.15s) wsas good or better than

The remd of~ Esp ste- I are sman~rdmnd in Figaire 2. the law Si e xleaen. An "alyss of varance, nas corn-
Each veum as soral as attrnct od* rboh the thape. pmdcf ~ as bgbidb~s m i
and the rotatio direction w-M coiociand consistet. Than, and as the exatrimental units. Both imme-
if vi-Ol wa the display, resonses i,+-0I and u-4Or iace raity and dUegreofdepth were highly significant (p <.6D01),

cnc.Every othier feqionas was incmnect. Therec weire 4;c- with F(2, 106) - 119.0 and F (2, 106) - 102.9, respectivly.
cationdl treqhinusewith the comet Shape and theC incomeS SubPt~ddgflhllfcnhlJIMu one another, R(2, 106)
mtn direction (66 such enor, 43% of al veqispns,10% 335, p< M001. The three-way interaction was significant, F

orllemn ub m aeridiatdthtmos fthe were (,44) =2A p < A, di ta h ntrcino
11 a result of forgetting the direction of rotation before the hieg and number differed amn subjects (wee Figure 2)_

1 V.r kyL eertheless, such responses were treated s mo Error anae. A c~onfusaion matrix- was computed,
Irect. pooled across-subjrects, the nine conditons, two rotation

As expected, accuracy insprov both with the mnserosity directions, andl'twio possible designations of each shape, or
and with the amount of deisth displayed.Theme weretsips of depth revemsas(it was thus'a 27 X 27 -729 Cell mnatrix).
a ceiling in performance as mnmsity increased. For two Table Ilis a summaly of these identification errors. Descrip..

tiosare given forsievesicomtmon ezrortypes, one uncommon
error type and a miscellaneous category. If a bump and a

loor0.1k depression were present in the display, and only one of the
I.O MSL 0.55 tw was indicated by the subject. this was called a mssed

CO0 . feature error. If the bump and depeso are of equal ex.tent
on the base plane (e.g., ut+-0), then this was called a missed
equal size feature. If they were of unequal extent. and the

50- smaller of the two was not reported, this wvas categorized at a
missed inialler feature. Any display that contained only one
depth sign (such as u+00) and was reported as containg
both depth signs (eg, uO+-) wus categorized as report ito
depth sigssien there was only one. For any given row in

I the table, the sec~nd column presents examples of erroi of

100 tat ro type The hird ommitliststhe number fcelsi

0.58 I~p, ad te furt colmn rovdesthetotlas cumn o
0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ nmeo errors phtocurdo er eli cells of that type,ThIaiclm

usrotye the cellsrahe number of err e cell s inceloftaty,
50 - optda h ai fthe number of trials indicated in

Colmn diide~bythenumber of cells in Column 3. In
toateewere 586 -riors; divided by 702 error cells this

yils0.83 errors per cell on the average. A ratio greater than
08inColumn 5 of Table I indicates an error type more
comnthan the average, a smaller number indicates a less
comnthan average error type.
Tebottom row of the table provides summary informa-

0,152, tion. The first seven error types listed had ratios well o% er this
vslue and thus were more common than other errors. The

- 0.05, report two depth signs ... error type is an example of an
exceedingly uncommon error.

The quantity of data collected was not sufficient to enable
s o confidently draw many specific conclusions from the

error data. The hypothesis that errors air distributed usi-

20 so320 AI - 586) - 1,03, p < .001. It appears that four types of

errors~were-the most p *revalent. Large single bump$ stere
Number of Points -highly confusable, especially the subtle difference in shape

f,.urr2. erormsceon heshae ienitetfu latas urrvr that distinguishes d++. from u+++, but also that distill'
of points iii the simulated shape was varied. (The iparametir is thz gihsbtend+ n Ke+,ads n roswr
height of the humps retuti'to the length of a side.Each pant) made in horizontal location of the shape Aithin' the ground
repiresentsdata from a ditfeeentsosbject. Performance increased with (e g., 44)10 was reported as being u+00, or d++O asitt +)
both num~erositind bump height.) Errors were also made in judging the width of the bumps
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nn'Sa~ h: e'reesatf Pn kae , .b, Rump Hfer*lD. D..^it R...s.e Dred,.n

NminbW Number -

Examnples o(cM8u oferrora Ranw_~
S _11 distortinsof large bumps - u++inindianit ith++ 2, 29 1.
Inoect W. width.coma -,leiin uOAi++ intercasued biit6 d+6 A'34 8 .5
lMisiedsmialer kiim ic++- re s i( 6 3
Diaganalbuimpeosea soesieds+O6 3'
.largi bump U++ epejdas u+++ or d..+ 23 2.9'

Misdiueazr " 40-'reported as u400 12 _29- 2.4
I= %Zretdbna bmp size. u 1 0 eported as u.- _, -. 16 20Small horizontal location ersor u-t00 interchanged with al(+0 16, 27 1.7;
Report two depth sign; Mihen

there was only one u+OD reported as u+-0 169 40 0.24
T otaeffr '471 338 0.75

All eefris -- 702 586 0.83number -of indtcated eror respontses divided by totalt oumber of applicable cells (Column 4/Column 3). A ratio greater~than 0 83indicates a type oferror that is more common thitnaverage. -

(e.g., d+00 was reported asvit++). Fially, foar displays for As the shape rotates, arxeas in the display become more dense
which both a hutmpand a concavity were present, occasionally- or spaseas the areas in the shape that they portraybecome
one of tlstwo,%as not noticed. It is interesting to note that more or less slanted from the observer. Theoretically,, the,
in every case of thts type of error (the missed smaller features observer could use this cue from subsequent frames after the
and missedequal-size features ofTable 1, and the less comn- firstito determinethe shape., Because we are -interested in

mon nsimiss lagerfeaure)er heresousreas);-siglehtruturefrmomtio,.tewchngigotfueadnsiyngdsnozertdethcasuresntfaosmglebumiorconaviy)eit ws pesest-otlfetmea.v-eedensitinsuc aday ss t
bump toward the observer. In other woirds, in the presence of cue in' addition to the relative motion cue.-ln Experimtent 2,

perceived convexity, a concavity is occasionally missed, but, we critpiria three conditioins: (a) Both the motioin and
not the otherway around. On the other hand, when only one densit cues werve prescstas beforii (b) only the motion cue
was very rare, for,-subjects to gives response, containing elinminate the density cueeby keeping local average dot densitynmultiple depth signs. constant across the display; and (c) only the density cue wasWhen the confusion matrix was-broken down by experi- present-the relative motion cue was eliminated by reducing-mental condition, the amount of data was rather low. Never- dot lifetimes to just one frame.
theless, a fe w interesting trends were evident. First; all seven,

mained commont in'all experimental conditions. As thetak M od
became, more. difficul,,the'.t)pes oferrors subjects-made Subjecs. Three subjects were used is the study. One %ass anremained .sessible," Second, the firs twoerror types,, al- Authorofthis article: two were gradate stdents niveto tepurpoes
though common in difficultconditions (lowbheight or low- of the experimest, Two had corrected-to-nsrnal vision; one subject
numerosity), becameev~en morecommos in easier condi- (CFSI S~ad vision correctable onli to 20.40.
tions. As the shape impression improved, the subjects were Displajis. Thedisplays were generated in a manner similar to
able to eliminate other possible shapes and then were more Experiment 1. The same lexicon of 33 shapesi was used. The flat
likely to err by choosing the most similar incorrect shape. The ground surrounding each shape was extended horizontally by 20%
distinction between dl++- and u.+-. was very difficult to and w-as later wvindowed to the same 182 Se 182 pixel. 4* square. so

makeeve whn th pecepionof dpthwasquit copeling that the sides of the disptays no longer oscillated ith the rotation.
and ellsamled.Thereprt to dpi/ sigs .-. rt-o. t;pe Instead, points appeared and disappeared at the edgeis of the window.asnmnd nl almled burpot t detherens.. error tybe a For each shape, an instantiation of the shape was made with 10,000tre n oor t i ai odtos'u hr perdtob poins aned with the large~5s-bump heighst of Experiment 1. Dispu~strn o hserror lypeto become more common as nume- forreach ofthetreeexpenimental conditions wereimade by randomlyrasity increased. ' subsamplini points from this rotating 10,000-dot shape,

Control condition: Mcltion and texture cues, The control condi-
lion had both the reluiv motion and changing texture density cues.Experiment 2: Texture Density A snialt'random subsample ofispoints was chosen, so that'approui-

Severalcues may lead to correct shape identificationith mately 320 poinxs'were visible through the 4' square window.'TheKDE~~~~~~~~~~~ task Ontuhsdnai hne i etr ey subsample of points was rotated and projected as before, and thenlsE shaps are guenis dyndmin schmanneri tatr ens(itye clipped so that only those points within the window were displayed.viewsedwls te generate insc paaner thiture pane), thec This condition sxas identical to the easiest condition of Experiment Iviewd wih te obect aseplan in he ictue plne) the (0.s. 320 dots) except for the windowing (and the lower dot contrastexpected local dot density across the display in uniform. BY described later). Examples of the density cue available in these dis-
itself, the initial frame has no shape infortmation whatsoever, plays are shown in Figure 3.
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on-which side of the display they occurred first, and the 2D Expilment 3.Equivalent 2D Task nu
shape of the texture clump.-Tein, ajrponse was chosen that . ;
was most consistent with this information. This iwis'a highly- Because of the large set of shapes, the'systemaric way in
coditioniaskasult longer to-espond'inthis which it was constructed, and the large set of possible re-
conditions a it o r oh sponses,it appearsid ificult to perform accurately in this task

Changing dot density was neither a necessary-nor a siff- without a global perception of shape. Indeed, 'except in the
clenst cue for the perception of 3D shape wih: thesedisllays. case of-the density-only displays of Experiment 2, all of our,
Ho ev rr, ;when the density cue a avaiabl wth im~tiois subjects reporird perceiving a global shape'and basihg their ,d

custhidnst cue mays havelal beenn~i
thdensity cue may have 'used by one.of three response on'this global shape percept.' Nevertheless, one of

subjec's to slightly improve his responses.-When the density our mostserious o beci6ns t6 'pei'ous studies of KDE was
cue was the only cue, another one of three subjects was able I that the subjects could have performed the experimental tsks ir

to' irprove his response accuraf to significantly, above without global perceptiono'fsh-p'eby using minimal, sti- 0

chahc&:Tiese results point out the importance of removing' dental cues, e caiui our it f shapes wasfiiite( 3shapes);
ariifactual s fro n ii: dep dsa-thereerecindeed potentiifactual siat

Scntillazion cite. In the con'stanodensity condition, one because ech realization ofa shape was composed ofdifcr'en 11
might adrue that thesubjeci-wa indirectly. lircvided with random dots, wewere unabletodiscoveranysimple, minimal
shape information by the amount of s'iijillation (dot non- computation, for our-task. The simplest computation, was
correspondence) in different areas of the'diila. L6cal scin- equivalent to wXhat we believe the KDE computation itself
tillation could potentially be used by a subject (just as density to be.
information was useful to'one ofthrce subjects in the density- To study alternative menal computations that might yield
only condititi):' correct responses in out' KDE task, we developed-a new

,The relation-between local'scintillation in these displays display that did not produce the 3D depth percept of KDE
arid local density (and thereby, ultimately, local shape) in the but that was as equivalent as possible to the KDE display in
control'displays is not siiiple. Points'are deleted or added other respects. To perfdris correctly vwith the new display, the
only when'necssary tok~ep the numberofpoints in a given subject would have to perform a computation that was equty
locale constant. The number of points that will be added' (or alent to the KDE computation except in that it is performed
deleted) is thus proportional to the local rate of change of by some other perceptual/cognitive process, a process that did
texture density. The difficulty in computing shape from scin- not yield perceptual depth. We call such a computation a
tillatio is that subjectsare poor at judging the degree, of KDE.uaeralivticomputation.
scintillation in a pattern; other than -differentiating some Suppose that a subject chose to perform the shape identifi-
scintillation from no scintillation (Lappin et al., 1980). And cation task bfy measuring iistantaneous velocities at 6nty a
it is even more difficult to determine whether scintillation'is small number of spatial positions arid'making this velocity
due to points being added or 16 points being subtracted, that, determ ation at only a single moment during the motion
is, to determine the sign of the change of texture density. ' sequence, for example, a moment at which velocitics %%ere the

We further inestigated, the po'ssibilitythat scintillation greatest. A high velocity indicates a point far.forard or far
might have been a'useful cue, in an informal epernment', behind the base plane. Opposite velocities indicate points at
Various amounts of irrelevant scintillation (in the form of .opposite depths Using these simple principles. it is obvious
fresh, randomly, occurring dots in each frame) wdisadded to that velocity measurements at six positions, the corners of
all areas of each frame, With added scintillatidn that was 10 both triangles used in specifying the shapes, would be suffi-
times more thanthat produced by the density removal pro- clent to idefitfythe shapes. Fewer measurements of slocity

gramthquality ofthe image was greatly impaired. But the made at intermediate points would suffice for identification
ability to'discriminate shapes seemed to be unimpaired. This of our restricted set of stimuli, but they wtiuld involve un.
means that scintillation is relatively unimportant: Large realistically complicated computations that were specific to
amounts do not greatly impair the'display; small aimount are this stimulus set.
notnecessarytoperceiveKDEbecause, whentheyaremasked In Experiment 3. we evaluated a computation for shape
by large amounts of scintillation performance hardly suffers, reconstruction based on a strategy of makingsix simultaneous
In displayssimiar tothoseofExperiment 2, restrictingdots local velocity measurements it the points that corresponded

to have lifetimes of only 3 framesvwas another operation that to the possible depth extrema in our stimulus set.
generated large amounts of scintillation, KDE identification
performance remained high even though the amount ofscin-
tillation was large and varied randomly throughout the display
and from frame toframe (Dosher, Landy, & Sperling, in Method
press; Landy, Sperling, Dosher, & Perkins, 1987). All in all,
the difficulty subjects had in estimating the amount of scin- Choosing ,notn traleconresfor display In the shape identifica.
tillation in the first place and the subsequent difficulty ion task (Figure I), suppose onw'ere to track a single point on the

yofany surface of the shape throughout the course of the display. Iniially the
computation,'for estimating shape from scintillation made it point is at position (r, y, :), where x and y are the honzontal and
unlikely that scintillation pla)ed a significant role. We con- sentical image plane axes. respectnely, and : is the depth axis. As i
elude that densily-related shapi cu s are eliminated in the Expenments I and 2, assume that the shape is rotated about the y
motion-only displays. axis according to (mn) - *25 sin(2rm/30), where s is the frame
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number, Undrpalepojcinth motion path of the Point is except that the middle pntitions in each row of Experittett 2 displays

purely hotizontal* were interchanged to create thec Eaxperimens o 3 displays/This wai done
iii r e'aithe response easier for ithe subjercts. With th~e 1W.

r (2cmdisplays;diipli subject decided heershhthrejimportnt ponsx
36 .ro~ 1 . sii130JJ erec those of the "i or d triangle and then categorized the heighit at

whr,-(x' 5)S and 1. div*:/) each of the three camers of that triangle,ln the coirsptaininotioA
task, the subject d1cded w.hither the top';r bottom rowv of patches

ifI~e ujeis wr eapyic:lalmotion strategy to the shape watimuont impcrrant,'and the'atgrzdhei6im Itoec,

idetifcatnttas, tey Wditteed to mneasure and categorize local patch in tht row.

velocity for six such'mnotinna paths simulitaneouisly. n Expseriment 3, For points at a reasonable heiht above the base ptane.& Ih D

* the tuhjects were presented directly withi stimrrli corstaning ots moo- motion pa~th wax qunsisinusoida. That is. points oovedicothe left,
* inS patches and theywser ruetd ategoie thc local drieclions then to the right, theta returned Ieftward to their starting Pointidn (o

of motion. right, then left, then tight).Pointi with atlarrinitial: 'alue moed-
-Dctpla;ia. Each disptay wvas based on a paAicular shape from the faiserThe extreme z values generated the highest speeds, and these

shape identiicatioit task. Each 61tf iis i *motion paths portrayed in always lay above the vertices of the hate triangle sted to generate the

the display;was based 'on a riotlot paith followed by a critical Paint shape. This meant that subjects could solve the m~don task blaIus

on'ihe'surface of thi st pe; as jus'dectied. Thei air critical points judgisgwhich row eontai~ed the fatst speed. and then, for shot ens'.
were th't projiionsantii the nuruce of the six Paints originally usede categorizing the motion in each of the three patches abouthalfiy

to'girneratc the shapes (see Figure IA,'arand d)-'The.motion paths thrtough the cournse of thc display time. Each patch soasto be labeled

were based on the shapes with the largest hcights,(h O!.sa, where $ as moving quiico s to tis. left (1). quickly to the right (r), or slow])~. if,

as thc width of the vsibile background plane), at all (0). Nu1te that' pioiisti ints heather roi also moved in a quasi.

The display s were imoetndrd to force Onbjects, to usc the strategy of' sinusoidal sannir, hut more slovly thus the maximum speed its the

simulianeously measuring'sx velocities. without an), possibility of retivanit row.
recourse to sung pereicd 31) ship . Each dis'olai'corisisied ofsix One possibler response wax, for esamptr. isirO. This response w ould

patches of W nving rina dotstx (Figure 5)."Thc dots withi n a Patch indicate that the fastest speeds were in the upper tow. the uppc(-Ieft

alt mosed withi thc same velcqity, and Patches wets spatially stepa* patch mosed-riglit, then left, then tight. the spper-middle patch

rated, so that there wat nb perception of depth: The outline squares mo%'edlcft.then right.,then left, and theupper-right patch wsums'Ing
of Figure 5 'cc'roi direcctlyvisble to the subject, They acted as slowly. There were 5,4 possible responses (2 rows, 3 po'ssible motion
nj~dcws through which planes of moving random dots were seen. categoties for esch of Ike thee patches in slits row). Because s000
Doe to a setup error,, dot density in Experimest 3 was slightly less and doloo desuted th'c same display (use in which all patches were
(0 83 of rather than equal to) than the density used in the constant moisg slibsly) this yielded 53 distinct display types, corresponding
density condition of Experiment 24 (This density difference was so to the, 53 ,distinct shspe-aisd-reotation dispiny typex iri the shape.
small that it went unnoticed at the tin'e.) , I idenitificain experiment. P ,y

Jleispie israpping There were two rows of thret patches of I'There were 53 possible shiapes. with 2 exemplars of the flat shape.
moving dots Figuree$indicates the correspondence tf patch position and I for all other shapes. this yielded 54 displays, Mostion displays
to where that patch's motion is visible in the original shape displays. were displayed uslhight white dots on a gray bakground. The display
Spatial positios is Exspctimntes 2 isd 3 wecre essentially similar baclgroundluminariec,was 15.6cd/m

t. Each dotadded an additional
24.3 spcd, viewed from a distance of 1.6 on, All other displa3 chacac.
tetittics Aere the some as in Expeiment 1.

2.70s ----------- >Apparatso.' The apparatus was the some us in Experiment 1,

.43 d,8 .st" escept that a monochirome U.S. Pixel PXISI-13B51.S montor'with
< ------ a faist, w~hite phosphor was used.'

We'Ieuige oiditiorta. Stimuli wcere viewed monoculurly with gog-
F T 1 gies: a circular aperture restricted the f. rd of view. Luminance outside

on the CRT', which wax 15 6 cd/rot. Stimuli were viewed from a1 '~ I.'distance of 1.6 mn. After each stimulus presentation, the subject keyed
rsossusing response huttons, and visual feedback ss gixen at

d 2. dl d3 .54.3. the CMT The room was dark, hut light adaptation lesel was con-
., ~ V trailed by the CRT background and the illumination of the occluding

ii~.i .:. 1screen,
Pbocisduee, A block of trials consisted of 108 iriuls. Each of theI".~ .: I i..j54 displays wax vie 'wed tw'i& in random order. For the stimuli bated

onthe flat shape, tw o possible anivxers were correct (6i0O0 and dOlOl)

u 2 U I u 3 Foe all iier timuli only one answer was correct.
Subjects were told precisely the correct strategy to use, They were

IFga'c. Spatial la) out of the stimuli used in Experiment 3. (The told that they would see six patches of moving dos. They were to
squaret represent windows through which fields of moving random determine which row contained the Patches with the fastest motion
dots Aere seen. The outline of the windows wax sat visible to the (either the upper row, designated u, or the lower row, designated d)

subject, The label under ends window denotes the position is the For that row, subjects were to categorize the mation in each of the
shape, as in Figure IA. that controlled the motion portayed in that three patches in that row as measured about halfw ay 'through the

window, For esample, the morion path of jal the random dots seen course of he display time. Each Patch was to lie labeled as moying
in the upper middle window %z the same as that taken by the Point quickly to the left (f. quickly to the sight (r), or slowis if at 3ll (0).
is a shape display of Esperiment I that was initially abasec position I After each response, the correct answers were displayed ax feedback
in the dtriusgle shownr is Figure IA.) Other details of the procedure were identical to Euperiiest I.
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Subjects. Toubesew sdg.musa~ indast tbss*.wew~ an base Nkfiade iockl two 8iaim s.I i
of this ankle, 05e -Za iihdtiiiedo tairsne to ta pc tu of opic Amw fmis masla (avW0 A
ftheliilm Dumbbad COnftod.4O0Ui saOSd"jwot mIL 10s65A and 3D mKto c idd pisddebe compited I

126 a sinile blockof 106 tiakt Smitimi J9L ra thpreebloclks q 106 9 amt~ d bespou Its

-~covild bate bees vied ioi , -- a 3D o*eet bia OM
loaa&SMncMa Ho-esec, sskmlruciar td dhars i

Restsr apidly ban i Mo~ u fm 21 Poims ba-e beon ic- S

Subject l6lSL scored 9007% coa~ct 0n a single "lc of 106 g g pir byCt* w onn.aonvle ihdwctc
trials. [a the three blocks of triali run by subject JBL. the prcf 'renz h -e u sb f eqit ti
scones were 58.3%. 75.9%, and 1111.0%. tispectively. lodMd Ili spe lWail im U*. -A7) such dlan edated reut 3

afti littk practice, perforance wsquite, good, equal or i P, L esiiuc d -1qTand itie retslts dsarce
slightly better than perfoassance in the: easiest conditions Of mk= as Str in01130! p ist de serp9 owithez
EPeiriirnets I sod 2. 'etcht Wa a oosparablc dot densitycrealin n ; adca, 9~ p~
sod; snge orteliccts ityWiim et tei is fteprs nteprmtinabihlao3' al

Theii were too frw trils to mnake an iis-ipth analysis of deniR is c-ita id asn iitc thie 1kas Kim oin -

error -data. Howexet; the moit frequent motiotrpn s fic s.:st neceayi. ficieng t eitne o t m 1110oV

crrors corresponded to the two mostk frequent KDE estors; in ioO exrpreielvsgn rsasoe set
able!I (small distortions or inc aliionsofagbtp) Cusae-e ecpulysletrnatepr us

For example, 8 out of the 10 errors~made by hISL wet I C
aiiilogues of thea .tno erroir iypms Examples: 0dI, striple .iftuple Facets ofthe KDE V
'Up" bump Wa-s irtorted as d'fi. triple -down-' bump. uINl ehr rsosysie Dahre l.18 ad tC

w -sepored as filadouble bumpa-smistaken fora single sI haepeiul198e Dse t2- g-g.Lcvc

bupiithe same 166atin (see Fgure I). indeed, these results a- 195 thtat mleasuremenit of.te fun cebt of stinae.us

are not surptisingbe-cause the 1'6lciiies iniohjjd 1Ex hperqirsseeals-~c responses

net I o' eesmlr tseslkl that a very large reSPOnseisncudduentsofcoerence (hshcrthe mul-
numnber of irials,%xould be required to ind any significant tidot stimulus coheres ss a single, object). rigidity (does if- C
differences in the error patterns in Expetiment 3 anid those in o~esrctch). and depth extent (wshat is the amount of

£xpertent I.depth pececiid) These different aspects of the percept are
plretially correlated, but they can be decoupled by cuta~

Disussondisplay manipulations For example. with some sujcts the
Discussion ~~~addition ofemaggerated polarperspeieodslynrae

We ha% e introduced a new objecti% c task for mseasusring the lps'ddpt xet eie as i ereass prcivedJ
Perceptual eflectisenest; of the kin~tic depth effecti: shape thejdi ie et xen vna tdcrae ecie

identifications. With the current lexio ofsae.i es res gidithecretey.nens hsrcns f h ~D ecp

wheiher the subject can globally deterssine precisely wshich Ias t ecplred. esue h extenteri thi trichneso the pectc
areas are in front Of the ground and %hich areas are behind was eplred.is n creasdthn e glottaentat ion fdeth. e

the~~~ grudW osdrhre sm osbeobcint nd and hence supported objectise shape identification. Other
Some issues raised by our results. aspects such as depth extent or rigidity %%ere not measured.

The difference between the three depth conditions was in-

Cues io Struciture Fro~s.lotion: optic Floir or mediately obvious to subjects, and inereasingthe-depth extent

Interjointr Diitances? displayed (within certain limits) did impeoxe performnance.
but we did not measure perceived depth extent.

In the displays of Experiment 2. in which dot density was Although perceived rigidity was not explicitly measured.
controlled, subjects solved the shape identification tasleven nonrigid prcepts were spontarseously reported by subjects.
though no single frame contained any information that could One particular example was ve~ry common. Shapes with both
have been used to infer sltape) For these stimuli, at least t%%o bumps and concavities (ecg., u++-) were occasionally seen
frames %i~re needed so infer shape. By definition then, the in a nonrigid mode. Rather than seeing one area forward.
only possible cues %ere motion cues another one beck, and the whole thing rigidly rotating. oh

There are at least f%%o possible motion cues to depth: optic servers perceived both areas as being in front of the object
flow and changing interpoint distiinces in the displays. That ground and rotating i 'n opposite directions (this peerept looks
is, subjects could be deriving shape from a global optic flow rather like a mitten with the thumb and finger portions
field (instantaneous velocity vector measurements across the alternately grasping and opening). T i atcular nonnrigid
field) or from nIemurement of inteepoint distances offparic- percept occurred most often when the number of dots was
sitar dots over two or more framnes. Models of the KDE have large and the depthi extent was at its largest. in this stimulus
bein based on both optic flow (Koenderink & van Doorn, condition, with mixed-sign shapes, it is clearli vitible that
1986) and on interpobnt distances (Itildreth & Grzywacz, the two bumps cros (in the rigid mode, one seestiirough the
1986; Landy, 1987; Ullmran,'1984). To a certain extent, at is bump to the coneavi'y behind it when they cross). This is an
possible to differentiate between these modls; by creating example of a failure of the -rigidity hypothei' (Adelson.
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Fm~& loclanfor KDE KDE-altenativand aitacutuat computations. (From the Stimulus, Lhe
fbotm wre assumed to becomue inequene: 2D velocitv flo- lidid. 3D depth -Alucs IKDE

opation], a 3D.object reeentation Iwbicb in this instance happens not to corresipond preetly
sth the object represented by the stimulus], and the iequired response: seqrucec. The KDE-atteraatis

computaton computes the required responie sequence directly froma the 2D optic flow s-ithot an
intermediate stag of perceivd 3D depth-. that is. it simulates the KDE computation in anothertM of
the brain. An artifactual computation uses incidental stimulus cutes or motion cues from only a SmallI
pun offth stimulus to ards' at a response.)

tion made, in the case of our stimuli, on velocity flow fields, deemed it better. from the outset ouse a large set of stimuli
and it results in pereiciepts (a 3D percept) at those visual that can be identified only after a relatiiely elaborate KDE
field locations where it is successful. A KDE-altcmative corn- computation. What distinguishes the present task from prior
putation is a computation on %elocity flow fields similar to tas is that they admitted artifactual computations that were
the KDE computation except that it is made consciously in shortcuts to th e correct response; the present alternati% e com-
some other part of the brain; It results in a knowledge of the putation is an equivalent computation to KDE.
correct response, but it does not yield perceived depth: The WVith respect to KI)E-equiivalent computations we can ask
field is perceived as flat. An artifactual, non.KDE coMpusa- two questions: Do they ever occur, and if they do. how can
tion uses an incidental property of the display to com pute the we be sure that they do not always occur' To demonstrate
correct response, and thecomputation may be quiteunrelated that a KDE-cquivalent computation can occur we first have
to the ICDE computation. Foe example, the various objectivet to know what the KD E computation itself is. and then to
studies of KDE that we considered in the beginning of this perturb the stimulu' so that the automatic IU)E computation
article all were vulnerable to computations that used only a cannot occur. In ou~r experiment (and probably more gener-
anall portion-in some instances only the movement of a ally), the essential KDE computation is the discovery of local
single dot-of the stimulus information that would have been velocity minima and maxima, and the consistent depth label-
required by a KDE computation. ing of these minima and maxima. In Experiment 3, six

Of the five stuJies reviewed in the beginning of this article, stimulus areas around the velocity extrema were extracted
the, possible artifactual computations involved I dot (one from the KDE stimulus, and (in order to avoid the automatic
study), 2 dots (two studies), and other cues (two studies). The KDE computation) they were presented as isolated squares.

-problem is purely technical; the possible artifactual compu. The subjects were able to label these areas consistently with
tations are quite dilffrent from KDE computations. There is respect to velocity (not depth, because the display was per-
a great risk of admitting an artifactual computation when the ceived as flat). Thus, subjects perfortned 'a KDE-equivalent
set of possible stimuli is small and when the required KDE task by means of a KDE-equivalent computation. Further-

,computation itself is relatively simple. Even though subjects mere. the pattern oferrors in the equivalent task corresponded
in these studies may have perceived KDE depth, a simple 2D to the previous error pattern in the KD 'E task. Although there
strategy would have improved response accuracy. Although are necessarily some differences between the KDE stimuli
some of these procedures could base been improved, %%e and the alternative stimuli, our strong result makes it clear
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Correction to Driver and Baylis

In the article, "Movement and Visual Attention: The Spotlighst Metaphor Breaks Down," by
Jon Driver and Gordon C Baylis (Journal of Experinental Psychtoliy. Huiman Perception and
Performance, 1989, Vol. 15, No. 3, 448-456), the display duratin's were incorrect and should
be doubled to give the correct figures. Each display frame acittally lasted 40 no. Thus, total
display duration was 200 rosin Experiments 1, 3, and 4 ar.J waS 120 rosin Experiment 2.
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Ratings of Kinetic Depth in Multidot Displays

Barbara A. Dosher
Columbia University

Michael S. Landy and George Sperling
New York University

Subjects saw kinetic depth displays %hose shape (sphere or cylinder) was defined by luminous
dots distributed randomly on the surface or in the volume of the object. Subjects rated perceived
3-D depth. rigidity, and coherence. Despite individual differences, all 3 ratings increased with
the number of dots. Dots in the volume yielded ratings equal to or greater than surface dots.
Each rating varied with 3 of 4 farors (shape. distribution, numerosity, and perspective), but the
ratings either between trials or between conditions were often uncorrelated. Obect shape affected
rigidity but not depth ratings. Veridically perceived polar displays had slightly lower rigidity but
higherdepth ratings than paralel projection displays. (Reversed polar displayswere alwraysigrossl)
nonrigid.) The interaction of ratings and stimulus parameters requires theories and experiments
in %hich different KDE ratings are not treated interchangeably.

When a two-dimensional (2-D) projected image core- tatton direction (Bramunstein. 1962, 1977, Petersik, 1979,
sponds to a three-dimensional (3-D) object that is rotating. 1980), perceived curvature or shape (Braunstein & Andersen,
viewers frequently perceive an object with depth. Because 1984,Todd, 1984),andproportionofcorrespondngelements
rotation induces apparent 3-D depth even when isolated still across frames (Lappin, Doner, & Kottas, 1980). One question
views of the object fail to induce perceived depth, the phe- that arises is ghether the choice of dependent measure is of
nomenon is called the Linetic depth effect or KDE (Wallach no consequence. Are all these measures simply reflections of
& O'Connell, 1953). In this article, experiments are discussed a unitary aspect of the kinetic depth percept? In order to
that consider the perception of dot displays, in which each answer this question, we examined the independence of the
stimulus consists ofilluminated dols on an otherwise invisible three aspects of the percept listed above by collecting three
object It will be demonstrated that there are a number of separate responses on every trial in expenments that vaned
partially decoupled aspects to the perception of these displays some important stimulus variables.

dunder motion. (a) Coherence, whether all dots in the display As a concrete example, consider an early set ofexpenments
are seen asconstitutingasingle object, (b) depth, the amount by Green (1961). He examined, among other factors, the
of 3-D'depth seen in the display, (c) rigidity, whether those importance ofthe number of stimulus elements on the KDE.
illuminated dots that are perceived as constituting a coherent Subjects were asked to rate displays on a scale that combined
object also are perceived as maintaining their relative 3-D the notions of rigidity and coherence, as defined here. The
positions (ngid appearance) or as changing their relative po- label goodness is used here to descnbe Green's combined
sitions (nonrigid, rubbery appearance), rating scale, in order to distinguish it from our use of the

There is a large body of literature examining the function distinct labels rigidity and coherence (which Green used in-
of various kinds of stimulus variables in the kinetic depth terchangeably). Green demonstrated that the number ofstlim-
effect Some of the classic stimulus vanables include the ulus elements was a potent factor in determining the goodness
number of elements defining the stimulus, element shape, of a perceived object under various forms of rotation, gener-
occlusion, perspecise, correspondence, element density, and ally, the more stimulus elements, the higher the rated good-
rotation speed. The effects of these stimulus vanables were ness, with the largest increments occumng with the number
examined by a variety of dependent measures, global "good- ofelements under 32. In principle, the increment in goodness
ness" judgments (Andersen & Braunstein, 1983, Braunstein, could have reflected some unspecified weightingof coherence
1962, Braunstein & Andersen, 1984, Green, 1961, Petersik, and rtgidity. It is not clear whether numerosity affected one
1980), qualitative motion categorization (surface, rotary, os- orboth ofthese aspectsof the percept primanly, nortstt clear
cill.tory; Caelli, 1970. 1980), judgments about objective ro- how it affected perceived depth of element trajectones.

Here we investigated element numerosihy, as well as a
number of other factors that may vary in viewing 2-D pro-The work descrbed ir is aricle was carroed out in the Psychology jected images ofobjects. In particular, we examined one imageNaal Research. Grant N00014-5-K.0077 and the USAF Life of projection factor (parallel projection versus perspective pro-

ences Directorate, Visual Information Processing Program Grants 8- jection, with projection distance at three times object radius)
0364 and 88-0140. and three object factors (the number of elements representing

Correspondence concerning this article should be addessed to an object, from 4 to 80 elements; whether the elements
Barbara A. Dosher, Psycholog) Department, Columbia Univenit5 , representing the object were entirely on the surface or distnb-
Box 28, Sehermerhom Itall, New York. New York 10027. uted throughout the volume, and the strength of densit, cues
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to depth in astill fransby using differnt frms). Our im ** . * -
ias to determine the effect of these KDE stimulus variables * * e •

on ratingsofohernce, depthand;igidy. t. ..0**. '.P
Our reults corroborate some findings of previousijvesti- % * : *

gators, for example. that the nurmber ofdots in the object and * * °u
thc prcsence of polar perspective can add to the strength of * . " . .
KDE. However, we also show that these timulus variables
do not generally affect all three aspects of the KDE percept 4 .oints 36 Point" 8o Pei. 8

equally and that there are many subtleties and complexities suiacrf e Surzfca Surface
in the KDE. cyind* Cylinder Cy2.Lnder

Method . . .. . •

Because of the large number ofstimulus vauables, the study was * ** 'e.
divided into three separate experiments. lhe experiments were con- * * 6 o

ducted with the same subjects and with the same procedures, except %
as noted.

36 PoInts 80 Po1.t
Suirface So3.1d

Subjects Sphere Cy.i;nder

There were 4 subjects in the expenments. including 2 ofthe authors Figure 1. Single frames from some sample stimuli varying in nu-
of this article and 2 students. The students were paid for their merosity, distribution, and form.
paricipation. Three subjects had normal or entrected-to-normal vi.
sins; subject CFS could be corrected only to 20 40.

Proceduref ApparatuisA aOn each trial, the subject was shown a fixation target, which then

All stimuli were computer generated, and the display and response disappeared and was followed shortly by one rotation of the stimulus
collection was computer controlled. Experiment I and a pilot exper- (See Table I fc, derails of rotation speeds. etc) After the stimulus

iment used a point/vctor display controller (Kropfl. 1975) and an presentation was complete (approximately 2 s), four responses were

HP1304A display monitor. Display resolution was 1024 X 1024 required of the subject. First, the subject indicated the direction of

pixels. Expenments 2 and 3 used a raster display controller, Adage rotation of the object (front-left or front-nght) These responses were

RDS-3000, and a Conrac 721IC19 RGB color monitor. Display used ix polar projection displays to determine whether the subject

resolutionswas5l2 512 pixels.Experiment I usedbinocularviewing perceived the object in the vendical or the reversed mode Then,

in a completely dark room, In Expenments 2 and 3, subjects vtewed three different ratings of the percept were required, depth, coherence,

the stimuli monocularly through a reduction tube, with an aperture and rigidity.
slightly larger than the stimul. Hence, weak stereo cuts to flatness Depth rating The subject indicated the amount of depth per-

may have been present in Experiment I, but not in Expenments 2 ceived in the stimulus on a scale from I to 5. Given that all stimuli

and 3. were based on objects rotating about a %encal axis depth was related
to an inferred "top svew' ofthe stimulus The subject was shown the
top vi s (Fig re 2) to facilitate his or her rating The most depth, 5,

Stipsludi was associated with a perceived circular path for each dot: the least
Stimulihonsisted of random whitedotsattered on thesurfaceor depth, I. was associated with no perceived depth and hence an

throughout the solume of invisible spheres and c)lndcrs The prob- oscillatuo' h near path for each dot.
ability distribution used for dot placement was uniform across the Coherceierosg. The nest ratng, also onsa scale of Ito 5, was
surface(orthroughthe volume)inteache=,but choieesofdolswere of the perceived coherence of the mi.llot display. A rating of
constrained so as io fill the surface or volume fairly evcnly by indicated the greatest coherence (a e.. all .h dots held together as one

partitioning into equal-area (or equal.volume) segments and putting object), A rating of 4 indicated that a few dots did not cohere, 3
indicated that the display broke up into t-o dhsanct objets (segmen-

equal numtI.rs of dots in each segment. Five stimulus parameters indicated that th re o o ii objrcts egmen-
werevaried First, thereweretvotypesofobjects,asphereofdameter tation), 2 indicated that thre or more objects were peeied, I
2 of visual angle and an upright cylinder of height 2 of visual angle indicated there was no perceived coherence whatsoever,

and crossetional diameter 2 of visual angle. The nuniber of dots Rigidity rating. Perceived rigidity was rated on a scale rom I to

waS varied from 4 to 80. These dots were either positioned on the 5, with a 5 indicating our or more totally nrd objects, and lower

surface or in the volume of the object being simulated. Stimuli were numbers indicating more and more nsnidity or rubbenness

either presented in parallel projection (i e., with no perspective) or
with an exaggerated amount of polar perspective (corresponding to a
viewing distance of three times the object radius, far smaller than the
actual viewing distance). All stimuli were rotated about a vertical axis 5 4 3 4 1

through the center ofthesimulated object. Stimuli weeither rotating
front-left or front-right, although this distinction is only meaningful
for the stimuli with polar perspective. Single-frame views of some Figure 2 The inferred top "em of the stimuli that were used to
sample stimuli are shown in Figure I. define the five levels of perceived depth ratings

IL I
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Subjectsjudged all three aspects ofeach perCCPL This allowed us nnVerosiiy" In Experiment I, in which the number of
to relate the three aspects on an individual trial basis. Had the three dots ranged from very small to moderate in number, all three
judgments been collected scparately, the relation bet en the three iatings for 3 ofthe 4 subjects were increased by increasing the
judgments would have been available only at the level of the mean number of dots. The 4th subject showed a sery different
dat, behavior (e g., see Figure 4). The four-dot stimuli yielded very

high depth ratings for this subject. The subject mentioned
Designs afterward that the stimuli reminded him of organc chemistry
Expe'riments 1. Z and 3 difered in the factors varied and n the drawings an yielded a vivid percept.

Eutsnimnts .2,and diferef i ix lse In Experiment 2, in which the number ofidots %as moderat
display devices used Table I sur-marizes the'design and i ting o large, the effect of the number of dots was lest dramatic.
conditions for each experiment. All designs were fully crossed in each a g s iease d f tly and sa e attc .
included factor. Left and right seridical rotation direction wasalso a, Depth ratines increased slightly and saturated at these htgh
factor in each experiment. Stimulus ordee,was randomized within numeroities. At these larger leels of numerosity, the effects
block and each block consisted of one token of each stimulus type, of numerosity on coherence and rigidity were small, There
yielding 64 stimuli per block in Expenment I and 32 itimuhi per were no significant effects on coherence ratings and iumeros-
block in Experiments 2 and 3. A different random token of each ity was related to rigidity ratings for only 2 of 4 subjects. In
stimulus type was generated for each of six blocks per experiment. A summary, by, increasing dot numerosty, all three ratings
pilot experiment yielded no effect on any response ratings of object increased, up to a point, and then saturated. Depth ratings
size (2" of visual angle vs. 4" of visual angle). 2 of visual angle was appeared to increase and saturate in a continuous manner,
used subsequently. The polar perspective manipulation was defined whereas coherene and rgidit ratings were high for all but
with respect to object radii, so that the objct size manipulation also the sparse displays (eight or fewer elements). These findings
varied the mismatch between actual and appropriate viewingdistance
forthe degree ofprspective. This and some ofthecurrent work was are in general agreement with those of Green (1961) over
onginally reported in Landy. Dosher, and Sperling (1986). similar ranges of numerosity. However, Green's judgment

was one of overall goodness and more nearly agrees with the
Results depth judgments reported here.

Intensity., In Experiment 3, in which the intensity of dis-
The results for Experiments I and 2, pooled across subjects, plays was increased from 0.86 to 42.7 ped/dot, there was no

are shown in Figure 3. There weresignificant individual significant effect on ratings (with the exception of a single
differences, discussed below, and so statistical analyses were subject on a single rating). We ruled out an effect of varying
performed as within-subject analyses of variance (ANOVAs). display types in which overall stimulus intensity (contrast)
The 12 tnal-type replications that resulted from collapsing vanesin the visible range. (Butsee Dosher, Landy.& Sperling,
over rotation direction and test block formed the random in press, for manipulations ofintensity very near to threshold,
factor. These replicaiions represented responses to 12 distinct, which do affect kinetic depth performance.)
randomly generated stimuli of each type. Table 2 lists the Form. For conditions in w hich a spherical shape was
significance levels associated with each rating, factor, subject, directly contrasted with a cylinder (Experiment I), the sphere

- and experiment, along with a qualitative coding of the direc- was rated more rigid than the cylinder by all subjects and s,

tton of the results. Table 2 thus gises a quick summary of the more coherent by 3 of the 4 subjects. The higher rigidity d
consistency both between subjects and within subjects across ratings for spheres overall was actually due to a strong inter- P
experiments Table 3 summarizes the results of previous action between form and perspective. Rigidity ratings were tl

relatedexperiments.Noticethatthecurrentsetofexperiments differentially lower for cylinders under perspective The ti

include factors and ratings that are either unrepresented in sphere gives less representation to dots that are substantially
the literature or represented by a questionable combined affected by the projection factor (far from the axis ofrotation),
measure, and the increase in perceived nonrigidity may have resulted

i
"Table I€

Expenmental Factors and Conditions t

Form (
(cylinder Diirbution Peispective I

or (surface or (parallel or
Experiment Numerosity sphere) volume) polar) Luminance 5

I 4 8.16, 36 both yes yes 1.45 pid/dos'
2 36,48,64, 80 cylinders yes yes 3.02 pod/do
3- 48 cyhnders yes yes 0 86,3 02,I1.52,

42.72 ped/dott
Point plot display, resolution 1024 X 1024 pixels; 36 new frames per 360' rotation (or 10' per frame). a

60 ms per new frame, or 2.16 s per full rotation; dakg room; binocular free viewing; viewing distance 1
1.1 m; object diameters 2' visual angle (parallel perspective).
'Raster display, resolution 512 X 512 pixels; 36 new frames per 360 rotation (or 10' per frame); 66 67
ms per new frame, or 2.4 s per full rotation; dim room (8 cd/sir) with light-tight viewing hood;
monocular viewing through a reduction aperture; viewing distance 1.6 mn; object diameters 2' visual
angle (parallel perpectise).
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te h I lt Green's (1961) overall goodness measure showed slightly
higher.scores for surface representations than for completely

C4random placemints in thevolume of a cube, but an enormous
benefit for point representations 'ith regulir placements in
the volume. Our random samipling incorporated partition

* equality and hence _reresented a omprorise be tivie
f t a Green's random and regular conditions Dots in the volume

might have increased depth ratings because a range of inter-
mediate velocities was represented in the cyhnders, whereas

in surface representations of cylinders, all dots were traveling
at more nearly thesame velocity,except at the edges of the
object. To the extent that differential velocity supported depth

4 8 If 36 Sud V 11 A segregation (Braunstein& Andersen, 1981), representation of
intermediate velocities may have been useful. The ability ofNumberaffnts Distribution Prpocve, distribution to strongly affect the kinetic depth percept may
have aiso depended on the unavailability of other strong cues

LO to shape such as perspective, texture density, or contour (see
*dtpth milgidity aooharnos the discussion of Figure 5 below)

Perspcdive For all subjects, the rigidity ratings were de-CD creased by adding polar perspecti e. The effect of perspective
*on coherence was small and depended on the Subject. A
c hsp collateral analysis of the polar perspective trials that sorted
ns 4.0 -s those occasions on which the perceived rotation direction

disagreed with the intended rotation direction found that
most, but not all, of the decrease in rated rigidity with polar
projection occurred when the observer perceived the stimulus
in the reversed mode (see also Gregry, 1970; Schwartz &

Sperling, 1983). Thus, when polar displays were perceived in
their reversed mode, they appeartd grossly nonrigid; when

36 48 64 S0 Surf Vol 11 A polar displays were perceived veridically, they appeared
Number of Ponts Distribution Perspectiv, slightly less rigid than the corresponding parallel displa.N s,

Neitherour polar stimuli nor our parallel stimuli were
Figure 3 Response data for all ratings and stimulus maniputations viewed at the appropriate viewing distance. The parallel stim.
in Excneimess I (upper panel) and 2 (lower panel), pooled across uli would have to be viewed from infinity; the polar stimuli
subjects, (Ine parameter is the particular rating made: perceived
Oepth (circles), ngidity [squares), and coherence Itriangles). In each from 6 cm; the actual viewing distances were in the range I
panel, the first set ofcurves is for the number ofdots in the stimulus, m in the various experiments. (Had we produced appropri.
the second for the effect of disibuting the dots across the surface or ately projected objects for the I m viewing distance, they
throughout the volume of the object, and the third for the effect of would have been negligibly different from the actual parallel
perspectike transformation [parallel or potar),) stimuli. When viewed at the appropriate viewing distance of

6 cm, our polar displays possessed little depth-largely a
consequence of the large scale.) The greater mismatch between

in object breakdown (segmentation, incoherence) in some appropriate viewing distance and the actual viewing distance

cases. Braunstein and Andersen (1984)also compared spheres for polar stimuli conceivably might have accounted for the

to cylinders. They used each form as the base for elliptical fact that veridically perceived polar stimuli received slightly

distortions and found that sensitivity to minor axis variation lower rigidity ratings than parallel stimuli. But this distance

(flatness of the elliptical orbits) was slightly greater when the mismatch does not bear on the overwhelming cause of non-

base form was a cylinder than when the base form was rigidity in polar displays-that stimuli are perceived in re-

sphere. However, thits was a cross-experiment comparison versed mode. Even the secondary effect of polar projection

with different groups of subjects in the different conditions, on rated rigidity may have depended only weakly on projec-

Distribution. The effect ofdot distribution (in the volume tion/viewmg distance mismatch, As noted previously, a pilot
oronthesurface)wasgenerallysmallwithsignificantindivid- study in which object size was varied by a factor of 2:1
ual variation (see Figures 3 and 4 and Table 2). Close exam- (producing a change between projected and actual viewing

ination ofToblc 2 suggests that distribution was more impor. distance of 2:1) had no significant effect on any rating. Finally,
tant when numerosity was large and when there was reduced Cutting (1987) found little impact of mismatch between sim-
single-view shape information (i.e., for the cylinder, Experi- ulated and actual viewing distances.
ments2 and 3). In these conditionsdistribution in the volume The rigidity and coherence results reported here agree with
increased depth ratings for 3 of the 4 subjects and might have the reported relationship between the amount of perspective

improed coherence for some subjects as well, and the ability to infer the intended rotation direction (Braun.
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Table 2
Significant Fades'rs in Evperiments,

Experiment/
Subjects Numerosity, Forms Distribution Perspective, Dx P

Depth judgment
I (small numbers)

4,S. Lus 4,..

BAR +.. s 4,.. 4,..

CFS 4,.. s 4'-ns s flu
RHS U... n.. -* s us

2 (large numbers)
MSL -.. - +.. 4,.

BAR .. - 4,.
CFS - ,. s t
RHS n... - ... s

3
MSL -- 4,. +..

BAR + 4, 4,

US - +s +,. t
RIIS -s - l s

Coherence judgment

I (small numbers) S
NISL n$.. 4, u .. .

BAR 4,.. +: ,. 4,. *C

UFS +,. +. s -.. s I>
RIIS 4,.. 4,. -.. . it s ns

2 ' (large numbers) n n,(
MSL "s- si us(BAR nf + +,.. 4..

USsnstn

RIIS X,. 4,. ,,

NISL uss - s -P. n
BAR-,. fl
UFS la.. fl
RHS us- -.. -.. u

3c

++L- u -.. u
BAR + ,, ,.. u
CFS +. +,- +.t. us

RHS -s - u -... us

Note. The p values (see below) are the significance of corresponding F values from an analysis of
varsaice fur each subject treating rotation direction and tokens of stimuli as the random factor. The
symbols -, + and - indicate the patterin of she effect and can be referenced to the legend list below for
each factur. See the test for a discussion of the interaction of ditibulion and perspective. Numerosily.
4,, incessing with umrber ofpoints;-. saturates with lsage number of points; U, U-shaped function of
number of Points. X. highsest for smallest and laigest number of points. Form: 4,, sphere > cylinder.
Distribution: 4,, volume > surface. Perspective. 4,, polar > parallel. D X P - interaction of distetbution
and persective, us - not significant, Dashes - not applicable.
tp<,OD. .p<.05. .. p<.Ol. ... P<.0l.
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Table 3
Sumnary ofRelated Resuls

.... ... Distnbutlion
Judgment Form (surface or Perspective

tve Numerosity (clinder or sphere) volume) (parallel or polar)

Depth -Ptersik, 1980 +Braunstein, 1962
-Petersik, 1980

Coherence -Braunstein. 1962
Rigidity -Petersik, 1980 -Petersik. 1979

-Braunstein, 1977
Combined +-Green, 1961 -Braunstein &Andersen, -Green, 1961 -Braunstein, 1962

1984 -Braunstein, 1977
Note, The symbols-, +, and - indicate the pattern of the effect and can be referenced to the note for
Table 2. The symbol .windicates no effect. A summary of some relevant factors in prior experiments
follows: Braunstein (1962), dots in volume of cube, N - 2-6, depth and coherence/rigidity judgments;
Braunstein (1977), dots in volume of sphere, N - 1,000, varied perspective in horizontal and vertical
dimensions, dtrection and coherence/rigidity judgments; Braunsten & Andersen (1984), dots on surface
of sphere or ellipses, N - 140-160, shape and qualityjudgment: Green (1961). dots or line elements in
volume or on surface of cube, N - 4-64, goodness rating (combined segmentation and rigidity); Petersik
(1979), dots in volume of sphere, N- 4-45. depth and direction rating: Petersil. (1980), dots in volume
of sphere. N - 5-60, depth and direction rating.

stein, 1977; Petersik, 1979). The difference in the effect of dot distribution is illustrated in Figure 5, and the significance
perspectte on rated rigidity and on rated coherence may levels for each subject are listed in Table 2. (Here again, the
explain the inconsistent results ofBraunstein, who found that effect ofdilstribution wasgreater in high.numerosity cylinders,
perspectie decreased a combined rating of coherence and Experiments 2 and 3.) As suggested above, some factors such
rigidity in one study (1962), but had no effect in another as dtstrbution may be more likely to control the percept in
(1977). the absence of other strong cues to shape.

Perspective generally increased the rated depth (shape) of A Large Individual Difference. Occasionally, individual
the percept (although not all contrasts were significant, see differences were very striking, An example of this is shown in
Table 2). A prior study by Braunstein (1962, see Table 3) also Figure 4. Here the coherence ratings for all conditions of
found that perspective improved a "strength ofdepth" rating. Experiment 2 are shown for individual subjects. Subject RHS
Peterstl (1980) found that depth judgments were not affected was the only subject for whom the increased number and
by perspective. Ho%%ever, this same study found no effect of distribution ofdots in the volume of the object decreased the
numerosity (N - 5-60) on depth, which suggests that the coherence of the kinettc depth percept, Individual differences
experiment had insufficient power. presumably occurred in earlier studies, but were undetected

Interaction ofPerspetiveandDistribution. Byaddingpo- because prior studies collected few observations from each
lar perspective, the rated depth was increased. Distributing subject and performed cross-subject analyses. For another
dots throughout the volume ofthe object had the same effect, example of large individual differences in KDE, see Dasher,
However, %%hen the two were combined, a further increase Sperling, and Wurst (1986).
was not achieved, This interaction between perspective and Three Ratings Are More infortatire Titan One. So far,

we have described the empirical results with respect to manip-
ulations of dot numerosity, perspectise, and so forth, What
was perhaps most important was the added information

ORMS *MSL ACFIS TSAR ga ined by havi ng mult iple ratings ofthe sti muli. These ratings,
beach ofwhich can be (and has been in the literature) construed

as a measure of the "strength" of a KDE percept, did not
necessarily covary. In many cases, as , have seen, an exper-

ings. For example, shape significantly affected mean ratings
ofrigidity, but had little or no effect on depth ratings. At high

N unumerosity, further increases in numerosity continued toincrease depth ratings, but did not affect coherence ratings,
and so forth.

Correlations Beia een Ratings, It was also possible to do
1.0 a finer-grained analysis of the thre ratings that looed be) ond

4 g 16 36 Surf Vu II the means so the correlations on a trial-by-taial basis. Table 4Numbe of PoInts Distributlon Pf etly* gives the trial-by.trial correlations pooled over conditions and

Figure4 Coherence ratings in Experiment I (The parameter is the subjects. Seven ofthe nine correlations in Table 4 are betwcen
particular subject. Note the large individual differences.) -0.12 and +0.19; and the too highest correlations are still
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• a do not necessarily cohere as single objects -even %,hen they col

at binuereiedi depthi and when a unitary rigid 3.1)D tt inte rpt a tin is available. E ve ni w hen dots ae c orrctly p r. in J
.ceived as pat of one coherent object, tberi is a rnge of ca

sibe percepts that differ ini shape, in depth, and in per. frco" ceWi- d riity.The perceived coherence, sh~ape, and rigidityfr
Shave a complex and partially decoupled relationship. CO
caDecoulpledAspctsoftercepts. Some degree ofdlecouphing ",C

" betwen aipects~of a KDEpeicept has been known since
Braunstein (962) varied persp'c'tive in KDE displays and tu
observed an inverse effect on , 

mean judgments of depth and in
of corrbined rigdity/coherence. H6%,ever, it has implicitly in

• been assumed that the manipulation'otn gidity by perspective i
IIA was a spec ial case.-The'6urrent experinilents demonstrate'that of

Perp~tvathis dlecoupling between the various aspects of the percept is as

Fgre J. Interaction btwen perspcve transformation and dot not restricted to the independent variation ofprceived rigid; s
ditribution in Experfiments I and 2 (pooled). ity but is quite generl because different factors affectcdifferent

judgmets. In terms oftmean ratings in our experiments, rated t
depth was significantly affected by numerosity, distribution, t

rather low, with each relationship accounting for only about and perspective. Rated segmentation was affected primarily N

12% of the variance. Although the subjects were~affected by numerosity; this effect reflected a division beteen sparseb
somewhat differently by some of the experimental factors, on and dense levels ofnumerosity (above or below 16 element) n*

the whole, different subjects tended to use the ratings quite Secondarily it was affected by form and perspective. Rated r
similarly, Such low correlations between ratings clearly rule rigidity m primarily affected by perspectn e and numerosity, d
out a simple, single factor interpretation that would require Additionally, correlations among the three ratings were lowF
high positive or high negative correlations between each pair and sometimes negative when measured on a trial-by-tnial
ofratinAs For every subject, at least two of the three interrat- basis.
ing orrlations are low. Obviously, the rated qualities of Experimets in the literature on multidot KDE have used n
kinetic depth percept reflect at least tNo underlying dimen. as the dependent measur ither ratings or pairedlcomparisons
sions. Although the experiments were not designed in a way on some judgment dimension (see Table 3), The judgment
that would "xpose the KDE depth percept to multidimen, dimensions either selected from a variant of the three ratings (
,ional analysis they were sufficient~to bring this inherent used here or combined twoeet more in one rating. Conflation
multidimensionality to the fort. The fact that different ratings of the dependent measure may, in part, explain some of the

weigh differently on these dimensions cannot continue to be inconsistencies in the literature noted above. In particular, 1
oN erlooked in KDE research. the combined coherence and rigidity ratings of Braunstein t

(1962, 1977) may account for the inconsistent effect of per.
Disussion spective in those studies. CI

Importance of Independent Factors. Our experiment ma.
Wide Range of Percepis. The KDE for a multidot display nipulated a number of factors within a subject, factors that

is quite rich. When viewing a stimulus with a small number previously had been examined in separate experiments or had
of dots, there generally arc many possible stable percepts. been chosen arbitrarily as fixed factors that happened to differ,
Even though the whole was gometrically derived from anrgid along with the dependent measure, between studies in the
object, erceptually, subgroups ofdots form clusters, and each literature. Shape, distribution, and numerosity have usually t
subgroup appears to move independently in 3-D, acting as a varied haphazardly between experiments. For e"ample,
Separate object. Groups of two or three dots can be perceived Braunstein (1962, 1977) found inconsitent patters of per.
as moving independently in the plane, or as a 3-D and rigid spective on a ngidity.-coherence judgment using 2-6 dots in
configu'ration, or as a nonrigid 3-D configuration similar to the volume of a cube and 1,000 dots in the volume of a
the Ames window (as in Gllam, 1975, 1976, in which fine sphere. respectively. Braunstein (1962) and Petersik (1980)
segments were used rather than dots). In short, group ordes found inconsistent patternsof perspective on dcpth judgments

using 2.-6 dots in the volume ofra cube and 4-45 dots in the
volume era sphere, respectively. It has been difficult to know

Table 4 whether the structural and numerosity factors explained the
Correlations Between Jntdgments: AlI Suibjects inconsistency in pattern&.

The results of our experiments can be viewed as filling in
Experiment Table 3 with a self-consistent set of data and providing pre.

Judgment types 1 2 3 viously unavailable data in the empty cells. The results clearly
Depth-rigidity .05 -. 12 -. 01 separate three important aspects of a kinetic depth percept:
Depth-.cohertnc .08 .07 .16 depth (shape), coherence, and rigidity. Because our stimulus
Rigidity-coherence .36 .35 19 parameters are manipulated within subject, cells are directly

-A
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comparable. A number of our results are similar to Green Landy, & Sperling, in press; Landy, Sperling. Dosher, &
Y (1961), Braunstin (1962, 1977), anl others. In other cases, Perkins. 1987; Sperling' Lardy, Dosher, & Perkins, 1989)

in which inconsistent findings were repoted, we suggested Thisobjective measure requires subjectsto identifythe objec
explanations based oo confounded dependent measures.-Ty'p- perceived from among a large lexicon of possible objects and
iClly, inconsistent results between KDE experiments result, offers an attractive alternative to the elaboration of subjective
from jud~ments that combine 6mponent aspects (e g., depth, methods under study here.

Y coherence, rigidity) in 'unspecified but probably'different Relation to Models. Three classes of computational
weightings. models have been proposed to account for the kineio'depth

g N1nmotion Cues to Depth in kDE Displays. There are effect based on motion cues: those deriving shape from optic
two classes of cues to object structure in our displays: static flow fields (Clocksin, 1980; Koenderink & van Doom, 1986),
cues such as density and 2 D object contour and dynamic or those deriving analytic solutions by assuming rigidity from i
motion cues that depend either on optic flow or on changing views ofn points (Hoffman & Bennett, 1985; Ullman, 1979),
interpoint distances. Based on our data, the greatest likelihood and those based on maximizing rigidity in interpoint dstances
of perceiving the veridical shape occurs with perspective im- (Hildreth & Grzywacz, 1986; tandy, 1987; Ullman, 1979,
ages of spheres (rather than cylinders), with high dot nume- 1984). Usually, flow-field models are applied to objects coin-
rosity, and with dots in the volume (rather'than, on the posed of densely packed points, and interpoint-distance
surface) models are applied to images composed of less than a few

High dot numerosity guarantees a good representation of dozen points. Interpoint-distance models apply geometric
the 2.D contour of the sphere and of 2.D density cues. Even computations to the 2-D image-plane positions of the given
%hen the 2.D'contour is not as suggestive, as in the case of points to compute a 3-1 object that is either totally rigid
the cylinder, the density cues that become visible with high (Ullman, 1979) or a 3-D object that deforms minimally
numerosity may be important in providing static cues to between adjacent frames (Landy, 1987; Ollman, 1984).
shape. (In the case of surface distnbuion'of elements, the 2- We will illustrate the problems that rigidity models have
D density w4ll increase toward the edges, whereas in volume wish data such as ours by considering, as an example, the
distribution of elements, the density cue is reversed, as in incremental rigidity algorithm of Ullman (1984). When an n.
Figure I.) The presence of 2-D cues to shape, whether from point 3-D object undergoes rotation, the algorithm takes as
contour or density, may constrain the perception. High ele- its input a sequence of frames that represent the 2-D image-
ment numerosity also minimizes the likelihood of atypical plane x, y projections of the n points. For each frame, tue
clumping or grouping characteristics likely in low numerosity algorithm outputs an estimated depth value z for each point
figures, which then are likely to cause grouped or segmented plus one overall fidelity score. The computation consists of a
(i.e., incoherent) perceps, gradient descent in the space of depth values z to maximize

Perspective may simply serve as an additional cue to depth the fidelity criterion. This criterion measures the deformation
organization. Alternatively, the exaggerated perspective used (nonrigidity) in the recovered 3-D object between the current
here may be especially effective because it slightly increases frame and the prior frame.
the proportion of elements moving in the same direction, To evaluate such an algorithm as a psychological model,
yielding a display similar to that arising from an image with one must associate quantities produced by the algorithm with
occlusion, and possibly allowing stronger input to an optic aspects of human perception. We have shown here three
flow analysis at high numerosity (. Todd, personal comnu, aspects of performance that are partially separable in perform.
nication, March 1987). ance measures: segmentation, depth, and rigidity. Consider

Distribution in the volume provides a range of velocities in what happens in the case of four-point displays. Ullman's
anylocalarea and maysupport a full depth percept by relating (1984) algorithm, like most others, simply assumes element
distance from the axis of rotation to dot velocity. Dot fields correspondence and figural segmentation as prior procesies
ofdifferent velocity, wAhether adjacent or superimposed, tend For four-point objects, the incremental rigidity algorithm
to segregate in depth (Braunstein & Andersen, 1981). would have recovered the veridical single object wsth rigid

Percept Description Versus Objective Task Measures. An depth assignments for all nonperspective images in the exper-
alternative to the measurement of one or another aspect of iment. On the other hand, only I of our 4 subjects regularly
the kinetic depth percept by rating is to conceptualize a perceived four-point displays as unitary; for the other subjects,
different son of question. In rating, we ask about various these were usually perceived as two or more objects moving
aspects of the percept itself. An alternative is to ask whether independently. This grossly violates the segmentation as-
a percept, whatever its subjective appearance, is adequate to sumed by the Ullman model,
support objective performance on a particular kind ofjudg- The algorithm's estimated depth values seem a plausible
ment, such as a jtidgment ofshape. Some attempts have been basis for predicting human depth judgments, and the algo-
made in this regard. For example, Todd (1984) required rithm's fidelity score seems a plausible basis of rigidity judg-
subjects to make objective curvaturejudgments undervarious ments. An immediate problem is that perspective-dependent
levels of nonrigidity in the kinetic depth image. Lappin et al. modulations in position of elements on the image plane are
(1980) required subjects to make objective, paircd-compari- treated as noise by this (and most other) algorithms (Sperling
son judgments of the degree of correspondence in two-frame & Doshr, 1987), although our subjects' depth percepts are
displays. We investigated one possible objective measure of improved by moderate amounts ofperspective. The problems
having perceived shape from a kinetic depth display (Dosher, surrounding predictions with parallel and perspective projec-
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lions are particularly enlightening. Detailed consideration perception from parallel projections of three dimensional motion S1

(Dosher & Sperling, 1988; Sperling & Dosher, 1987 ) showed Journal of Experimental Psychology. Hmtan Perception and Per-

that a class of models including UlIman's (1984)exhibit formance. 10. 749-760.-

unrealistic properties because they do not incorl~orate any Caelli,T.M (1979). On the perceptiron ofsoegeometnc properties Sp,
peunectisetransfornation, where the modls ould reuire of rotating three dimensional objects. Bologial Cbernetics, 33. 1

requir 29-37.a flxbenerslpectise tasom intodeal w iperceptual 2-7
flexible transformation to d witih Caetl, T. M. (1980) Amplitude, frequency and phase detirmtiants Sp

facts. Parallel perspective algorithms, such as UlIman's, when of pcrceived rotations and rigidity in the kinetic depth effect

applied to p'rspective images, such as those in-our experi- BiologicalCybernetics.,36 213-219.
ments, yield flattened depth estimates in relation to nonper- Clocksin, W. F. (1980) -Percepton of surface slant and edge labels

spective images. On the contrary, for our human observers, from optical flow: A computational approach Perception, 9. 253- Tc

perspective increased depth ratings slightly. 269.

Predictions of perceived rigidity based on the fidelity crite- Cutting. J. 1. (1987). Rigidity in cinema seen from the front row,

rion are the, most problematic aspect of Ullman's (1984) side aisle. JournalofExpernmental Psychology. Human Perception

algorithm. When the image is produced by perspective trans- and Performance, . ,323-334.

formation, parallel-perspective rigidity algorithms (e g., UII- Dster, B. A, tlandy. M. S, Sperling. G. (in press) Kineticdepth

man) cannot distinguish between eridical and reversed depth Research

3-D recovered objects-they yield precisely equal rigid and Dosher. B. A., & Sperling. G. (1988). Predicting rigid and nonrigid

nonrigid solutions. For our subjects, reversed depth percep- perceptions Unpublished manuscript.

lions are grossly more nonrigid than the veridical ones, a Dosher. B.A.,Sperling.G.& Worst. S. A.(1986). Tradeoffsbet.cren

powerful perceptual fact that is beyond the scope ofthis class stereopsis and proximity luminance covatiance Vition Research.

of models. 26,973-990.

Purely geomctic algorithms that yield explicit solutions to Gillam, B. (1975), New evidence for'closure in perception. Percep.

3-D objects given m views ofn points (Bennett & Hoffman, - lon & Psychophysics. 17, 521-524.

1985; Hoffman & Bennett, 1985; UlIman, 1979; Webb & Gillam, B. (1976). Grouping of multiple ambiguous contours. To.
wards an understanding of surface perception. Perception. 5. 203-

Aggarwal, 198 1) fare much worse than the incremental rigid- 209,

ity algorithm. Again, segmentation is simply assumed. The Jr. (1961) Figurecoherence i the kietcdepth effect

algorithms yield exact solutions under certain conditions in Journal ofExpertmental Psychology. 62. 272-282.

which the stimuli represent rigid objects. The outputs here Gregory, R. L (1970). The intelligent eye New York. McGraw-Hill

are exact solutions or the fact that a'solution failed. Anexact Hildreth. E. C., & Gerywacz, N. M. (1986) The incremental recovery

solution must be rigid, so the model cannot predict any ofstructure from motion: Position vs. velocity based formulations.

particular nonrigid percept, nor does it have computational Proceedings ofthe Vorkshopon.tfotionRepresentationandAnal)

by.products that can support rigidity-nonrigidity judgments, sis. IEEE Computer Society #696. Charleston. South Carolina.

partial depth, or incomplete segmentation. May 7-9, 1986 (pp. 137-144). Los Angeles: IEEE Computer So.

We conclude that, although many existing algorithms are ciety Press,.
Hoffman. D. D.* & Bennett. B, M. (1985). Inferrng the relative three-

of great interest as a possible basis for roboties solutions to dimensional positionsoftoo moNvigpoints.Journalofthe Optical
the stricture-from-motion problem, they are inadequate as Society ofAmericaA. 2. 350-355.

psychological models. Our experiments suggest that a suc- Koendennk. J.J.,& van Doom, A. I. (1986). Depth and shape from

cessful psychological model must identify at least three sepa- differential perspective in the presence of bending deformations.

rable aspects of recovered objects that can serve as a basis for Journal of the Optical Society ofAmnerca A. 3. 242-249

the three separable, measurable aspects of kinetic depth per- Kropfl, W, 3. (1975) Variable roster and rector display processor

ception. Unpublished Technical Memorandum TM-75-1223-3. Murray
Hill. NJ: Bell Telephone Laboratories.
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Two motion perception- mechanisms revealed through distance-
driven reversal of apparent motion
CHARLEs CawB3 AD GwwE SW.LSG
.1tea ni r siwh Loheoiy. veerw= ct dspa-ar.- Y.~ twwnx &%ktr y. b~aw~~. Toew %Ys- im

C :6 aeby wepmqDrwowhr. ff 6 f. I M

ABSMRCr 6e-ncaktohsi f, s ~ (~.. one is %Whee and the other black). Quite the revers is
zhatbhindsuh e~oimwh dewefrmu d nte of the short-rang system. The sensitivity of the short-

. te opposite &od M Irvn . These striking reniual range system to the arg ofcannzast is exhibited strkingly in,
occur bense each Ked o(atihads is costructed toeshoulta- the pheinomsenon odr--d-Sph app-rn motion (lY %%I-
neooay actiae two difavut mccue ms a shlort-ramw a pictur~islfd twiein quik soosioith thesecood
mchnim thtoinupesmoil.fromsqe- crasgou flash slihty displaced in space from the fis motion (called
dem, in sthamls luiane aid a lomgc-re meo in 6 motion) is perceived in the directiocn of the displaemu
which nootin coputations are pereord, hItead, mo isfi- Howvecr. if the comng of the picture is revrsed between
vis ostrast that has been mu-wave rectiltid (eg., im the the first and second flash. motion tray be percivd in the
absolute value or contrast). direction opsire to the displacement. This is rerersed-phi
f motion.

We emostrte w~ yna i iul stiral tha aper o hals been lacking is a clear specilic..tion of the
mose in one direction wAhen viewecd fronm near and in the mechanisms governing the short- and icoig-tange s),stens.
opposite direction from afar. This remrauicable reversal of Here six introduce tsso stimusli. the contrast reversing bar B
apparent motion occurs because the stimuli are constructed (Fig. Id) and the sna-Pping. eontrast-mresg grating rF (sec
to simiultanecously sativate tuo different mechanisms. a Fig. 2a) that display Short-range (resrsd-Plti) motion to the
firs-order mechanism ftht omnputes moc~ion from space- left vtenriewied from faraway and long-range motion to the
time corespondences in raw stimulus luminance and a rightu hen viewsed fronria short distance. r is constructed so
.econd-oraer mechanism that -uses, instead, a full-ware as to p!Z-e important constraints On the undrlyin reeha.
rectified transformation (e.g. the absolute value) of stimulus nismsthitdletect the moion it displays fromnboth farand near
contrast to conmpute motion. viessing distances. Specifically, r rules out the possibility

The first stimsulus.. B, a rightard stepping, contrast- that either sort of motion is mediated by hay was e recift-
reversing bar. is a variant of Ansli.s (1) rcemsd-phi cation. Rather.- r strongly suggests that the short-range
stimulus. M~at we add are quite differet explanations of the aystemnappliesvlsatusi shall call standard motion analysis to

*ordinary and the resersed motions in this stimulus and the raw stimulus luminne, uhile the particular long-range
conditions under u hich each is perceited. - system stimulated by r from short vwiewing distances applies

The. second stimulus. r. a stepping, contrast-reversing standard motion analysis to afull-waa e rectified transforma-
grating, ;s an elaboration of the first with two useful proper- tion of stimulus contrast.
ties: (i) It provides the fir-st- and second-order systems with A tnonochromatic visual stimulus is a function that assigns
motion signals of identical spatial frequency, moving at the a luminous flux to each point in space-time. Howesecr. from
same rate, but in opposite directions; and (hi) its motion a perceptual point of view, a stimulus is better described by

*direction is totally ambiguous to any hialf-wave rectifying its contrast than by its luminance. Th7us, a stimulus S is the
system. The dominance of the first-order mechanism when normalized deviation of lxz y. i) from its mean luminance /a.
the retinal image is small (far-viewing) suggests that it is the that is,* for any point x. y, I in space-time. Six. y. r) -li0. y.
mechanism of Braddick's (2) short-range system; the domi- i) - l0]/10. Because a stimulus is defined in terms of the
nance of the second-order mechanism with Iap retinal contrast-modulation function S (rather than the raw lumi-
images suggests that itis the mechanism of the long-range nanci function 1). stimulus values (unlike luminance values)
systetm. - may be positive or negative.

Since Braddick (2) proposed that there are ttwo motion To simplify the discussion. we consider only stimuli that do
perception mechanisms with different properties--a shtort- not vary in the vertical dimension, i.e.. stimuli that can be
range and long-range motion-perception system, the issue described as horizontally moving patterns of vertically on-
has been intensely investigated (3-16). The following differ- ented bars. Any such ventically-constant stimulus is charac-
ences between the short-range and long-range systems are terized in all relevant respects by its is cross-section Six, 1),
praposed. The short-range system requires successive Stim- a slice made perpendicular to the vertical axis of space to
ult to be displaced in space by a small distance Ax within a reveal stimulus contrast assa function of horizontal space Wx
small time period Ar and presented to the same eye. The and time (t).
long-range systeir tolerates large Ar. At. and interocular Fig. la depicts eight frames of a movie of a dark vertical bar
presentation (2, 12). stepping left-to-right across a bright field. Fig. lb is the xt

Anstis and liathc.r (16) noted that in mating its matches cross-section of the rightward-stepping dark bar. Fig. Ic
across time and space, the long-range system is indifferent to show s an xt cross-section of a rightward-drifting, vertically
sign of contrast. Motion is generated between successively oriented sic-wave grating Sfn, t) =sinx - ). Ths se-wave
displayed, spatiotemporally displaced points on a grey back- component of b is shown superimposed on b. Fig. Ic
ground, even uhen they are of opposite contrast polarity illustrates how the detection of motion in a complex stimulus

____________________________________ I can be understood in terms of motion of the sine-%ave
The publication costs of this anklte were defrased in pmn by pe r e components.
raynesi. Thuanicmto hrerorebe hur5b arked isteru-Mrn, It is immediately obvious from the ttc,oss-sections of the
is accordsnce with 19 WS C. 11734 solely 4P indicate this 1=ct. rightward-stepping bar and sine-wave stimuli that the prob-
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Jc=oftddctiag moin idisqrsiz to th Cpmrof~
M ici~anetan in zy. That ks. the p'ereptiaon Oran ZY

panzrn " ~io doism to the vigol is analogous to the
percepto nofan ss paucro cming to the niWt

I usiauindcrtred in time. When the bar takes 60steps pcr
see (one szep every 17 mic) and is x&adowed by a CaussianX fanctioa sil SD of 25 msc cvewy obscrtvr so far has
reported the directioto of motaoo as being to the right %ben

sietdineruralunofiroma %ide rangeof neardlstances.
Co the oterbn.Bapers to be mosin khaard when
I vis-r in erihera viim romn near or %ben veied in

esmtUW isonfiOnafrMVer2 SIM32BC11ng OfdVLnvS FIar
the s-anishing point. Fg. Irsuggpsts the Fourier basis of the
far-iewti motion: the dominant sine-wave components are
Ieftwd (17). -We momnarily defer the explanation of
rigiawrd movement.

U1 'sl~bAi ion (often ed orietaiondetection) is
generally thought to involve oriented Hubel-Wiesel (18)

.eepis fields in area 17 of the visual cortex. The corre-
spning coosptutioinal mechanisms are oriented linear lif-

ters (19. 20). The detection of slant. ho-xeser. invols es a
furtfherinnlyornlia)tagofprcesing -A den sian
about the dominant slant ofa spatial szimulusSmuv emd
iiith reference to the relative energy in the responses-to-S of5 various linear filters in different phases and orientations. A

Although exclusively spatial detectors are physically dif-
ferenit from spatiotemporl detectors. the computations for
o rientation-dctection and motion-detection arc quitc similar.
For both slant and motion. the quantity computed by any
energy-anatsic detector can be cast as a linear combination

- ~of the pis products of stimulus values. S(xi. r,)S(xj. 1%)
-e for i and ; both ranging o% er all points in space-time. (For

slant detectors the time variables ri and rj are replaced by
% vestical space %mriables yjand y,.) We refer to comiputations
of this sort as standard motion (or slant) anal) sis.

Let D, be a standard motion analyzer defined for any

D.(S) = jXTV~Si. , )S(,j. t5). Ml

Ii%%here each 1%~ is a real-valted %%eight. The standard motion
fg analyzer tuned to the same sort of motion as DI. but in the

opposite direction, is

D.,(S) - 7_jwV,,S(X,. ,)S(x,. tj. [21
' i

Any stimluns S it called microbalanced iWand only if for any
such oppositely tuned staidard motion analyzers, Dijand DI.
the expected response EID,(S)J is equal to the expected

FIG, 1. Slant in x and y corresponds to ition in at. (a) Eight response EID2,(.)] (31).
framses in a display of a rightward-steppiug. vertical bar: x and jr Although, as thin definition indicates, microbalanced ran-
represent the spatial dimensions of the displayaudtirepresents tune.
This stimultus does not vary in they dimension. Each of panels b-S dom stimuli yield no signs of systematic mutton to standard
is an x? cross-section of a dynamic stimulus that does no aym, motion analysis, it is nonetheless possible to construct a sside
Wb An xi cross-section of the nighiwardl-stepping bar of panel a. variety of microbalanced random stimuli that display con-
Horizontal luminances are indicated atoisgx. temsporal luminances sistent motion across independent realizations (31. 32). For
are indicated %erticalty -with time t running downward. (c)I Stimulus example, the amplitude-modulated noise stimulus l and the
ofb sownmtogeiherswithi one ofitslargestsiuusoidal components (d)i frequency-modulated noise sttmulusJin ig. Ifand g(31)are
The Gaussian windoued. contras-rev-ering stepping bar-simulus microbalanced Nonetheless, observers universally perceive
1t. Wt Stimulus It show n together with its largest sinusoidall compo.
rinntindieatingsshy itsfar view(first-order. Fouier) motion istoithe _____________________________
left (J) A row of vertical bars, randomly of positise or negative the tefiward far-view motion of the contrast-resersing bar It td and
contrast theamplitudeofwheh is modulated byarightuard-dnifing el are accessiNe to first-order mechanisms, the righitward motion of
grating,(g) aroworandom, blackfwhite vertical baruithehickerrate stimuli ifand S), and the rightward near-view motion ofB (td)are not
of which is modulated by arigithard-dniflinggrating. Thsemotion of The motion of stimuus fcan be exposed to standard analysis by
all four stimuli is as obvious to all viewers as is the slant of the x, I simple half- or full-wa.ve rectification. stimulusvg requires a temporal
cross-section The rightward motion of the black bar (b and c)I. sod linear filter te g,* a temporal ditfrentiatorl before rectification
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the dyamic versions of these st as moving righ wd, X
and the textinre versions as slanted dorn-nd to the right- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Followia Cavanol. we call ay motion mechanism that
applies standard motion (or $lan) amlys s directly to luMi-
nance (or to a linear transformation of luminance) a first-
order mechanism. Any motiwn mechanism that applies stan-

.dud motion (or sanOt) anayt to a grossly no line trans- a c
forma:io of luminnce is called a second-order mechanism. ln.. r aGa th ionon m co nnt ofu asuim lusF. a

There is a simple way to expose the inherent motion (or hi sindmiwd. jeft i graing of vercal ba.
slat) in imui mici as I and-J: (i) apply a temporal that rreves contrast with each step. (a) A r coss-cabn of r F
vertical) linear filter. (i) rectify the result, and (i) apply is temporay periodic. The temporal slice sp.a)ed here contains
standard anal)'si. There arc two candidate schemcs of eght ftkames.ach of which lasts IlS see; thus the total duration
rectification: full-w2vi rectification. Which consists of con- showis533mse From far(S m). the width ofais-0.6 degreof
ptng the absolue value (or a monotonically increasing visalangle (dva).and each vertical arinathe ghasaidth of
f netion of the absole v-ue) of the filtered contrast, and 0.02 dva. (b) A sinusoid is overaid on r to i ustrate the perceived
half-vwave r-ctification, which consists of making ipen- motionofrwhvirt edfromtTCnformiytonoidalanlysis
den, separate computations on positii and o negative b ,l tr.B..ec f r as fmaof.Fmmr[m, 2
values offiltered contrast. Full-wave rectification has a long m). the stimulus r displa)s motion conforming to the sinusoid
histo yofutilityinsnalprocessing. Half'-ave rectification oteriaid on m1l. suggesting that the na-view motion of F is
appears to be a widespread, almost universal. physiological second-oeder and possibly mediated by fPl-wave recfication of
prces Bcaa reuros have oly a losith c output (their stimulus contrast.
firing frequency). they are paired in order to economically

convey positive and negative signal values. In the visual phi motion to the right, implicating the short-range system.
system. one pair-member (an "on-center" neuron) carries The %elocity ofthis far-view motion is easily distinguished by
values of positive contrast. w hereas its pair-mate (an "off- all subjects and is equal to that ofthe grating overlaid on in
center* neuron) carries negative contrast values. Fig. 2b. As this overlay makes clear, the far-view motion of

The phenomenon ofrevesd-phi motion (1) demonsrated r is signaled directly by the distribution of energy in the
in the far viewing of Fig. Id [and many similar results (17)) Fourier transform of F. Typically. standard motion-analyic
could not occur if the short-range system applied a full-wav e computations reflect this distribution of Fourier energy in the
rectifier before standard motion analysis. Simple full-wau e stimulus. Thus, the far-view motion of F is the predicted
rectification of contrast obliterates the difference between response of a first-order mechanishi.
the simple moving bar (Fig. ib) and corresponding contrast- By contrast, the near-view motion of P is detected by a
reversing bar (B. Fig. Id). Any mechanism that full-wave second-orderrtechanism. Itisevident toallviewersthat the
rectified contrast before motion analysts would issue similar leftward motion displayed oy r from short viewing distances
responses for the stimuli of Fig. I b and d. is carried directly by the leftward-stepping. contrast-revers-

These considerations do not, howeser. role out the possi- ing, vertical bars. However, r has no energy in any Fourier
bility that the short-range system uses a half.ave rectifier component (drifting sinusoidal grating) whose velocity
before standard motion analysis (33). Perhaps both short- matches that of these leftward-stepping bars. This indicates
range motion and the motion of various microbalanced that the near-view motion of r is not obtained directly by
random stimuli such as I (Fig. if) and J (Fig. Ig) can be standard analysis We can, however, expose the near-view
explained with reference to a single kind of mech n, one motion of r by full-wave rectifying r before standard motion
that applies to stimulus contrast a linear filte,. then a analysis. This is illustrated by Fig. 2c. in vhich Ill is shown,
half-wave rectifier, and finally some form of standard motion overlaid bya leftward-driftinggratingthat contributes strongly
analysis. Or perhaps, as seems more likely, short-range to it. The velocity of this sinusoid is precisely the velocity of
motion results from applying standard motion analysis di. the near-view motion of F.
reetly to contrast. In this case, we are left with the question There are other transformations aside from simple full-
of what sorts of rectification are involved in perceiving the wave rectification that might expose the near-view motion of
motion of microbalanced random stimuli. r to standard analysis. The most likely transformations (31.

These issues arc cleared up by the leftward-stepping. 32, 34) involve an initial stage of temporal linear filtering
contrast-reversing grating r defined in Fig. 2. An xt cross- Plausible candidatesare filters whose response at every point
section of'F is shown in Fig. 2a. The temporal scale and the (i.y) in space depends on (t) average recent stimulus contrast
(distance-dependent) spatial scale of the display are de- at that point and/or (ii) recent changes in contrast at that
scribed in the legend for Fig. 2. r is perceived to move point. In particular, the likely temporal filters are marked by
leftward from near vte,¢ing distances and rtghtward from far brief impulse responses (most of their energy confined to
distances. F has been viewed by dozens ofsubjects in our lab, <100 msec) that (t) integrate to a nonzero value (so as to
and the reversalofapparcnt motionwvth viewing distance has reflect raw stimulus contrast) and/or (i) are biphasic (so as
been observed by all. to register quick changes in contrast). Some candidate

The far-view motion of r is detected by the short-range impulse responses are plotted in Fig. 3, a-c.
system. Note that in each successive display, r is shifted 1/4 What distinguishes the lefiward-stepping, contrast-revers-
spatial cycle leftward. and its contrast is reversed. Thus, we tnggrating rfrom other stimuli that reversedirection ofrmotion
should expect r to elicit reversed-phi motion under appro- with viewing distance (34) is that, for all of these empirically
priate conditions. And indced, when the spatial displacement plausible temporal linear filters'* (e.g.. with impulse response
between successive displays is made sufficicntly small by f conforming to Fig 3 a, b, or c), the result of half-wave
moving the viewer back from the screen, r exhibits reversed- rectifying f. r is completely ambiguous in motion content

Half-wave ambiguity of r and its transformations is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The filter g*, whose impulse response g istCavarig, P, Coafcrene on Visual Form and Mqotion Per"pt~ion" shown m Fig 3o, is a physiologically plausible representation

Psychophysics, Computation, and Neural Networks, March 5,
1988. Boston University. Boston. MA. of the identity transformation, g* averages recent contrast

$Rectification alone &sffices to expose the motion of I to standard but does not register sudden changes in contrast. The filter
analysis.tempordalfferentiatiotand rectificationare requiredforJ. J., whose impulse response A. is shown an Fig. 3, is a
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Intlistv in Fig. 3, the top row of xi cross-sections (inarkedfu 1)
Intesitydisplays the result of applyingl each of the filters directly to r.

Ia ~ ~ I MQ iON Cki The rows marked H*(f- 1) (Fig. 3 a2, b2, and c2) and H-f
F I') (Fig. 3 a3. W3, and c3) display the positive and negative

- hafwae copotients of the same-column, filtered outputs
at- ar(Fig. 3 at. bi. and ci), and the row% marked V- 11 displays

*7 a-- fttll-iwve rectifications (Fig. 3 A, bKsid c4i) of the filter
x J outpts. The important fait graphically illuitratid here is that

Hal bi IC1 the halt-wave components of all of these linear transforma-
tions of r are completely ambiguous in motion content. As
Fig.a 3U 8, and 04 make clear, full-wave rectification works
to expose the near-vicew motion of r; ho%&ever, almost anypr full-w-ave-like reciification tOat combines samec-sign output
for positive and negative signal 'components will also iwork.

The distance-driven reversal of the apparent motion dis-
a2 bc2 pla5 ed by tht leftward-stepping. contrast-reversing grating r

(Fig. 2a) makes it dramatically clear that, as many have
'observed (2, 16, 30-38), the visu3l system extracts motion

W~rr)information from the visual signal in more than one way. Fig.
2 b and c tllustrate that the far-vtew motton of r ts consonant
,with a first-order mechanism (i.e., a Fourier mechanism that~ b3 3applies some form of standard motion analysis directly to the

C3 untransformed stimulus). %whereas the near-viesi-motion ofFr
-~ ~- ,4implicates a second-order mechanism that applies standard

lt~r) W motion analysis to a rectified transformation of r (e.g.. 1ll.
Fig. 2c). In the contest of the various stimuli we have been
able to create, the motion of which reverses with dtstance~~~i~ 4~~t4 5 ~ a (33), the specific importance of r derives from the fact that

4M C4 the near-view motion of r cannot be exposed to standard
motion analysis by any of the empirically plausible linear

-~ ~ filters followed by half-wave rectification. whereas full-wave
lf1 rectification works in conjunctton with all the plasitble

'4 filters.
~ ~ It is possible to constract stimuli the motion of which is

acesbeneither to first-order mechanisms nor to any of the
Pio 3 Exposing the near-view motion ar to standard analysis. second-order mechanisms considered here (32). The question

The verticatdimension in all panes is imei.runig do% nward.The remains open as to whether any of the mechanisms that
Scate of 1 is constant throughoui the figure (see betow) Each panel detect these ot her sorts of mot ion use half-wave rectificat ion.
in the first row represents the impulse respessefof a teezooral filter However, the lefti&ard-stepping, contrast-reversisg grating F
that isan empinicatly plausible initial stage of a rectifying, second- conclusively establishes that at least one second-order mech-
order motion mechanism. The hoiontnal axis of each panel ir the ans ss- l-aerciiain
first row indicates innity, increasing leeB-to-right. (a) Impulse anmussfl-vercicton
response of a physiologically plassible approximation to the tempo- This work was supported by Air Force Office of Scientific
ra identity- it averages recent stimulus contrast (i-) A physiologi- Rtesearch. life Sciences Directorate, Vision Information Processing
catty plausible approsimaition to a temporal differentiator. it re- Program. Grants 85-03(A and 88-0140.
sponds outs- to temporal changes in contrast, (b) The average of
respanses offilitrs aand c.a physiologically plausibeompromsise I A55st5,.S. Mi. (1970) Vision Re-s t0, 1411-1430.
between temporal differentiator and identity that indicates both 2 Brdi,0.(9)VsonRs.1,1-57
recent changes in contrast and recent average contcast. The panels 3 Lappiit. J 9 & Belt, H. H. (1976) Vision Ri-s 16, 161-16&
(aI-4) are xtcrossections, the horizontal axes idicate horizontal 4 Wesiheiner. (G. & Mclece, S. P. (1977) Vision Re-s. 17, 887-
space, the vertical uses indicate time, Each grey panel spans 2 4' of 892.
visual angle horizontatly at a viewing distance of 2 mn and spans 533 5 Bell. H HI & Lappis,) 5 . (1979) Prrepi. P5)chophys. 26,
msec (vertically), In the rowfu Fuand the colums nder each impulse 415-417.
response is a xrcross-section oftheresult ofapplying filterfto r((ig. 6 Baker. C L & Braddick. 0 (1962) Vision Ri-s 22, 85145&6
2a) Subsequent rows indicate the result of rectifyingf* . WF t.. 7 Baker. C L. & Braddick. 0 (1982) Vision Ri-s 22,1234260
Fnand Hy~ - F) indicate the positive and negative half-wase S. Chang, I33. & Julesz. B. (1983) Visior Re-s. 23, 639-646
components of the same-column linear transformation. and the row 9 Chang, J J & Jutesz. B. (198-) Vision Res 23, 1379-1386,
marked Vf - 1 shows full-wave rectifications of these tempora! 10. Chang, 33J & Julesz. B. (l,i) Spaiial Vista,. 1, 39-45
fificrings of r Alt half-wave components are ambiguous in motion 11 Ramachandran, V S. & Anstis, S. lit (1983) Vison Ri-a. 23,
content: all full-wave rectifications yield unambiguous lefissard 1719-1724.
motion to standard( analysis. 12. Wesiheitner. G. (1983) Vision Re-s. 23, 759-763.

13 Bernelil. R. & Wesiheimer. G (19&5) Vision Ri-s 25,565-569
physiologically plausible approximation tosa temporal differ- 14 Nak~ayama. K. & Silserman. G. (1984) Vision Re-s 2-4,293-300
enliator (ku registers temporal changes in contrast, without 13 vansDoom, A.J, & KenderinkJ. J.(1984) VisionRi-s.24,47-
keeping track of average recent contrast). The best-of-both- 54
worlds filter mu* has impulse response in -(g + A)/2 shown 16 Austis. S Mi & Miather. G. (1983) Percepion 14, 167-179.
in Fig 3b The reason for including this best-of-both-worlds 17 van Santen, J P H & St-erling. (1. (1984) Opt. Smc. Am. A 1,

filtr i tht aong he timli hatdispay ceod-oder 451-473.filer s tat mon th stmul tht dsply scon-orer 18 81usd. D II & Wiesel. T N (1959) J Physiol. (London) 148,
motion mediated by temporal filtering, there are some for 574-S91.
which g- (Fig. 3a) works but not A* (Fig. 3c), and some for 19 Granlund, G 11 & Knuisson, HI. (1983) in Ph~siwul and
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APPARENT MOTION DERIVED FROM SPATIAL TEXTURE
Georee Snerling and Charles Chu Human Information Processing

Laboratory, New York University, New York, NY 10003.
Textre quilts are dynamic stimuli designed for studying

motion-from-spatial-texture without contamination by motion
mechanisms sensitive to other aspects of the signal. Here we provide
a theoretical foundation and concrete stimulus-construction methods.
We demonstrate texture quilts that exhibit strong apparent movement
but whose motion content is unavailable to standard motion analysis
such as might be accomplished by in Adelson/Bergen motion-energy
analyzer, a Watson/Ahumada motion sensor, or by any Reichardt
detector. Furthermore, the following transformations leave the
motion in texture quilts unavailable to standard motion analysis: (a)
any linear space-time separable transformation or (b) any purely
temporal transformation, no matter how nonlinear (e.g., rectifying a
temporal derivative). Applying (a) or (b) to a texture-quilt results in a
spatiotemporal function P (not necessarily a texture quilt) that is again
microbalanced-that is, its motion is unavailable to standard motion
analysis. The simplest mechanism sufficient to sense the motion
exhibited by texture quilts consists of three successive stages: (i) a
purely spatial linear filter (the "texture grabber"), (ii) a rectifier to
transform regions of high-energy filter response into regions of high
average value, and (iii) standard motion analysis. Stimuli of a still
higher order-that require a re-iteration of stages (i) and (ii) to yield
motion will be demonstrated.
Fu -,od by AFOSR LiSe Sciences. Visra Infonadon Processig Program, Grno:8-.0140.
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Charles Chubb, George Sperliig, and Joshua A. Solomon. Texture Interac-
tions Determine Apparent Lightness. Investigative Opthalmology and
Visual Science, 1989,30, No. 8, ARVO Supplement, Pp. 1683

Erratum

The wrong abstract was printed on page 161, no. II of the March, 1989 Vol. 30, No. 3 Supplement to
Investigative Ophthalmology and Visual Science. The correct abstract was actually presented and is pnnted
below.

TEXTURE INTERACTIONS DETERMINE APPARENT LIGHTNESS
Cak Chubb Geore S , and Joshua ASolomon.

Huranfon Processing Laboratory, New York University.
We demonstrate that for a test patch of binary spatial noise P

embedded in a surrounding noise field S, the perceived contrast of P
depends substantially en the contrast of the noise surround S. When
P is surrounded by high-contrast noise, its bright points appear
dimmer, and simultaneously. its dask points appear less dark than
when P is surrounded by a uniform field, even though local mean
luminance is kept constant across all displays. Sinusoidally
modulating the contrast Cs of the noise surround S causes the
apparent contrast of P to modulate in antiphase to Cs. In a nulling
expersment. Cs was modulated between 0 and I at 0.47 Hz. For noise
patches P of mean con.rast C, between 03 and 0.5. tUe amplitude of
the induced modulation of P's apparent contrast was on the order of
0.45C,. By comparison. when the noises in P and S. rcspectively. are
filtered into nonoverlapping, octave.wide spatial frequency bands, the
modulation of C5 has very little effect on the apparent contrast of P.
Teie results suggest that the perceived lightness or darkness of a
point in space depends on the combined responses of multiple units at
that point, where each unit is tuned to a specific band of spatial
frequencies, and the response of each unit is nornalized relative to the
responses of nearby units of the same type.
S5.55mudby AIR Lt,© tuetraA. Vt.Sa ea mun z utocan.On , a 53w110140
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Second-Order Motion Perception: Spacetime Separable Mechanisms

Charles Chubb George Sperling

Hutman Inforination Processing Laboratory, Depariment of Psychology,
New York University, 6 Washington Place, Newv York; NY 10003

Abstract
Alicrobalanced sumuli are dynamic displays which do not the stimulus prior to standard motion analysis, we call second.
stimulate motion mechanisms that apply standard (Fourier- order.
energy or autocorrelational) motion analysis directly to tIe It is becoming clear, from apparently moving stimuli
visual signal. Because they bypass such fist.order which do not stimulate standard motion detectors, that first-
mechanisms, tnicrobalanced sumuli are uniquely useful for order mechanisms cannot account for all the data 111-28). In
studying second-ordermotion perception (motion perception particular. Chubb and Sperling 124,26,27] have demonstrated a
served by mechanisms that require a grossly nonlinear stimulus variety of stimuli which display consistent, unambiguous
transfotmation prior to standard motion analysis). Some apparent, motion, yet which' do not systematically stimulate
stimuli are microbalanced under all pointsse stimulus fiust.&der mechanisms.
transformations and therefore are immune to early visual The methods used by Chubb & Sperling [26J to construct
nonlinearities. We use them to disable motion information apparent motion stimuli devoid of systematic first-order motion
derived from spatial (temporal) filtering in order to isolate the content ame founded on the notion of a microbalanced random
temporal (spatial) properties of space/time separable second- stimulus. A random stimulus I is microbalanced iff, for any
order motion mechanisms, The motion of all of the space/tine separable function W. the result J.w of
microbalanced stimuli we consider can be extracted by (Ia) multiplyig I by W satishes the following condition, (Q is drift
band-selcuve spatial filtering and (Ib) biphasilc temporal balanced) the enxpected power in J of any given drifting
filtering, nonzero in de, followed by (2) a rectifying sinusoidal grating is equal to the expected power in J of the
nonlinearity and (3) standard motion analysis, grating of the same spatial frequency, drifting at the name rate,

but in the opposite direction. Drft.balanced and
microbalanred random stimuli are useful for studying motion

I. Introduction. perception because they provide flexible access to aecond
Standard motion analysis, A visual display is described order motion mechanisms without systematically engaging

by L(x.y.t), its luminance as a function of space, xy, and first-order mechanisms.
time, t, We use the term standard motion analysis for any In this paper, we begin by reviewing the basic results
computation applied to L that derives L's motion from about drift-balanced and microbalanced random stimuli, then
correlations of L-values across time and space. Such apply these findings to generate a collection of microbalanced
computations are consonant vith the moton-from.Fourier stmui displaying various types of motion The motion of
componenta primiplc. whi i states that L's motion is reflected each of the stimuli we consider is best revealed to standard
in sonic reasonable way by the contributions to L of individual analysis by a spaceltine separable linear filter followed by a
rouner components (drifting sinusoidal gratings). The rectifier. The first two microblanced stimuli we discuss
recently proposed motion-perception theories of Adelson & (stimuli 3.1 and 3.2) place important constraints on the
Bergen Ill, ieger (5). van Sansen & Sperling (3,41, and temporal filtering mediating space/tine separable, second-
Watson & Ahuntada 121 all perform various forms of standard order motion-perception. The motion of each of the last four
motion analysis on their input. Similarly, the computer vision stimuli (4.2.2. 4 2.3, 4.2.5, and 4.2 6) depends only on the
models of Anandan 19] and Waxman & Bergholin [101 also spatial filtering stage (temporal filtering alone, followed by
perform standard motian analysis on the input signal. rectification, cannot expose the motion of these stimuli)

First-order mectianisnts. A fundamental transformation A transformation is poinmise if its output value at a point
generally presumed to be subjected to standard motion analysis (x. y,A) is space/nime depends only on the value of the input at
in human visual processing is the contrast of the signal (the (u,y,m) Pointwise transfomaiiont include what are often
normalized deviation of luminance from its locally computed called "static nonlineanties." Simuli 3 2,4 2 2,4,2 3.4 2 5 and
mean). We call mechanisms first.order that apply standard 4.2 6 all remain microbalanced after arbitrary pouiti¢e
motion.analysis to raw stimulus contrast. Any motion transformatons. We present general methods for constructing
mechanism that applies a grossly nonlinear transformation to stimuli of this sori.
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A infermation is purely temporal if itsoutput value as Cent rast itiodulatian. Lumninance l(x,y~t) i
a point (r.y.r) depruds olyon the hstryofinp~itjti,y) physically eonssraintedsto. be, a, non-negasive quantity.
The class of pssrdy tenmporal transfonnations is very- general Psyclsophysically, she significant quantity is contrast, the
and includes. for cuaniple. temporAl butsdpssi filteting normsalized deviation as each time t of luminance at each point
preceded aed followed by arbitrary pointwise transformations, (x,y) in the visual field from ' backcground level. or "lvl
Stimuli 4.2.2. 4.2.3. 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 remain nucrobalanced of, adaptation", which reflects the *average liuiance over

-after any purely te mporal trrafornarton. Such stimuli si points proximal to (x.y, t) in space and time. We shall restrict
extremely-useful for, investigating second-ordcr motion our attention throughout this paper to simuli for which is can
perception, because they provide a critical miasre'of control be assumsed that the background luminance level 1. is uniform
in diffectially stimulating specific second-order mechanisms. over the significant spasiosemporul locations in the display.
Indeed, under virtually all tmodels of visual procesning, the first For any stimulus~l with base luminance 4,. call the
effective tramsforsoation mediating she percepition of motion y
displayed by such stimuli it bound to be a s.iafl lnear filter fucin.tifig
(a steusurc-grabber'). This linear stage must, of course, be I + (11),
followed by a poinswise nonlinearity (such as rectification or the contrast modUator of I (and note that!I -1).
thresholding) to expose the microbalanced timulus motion to Psychophysically, it is well-eutablished that over
standard analysis. substantial ranges of I., the apparent motion of I docs not

2. P'relitminaries. depend'upon 1. Therefore, we shift our focus from lum''iance
Secton utlneIn his ecton e satethe ackroud fcta to contrast. and idcstif ' a stimulus with its contrast modulator.

presupposed by the min discussion of the paper. The broad drpigefrnetbagoudlvl
topics covered are: Stimuli. We restrict ourselves to discrete stimuli, whose

activity in restricted to a finite grid of points in spacelic.

0 Real-valiued, discrete visual stimuli and their Fourier Specifically, we call any function l:Z
5 

-+ R A stimalus iff
transforms. We take a stimulus so be a real-valued function lJx,y, tI = 0 for all but finitely many points of V5. We shall
whose action in restricted to a finite grid of spasiotemporal be considering ntimuli ea functions of two spatial dimensions
sampling locations, and tinme. The reader may find it convenient so think of the

first spatial dimension (always indexed by x) as horizontal,
@ Transformations. Definitions are given of linear shift. with values increasing to the tight, the second spatial
invariant transformations, and pointwise transformnations. dimcnsion (indcxed by y) as vertical, with values increasing

upward. The temporal dimension is indexed by t. For
e*Jaon stimuli. A randoom stimulus is a jointly distributed concreteness, the reader is encouraged so imagine Z3 as
set of random variables sassigned to a grid of apasiosemporal indexing the pixels in a dynamic digital display.
sampling locations. Because any stimulus I is nonzero as only A finite number

of points, the power in!I in finite, from which we observe that I
*Drift-balanced and mnicrobalanced random stimuli, A has a well-defined Fourier transform,

random stinmulus I is drift balanced iff the expected power We denote I's Fourier transform by!:-
contributed to I by any given Fourier component (drifting.
sinusoidal grating) is equal to the expected power in!I of the 1(505)[~!x,y,t]JlJ + vut

grating of the same spatial frequency drifting as the same rote, u.Y.8 a Z
but in the opposite direction,!I is microbalanced iff IVI is drift Although T is defined for all real numbers a),0. T, is is
balanced for any space/time separable function W that periodic over 2tn in each variable. This fact is reflctsed in the
"windows" 1. The class of microbalanced random stimuli 1s inverse transform:
significant for studying motion-perception, since (i) it is easy ax 2x 2x
so construct a broad rouge of microbalasced random stimuli 11~~~(2'~t 1 T(S,6.,eili+0, +'Jdcad~d.
which display consistent, compelling apparent motion across (. h
independent realizations, despite the fact that (Hi) the motion In the Founer domain, to indexes frequencies relative to x . 0
displayed by any niicrobalasced random stimulus is invisibl indexes frequencies relative to y, and v indexes frequencies
so first-order mechanisms, regardless of the spatiosemporI relative to r.
scope over which they perform their mosion-analysin. We distinguishs the stimulus 0 by setting Ox ,y , t 0 for

uf with g byf - 9. and the product off withgS byfg. allx,y, t 6 Z.
Any stimulus I is called spaceltiuse separable if

2.1. Discrete d~namic visual stimuli amid their Fourier ltx,y. s) = g(.y] h[tJ, for some rest-valued function; g
transforms, and It of space and time respectively.

We let Ri denote the real numbers, and Z (Z+) the integers
(positive integers).
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2.2, Tra 'nsformatioins. 2.4. Drift-balanced and microbalaniced random stimuli.
Any function Vi which takes- the set -of real-valued The ,nolion-from-orecnpnnt fip sa

functions oZ 3 into imslfis called a transformnation. It for, cmol nitze- rourle on rnefor pricig isa
instance, I:3-R te (2 1,adwe writce appaurnt motion of abilrry stimulus I~x,y,r]fxr

T(iNxaylhJ to indicate the value of T(I),at any point that is constant in the vertical dimension of space. it utales
(x,y,t)e V~: Weashall be particularly concerned with two that, for I considered asa alinear combination of. drifting
types of transformations: linear asf,.nvari ant taforsauios, sinusoidal gratings, if the power in I of the riglitward-driftisg
and pointivise transformatioifi. gratings is greater tha -the power of the- lefrwvard-drifrisg
f: A -+ B and g 1B -+ C., the composition g of: A - C is Cnvernely, if mostof I's power resides in the leftward-
given by drtfting gratisgs, apparent motion should be to the left.

Othserwise 1I should manifest ncr decisive iotion in either
saf(a) = (f(a)) direction.

for any a e A. Thena for any f :R -4R, we call the This prediction rule for horizontally moving stimuli is a
trasformnationi f a, yielding the spatiorempoarall function fol restricted version 'of the more general 'motian-froiti-Foarler-
when applied to stimulus 1, a poinrrwise transformation components principle: For any stimulus L to exhibit motion its
(becatuse its output valse as any point in space/time depends a certain direction in the neighborhood of tome point
only on its input value as that point), The transformation f oin (e,y. 0 aZV. there must be some spatioremporal volume /A
called a positive alf-wave rectifier if f in mon~tonically pronimal to (x ,y . ) such that the Fourier transform of L
increasing, and! f ()] 0 fur all sv : 0. fa* is called a negative computed locally across As hs substantial power over some
.ralf-wave rectifier if f is monotonically decreasing, and regios of she frequency domain whose points correspond, in
fjvj=OforvZ:0. Finally, fain called sfull-rsave rectifier if this space/time doinain, to sinusoidall gratings drifting in a
f is a monotonically increasing function of absolute value, direction consistent with the miotions percetved.

Linear, ahift-insariant transformations, Lisear, shift- The following class of random stimuli provides a rich
invariant (1.51) transformations are spariurerusperal pool of counteresamplen to the motion-froin.Fourirr-
convolutions- For k :Z3 

. R (tha imspulse response), the 1.51 components principle 126).
transformation k. yields the convolution k * I when applied
to any stimulus 1. i.e.. for any ea eZV. 2.4.1. Call any random stimulus R driff balanced iff

for all (ws. 0.,r) e lt.5.
2.3. Random stimuli. Thus, a random stimulus R is drift balanced iff the

The notion of a random stimulus generalizes that of a expected power in R of each drifting sinusoidal component is
nonrandoin stimulus in that the values assid points in equal to the expeeted power of the component of the same
space/tune by a random stimulus are random variables rather spatial frequency, drifting at the same rare, but tn the opposite
than constants, A random stimulus in a family direction. That is, that expected power of every frequency is
IR (s.y.t)I .v,y.r t Z) of random variables, all but some the sMe, independently of whether a series of franses is
finite number of which are always 0. To ensure that R has a ditplayed tn forward or reverse order. Obviously, for any class
well.dcfined expected power apectrum we require that of upatiotemporal receptors tuned to stimulus power in a
R Ix , y, s)I has a finite second moment for each (x. Y. t) a V. certain spatiotetuporal frequency baud, a drift-hbrlasced

random arunulus will, on the average, stimulate equally well
2.3. 1. Call any family (Rjx, y.tI (x. y,I)n eV) of jointly those re~ceptors tuned to the corrsponding band, of opposite
distributed random vairiables a randomx srimulus provided temporal orientation.

(i) for all bat finitely many (z. y,t)a V., R Ix.y, t is
invariably equal toO0, Mierohalariced Random Stimuli. Consider the

and following two-flash stimulus S: In flash l. a bright spot (call it
i) [ .y,11exists for all (x~y.t)e V. Spot 1). appears. In flash 2, Spot I disappears, and tvo new

(ii)E~j ix~~ui] -spots appear, one to the left and one symmetrically to the right
At with non-random stimuli, we write W for the Fourier of Spot 1. As one might suppose, S is drift balanced. On the
transfortr of the random stimulus R. R? in called space/rinse other hand, ir is equally clear that a first-order motion detector
separable iff R in space/time separala with probabilary 1. If whose spatial reach encompassed the locairion of Spot I and
there exists a stimulus S such that R =S with probability I. only one of the Spots in flash 2 miught well be stimulated in a
then R is called consant. fixed direction by S. Thus, although S is drift balanced, sonir

first-order mation detectora may be stimulated strongly and
systematically by S. These detectors can be differentially
selected by spatial windoving, and thereby the drift-balanced
stimulus S can be converted into a non-drift-balanced stimulus
by multiplying it by an appropriate space/tinse separable
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function. This property is escaped by the following subclass of to match the external delay of a moving stimulus, 'The right
dfift'balanced random stimuli, subunit normally computes rightward motion. The output

2.4.2. Call any randdom stimiulus I mlcrobalaui~ed iff W 'I rpeet h mohdlfwun iu ihwrfifrn
drift iialan6&I 'ort 'spaeeiiitj scpa~l (inon-randoi)

'6n Osecan' think, of the multiplying, function W at a -

'winsdow" thtough whlcha spatiotethporal subregion of I can
beviwed' in isolation. Thenpacetime, sepirability of W

* inssrea~that it is "transparent" with respect,,to the ,motionP at* sa* gi* g5*
r ontest- of thu region of to which itis applied: W-does not,
distort I's motion with any motion content of its own., Thur.
the fact that I in microbalanced means that tiny sutirgion of P
encountered through a "nsotion-trantparcst window" is drift Xbalanced.

The following characterization, of the ,class of
mictobalasced randosm stimuli, and the rest of the results in
this section are from Chubb and Sperling 126],

2.4.3. A random stimulus I is microbalanced if and onlyitf

fo [Ill x. y t),(x.y' t' e 1.y'If 'hj 0

Somec other relevant facts about microbalasced random h
stimuli:Y

2.4.4. For any Independent mfcrobalanced random stimuli I
audJ, Figure 1: The Reichuardt detector. The detctor consisua sf a

left and a right subunit: the left sunit normally detecta leftward
1. the proJact I is rsicrobalanced, moveent: the tight unit. tightward movement. In response so

and a stimulus 1. each spatila. input tilter,(recepitivt fid) fi
outpotC a tcmpotal function tiv Is then convolved with a

11. the consolution I * J is microbalunced. temporal fie g, . 'The connlatnr buses. mark~ed 'i(". ouput
the product of their Inputs. The bun matked "-" outputs is
left input minus its tight: this output Itndicates the net Irfiward

2... (a) Any spaccltune separable random stimulus is minus rightward motion, The bun hto contains a temspotal
microbalanced. (b) any constant mirrobalanccd random smoothing filter to produce time-averaged output.
stimnulus is spaceltilin separable.

Specifically, the Reichardt detector consists of spatial
The following result is useful in constructing a wide range receptors characterized by spatial window functions (receptive

of nuterohulauccd random stimusli which display sinkinig fields) f and A, temporal filters g 1. and g~s' tulitiplier$. a
apparent motiont. diffiecer. and another temporal filter hi.. The spatial

receptors fi. I = 1,.2. act on the input stimulus I to produce
2.4.6. iet r be a family of pairwise Independent, intermtediate outputs.
microbalanced random stimnuli, all but at most one of which y(j= ~ f(~]~~~j
hsive eipecration 0. Then any linear contbination of r' isY11= Zh5~)(~.1

microbalaced.At the nest stage, each temporal filter gi. transfortms its input

The leicardl delelar haraleri~atin of y, (QJ= 1.2), yielding four temporal output functions:
trilrobalanced random stimuli. Two first-order motion produc1.thelf n h utpleste opt h
detectors proposed for psychophysical data (1,6) can be recast tsut
as variants of u Reichatrdt Detector [3,41,311. The Reichardt [Yi *ilt] 1 [Ya. 921i &Wd Ii * 9211t Y2 jyz Aill
detector has many useful properties as a motion detector 1 -1 1 [
without regard to its specific instantiatin (34], respectively, and the differenicer subtracts the output from the

Figure I shows a diagram of the Reichardt detector. The right multiplier from that of the left multiplier
Reichatdt detector consists of a left and a tight subunit that D it)
share the'ir inputs. The left sbunit normally computes f ii gl-r * .1 ~ a
leftward motion because the filter g I* acts asan internal delay lyl 9J,1 IY 9 S21J 1  Y 1 1 1 1 . 9 (
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ImotionI

temporal filter

s ,patnalfilter,

O-7-tPut standard,

I * 'motion

input

rectifier

Figure 2: Firsu-orde, and second-orde, motion mechanisms. (a) First-order motion mchanisms apply standard motion
analysts (c g. Reichardt model) directly to te luminance signal L. Many second-order mechanims can be modelcd by a
signal trinsfuaaion eompdtsed of a spatiotemporal linear filtrjollowed by a pointwise nonlineanty followed by
standard motion analynis. The filterng performed in (b) Is Space/time separable (spatial filtering and temporal tittering
occvr its separate boxes), followetd by a poiniwise nronittarity. which is Illustrated here with a full-wave reetitter. The
motton of all the microbalaneed stimutli considered in this paper can be extracted by the scond-order meehanisms
diagrammed In (b) with approptiately chosen spatial and temporal filters.

The final output is prodnced by, applying the filter ha*, whose standard mootion analysis by a transformation
purpose is to appropriately smooth "the, rime-varyitig. T -ra(
differencer output D. Since almost all first-order mechanisms ~ ~ .faI I
can be expressed as, or closely approxeimated by Reichardt where r.e is a rectifier, and f* is a space/time separable filter.
detectort, the following result 1271 in the cornerstone of the
claim that mnicrob lanced random stimuli bypans 'first-order'
motion mechanismsn, 3. Motion mediated by simple rectification and by

temporal differentiation followed by rectification.
2.4.7. For any random stimulus 1, the following conditions are The fieat two stimult (3.1 and 3.2) place constraints only
equiv'alent: on the temporal componjent of the the filter f*. Subaenn

(a) , ismicrbalacedstimuli focus on the spatial component.

3.1. Stimulus: The amplilude-modnlaling squarewave. The
(b) he xpetedrespnsecifny ekhrdt etetorto is motion of some of the microhalanced stimuli demotnstrated by0 ateverylinstant in time. Chubb & Sperling 124,26) results from modulating the

amplitude of spatially independent, visual noise. For example,
Varietis of microbalanced motion. Fig. 3a shown an xt cross-sectono of isaquarewave, stepping 1/4

In Sections 3 and 4, we describe stx random stimuli, all of spatial-cycle leftward each framte, modulating (between 0 and
which are rnacrobalatnccd, jet display consistent upparent 1) the atmplttude of a row of static, horizontally independet
motton across independent realtzations, For each of these black/white vertical bars. Thin stimulus displays obvious
random sttmuli I . the motion displayed by I can be exposed so leftward motion to all viewers under a broad range of viewing
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Figure 3: 'ras/orrlnass of the conros-modulasisI~squa'cwave. All 12 panels are xt cross-secsioto (willh time
runing downwar) of vaios transformations of stimulus 3.1, the eonrstsrriodctastug squarewaxe. Stimulus 3.1 itself
re cross-stcned in (a). Ibe torizossral dimension is S. tse vertical dimension is t witLt tme increasing downward, and
she stimuluis sswnarylnginy. IMe problem of perceiving lcftward motion in Uhe dynamic display wlsosext cross section
is reprsetd by panel (a) is equivalent to stse texture problem of perceiving orientation slanting down said to Use left in
thc panel (a) itself. In Use left-hand! column are displayed cross-seesions of 3 inear transforrtiona of the stimulus; (a) the
Identity. (b) the partial derivative with respect so tien, and (c) Use average of the oper7 ors Applied in (a) arnd (b). The
next column (at. lt. cI) shown the result of full-wave retification (absolute value) of tse corresponding (salne-row)
linear transformationsi: e.g.. (Al) shows rise result of full-wave rectifying the untransfonned stilus 3.1. Column Mlue
shows Use positive lsalf.wave components of rihe nanse-row linear transformations In column 1; column 4 shows the
negative half-wave, componenis. The functions In column I Oineur transfortiona of the conrrasr-modulating
squarewave) are all microbalaneecd; hence, Use right-to-left motion displayed by the stimiuu cannsot be obtained from
tses trisforations by standard motion analysis. Tcmporal differniidon (rise second-row ransforrmationa) yields
motion-ambiguous fuinctions; rows I And 3 yield functions whose motion Is extractable bynrtandard motion Analysis.

conditions, despite the focs shut (as is easily proven frost reversing the contrast of black/whitc vertical bars as is maove.
propositions 2.4.5a and 2.4.6) it in nticrobalanced. Like Phe inplitude-modulating, squarewave,. this contrast-

reversing squarewuve displays vivid leftwad motion so all
Simpl re ficalion exposes thre mnotion or the viewers under a broad range of viewing conditions;

ampliltude.nso )du laling squarewave. As nuggested by Figs. nonetheless, it is microbalanced (another ay consequence of
3a1, 3i2, and 3a3, sirmple full.ea-ve or'hslf-wave rectification propositions 2..a urid 2.4.6).
(i.e. xetting f. so the idiisit in Eq, (1)) suffices to expose Simple rectikiation fails to reveal the motion of the
motion carried by amplitude-rnodulation. li1iwever. simple contrat-reversing squarewave. As illustrated in Figs. Ial.
rectification farls to expose the milotion in, the followinz 4a2 and 4a. simple rectification does not expose the motion of
stimulus. the contrast-reversing sqtsarewuve to xtandard motion analysisz

full-wave rectification yields a uniform field, while half-wave
3.2. Stimulus: The contras-revs-sirsg sqonrewave. A rectification yields a mere dc-shifted resealing of the original
sideways stepping squarewave is uie:d so slieroarely multiply stimulus. Indeed. any purely spatial filter followed by
the contrast of spatially rndepenident noise by +1 and -1. Fig. rectification is equally ineffective at revealing this motion 127]
4a shows an xt cross-secsi6t of a squarewuve stat steps
leftward .114 spatial-cycle as regular temporal 1itervals.
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doicaward) of various a rnomtaios of stimulus 3n2 fte conrateveflirtt sqauar'ewc'e. .dslds is itel is MOSS-

sectoned in (a). Seecapaen o)f Fg. 3 for adescoipton of the umnsfor pnlarizneL lo ieficie

in the left Column (the line trarmonns5 or the coout-rettsiit sq45Twe~e) m ctibmti5ce so f iis--lf

motion displayed by the stioiulas carmot be otnedW from ISC, ssranSlOnnaaiw$ by standard motio anaysis. flre purely

poisswisc transibnnstions (the rectifications shiownin f'th fins row) a!5o yield mictobalancd fu~naos Zni han 11

sirrply'accessibte motion. Hlowever. after any of the twgiyingT transfonsazion in rows (b) of (C). Ike stimuus macion is

accewbtteto standrd motion analysia.

Temporal differentiations followed by rectification To recapitubtec 7Ue motion of the mplitudcetnodslting

reeals the motion of the contrastreiersiflg squarc%-mr. squar5eave (Fig. 3a) is exposed by simple half-ws-ae or full-

The~ obvious transfomation to espose the motion of this wave rectification (Figs. 3al. 3a2. 3a3). However. rectification

stimulus to standard motion analysis is temtporal differentiation fails so expose, the msotion of the ctrtree sin quarewave

followed bylhslf.wave or fult-wa~e ,ecrificarfair. 3he result of (signal in Fig. 4a; rectifications in Figs. 4a1. 42. 433). On the

differeniating the contrast-reversitig squarewaie %wish respect other hand. temporal dilferentsatr followed by ball-wave or

to Li=e is shown in Fig. 4b. The motion of this temporal full-wave rectification suffices to expose t motion of t

derivative remalins microbalanced (a conisqut=~ of coust-revcrsin1g aqusrewave to standard analysis (Figs. 4b.

propositions 2.4.4 11. and 2.4.S3). However, as suggested by 4bl. 0b2.43), but fails to reveal the motion of the amplitude-

Figs. 4bt, 4b2 and 0b3. either full-wave (Fig. 4b1) or half- modulating sqlsafwav(Figs. 3b. 3bl .30b).

wave (Figs. 02Z & 4b3) rectification suffices to reveal the A single trarnafornsiation which reteals; the motion of

motion ~of the temporal derivative of the Contrst-revefaing both stimuli 3.1 and 3.2 to standard ootim-snalysis can easily

squartwaves o stidardanlysis. Howvever, be obtained by letting/u. of Eq. (1) be a temporal linear filter

Temporat differentiation followed by rectification fails (spatial component =identity) with impulse responsce gven by

to espose the motion of the amptitude-madtilating Fig. S

sqssartwave. Lifferentiating the amphrude-inoduaingf 'she result of applying such a filte to the contrast-

squarewave (Fig. 3a) with respect to time sacrifices all the modulating aquarewave. is shown in Fig. Xc As Figs. 3d. 3U2,

motion content of thin stimuluts (See. Fig. 3b). 1he and 3c3 suggest, full- or half-wave rectification of the outpat

differentiated stmlu 1Fg. 3b) it completely ambiguous in (Fig. 3c) esposes the motion of thre contrast-nsodulasngl Square

nvoion
4 6ntent, and subsequent transfoirmatiorns (eg9. full, or to tandaird analysis. And as Figs . -Se 4c1, 442 and 41c3

haf-wave refOication: Figs. 3bl. 3hZ, 3b3) cannot reclaim the inicate, the same tranafbomtiont espose the motion of the

original stimulus motion. corsast-reverstng squarew-ave to standard analysis.
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S~E='S etio2!zM& T1G I's -on can u-Y be
0.-p=aceaved by a meaicEtit wtkhl appieS a c-Acad that

includels a zoiial LSI ras~irn:o Aboied b7 a

Ludced-vir have aleaO yeaeoeearrd a sirpie c=anple of

3.Z eic e s he cn irts dsussin uqewve sc~cms

-1.0 abv hts; -eiiacamco _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ thce moa of

00M e 130.0 o arandzul analysis. and it is easy so scedu this obsneesioa
gersalizes beyvind retifiers to all pouseac ~fonakaai
Any pocatiscaeorm-azica aprplied so J yields a reseale

V.~orce:a rrnpos o 6bscia ,- idit a werss of inpls a comizta. 1:9ct and copxaeboth
CU=she t irt inmm L=Se~dit sQaaie.2ve z-obsanoccd.
(Fit- 3a). andiof ti -s- ng sqa- -av (Fi:. 44a).26M=rc ytecoa-~s~

S~~bscg=M I~i:i -k sh W0aceibe1 J:s exposed by rectfyiz fth ocare of cerzaLin IS!
r~ed r~io(eea ruwerngn. 3 an ) trasf-orm ns (e-g. the tempogaJ &ndziv) of). Houever.

no pon-ise z fr auc pplid by itself to)J suffics to
expose J's moction coesee to sunsdard ZAalsis. In sudying

4. Motion carried purely by spatial tezture. the processing stages thi =diae-, cn: cde motio

There =x many inrbalanced random stimuli %hose, p maiz y be ome i.-pnaceto kotatba given
maoo depends on the spa ocmrporal modulation of Spata tititItS "iulilnte to a certain transforaion or a certain
A~v -~x cas tr-f--o~ oc type -of transfoniruatiooa (as J is immun to poinsse
cnveyed modion to standad roodia analysis =r given by r"si"6 s-Ti -Odt ~ shna e following actioni 1f27J

T(l) =r * (f . 1) wis Lux. sepalll anyi f.noe stimilg purelylncdurd
spatial (temporal component = identity). The spatia fldrf. .-. Cl n nossiuu irblne ne

shoold be vieuved as a mtexttrre-grabbet7. fo wil relodwt given tsaisfarmatdon T i ff T (I) is m icrobalanced.
varying power throughout regins of the %Uutal feld. In connection with pointwise transfoarmations, we have
depending on uhether or not the toe to which it is tuned the following two results [271:
populates those regions. However, the otrtput of a linear filter
to atxtue positive ornegative accotling to the phase of the 4.1.2 .L I be a random stintrur such thae, for any
texture. That is, multiplying the contrattof the texture by -1 V~Yt.('~t)eZ. I[x.y. :J and 1(5'.y'.e h1ate a
will multiply the filtes output by -1. The purpose of CO~ntoit joint denrirY. Than rhe followintg conditions are
rectification is to report the presence or absence of tetur equivalent:
independent of phase. The result T(l) is is spatiotesuporail
function whose valse refctis the movement of the 1. 1 is micobOalace under all poirarise
(f. )-te-xtur across the Visual feld as a function of time. transtforminis.
Elaborations of this scheme have been applied to modeling
ecture perception by Cali [32J, Bergen & Adelsons [33J. and 2. The joint density f of I (x. y. tI uuigh I Ie. ' ' and
Sutter. Beck & Graham 134). the joint densiryS of I(x.y.;r'Jwith 1[x'.y'. tisatisf

To study texturally conveyed motion, it it importnt to f(p.q)+f(q.p) = gS~pq)+g(q.p)
bypass not only first-order motion mechanisms. butt also for ollp. q e R.
irrelevant second-order meehaniisnts. sucK as the temporal
mnechanitmt proposed above for accessing the motion of the 4.1.3. (Corollary) For any random stimulus 1, if the joint
amplitude, and eontrastirversing squarewavet-stimuli 3.1 density of 1[z.y. ri with Ilx'.Y. ill is identical either to ghe
and 3.2). A particular tubeiss of mnicrohalaneed random joint diensiry of lix.y.ri with ll'y.1or go the joint
stimtuli serves this purpose. densty of 1[x'.y. '1 with Ile.y.g') for every

4.1.Ranom simui Wiroblancd uder 11 ointise (r. y, t). (e.Y.t') e Z. then)I is microbalanced under all

t..ranomatium ob.ne udral onws poit tise transformations.

M any tignal transforrinations encountered in perceptual 4.2. Texture quilts.
modelt can be expretted at catcades of poititwisc (r.) and The results of section 4.1 can easily be applied to
space/time separable LSI transformations (f.), For visual construct a wide variety of timuli for wich the first effecuve
procesting that it limited to tuch cascadet, the following stgofpcein frmtonnvlsa n-itwe
question is of considerable interest: What conditiont mutt be stg ofrcstgfrmtintvlsannpotic
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fvcan b y os17 that eaci the stimul- i f fesnte in thi ftiStodimsp he sitbet Fg.Scshw Shemil fucxutr
section is m c xohalnac thene moilt to el tempor=2 al rtruwh usedc~ in te oeszruc. f sbis =he v a-it

zrami u n 0. e. unde all der anwheoupaall po~nws b (ertic d 5) itin ohe aFi6 omnsa timkfte an irstc~

aprs gvnint Crey~ti. paMCeuedps nyo the frame. c== a d t o ohe pit f signs t he vialltaovte

hisoryfinpu iat =ce spaial pothe y Thus noP ne fat t pI:ts its te leftostego the secoa d fim, h alu-I
formatiohons 17itat suafceh of es the moml Ipeetdino thes ftrteont ispae to sight~m Feeig 6s. "' to f ois

antli'.~-nsdsatngand contrast-reversing sqluraves otside- the sewond frame.- ie functions coloring succcssivec
would reveal themoiion of!so stadad motionanalysis, frameis shift the i/darkc edge rightward through the Erame

All the examples of this section exploit the same essential util in frame 9. the field is urniformsly bight.Mli ys each
tric- briefly displayed patches of static. rindom-phased frame = 1. 2-.. 9 by its associated random variable Oj yields.
xure occur in specific spatiosenspora relations to each other in this particulareraliztkot. the stimulus given in ig. 6b.

and appriopdxe mreasuts ax taken to ensure that the resulting
stimulus is snicrobalanced under all pouivy-m transfrmasinis frame frame
Wec call such stimuli mexture quilts. The texture quilts ~
constructed in ourcexamples (exemplars are shown in Figs. 6bs, 2!r
7d, 8b and 8c) all display decisive apparent motion from left to - iih
right. vuhen vieued either monocularly or binocutlarly fo
distance such that they span about 4 horizontal retinail degrees. 41 IL-3 4
with frames dislayed at1 IS I. 5F 4L_:j 5
Blinary texture quills. 6 Tk ~

The easiest constructions of quilts that are microbalanced 8 , f
under all purely teniporal t-.nsforsnations use stitmuli that have 9 ......

onytwo cotatVle.we show how to construct a Feneri

Finry-alud qiltandproidesome specific examples.(b

4.2.1. A general technique for constructing binary texture Figure 6: Edge-driven motion from an ordinary edge and
quilts that are microbalariced under all purely temporal from abinary gextire q:ult. () A rigtward moving lighWatk
transformations. Let cxc Z

2 e aset of pointsan space (thos edge visible to first- Ari second-order motion detectors Nine
which will take nonsero values st somse time during the framnes atm shown: each frame shows exactly what is
display). For the number N of frames comprising the quilt, displayed. an arma of contrast +1 and area of contrast -I. (b)

asociate with frames I through N4 a family A realization of the sidestepping, randomly contraut-reierrintg
vertical edge. Wads random stimulus is microbataniced under

03O.. OAF alt purely temporal trunsfnnations: therefore its nghtwaid

of jinty inepeden ranom aribles eah o whih tkcs motion remains inaccesible to standard motion analysis even
ohe voinlye Independet rqado arables, I eaih, sswhichte arreran arbitrary. purely temporal triinsfornatton. Eich of the

the alu I r-I ishequl pobablit, I aditio. asocate frames I - 9 of (b) was derived from the corresponding frame
with frames I through N. a family of (a) by multiplyitg that entire frame by a random variable

fi, j - 1. 2_.N that tak~es the value I or -I with equal probability. The nine

of functions, with .1, assigning 0 throughout all fratmes except faerno aibe rjia ncxdn
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(c) (d)

Figure 7. Orienrafson-driven second-order mnown from a binary ireacre quite (a) Four frames of a probabilistieally
defined sinewave grating thatsoteps rightward 90 ,degrees between frames The rightward motion in (a) is accessible to all
motion detectors (bI) Four frames of a static. vestical aquarewave grating,. (b2) Four frames of a static horizontal
squircwvave grating. (C) A rightward translating texture partem. For every %Wite point in (a). the corresponding value in
(c) is chasen from the vertical squart-wave grating in (bI); for every black point, thre corresponding value in (c) is chosen
from the horizntal square-wave grating in (W2). Stimulus (c) is not microbalanced. its mation is accessible to stantdard
motion analyins. (dt) A texture quill. The frames of (d) are derived by multiplying the corresponding frames of (c) by
jointly irs~lpetsent random variales. each of which takes the value 1 or -I with equal probability. The texture quit
realised is (c) itmicrobaLvnced under all purely temporal transfonnaurons. therefore its rightward motion is unavailable to
standard motion analysis. even after an arbitrary, purely temporal itrnoformation.

The motion displayed by this quilt is clearly driven by thi rightward stepping sinusoid of*Fg. 7a to sample between the
randomly contrast-reversing edge that steps from left to right two squamewave gratings shown in Figs. 7b1 and Mb. 71e
through the course of the display. Almost any bandpass spatial texture quit-realized in Fig. 7d is dertved by randomly
filter followed by a rectifier will suffice to expose this motion reversing the contrast of each of the frames of Fig 7c. For the
to standard analysis. The following quilt requires a more realization given in Fig. 7d, the random variables 01, 2. 03 and
specifically tuned texture-grabbing spatial filter. Q.4 used to multiply the frames of Fig. 7e take the values -1.

-1. 1, and 1 respectively.

4.2.3. Stimulius: Oppositely oriented, randomly contrast.
reversing squarewaves selected by a drifting graling. In Sinusoidal texture quills.
Fig. 7d are displayed the foot frames comprising ,another It in simple to elaborate technique 4.2.1 to a method for
binary texture quiti also constructed using technique 4.2.1. constrscting quilts involving textures of arbitrarily many
Figure 7c shows the functions f. I- Jr 2, f, and f 4 used in the contrast values, We illustrate the principle in the construction
construion. Each of these frames was constructed by using of a generic quilt comprised of patches of sinusoidil grating
the corresponding frame of the probabilistically defined, and we provide two specifie examples.
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4.2A4. A teneral technque for coanscing sinusidal keep orientation COWL=an and vasy spatiUl fiequenicy instead.
texture quilts microbalanced under anl purely temporal
lransfornmtfion. A gencrisinsoidal quilt has N frames. 4.16. Stimulus* Random-phased sinusoids or differet
Pixels of each frame awe filled by choosing betwceen a pair Of spa"ia frequettde saelected by a drifting grating. Figmre Fc
siusoids assigned so that frame. The ,critical consuai (to ihows a texture quilt using the samnpling functions of ig. Ua
insucc that the resulting stinulus will berctukbalanced uiter bin Setting n; = 8. =2io; = 2i foci = 1. 2. 4.
all purely temporal men~mito5 -~tha the dffren TIe empirical observations with texture quilts are that
sinusoids thi patchted together. within 'a given frme and - I ~ ~ le oears h
across differet frames must be of etual amplitude and have, fe& ~ wsnteatrccvydmto scnrvds
jointly independent. uniformly distributed esedoi phases. thtthr ar no spdtm a eotdations in the stimulus to

Specifically. foe i = 1. 2-..N, with'N: the numbeir of' support standard tnotiona analysis [11.17J. and s ltnn second-
fraines comprisiii; the quilt. Ict Wi be a function, temp.orally ordir temporal processing can be excluido,1' [273- These
constant within frame i. assigning either I or'-j alpit textsuer-onveyed moosare dtctlby convolving the input

(r.y.r) in the ia frtam and 0 to all points outside theiP" stimulus with a spatial teturegrabbing filter tuned- to the
frame. We use W to sample between static sinusoidal gratings moving texture then rectifying the output of the filter (to
with random phases and different spatial firequencies indicate the presence or absence of the texture), and sub~ccmng
Apparent motion can often be generated with such displays by the rectified output to - standard ,motion analysis. That
shifting cads successive samepling function IV,, in a fixed supracordinate texture orientation is easily perceived in the x.3,
direction relative to Wi representations of the texture-conveyed motion (Figs. 7d. Sb

Let and 8c) indicates that there exists secoind-order orientation
t - -processing of textures in the space domain anadogous to the

(at. 0t. 01r. 61- sas- 02- C12- 62- -.. -- N - v q--O-'Y A second-order motion processing of textures in the montion

be integers. For each fram i of the texture quilt being domain.
constructed we shall use W. to sample between two sinusoids,
Ci and . For some integer P (independent otfrme), ,Ci ha 5. Summary.
a spatial frequency of iaI/P eyelet per horizor.talW pixel and Section I introduced the distinction between first- and

6,1 cylesperveticl pxelCe has a spatial frequency of second-order motion mehanisim Suction 2 reviewed the
6,/P cycles per hoiital pixelad6/ ylsprvria fundamental results concerning drift-balanced and

pixel. microbalanced tar tom stimuli. hlicrohalanced random stimuli
The hass oallof ht inudid pache tonturinthc- sae useful in the study of second-order motion perception
The hass o allof he nustds'ateed ogctct-n te-~ because (i) they are guaranteed a't ro systemnatcally stimul1ate

quilt are independent random variables. To be precise, let first-.srdr-r (Fourier-energy analytic or autocoffelational)

Pi. Pt ;2- . P_ A, AY, motion mechanisms, and (ii) it is easy to produce
microbalanced random stimuli titt display consistent.

be jointly independeti random variables, each asstiig with cotmpelling apparent motion across independent realirattioss.
equal probabiy a value from amongst the integers - --

0. l'... P -l. Thett for all (X.. t)C Z3 set Section 3 described nulcrobalanced random stimuli that
M displayed different types of apparent motion. The contrast-

s = Ys1, modulating squarewave (Stimulus 3.1) suggests that somei
1st instances of microbanced motion may be esposed to standard

w~here, for each i. motion analysis by simple rectification. The costtasutreversing
squarewave (stinmulun 3.2) suggests that other instances of

rJos(2x(eu,x+,y+p,)IP) if lVIx.Y.tJ= . microbalanced motion are esposed by rectifying the temporal
Silx,y~rJ cos (2n(@,.% + 6,y + r,)I) ifIV, (x,y. tjI'=-1. derivative of the stimulus. Moreover, the motion of stimulus

0o othrwis. 3.1 can not be exposed by temporal differentiation followed by
rectification, whereas the motion of stimulus 3.2 can not be

J~~~~~ikc~~~~~ th eei iaytxuv ul .S i exposed by simple rectification. A temporal filter with the
Lilethe eneic bsai texurequil B, impulse response gtven in Fig. 5 (including terms for both

rukrobalaniced under all purely temporal transformations 127]. temporal differentiation and temporal identity), followed by
rectification, does suffice to expose the motion of both stimuli

4.2.5. Stimulus: Oppositely oriented, random-phased 31ad32t anaamioaals.Frechfthe
sinuoid seectd b a rifing ratng.lir siusodal stimuli, the optimal spotial filter to expose the motion is the

analog to the binaiy texture quilt of Fig. 7d is shown in Fig. 8ib. idnty
in Fig. IS are shown the functions IV. P~a W2,3, and I's used idetity. itoue tento :a admsiuu
to select between horizontal and vertical grating$. For this cionce 4untded l pithe rn frition s radmStiulu
quilt, j5s, =0, = 0, for i =1, 2, 3,4; and for some integer F mcoaatdsdralpitierasomros ets

(w t FP henumbr f ycespe p xl) (, 6i - F 4.1 provided necessary and sufficient conditions for a random
(wit Fl thesmbrofccleperpseltu,=8~=F. stimulus to be of this sort. Such stimuli I are significant

The motion displayed by the texture quilt of Fig 8b because poiniwise transformations applied directly to I merely
evidently depends on the difference in orientation between the result ugain in microbalanced random functions, thus the first
textures mixed in each frame. Of course, we can just as easily
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frame fram

~'3 3

4 4

(a)(b) (C)

Figure b: Stru~soidal texture qwls--toson driven by differences in orierdaxon or in apauialfrequency The 4 frames in
(a) an: used to select betwteen two sinutsoidal patonat Stimuli (b) wad (c) are realirations of two Such random stimuli.
each Of witch is micrbalanced under all purey temporal transformations. The sintusoids mixed in (b) differ in
Orientation. uhile the sinusoids mixed in (c) have the sante orientations. but differ in spatial frequency. The phases of
sinsids are joinly indepndent aesosts frames. and scras sinusoids of different frequency mixed us the sate framne.
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To same degree, all current models of visual motion.perception mechanisms depend on the power of the visual
signal in various spatiotemporal-frequency bands. Here we show how to construct counterexample. visual
stimuli that are consistently perceived as obviously moving in a fined directionyet for w'hich Fourier-domaln power
analysis yields no systematic motion components in any given direction. We provides general theoretical frame-
%ork for investigating non.Fourier motion-perception mechanisms; central are the concepts of drift.balanced and
microblanced random stimuli. A random stimulus S is drift balanced if its expected power in the frequency
domain is symmetric with repect to temporal frequency, that is, if the expected power in S of every drifting
sinusoidal component is equal to the expected power of the sinusoid of the same spatial frequency, drifting at the
same rate in the opposite direction, Additionally, Sismicrobalancediftheresult WSofwindowingSbyanyspoce-
time-separable function W is drift balanced. We prose that (i) any space-time-separabe random (or nonrandom)
stimulus is microbalanced; (i) any linear combination of pair ise independent microbalanced (respectively, drift-
balanced) random stimuli is microbalanced and drift balanced if the expectation of each component is uniformly
zero; (in) the convolution of independent mi-robalanced and drift-balanced random stimuli is microbalanced and
drift balanced; (iv) the product of independent microbalanced random stimuli ts microbalanced; and (v) the
expected response of any Reichardt detector to any microbalanced random stimulus is zero at every instant in time.
Examplesare provided ofclases ofmcrobalanced random stimuli thatd isplayconsistentand compelhng motion in
one direction All the results and examples from the domain of motion perception are transposable to the space.
domain problem ofidetecting orientation in a texture pattern.

i. INTRODUCTION puted globally or locally, contained no consistent moving
components and yet was perceihed to move decisively in a

Central to the study of human visual motion perception is fixed directin. Subsequently, Petersik ct . studied sli-
the relationship betseen perceived motion and the Fourier far direction equntly te et ostudiedtsien

transform of the spatiotemporal visual stimulus Points in slur displays in an effort to clarify the relationship beteen
the domain of the spatiotemporal Fourier transform corre- stage I (autocorrelational, Fourier) mechanisms and thetheoin of thn spnuodgrati ngs. Foier t eranom co higher-order stage 2 mechanisms mediating the perception
spond to drifting sinusoida l gratings. For a wide range of of what we call

t s 
non-Fourier motion.

spatial and temporal frequencies, such drifting sinuods are The purpose of this paper is to provide (i) a general theo.
perceived to move uniformly across the visual field, and retical busts and (ii) an orray of specific tools for studying
their apparent speed and direction are direct functions of non-Fourier moton-pereption mechanisms. s

spatiotemporal frequency. For the most part, the motion
displa)ed by simple linear combinations of such gratings
reflects quite reasonably the individual contributions of the 2. ANALYZING A STIMULUS: INTUITIVE
components'-

2  FOURIER DECOMPOSITION
Indeed, current models of human motion perception im.

plicitly or explicitly involve some degree of Fourier decom- We begin with a brief, informal discussion to show how
position (bandpass filtering) of the image stream.t '

- Gener- particular motion stimuli can be analyzed into drifting sinus-
all), of course, the decomposition is localized to finite tem- oids For illustration we use one-dimensional spatiotempo-
poral intervals and subregions of the visual field. ral stimuli that move either to the left or to the right and

It has long been realized, however, that certain sorts of %hose luminance varies in only the horizontal dimension,
apparent motion cannot be understood directly in terms of although all the results that we derive apply in all cases to
their power spectra-" For instance, much attention has stimuli of two spatial dimensions and time. A one-dimen-
been focused on sums of drifting gratings of slightly differ- sional, horizontally moving stimulus is represented conve-
ent, high spatial frequencies.O-i In general, the perceived niently by a two-dimensional function I(x, ), where x (the
velocity of such stimuli is determined not directly by the horizontal axis) indicates the spatial pattern of luminance
frequencies of the summed components but by the pattern and t (the vertical axis, with time increasing upward) indi-
of beats at their difference frequency. cates the temporal luminance pattern. In this representa-

Sperling"'demonstrated "movementwithout correlation" tion, usually it is immediately obvious which way the domi-
in a different stimulus whose Fourier transform, when com- nant Fourier components of I tend to slope (up and to the left

0740.3232/88/111986.225802 00 0 1988 Optical Society of America
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C

X (s spa ce)
Fig 1. Spatioteaporal Fourier analysisofarightwardsteppingbar The absissa represents horizontal space, the ordiiate represents time.
a, One frame ofa movie ofa rightward stepping vertical bar. b. Horizontal-temporal crosa section ofa rightward-steppmg vertical bar. c.
Appro xmation to the rightard-stepping bar obtained by taking an equally weighted sum oflcs(2en(x/X - t/))In 1,21. d, Approxima
tlion to the rightward.stepping bar obtained by taking an equally %eighted sum of lco(1s(n/X - t/T))In - 1 2...,121.

or up and to the right). For example, Fig. Ia represents a tions of the Fourier transform (one of which we shall shortly
single feame of a white vertical bar, extended up and down adopt) that may be more convenient for certain purposes.
through the field of vision, Figure lb shows the space-time
representation of the bar in Fig to, which appears at the left Example: Fourier Components of a Rlghtward-Stepping
at time zero and moves at a constant rate to the right during Vertical White Bar
the time course of the display. Most of the action of the moving bar stimulus I defined by

For the moment, we shall generaize broadly, using the Figs. la and lb takes place along the line L = J(x, t)lx - t in
word sum to describe both finite and countable summations Fig lb, that is, the points at which I deviates most from its
as well as integrations over bounded and unbounded real mean value are along this line. For our purposes, the most
intervals. In this case, we can do approximate justice to usefulindicatorofwheretheactionisinagieenstimuluslis
some basic facts about visual stimuli and their Fourier trans- the squared deviation off from its overall mean value at each
forms without getting bogged in technicalities Any spatio- pointin itsdomair. As iselear, I deviates mostenergetically
temporal stimulus I can be decomposed into a weighted sum from its mean along the line L.
of appropriately phase-shifted, drifting sinusoidal gratings. What spatiotemporal sinusoidal gratings are weighted
Moreover, this sum is unique: that is, there is only one most heavily in the Fourier sum yielding 1? A good way to
assignment of weights and phases to drifting gratings that answer this question is to ask another What gratingscan be
recaptures I in the corresponding sum. shifted in phase so as to match I most closely? Those si.

Indeed, the Fourier transform of I is often defined to be nusoids that can be shifted so as to have high values where 1
the function that makes this assignment. There are, howe%- has high values and low values where I has low values are the
er, various other commonly encountered equivalent defim- ones that will figure most heavily in the weighted sum com-
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L""- X
Fig 2. Spatiotempora Fourier amalysia of itimulus h, a rightward-stepping, oontrast.reversing vertical bar. a, Horizontal-temporal cross
tecuonofh. b, Horizoual-temporacross s ofavertical,leftward-driftng inusoidwhichcorrelateswellwith: co(2,(2x/X+2t/T)
-r/2). c, Horizontal-temporalrtoss sctionof& moreslowlyleftward-dnfing smusodwhichalsocorrelateswell withh: coe(2(3 XIXz+tl
1) -a,/I).

posing 1. In short, those gratings that can be phase shifted same rate from right to leftL For anyar, ,p 6 IR, if --0, the
so as to correlate bestwith I will have the highest amplitudes grating
(% eights) in the sum. C(x, t) - o(WX + 7t + p)

The sinusoidal gratings that correlate best with l(x, t) of
Fig. Ib are those that assume the value I along the line L, has constant value over space but oscillates in time with
that is, all the sinusoids in the set frequency T. Otherwise (if iJ 0 0) C drifts with speed Iris';

o( -at it drifts rightward if v/w S 0 and leftward if 7/i > 0. Ac-
S- 1o~ax - e1111.cordingly, we call C rightward drifting if v/ < 0, leftward

Figures lc and Id illustrate how I is approximated more and drifting if /w > 0, and stationary if r - 0.

more closely by taking sums involving more and more
(equally weighted) elements of fR. 3. THE MOTION.FROM.FOURIER.

COMPONENTS PRINCIPLE
Example 1: Rightward-Stepping, Contrast-Reversing
Vertical Bar For any real-valued function, , the sum (taken over all

Contrast-reversing stimuli are critical for understanding the points in the domain ofr) ofthe squared values off is called

implications of Fourier analysis. Note first that, as in the thepowerinf. Parseval's relation states that the power inf

case of I defined in Fig. 1, most of the power of h in Fig. 2 is is proportional to the sum of the squared amplitudes of the

cantered along the line L. However, the elements of I con- sinusoids into which (can be (uniquely) decomposed,

tribute no power to h. To see this, note that the value of h Thus, in particular, we can tally up the po%er in a dynamic

flpflops around the mean luminance along L, while the visual stimulus either point by point in space-time or drift-

value of any element C e f1 remains constant; thus the value ing sinusoid by drifting sinusoid. Of course, considering the

of the product of h with C will flipflop (with h) around the unambiguous, uniform apparent motion displayed by drift-

mean luminance over the points of L and will be zero every- ing sinusoidal gratings, it would seem to make more sense for

where else. Consequently, the sum taken over all points (x, a motion-perception system to do its power accounting

) of the product h(x, t)C(x, t) is zero, This is equivalent to across the sinusoids composing the stimulus.
saying that the correlation ofh with C is zero. These considerations lead naturally to a commonly en-

ing tht other c aon t ti countered general rule for predicting the apparent motion of

an arbitrary horizontal stimulus l(x, (): For i considered asa
C(x, f) cos(ox + ot + p) linear combination of sinusoidal gratings, compare the pow.

er in I of the rightward-drifting gratings with the power of
correlates positively with h when a and P are chosen so that the leftward-drifting gratings, if most of I's power Is contrib-
the crests and troughs of C slope across L and oscillate at an uted by rightward-drifting gratings, then perceived motion
appropriate frequency, p can then be chosen to lay the should be to the right. If most of the power resides in the

crests of C across the bright regions of h and the troughs leftward-driftinggratings, perceived motion shouldbetothe
across the dark regions. Examples of sinusolds that corre- left. Otherwise I should manifest no decisive motion in
late w ell with h are given in Figs. 2b (cos(3x + t - w/2)] and either direction.
2c (cos(2x + 2t - ir/2)). This prediction rule for horizontally moving stimuli is a

restricted version of the motion-from-Fourier-components
Direction of Drift In Sinusoldal Gratings (MFFC) principle: More generally, let L be any visual stim.

For each nonnegative real number a, cos(ax - at) drifts ulus; that is, L:X X Y X T - IR, for bounded real intervals
from left to right. By contrast, cos(ax + at) drifts at the X, Y, and T, where for any (x,y, t) E X X Y X T, L(x,y, t) is
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construed as theluninance of a point (x, y) in a visual field covering the visual ield across time. In this section we
at time t. A more general version of the MFFC principle is collect the tools appropriate for dealing with such objects. J
as follows: For L to exhibit msotion inca certain direction in This section is split into two aubseitions, one devoted to
the neighborhood of some poit (x, y, ) sI, there must be continuous random variables, in which we introdice explic-
some spatiotemporal volumi A idsome sense proximal to (x, ,itlysome noiiation for handling itgration and define a
y, t) such that thie Fourier trsiform of L'computed locally deisity; and one'devoted to discrete dynamic visual stinuli
across A has substantial power over some'regions of the and their Fourier transforms, inwhichw idintify-astimulus
frequency domain whose pointi corespond in the space- (anaignment of luminance (nomegative real values) to a
time doma in,to sinussoidal gratings whose direction of drift rijular grid of points throughoutvisual apice ard time] with
is consonant with thWe'motiofi perceived.' its contrast modulation function (the iormilized deviation

That any sindard version of the MFFC principle canniot' of lumiia c from its mean)an'd introduce frequ6ency-do
-

account for all phenomei associatedwith hiuman motion main notation.
perception was demonstrated by Sperling,i who described,
the following three.flash stimulus. Frame 0is a rectangular Continuous Random Variables
block of contiguous small squares, each of which is iridepen. Our stimuli are real.valued, randomly varying functions of a
dently painted black or white with equal probability. Jn, discrete domain, The luminances assigned to points (pil-
frame I, a subblock Bi of frame 0 is scrambled (that is, in is) are, in general, jointly distributed random variables.
frame 1, each component square within B, is independently The basit definitions and proofs that we present here pre-
repainted black or white with equal probability). In frame2 suppose that these random variables are real valued and
a different subblock, B2, is scrambled. For many sizes of continuous.. (In general, the discrete-case analogs are sim-
rectangles and frame presentation rates, such a stimulus pier and should be obvious.)
elicits apparent motion in the direction from B, to B; none- Let Z (Z+) denote the set of integers (positive integers),
theless, it is unlikely to correlate significantly with any given and let IR (14) denote the real (positive real) numbers.
spatiotemporal sinusoidal grating, The following conventions are useful. As usual, call any

It is our purpose here to build on these observations. We subset a IR an interval if and only if (iff), for any x, z e a
shall first give precise formulation to the notion ofa random and anyy c II, if x : y 5 z, theny a a; more general*, for
stimulus and then define a certain class of random stimuli any A c Z , call any subset A v IRk an Interval of R k iff# Pis
(the class of drift-balanced random stimuli) that is useful in the Cartesian product of (possibly unbounded) real intervals
studying visual perception (since any motion displayed by a fo, fi. i, -i- In this case, for any function :.Rk - IR, it
drift-balanced random stimulus cannot be explained in isconvenienttoindicatetheintegraloffover#,ifitexists,as
terms of the MFFO principle). We proceed to show that the
(spatiotemporal) convolution of two drift-balanced random f(v)dr.
stimuli is drift balanced and mention some of the psycho.
physical implications of this fact. In proposition 3 below we Moreover, we call any nonnegative, real-valued function faf
prove that linear combinations ofcertain drift.balanced ran- lRh a density iff!is interrable over lt and
dom stimuli are themselves drift balanced (this result;which
is illustrated with a variety of stimulus examples, is particu..( f(s)da. 1.
larly useful in constructing drift-balanced random stimuli
that display consistent apparent motion across independent Discrete Dynamic Visual Stimuli and Their Fourier
realizations). In Section 7 we provide an alternative charac. Transforms
terixation of the class of drift.balanced random stimuli in
terms of simple point-delay Reichardt detectors (or autcor. Contrast Modulotion
relation coefficients) and apply this characterization to dis. Luminance is physically constrained to be a nonnegative
tinguish the subclass of drift-balanced random stimuli that quantity. Psychophysically, however, the significant quan-
we call microbalanced. A random stimulus I is microbal. tity is contrast, the normalized deviation at each time t of
anced if, for any space-time-soparable function W, the re- luminance at each point (x,y) in the visual field from a base
sult WIof windowingl by W is drift balanced, We derive a level, or level of adaptation, which reflects the average lumi-
collection of basic results about microbalanced random nance over points proximal to (x,y, t) in space and time. We
stimuli and s'ow that, in fact, all ti, demonstration stimuli shall restrict our attention throughout this paper to stimuli
previously defined (demonstrations 1-5 below) are microba- for which it may be assumed that the base luminance levelp
lanced. Among other things, we prove that the expected is uniform over the significant spatiotemporal locations in
response of any elaboated Reichardt detector.

5 
to any mi- the display. In practice, this condition is met if (i) subjects

crobalanced random stimulus is zero at any instant in time. are adapted sufficiently to a field of uniform luminance p
Finally, we observe some salient psychophysical properties before the onset of non-; luminances and (ii) the duration
of microbalanced random stimuli and discuss some of the over which non-p luminances are displayed is sufficiently
possible explanations of the non-Fourier motion elicited by brief.
such stimuli For any stimulus L with base luminance p, call the func.

tion I satisfying

4. PRELIMINARIES L p(1) (1)

In this paper we deal with properties of random stimuli the contrast modulator of L (and note that I -1).
Roughly speaking, a random stimulus is ajointly distributed Psychophysically, it is well known that, over substantial
family of random variables assigned to a grid of locations ranges of p, the apparent motion of L does not depend on p
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Thus the contrast modultr, I of L emerges as a likely S. DRIUFt-BALANCED RANDOM .
function to analyze for the motion infoimation carried by'L.
Accordingly, we shall shift oui fo u from lumin iA ito con. We begin by generalizing the notion of a stimulus to that of a
trast and ideiitifyLwith'its ionfrast modulator, dropping random stimulus Whereas a nonrandom stimulus assigns
reference to adaptation le.?el.

'  
-fixed values to Z3; a random stimultis I ssigns jointly dis.

Specifically, we shall call any function :Z3- it a stimu. tributed random variables that deviatifrom iero at only a
lus iffl[xy,t] -0 foer all but finitelymanyliints (x~yt) 6 finite number of points.
is. • ° Various expectations associated with I a dr l'ed easiy.

Strictly speaking,we should also require that/never drop We shall be particularly interested in the expected power
below-I. This restriction, however, would lead uheces, of 1 at some point, (w,0,,7) inthe frequency, domain:
zry complications in dealing with variois'sorts of combina. EII(w, 0, ')]. This reflects the expected power in I of a

tionsofstimuli. In all hoes, the points that ie vish to make sinusoid C that modulates contrast at the rate of w/27 cycles
tolerate rescading of stimuli by arbitracy ultiplicative cn per column, 6/2r cycles per row, and 7/2r cycles per frame.
stants to settle their minimal values to'soe perceptually Theinusoidwth thesamespatialfrequencyasCandmov-
appropriate level b'ween -1 and 0. Accodingly; we drop ing at the "ame rote but in the opposite direction is obtained
the restriction that 1: ! I. s simply bv ieversing the directionof C's tmporal contrast

In general, we shall consider stimuli of two spatial dimen. modulation, that is, by modulating contrast -r/2w, cycles
sionsandtime. The reader may find it convenient to think per frame, When the expected power in I of anj given
of the first spatial dimension (which we shall always index by drifting sinusoid is matched by the expected power of the
x) as horizontal, with indices incresingto the right, and the sinusoid of the same spStial frequency drifting at thA same
second spatial dimension (always indexed by y) as vertical, rate in the opposite direction, we call I drift balanced.
with indices increasing upward. The temporal dimension is Although the MFFC ,principle suggests that drift-bal.
always indexed by t. anced random stimuli should not display consistent appar.

ent motion across independent realizations, we shall provide
Frames and Frame Blocks examples of drift-balanced random stimuli (in Section 6)
For any stimulus I, we call the restriction of I to Z2 X Itl the that do in fact display strong, consistent motion across trials.
tth frame of . In all the stimulus examples thot we shall Beyond these basic developments, two propositions are
consider, frames clump into blocks: specifically, for each provedinthissection. lnprposition lwedemsnstrstethatdemonstrationany random stimulus separable inspace and time (see defi

nition 3 below) is drift balanced, and in proposition 2 we
integers k and N such that all changes in luminance occur in ihow that the (spatiotemporal) convolution of any two inde.
frames kn, where n - 0,1, ... , N, and otherwise luminance pendent drift-balanced random stimuli is drift balanced.
remains constant across frames. The group of identical We now proceed more precisely as follows.
frames between and including frames An and kn 4 k - 1 wo
shall call the nth frame block of .

Any stimulus Iis nonzero at only a finite number oi points Definition 1: Random Stimulus
in its countably infinite domain. Consequently, (i) the Call any family lix, y, t), (x, y,t) c Z

3
, of random variables

mean value of I is 0, and (ii) the pos er ir! is finite. jointly distributed with density/, a random stimulus when
From property (ii) we observe that I has a well.defined

Fourier transform. whkh we denote byl. Specifically, (i) lix,y, t - Ofor all buta finite subset a c Z and
(ii) E[l~x,, tJi] exists for all (x, y, t) e Zs,

I(a,, e, r) = lx, y, t]exp(-j(Wx + 6y + Tt)) Expectations lelated to I
t4ss)(Z' . With k the cardinslity of a, we set up a one-to-one corre.

(analysis). spondence bets een dimensions of IRA and points of a so that

We shall always use square brackets around the argu- each coordinate of any vector i e lIt corresponds to one of
ments of discrete functions and parentheses around the ar- the points of a. We can now treat i as a stimulus (whose
guments of continuous functions. Althoughlisdefined for nonzero values are restricted to the points ofa), Inparticu-
all (, , r)c IRS, it is periodic over 2r in each variable. This lar, letting irp.,, denote the coordinate of i corresponding to
fact is reflected in the inverse transform: a given (p, q, r) c a, we set

2[xyt]= )3J J J I(,,.) i[Xy, J 0 ,c{ .J otherwise

X exp(j'iox + Oy + rt))dwd0dr (synthesis), for any (x, y, t) c Z,. We can now conveniently formulate

In the Fourier domain we shall consistently use s to index various expectations associated with !; in particular, we de-
frequencies relative to x, i to index frequencies relative toy, fine the expectation of I by

and r to index frequencies relative to t. This convention is
exemplified by the definition of I above. EI[xy, t] iix, y, tlf(t)di

We distinguish the stimulus 0 by setting 0x, y, t) - 0 for
all x, y,t c Z. In parallel, we let 6 assign 0 to all (,o, 0, r) a forall(x,y,t)EZI. (Note that Ej isa nonrandom stimulus.)
iRS. Consider the Fourier transform of Er
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frame block 3 0 - 0'

XJxp(-j(.'x + 83'4 nf)) fraineblck2 0 _,O -0 -0

-J ~ ix~yt~ep(~j~r~+y~n))fi~d. ram'v blo ,k 1, ' 40' "0"

~;fO i=EI~,6jframe bloc 0, 4 t 0 01,

fiitangli 0 V 2t 3'
This leads to thre following observation. ~ :rnol otatrvrigvria

bor. 'a boriiontal-tomporal diagram of the randorii stimaulus 1, a
Obevlln1vertical bar that appears -withecontroat C or -C rmndoroly asoigned
Observaion 1-end steps its width rightward three timisover. iero-contraat viaual

The Fourier transform of the expectation of a random atim. field, assuming contrast C or-C with equal probability with each
uhus'lia ecultothei xpctaetion of the Fourier trensformnof step. The expected power inlofanygiven drifting inutolisequl,

, peto the expected power of the sinstioid of the same spatial frequency
LNote especially, here, the implication that El 0 iffBlIF- drifting at the same rate but in the oppsosite direction.

Ale call any random stimulus I invariant iff there oxista a ization of a drift-btilanced random otimulus, 1, doe not, in
stimuzlus S such thatil - S with proboabilityl. gene ral,' have perfectly balanced components. However,

wh n gauged over a number of independent realizations, the

Example 2: Randomly ContrastReisclig, Rightward. mean contribution of a particular Fourier component of I
Stiepplng Vertical Bar te'nds to balance against the contribution of the correspond.
Let the random stimulus I contain four frame blocks in- ing, oppositely moving component.
dexed 0, 1, 2, arid 3, and let each frame block bi composed of
a horizontal sequence of four rectangles indexed 0, 1, 2, and 3 Definition 2: Drlft.Bialanced Random Stimulus
from left to right. Letoool ~,62, and03sbe pairwise indepen- Cull any random stimulus I drift balanced iff, for any w, 6,
dent random variables, each taking the value C or -C with c It,
equal probability. Give rectangle, i in frame block i th e(2
value asoumed by 0,, and give all other pixels the value 0. EI~r ,r1jEI~,6 rjJ 2

The reatriction of!I to any one of its rows is characterized (For a proof that the expectations in Eq. (2) exist, see Appen.
by Fig. 3, as a function of x along the horizontal axis and t dix A.] Notice that, because Ifiu real valued, Eq. (2) is
along the vertical axis. As is clear, for any (x, y,'t) c V~, equivalent to

EjIlx, y. III -0; E1Ilsr, 0, r)111 - EII(-W, -0, OF]l;

that s, Eithat is,)I is drift balanced iff the expected power in!I of any
tais s0, from which %e infer that El 6 given drifting sinusoidal grating is equal to the expected

power of the grating with theiarne spatial frequency drifting
An interesting fact that may not be so obvious, however, at the same rate but in the opposite direction.

(this folloV6i from corollary I below) is that the ezpected As we shall see in Section 6, the following class of random
power contributed to I by any given driftiigsinusoidal grat- etimusli is useful in constructing drift-balanced random atim-
ing is equal to the expected power contributed by the grating uli that dispulay consistent motion.
of the same spatial frequency drifting at the samhe rate in the
opposite direction. This may iieem surprising in light of the Definiion 3: Space-Time-Separable Random Stimulus
MFFC principle, since any realization of I is marked by a Call any random stimulus I pace-time separable iff,for any
systemnatic, left-to-cight perturbatloA across time, which (as (z, y Vt 6E,
one might eipsct) tends, under approjsziate vieusing condi-. ~ ~ ~ ~ J
tions, to be perceived as motion from left to right. Indeed, ![z. y, t)
as we shall see-in Section 6, it is quite easy to construct for jointly distributed real random functionsag and hr.
random stimuli with thia property thst nonetheless display
striking, reliable apparent motion iria fixed direction. immediately we note a simple proposition.

This fact motivates a notion cent. alto this paper. that sf
a drift-balanced random stimulus (aee definition 2 below). proposition I
As the imaie suggeats, a drift-balanced random stimulus is Any space-time-oeparable random stimulus is drift bal-
one for which the expected contribution of any given drifting anced.
siusoidal r' iting ia balanced by (equal to) the expected
contribuation of the corresponding grating drifting at the P'rocof
same rate in the opposite dirs Oion, Of course, just as a Let)I bo a spsce-time-separable random atimulus, with
given random variable may have little or no probability of
assuming a value equal to its expectation, a particular real- lix, y, t) - g~x, yJhtJ
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•forall u(x,y, i)sZ3 then 6. CONSISTENT APPARENT MOTION FROM
DRI~rBALANCED STINM- g;64i -l.! e; i(. c, 0)'lfojo.: :- '.r1, -, ."n  - ,:

Thus, since h is real valued, We begin this section by noting some general results con-
,Thus, scerning linear combinations of random stimuli, leading up to

I!(w, e, .)lF - VI(w, e)rik4 ()l"'- N, e, -)R 2. propoeition 3 below, in which we show that anylinear combi.
Taking exp.ctations of both sides yield :(2). ! nation of pairwise independent, drift-balanced random

S o. stimull, all of which have expectation 0, is drift balanced.
-u b • (Actually, this is -in impli atin o f'propoeition 3, which is

It would be auipiisif etepable ran. slightly more general.). From this finding follow corollaries
dom stimuluito eihibit sti6dg, consistent motion in a fixed 1 and Cl (Cl in Appendix C), each of which gives rise to
directi~inale 1th only eoi of temporal coantrait changi sp'cific examples ofdrift-balanced random stimuli that elic.
induced by li spatially glAl modulation. it onsistent apparent motion., Several of these exemples

'However, as we have hinted in example 1
, 
there do exist are dealed in this a.ction. Experimental findings with

drift-balan~ced random stimuli that exhibit decisive'motion regard to these example random stimuli are reported.
in a fixed direction not only on the average across a number One may w6nderiwhether linear combinations ofindepen-
of trials but on virtdally'each dspay. 'In Section:6 we shall' dent drift-balanced random stimuli are drift:balanced.

,provide some general results that ire useful for congtructing, That this'is not -the case is evident from the fact that any
a broad range of drift-,balinced'randomn stimulithit show invariant stimulus whatsoever can be expressed as a linear
strong motion. -Howeverwe shall show first that the spatio. combination of shifted impuies, which are, of course, jointly
temporal convolution of independent drift-balanced ran. independent and individually drift balanced.
dom stimuli is'drift balanced'and briefly mention'some of Alth6ugh linear combinations of arbitrary, pairwise inde-
the ramifications of this fact. petident, drift-balanced random stimuli are not generally

drift balanced, if we impose an additional constraint on the
Proposition2 random stimuli to be summed we can ensure that the resul.
The (spatiotemporel) convolution of independent, drift-bal. tan, linear combination is indeed drift balaced.
anced random stimuli is lr;ft balanced. The following lemma bears on this issue.

Proof Lemma I
Let I and J be independent drift-blanced random stimuli. Let S be a random stimulus equal to the sum of a set 0t of
For any random stimuli we have pairwise independent random stimuli; then

IM-1 - IR.

The independence of I and J implies that Si iP + X E(irI '

jIIPWJI - E[III EI7J1.
where N, - I - El for each I c I.

Thus, since I and Jars drift balanced, we find that, for any w,
, 11E , Proof

E[ll (, 0, ,)ltf- EllI(5 .0, ,)]E(I , 0, ,)1
t
j See Appendix B.

- El(a , 0, -r)PIEII(, 0, -r)llj Immediately we note a useful result concerning linear com-

- Ei(rT7.',, 0, -r)j. n binations of drift-balanced random stimuli:

Most computational models of the sensory transforma.
tions mediating human perception routinely apply a spatio- Proposition 3
temporal, linear, shift-invaiant filter to the input stimulus. Let 0t - 0 u In( be a set of pairwise independent, drift-
The impulse response (i.e., convolution kernel) of any such balanced random stimuli, such that I is invariant and each
filter can, of course, be regarded as an invariant stimulus, member ofO has an expectation of0. Then anylinear combi-
Typically the filters applied are drift balanced.''. ,

7 Obvi. nation, S, of the elements of R is drift balanced.
ously, filters that depend on only spatial characteristics of
the stimulus being processed are drift balanced (for in-
stance, all manner of oriented, band-tuned, patial edge Proof
detectors). Similarly, filters (such as flicker detectors) that A drift.balanced random stimulus rescaled by a constant is
depend on only temporal stimulus characteristics are drift drift balanced. Thus we assume with no loss of generality
balanced. More generally, all space-time-separable filters that S is just a sum of pairwise independent drift-balanced
are drift balanced (proposition 1). Thus, given a drift-bal. random stimuli.
anced random input stimulus, the output of many of the Notethat(i)I-Es(henceN-JI-E,= 0)and () forallJ
filters that are commonly thought to function in the early e 0, Nj = J - Ei - J. Thus from lemma 1 we observe for
stages of human visual processing is also drift balanced, any ao, 0, r l R
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As is reasonably denr from proposition 3 (sne space- Adgz*'"Nplarwocsoc Ieipxyrai2
time-aepajable random stimli awe drift balanced). any scaum 2C. n bsae ineste - reemshwvii
of palrirsse independent, e 'ralsle The SjII, itolution was 512 X 512 piads. the ten , lT
stimuli. all with an expectation of. 9, s drift balanced. In reouonws0raesecaidteitstyiouin
corollary, I this principle is applied to generate a dama Of was256gaylievelZ
drift-balanced random stimuli, certain instances of which Tw~o subjects were ineolsed in each of the atudie CC
exhibit strong. consistent apparent motion in a fixed direc. (thesperimenter) and DY, (a naisve subject). For each

tim.dtraien csjwedviwdep enen trelina
tion. tions of the random'stimulus. On each presentions the

Corollary I moair tinotstuls(....oG)wsW
For M cZ., let ov, 6j. -, h m-e pairlrise indendn torghitorrigbttlstthbeqlpobablity. Forinsazic.
random variables, each with expectation 0: and. form ns o 0. ranmrdomly contrast reversing rectangle stepped left to

....,M - l,-let f..:Z- I and g..Z- I. and let the rgto.rirght toLeftuith equal probblity.
product 1g. be O at all hut finitely many points of ZM then Subjiects adapted before each session to a imifons= screen
the random stimulus I defined ry seuting of luminance So cdlml other luminances were linearized

Je-1 carefully relative to the mesoi. All stimauli were %iewed f-
v3 %eallyandbnocularly.fromadistancof2m. Oneacliil.

Aix, y. tJ=X4..j, 3 gjJ a central cue spot (0-5 deg XO0-5 deg) of low positive conitrast
.. a came on 2 sec before the onset of the stimulus and disap-

is drift balanced. peared I see before the onset. Subjects were instructed to
maintain their gazes throughout the trial on the cue spot

The proof is obvious from propositions l and 3- point and were required to indicate the predominant direc-
A simple yet compelling counterexample to the MFFC tion ofapparent motion (left or right) by entering either an L

principle may now be constructed as follows. or an R on a termainal keyboard.

Demonstration 1: A Randomly Contrast.Reiersing. Method for Demonstration I
Righiward-Stepping Rectangle In the version of I viewed by our subjects, frame blocks
For some Ml E Z,. let the random stimulus I be composed of lasted 1/60 sec; spatial rectangles measured approximately 2
Mf frame blocks indexed 0, 1...,M - 1, and let each frame deg (horizontal) X 2 deg (vertical) and C - 0.25. The con-
block be composed of a horizontal sequence of M rectangles trast of 0.25 %as chosen because it produced easily visible
indexed 0,1. l - -I from left to right (see example2and motion and yet was small enough that psychophysical, as
Fig. 3). Let 04. .- - i be pairwise independent ran- well as physical, equivalence of positive and negative inere-
dom variables, each taking the value C or -C with equal ments was likely to hold.
probability. Give rectangle i in frsme block i the salue
assumed by 0, and give all other pixels the value 0. We ran Results
now define I by Eq. (3) by letting f,.4s~y] take the value I in Subject CC (DY) reported apparent motion in the step di-
the mth rectangle and 0 everywhere else and letting g.1t] rection on 30 (29) of 30 trials.
take the value I in the mth frame block and 0 everyahere
else. Discussion

The apparent motion of this stimulus is quite easy to The essential trick of the rightward stepping bar vas to
limagine: throughout frame block 0, rectangle 0 is present modulate the contrast (that is, the absolute deviation from
on the left-hand side of the stimulus field, it is assigned zero) of a field of static, spatially independent, zero-mean
contrast Of CO o-C with equal probrsbili~y. In framneblock noise assa function of space and time. This notion of spatio
I, rectangle 0 turns off (goes to contrast (i). and rectangle I, temporal modulation of contrast needs some explanation
abutting rectangle 0Oon the right, turns on, again with con- Let J be a random stimulus with expectation 0, let IVhoea
trast C or -C assigned with equal probability, independent nonnegative function of V' (space and time), and consider I
of the contrast of the first rectangle. In each successise - IYJ. In general. Ar distance from 0, be it positive or
frame block, one rectangle turns off, and a new rectangle negative, is magnified (or damped) by Wsa value at each
turns on directly to the right of ita predecessor, with contrast point in space and time. Thus I is obtained by letting W
eithery C or -C, independent of any other rectangle. modulate the (absolute) contrast of J.
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Fig.4. ~ltgbhd-sp~an. rndolycstrst-rveringertcalbara horitsiul-temporal cross section of a realization of tbe random
adrnolurl(edememstation 1). listsesumofpaisenderedetspco-tme-aepaablerandsimadstcofwhicbasaepectatin
ofOcoqndylisditbalnced (bycorollozyl). b.NI duatiootheconr sfastcnoislfdbdritingsnuodaizgr* ahor-
4=-epelodAruionfareslizationofdserandom stimubmsK(dementration2). ThstK isdrift baoed fllows from corollary 1.
c,Thve-ligtrnsaltrofa oisfit]L& aborios-temporalrossection of a realization of therandom stimilusj (demonstration 3).
Jmthsufpa identpnImets.paab ara bleorandm si~u c h sf hhasaexpon o ofandstsdriftb lanced (by

corollary!) NotethatineonrastolllforofeFig 4s). L1is devoid fmotion information. d. Modulationoftbe flicker frequency ofa flick-
ering noise field b) adrifting grating a horizaitl-ttmpral crss secion of&realiation otthe random stimulus H(demonstration 4). That
His drift balanced is a consequence of corollary Cl (in Appendin C). Ilhe motion of H is derived from apatiotemporal modulation of the
frequencyfsimoidalfMlier,.here he phmofelcker israndom oespace. e. Modulation otthe contrast oftlckerng nosefield by a
drifting sinusoidsl grating a horizontal-lemporal cross section of a ralution of tbe random stimulus G (detmomtration 5) G is drft
balanced (by corollary ClO. The motion of0G is derived from spaiotempora modulation of the amplitude of sususoidalflicker, where the
Wlcer phase is random owr space.

To see how this notion applies to!I of demonstration!1, g.1[z vary as asinusoidal function ofminand the frame block.
note that e can look at lanthe resultoftnultiplyinga field J Specifically, for each frame tgin the nth frame block. let
of random block or white rectangles persisting through M co12.(am/Af - OnIN)l +I
chunks oftime bya function W, which (for mO- ,l1.. g.1t] - c, 2
1) is I in the mrth frame block for the points in the inth
rectangle from the left and 0 everyahere elme for anome spatial and tempotal frequencies a and #. L't 00.

Eloborations oftbis basic contrast-modulation scheme are 01 .. , O-S be p~irwise independent random variables
eay to construct Consider, for instance, demonstration 2. taking the values C and -C with equal probability, for some

contrast C, and define K by Eq. (3).
Demonstration 2. Contrast Modulation of a Static Noise Whereas!I of demonstration I merely picks out successive
Field by a Drifting SInusold rectangles of spatial noise (independently assigned contrast
We compose the random stimulus K of Nframe blocks, each C or -C) in successive time intervals, K is marked by high.
containing a horizontal row of rectangles, indexed 0,)1 . poaser crests (a per frame block) separated by zero-po~er

A- I from left to right. Form -0. A .. M- I, letIIx, yj (gra)) troughs svieening at a constant rate from left to right
take the value I in the mth rectangle and 0 elsewhere, and let over the tow of rectangles, each of random contrast C ort-C.
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Fre4h~nnreiid inohM~nJ 28N-32and Desoinbado4l Modulm ae Flierreqecy of
a-0-1 Spatial Kobe wta Dfdig Slaold

Methd -indexed %~ 1... ,N- L. each comosd ofrectagles
In the veriosn of K wiw by orsobds frame blocks iaeL0e - M-fmuftrg t po ...
lated acrtngemaueappoximately(itsdig pm-, be psirwige indezet rannli variables, each' ur--boizota by (2 ger , nd 00trigtC.O formly distributed on [-a- v). let C be a 1. co tAtlue.

.For all (r. y.t) c V, et

The coine grating modulating the contrast of K was right- BIZ. Y. d - Cco (4 J1+ (-))s,
ward or leftward drifting with equal probabilily Subject
ccDyrvpw s &otno cht s of dit form ideingtbe rectange cotaining (,y) and n frdxin

in 300(2) f 30 tials, tbhfamie blockLont. sungit. The demionstrationi that# is
Itnigbt be that humans extract the motion from strmuli driftbelancedagrven-iAppeodiiC.

suzb aslI(Fig. 4a) and K(FM&4b) simply byperforminsga A realization ofH, withN = 32 andM U 324 s hwni
Fourierpower analysis o rirfiWed vesionof the tims.iig Ij&4d. InhfrmbockiO. the rectaglesmaeasinedran.
For instainc, if subljects uwe able either 01) to diaegn (e doms contrasts betwee Cand -C (asa consequence of their
too) all negative oontrastvalues or (Hi) tomap all contraists independent, random phases). Thereafter, for in - 0. 1.
onto their absolute values, then'it is clear that a Fourier .... M -1,theonotrat of the rnth rectangle is modulated
power analysis of the resultant rectified signal would corre- by a cosine whose Phase is itself a sinuso!idri function of the
spond quite well to perceived moation. This explanation rectangle and the frameblock. Since~howeverasinusoid's
does notaccount for responses toitiznuli of the type consid- frequency is the derivativeofits phase (and since the deriva-
ered in demnsntration 3. tive of a sinusoid is a sinusoid of the same frequency), we

observe that H modulates, with a drifting sinusoid, the fre-
Demonstration 3: Traveling Contrast Reviersall of a quency of (spatially random-phased) sinusoidal flicker.
Random Bar Pattern In demonstration 4 the contrast oscillation rate of each
LetMcZ*. We co.'-truct the random stimulusJofm + 1 rectangle speeds up and slows dovwn sinusoidally thrsughout
frame blocks indexed 0, 1,... , M, each of shich contains Mt the presentation. Regionsofequal oscillation rate (crests of
rectangles indexed 0. 1.- , M-1frrmlefttoilt e~t rapid sinusoidal flicker separated by troughs of slow rnedu-
f[x, y] take the value 1 in the it rectanigle and -zero latian) sweep at a constant rate from left to right across the
elsewhere; letg.[IJ be I in frame blocks 0 through mn, -1 in viewing field.
frame blocks in + I through M, and C. eeywhere else. Let tho
the randoms variables ... , . Om-. be pairwise indepen. The citio nsudrdihsspeetdt ujcsC
dent, each taking a contrast value of C or -C with equal Thecd i~~rthnsaneastih HsegventeditslayofKsof
probability, and use Eq. (3) to define J. a*\ Demcsttn 2).e shofrae boerin lase d 1/60 sec each

In frame block 0 of J, all Mi rectangles turn on, someviato withhfrm lc lse /0 eec
contast and theswitcontast-. I sucesie frame' spatial rectangle measured 2 deg (vertical) X 1/8 deg (hon.-

blocks mn - 1. , 2.,M, exactly one of the rectangles zsntal), and the contrastC.- 0.25.
changes contrast-~ the (mn- lihswitches to Cif its previous
contrast was -C-, otherwise it flips from C to -C. In frame t

blok 1 te lftmst(0t) rctngl flpsconras, n frame Interestingly, despite the striking diagonal contours mnark-
block 2, rectangle I flips, and in successive frame blocks, ing the (z. y) pattern of Fig. 4d, bath subjects reported that
successive rectangles flip contrast from left to right, until the the motion ofH was generally more ambiguous than those of
(.Mf- 1)th rectangle flips in frame block A, after %hich al the other stimuli CC (DY) reported appsrentmotion in the

the ectngls trn ff.drift direction of the sinusoid modulating frequency of con.the ectngls trn fftrait oscillation on 28 (23) of 30 trials.

Mlethod Demonstration$5: Modulating t~so Contrast of Flickering
The version of J viewed by subjects CC and DY contained Noise with a Drifting Sinusold
nine frame blocks, each of which lasted 1/60 sec and con- The rindom stimulus 0 is made up of N frame blocks
tained eight spatial rectangles, each measuring approxi- dexed0,,.N-, each containing Mrectagles indexed
mately 2deg X 2deg;C - 025. 0,1,.M- Ifrom lefttoright. LetpOpi.,pmthe

pairese independent random variables, each uniformly dis.Results trihitedmn -a, a). Let C be tome contrast value, then, for
CC (DY) reported apparent motion in the direction traveled any (x,y Y.0 Z3. set
by the contrast flip in 30 (25) of 30 trials.

The next too stiniuli (7 of demonstration 4 and H of G~r'y'tI .'(cos(2+MoiiOa V + 1
demonstration 5) are bath drift blanced. The proof of this 2 \Al N))
fact depends on a corollary to proposition 3 that is otherwise
unimportant. We relegate this corollary to Appendix C and Xcs2y-
show there how it can be applied to construct each of G and ( N )

H.wherein indexes the rectangle containing (r,y) andnisindex-
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es the frameblock ContainingL i ~peothat G i daift . REICHADT.DE)TECTOR
bliolsieipend iC. - OARACTERIZAJON OF DRIET-EALANCED

'AemiiooGaithMlU -Ze.P.Z n7 RANDOM STWMU
3 ion in Fli- Qo's isf d emontrationZ G A
geneates its aparenit motioni by modulatinji6otrast as a AO pondlyesdt eetor itssimple device tbatwas

difigsm ia ucino th retnl an th ftm prpoeoiginally by Reicliardtz) to explain the vision of

b"oc ioever~wers tk hb~cliground 11116iostniStilt beetles. Itsbsic principle. the autocorrelation of inputs at
bein moulaed n Ksssaticoworeduglsridoi~dy nearbsyvisual Iocatas, underlies most of the cuarrently pre-

pane C~ !,tebc on hs oe smdue dominant modelsof human moin ercepLtm We detse,
in Gs a row of rectangles sinii dlly flickering between C th R eadtidotectoein term of two subunits, designated

and -a~ each rectangle mn has i randomly asigned phase for convenienc as the left and right half-deetors. Both
(P,,) and is flickiring at the rate of 3W3 cycles/framne block afdtcosmdeidwthrpctotesmew("
(asa consequezice oftae term 2 3n/32). tia)- locations (r. y) and (p, q) in V and for some fixed

Tbe contrast of G's Dlickering rectansgle row ismdltd nonnegative number 5g of frames. These oppositely orient-
by the factor - ed detectr r pitted additivelyeauinst each other. A left

half-detector rkw [implicitly indexed by (x,y), (p. q), and ll

+ 1(2m - 1,:N. computes the covarianee over time of the contrast at point
V1_28 '9)) ~(xy) attm with the contrastat point (p,q9) attune t -

which sweeps peaka (two perfzame) ofbigh-contrst flicker throughoutthe display ofan arbitrary stimilusL Forrbu~e
separated b) troughs of mean gray across the viewing field tandt- hiarereversed. Ile computatinpeformed byr is

from left to rigt. given by

W() - rwk(J) - , 1 - Z j,Y, W]INp q. t - 6,1

Method e
The conditions gove. ning the display of G were the same s
those for K (and H): Frame blocks lasted 1/60 sec, spatial - Y, Cxy - 6,1[1p, q.
rectangles measured 2 dog (vertical) X 1/8 deg (horizontal), '6Z
and C - 0.25. When r(l) < 0, it indicates motion from (x, y) to (p, q).

Figure 5 illustrates a block-diagram representation of the

Resuts Reichardt half-detectors and the Reichardt full detector.
CC (DY) registered apparent motion in the drift direction of The box containing (z, y) [respectively, (p, q)] is a contrast
the sinusoid modulating noise contrast in G on 30 (26) o~f 30 gauge, inputting the contrast at point (x, y) I(p, 9)) for each

triis~successive frame t. Each ofthe boxes containing 6c is a delaytrials.filter. At frame 1, each delay box outpiits the value entered
into itat framnetC- 8. Each of the boxes marked with an X

Conclusisns outputsathe productofita two inputs atany frame t. Eachof
In this section we have demonstrated five drift-balanced the boxes marked with a E accumulates the output from the
random stimuli whose apparent motion is perceived in one multipliers over all the frames. Finally, the box marked
consistent direction in more than 9D% of trials by two oh- with a - outputs the difference of its inputs at any frame t.
servers Indeed, many other observers have viewed these To see how the detectorshown in Fig. cworks~coisidera
stimuli, and no one has yet failed to perceive their consistent point of light moving across a dark visual field so as to cross
motion. As is discussed in Section 8 below, these stimuli are first (x, y) and then (p,q9). If the spot is moving at the
microbalanced in addition to being drift balanced; that is, proper rate (so that it starts crossing (p,q9) after precisely 6g
they remain drift balanced after windowing by arbitrary frames), then the output from the right-hand multiplier will
apace-time-separable functions. We conclude that there is be high as thecdot passes over (p, q). In contrast, the output
a large class of random stimuli whose app~rent motion con- from the left-hand multiplier will be low throughout the
tradicts the MFFJClprinciple of motion perception, presentation of the moving dot, since at any frame, at least

There are many kinds of drift-balanced and microba. one of its input channels is contributing a value near nero.
lanced random stimuli that were not represented among the Thus the output of the detor is negative. On the other
demonstrations described here. In this paper we have re- hand, if the dot passes first over (p, q) and then over (x, y),
stricted ourselves to stimuli that assign constant values in the detector's response is positive. In this simple case, the
the vertical dimension of apace. Dropping this constraint sign of the detector's output doesagood job of signaling the
opens the door to a broad range of other drift-balanced and direction of the dot's motion.
microbalanced random stimuli. In particular, a large class However,the point-delay Reichardt detector ishighl,'vul-

of displays that yield apparent motion is~enerated by defin- nerable to aliasing. Imagine a train of evenly spaced dots
lag two spatiotemporal texture fields, A and B, at each point passing at some speed s first over (x, y) and then over tjo, q).
(x, y, t) c V

3 and moving a boundary that admita light only For any s, it is easy to adjust the spacing between dota so that
from field A on one side and only from B on the other. Many the output of the Reichardt detector of Fig. Sc signals right-
instances of this kind of apparent motion, including those ward motion, leftward motion, or no motion at all.
proposed by Victor,

1
5 can easily be shown to be micro. Despite the shortcomings of the simple Reichardt detec-

balancedis9 tr, there is something appealing about its fundamental aus-
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upon its region of the retina, and it outputs tbe atuof the
I I weighted contrast values), (ii) the temporal point delas

before the multiplies are replaced by temporal filters, and
placed by tUporal filters Van Sfintell and Spezling2
showed that further additions (e~kg. more temporal filters
added her ndte) dootagetthecapailities of"i

x ERV.a bItwaswidelysawubed titd a d Comotion detec-

erz
4

r 
1

zs (Tis is the assumption called into question by
the demonstration of good apparent motion in drift-hal-
anced stimuli) The simple poinit-delay Reichardt detector
-falls, short of this ideal- it is nost a good Fourier analzer.
The various elaborations of Reichardt detectors can be
viewed as attempts to improve their performance as fre-
quency-doossin power analyzers,

x~y p~qThere is another way to use the Reichardt mechanism as
the basis of a motion-perception model. Indeed,swe shall
observe. it is possible to build a perfect Fourier power ana-
lyzer by using only the simplest point-delay half-detectors

s, aOur main purpose in this section, however, is to provide an
alterniative characterization of the class of drift-balaniced
ran~dom stimuli, in terms of the expected responsesof point.
delay Reichardt detectors to members of this class We

X X prove the following proposition: For any integers 6,. 6,and
6j, form the class CshsjA of all point-delay Reichardt dletec-
tors conforming to Fig. 5c [with (z, y) and (p, q) ranging
throughout Z21 such that (x, y) - (pi, q) = (6, 6,), and call
C;,,,, trivial if either (6,6,) = (0, 0) or 6, '.tr, that is, CitA,,
is trivial if its member detectors fail to separate, either in
spare or time, the points whose contrast they compare. I is
then drift balanced iff the expected pooled response ofe% ery

- nontrivial class of point-delay Rteichardt detectors isO0. We
C now proceed more formally.

Fig. 5. Point-delay Reirhardt detector and ita component haf. Definition 4: Aulocorrelatlon
detectors a. The tigt halt-detector computes the cosarisnce of Letlbarandom timulus. Then forany6(=6%,6,6j)e Z1,
the contrast fluctuations of the input stimulus at point (p, e) with define the aslocorreisf ion, ItI, by
the fluctuations 5, frames easlier at point (x, y): r,Y) and fp, )
regater signal contrast frameby frame. The contrastof the current116,6,61 Ijyilp,,
framse at pixel (p. e) is multiplied by the contrast at pixel (x, y) 6,1164,)-Eix WPq.h
frarsesinthepast. (Tebox labeled6, outputs the inputit recied
6, frAmes ago.) The output from the multiplier is accunulsttd over where the sum is taken ovsr all pairs Cx,y, f), (pt, q,r) c V for
all the friunes 6f the display. b, Isna sundlae fashion, the left haf- which CU, y. 0) - (p, q, r) - (6, 6, 6,,. D-fine the full-
dItetcoomputes the casarisonce of the contrast fluctuations of the detector polaer, R1, by setting
input stimulus at point (x.y) with the fluctuations 6g frames earlier
stpoint~p~q). c, The full point-delay eichardt detector outputs 116, a 6,, 6, -116x, 6", 6,] -1111-3. -a,, 'J1.
the dference hetween the left and right half-detecors A pooltive
response thus sipalo leftsaid mootion; a negative response signals
rightuard miotion. We use III to denote the autocorrelation of I because, for

soy (,6,6,,1,6, 6,,j collects the sum of the responses
tocorrelation principle. Various elaborations of Rteichardt to I of al the half-detectors conforming to Fig. 5b, with 6,
models %ere developed and studied in detail by van Santen delay filters, such that (s, y) - (p, q) - 6,,6). The half-
and Sperling,'=~ who proved that the apparently different detectors corresponding to Fig, 5a are poole I by 11 -6, 6,1 .
models of Adelson and Bergent'iand Watson and Ahumada' Thus 11,16,, 6, 6,1 pools the output of all full Reichardt
%ere essentially special types of elaborated Rteichardt deter- detectors corresponding to Fig. Sc, with (x, y) - (p, q) = 6,
tors (ERDos). All these models retain the basic delay-and. 6,) (and 6, delay filters).
comparenstruiure ofthoasimple detector diagrammed in Fig.
Sc. However, this simple detector is generalired in the fol- Observation 2
lowing ways- Ci) the point detectors at (x, y) and (p, q) are F(,any random (or nonrandom) stimulus Iland any 6 = 6,
replaced by spatial receptive fields (that it, each receptive by, 6,) C Z3
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HAMJ - Hit-63. mFor any random stimulus I, any w. O#, E III,

Teproofi trivial. For nyrd.m-tinsl+(6)
In order to reclaim Fourier motion information from the

half-detector output, note first that, for any random stimu- where the sum is taken ove all integers 6. , and 5, such
lusl, that, ;Oand either 6, 79 0 6r .v 0.

V =, )F - E Ifx, y, tJjp, q.r] Obviously, if

X exp(F(x .-pA + (y - q) +ri(t - 0))), ~ ~ 6,6-,J-
(4) for all 5s, 5,, and6 , indexing the um in Eq. (6), then AA*-,

wherethe sumistakenoverall(z.y.t).(pq,r)c V. We T)-0. Thisproves halfofthe following propoitio.

can now collect terms of the sum in Eq. (4) that have identi-
cal exponential factors to obtain A random simulu is drift balanced iff the expected pooled

V(7(, 0), Hi[s. 6. 6,exrp, ( W+ 63y + i,)), (5) outputfrom every nontrivial class of Reichardt detectors is
0; that is, any random stimulus I is drift-balanced iffwhere the sum is over all % .sp 6s) c V-

Equation (5) shows that point-delay balf-detectors, by E[RI13, Z. ,11 - 0 (7)

themselves, contain all the information about the distribu. for all integers J,, 6. and 61 such that 6, Pd 0 and (6. 6,)
tion of a power in the Fourier domain (because HI depends
on only the output of half-detectors to)). (0,0).

The next definition is useful for proving the main result of Proof
this section. We have already observed that Eq. (7) implies that I is drift

,alanced. It remains to be proved that Eq. (7) holds when-
Definitlon5: Power Difference between Oppositely eer I is drift balanced. Accord:ngly. letQbethesetofall
Drifting Fourier Components (% , 6j. 5,) for which 61 P 0 and (6,, ,) ;d (0, 0). and suppose
For any random stimulus I and any w i,, 1 c BI, set that, for any w0, 8, r c0, 2),

*l.(,O, , 7) - II(W, 8, 7)12 - II(.. 8, -1)V. E[,.(w, 8,7)) 0.

Note that any random stimulus I is drift balanced iff When we take. expectations of both sides of Eq. (6), and
E1,{(, . ) - Ofor all ,, r e (0,20). Some facts about &I multiply each side of the resulting identity by its conjugate,
are worth noting First, we obtain

AAWc, 8.7) - ~(,6, sit6 - Hits.. 3r -hit) E2I,5,(i. C, r)) E[Rjf 6,, 6, 61E[R116, s. 6j]
x exp(j(Ao. + a, + 7b,)) x exp(,l46, -

6
p) + 8(5,- ) + ,(6, - 6.))). (8)

- RIP[s, a,, 631 - 114-., -6,, sit) where the sum is over all (6, 6,), 6, 4~ ) e Q. However,

X exp(j(W5, + 86y + 7S,)) recalling that

F R.% R[6,, 6,lexp(j(w 85, + i6,)), i eP(j(W'(5 - 6p) + 86, + 7(6, - 6,)))dUAd,

where each sum is over all (6 , b,, 6,)e Z. The firstidentity 1s p2_
depends on the fact that L J esp(j.o(b, - 6,))di jo eitp(ja(b, - 6q))&S

Il(., 0, -r)V - E Hi[s, a,, mIexp((A, + 04y - -6,1) X i 7
X esp(jr(6, -,)d

- E 19116,6, -6,Iexp(A,, + 85, + 76,)).L

The seond identity follows from observation 2. 1(2r)' if S. Sp 6y 6 , 6 ,6.
Next note that any term 0 otherwise

(Hits1, 6,sit - 11116, 6, -5j)exp(jGws, + 0y + r,)) we find that when we integrate both sides of Eq. (8) over the
interval 0, 2Z)3 and divide through by (2r)3, % e obtain

in the sum yielding MA r) is obviously 0 ifU, - 0. On the 1 '2 ,
other hand, this term is equal (by observation 2) to E (R'46,' 6,'6,1 I J E2[Aj(w,0,,r)]dwd~de.

(11[,1,, ,, - H,[-6, -6, 6 ,)exp(j(W, + 06 + 7)), where the sum is over all (6,, 6, 6,) e Q. But the right-hand

whichisevidently0if6, •6,0. This goes to show that for side of this identity is 0 by assumption. Thus, since each
any 6,, 6,, 61 e Z, any class of Reichardt half-detectors, each term n the left-hand sum is nonnegative, each must be 0 I
of whose members has (i) no separation between spatial
receptors or (ii) a delay factor of 0, does not influence For current purposes, the importance of the Reichardt-

AIN, 0, '). detector characterization of the class of drift-balanced ran-
The following lemma summarizes these observations dom stimuli (estabhshed in proposition 4) is that it provides
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easy aces to the principal results, concerning the crliicl On the otherband, if (ry) pe (x',Y') and t od e', 's kvariance
subdaw; of drift-belanced randoms stimUli that we call Eli- and mirblnens;together imply that
crobalanced. 71 isath;focs ofSection & 1fX.y.tl1lx' . ArSi )

S. M OBAL&ED ANDO STM Animportant property ofimicrobelanced random stimuli
Consider& the following two-framne-block s#timulusS. In that sets them aipart from the more general class; of drift-
frsnieblock0,sabrightspot (csllitspot) appeart 'in frame balanced random stimuli is explained in proposition?.
block LspotWdisappears. and twonew spot appear. one On
each side of spot 0. On the one hand, it is clear (from Proposition 7
proposition4)thatSsdriftbaanced. Ontheotherhand,it 7he product of independent microbaslanced random stimuli
is equally cleor that aFouier-based motio detector i~hoee Iland J ismicrobalanc/si

*spatial reach encompassed the loiation of spar 0 and only
&ie of the flashes, in frs ne block I might he stimulated Proof
strongly ina fixed direction by S. Although S isadrift bal- For any (r. Y, 0.(zW,30 e-Z

3
,

anced, some local Fourier motion detectors would he stimil-
latedstronglyandstematicallybyS. These detectors can -EJxyt1x', l
he selected differentiay by spatil windowing, and thereby - E[Ifr. y. tJIfx'. Y. tl]E[Jx. y. t]J4x'.Y. tli
a drift-balanced stimulus S can he converted into a non-
drift-balanced stimulus. -E[Pix. y, tJlx',Y. tj]E[Jlx, y, tJx'Y. tl]

In this section we introduce'the class of microbalanced - EjjjX, .tj,'.,j I~
random stimuli, asubclasof drift-balanced random stimi~di,
any member lofshich is guaranteed not to stimulate Fouri- Earlier in this section we showed, by using the example of
er-pov~er motion detectors in any systematic way, regardless a single spot splitting into two adjacent spots, that a drift-
of any space-time-separable window interposed betweens I balanced random stimulus (S) can systematically stimulate
andthedetector. Asseshallprosein proposition bhelow, f motion detectors that operate on restricted regio-s of S.
possesses this property if Isatisfies the following definition. With proposition 8 we shall establish that all and only those

random stimuli that are microbalanced avoid the systematic
Definition 6: Mlcrobalanced Stimulus stimulation of all local (and global) Fourier-power detector.
Call any random stimulus I rnicrobalanced iff. for any The following lemma eases the proof of this important fact
0( , t) 41'y' A' 0E Z

E(I~~y~]I~',yt'J E[~x~~tl~x'y',]Lemma 3
Ef~j, y tllx'.y', Efl~. y tl~x'.y. fl. Any microbalancedl random stimulus is drift balanced.

Obviously, for any random spatial function (and temporal
random function g, Proof

Let I he microbalanced. Rom proposition 4, 1 is drift hal-
E[x~yjgltjffr'.yJgt'J E[Ijx,ylgj1'lfxz',y'jgtJ, anced iff EEH,[i,, A,, 4,11 - E[Hl[i,, A,, -bill for any offset

yielding the following proposition. %.i A,, 6A) c V, such that (8,, Aby) Pd (0, 0) and A1 Pd 0.
However, since I is microbalanced, we note that for any such

Proposition 5 6,A,,A)
Any space-time-separable random stimulus is microba- E[H[66 ,11 - E[E l~x, y, tII[x - A., y - 6., t - 3,11
lanced.

A related result in stated in the next proposition. - EfIjz, y, £ilx - 5, y - A6, t - 6,11

Proposition 6 - E[1ijx,y, t - 6,111z - 6.. y - 6,, t)]
Any invariant microblasnceel stimulus I isspace-time-sepa- -E~j~,t-A~x-Ay-5, 1
rable. E ia 6,4 6. 6r1

Proof - EfE lix, y, tIlix - 6,,y - AS, t + A,11
If I - 0, thcre is nothing to prove (since, obviously, 0 is = [,l, , M
space-time separable). Otherwise we chose apoint (z', Y,t)
o Z', for whichlIjx',y, iisO0, and, for all (x,y,t0 eZ',we where each of the sums is over all (U,y, t) c Z. I

defineWe can now state tht main result of this section.

and Propcsition 8
For any random stimulus 1, the following conditions are

g(t) = s,~.t*equivalent:~

If either (,y)- (x',y')orl I t', then immediately we obtain I ' I is microbalanced.
11. For any spsce-time-sepsrahlo function W. WI in drift

1[~,t) - f.ry8g). balanced.
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Proofiioi
Firswprothcnditioul implieconditionL' _Asume The (spatiotiiziiora]) convolution o w needn i
--hlis is as~ed. V;proposition 5. W is also, micro- crobalaced ranecan simuli two miirhlnepedet
balanced; it tusa follow,& proposition 71 that WI is zoicroba-

'od and hence driftalne (from lemma 3).- Proof
Next we Prove thatnrot condfition I iplies not condition It is convenient to write

IL Supethatlioicro!lacedthefeaoe (Z'y,

(x',y' ,1 x'i. - t

[Note thalthis in~equality implies that (x, A Pd'(:Y)gandt for a sum in which each of the -variables a, ranges over all
,e t'.J Letf assign Ito (x,y) end (',yl), and letit assign 0to integers. For any independent random stimuli Iland Jand
all other points ofVz;and letg assignlItot and tand 0 6all any (x.y t), (z. Y0 e V,

thier points of Then the function (gi is zero iverywhere * Ll*
exceptatthepoints (x,y,t), (x.y,tV),(z,y,t,and (',y',t'.
It ii obviouis, from proposition 4, that fgl is not drift bal- 1 lxpyqtrjp9ranced. In particular, E[lz.-LtJP~

-[:e.f 'y - y. t - tii

E[[,y, tlIlx',. tj] X p. j(-q -rj , ,

9, Eljx, y, i Il[x'. y', t)]

- EjlI, 11x - x' y -, -(t _ t~fl. I ~~ py-qt-rix-'y 't-l

The results stated thus far in this section usould not be [Jpqri','s.
interesting if there were no snicrobalsneed random stimuli XEJp .rjpq.rj
that displO)ed consistent apparent motion. The following
result makes it clesr that, in fact, all the examples of drift- But if. in addition, Iland J are microbalanced, then this last
balanced random stimuli that we considered previously are sum is equal to
microbalanced.

Proposition 9
Let r' be a family of pairwise independent, microbalanced xEJp ,rJ~' ' ]
random stimuli, all but at must one of which have an expec. XEJp ,rjl' ' j
tation of 0, then any linear combination of r is microba-F
lanced. -E E [X x- p, y -q, t' - 'jjp, q,

Proof
Since a microbalanced random stimulus multiplied by a X I 1W - p', Y - q'% it - rljJp', q',,r
constant remains microbalanced, we assume that the linear ew' I
combination is asum; then. for any (x, y, t), (x', y, ±') e Z3, EllfI.Jjx,y, t'Jl . Jlx', Y, t)).

E 5]t tl' , ] Response of Reichardt Detectors to Mficrobalanced
jtr r Random Stimuli

TaoFourier-analytic motion detectors proposed for psycho.

Bill., xy, lhx',.y, t,1. (9) physical date' can be recast as variants fan ERDP- The
itrer ir ERD has many useful properties as a motion detector with-

out regard to its specific instantiation.U-
21

However. whenever) I
5 

Pd. Figure 6 shows, a diagramn of the ERD. It consists of

EiI(x,y, t]Jlx',Y',t'll - Ell[x,y, t]JEJ(x'.Y, t')J - 0. spatial receptors characterized byspatial functions!3 sndf2,
temporal filters gi. and 92', multipliers, an adder, and an-

Thus Eq. (9) becomes other temporal filter h-. The spatial receptors, (i -1, 2)

ZXE[Ir.y, 1h1x',y',tOf - I Ellx, y, till~x', y. til acton the inputstimuluslIto prduce intermediate outputs,
icr ler lJ fxy]xyi)

lE x, t') Y~Jx, '. 1 At the next stage, eachb temporal filter p, transforms its
It( r ir I input y, (i, j - 1, 2), yielding four temporal output functions

Next v6 e secure the analog of proposition 2. gjy,. The left and right multipliers then compute
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Ii .I-2 DI] - 7- gt[ulg2ttifm,amf2 p,qf.u.p~qx v

I " X If['YB.-'uIfIp'qB.- tl-Ix'Y'B-tIp'q'B-ull"

1* 92 92 91 -However, if I is microbalanced, then (by definition 6) the
expectation of the square-bracketed difference is 0, and
hence E[D[B]] = 0 for any B c Z, implying the following
proposition.

X X
Proposition 11
The expected response of any elaborated Reichardt detector
to any microbalanced random stimulus is 0 at every instant
in time.

Microbalanced random stimuli, then, compose a subclass
of drift-balanced random stimuli with special importance
for the investigation of non-Fourier motion perception. In
general, the fact that a random stimulus I is drift balanced
does not entail that all local areas off be drift balanced; that

Fkg.6. DiacranoftheERD. Letlbea randomstimulus, then, in is, the window over which the Fourier power analysis of I is
esponsetol.forg - 1,Zthe box containing the spatial function fZ2 carried out is critical to the drift-balancedness of L This

- outputsthetemporalfunction.f,, yIln, y.l,eachof constraint is escaped by microbalanced random stimuli (as a
the boxes marked g,. outputs the convolution of its input with the consequence of propostion 8). a random stimulus I is mi-
temporal function g,.Z - R; each of the boxes marked with a × crobalanced iff, for any space-time-separable function W,
outputs the product of its inputs, the box marked with a - outputs the random stimulus WI (the result of windowing I by W) is
its left input minus its right, and the box containing h . outputs the
conolution of its input with the temporal function h Z - R. drift balanced.

Is, .yJlJ[g2 *Y21t)i, g, y2111rg2 ydt)], 9. RECOVERY OF MOTION FROM
MICROBALANCED RANDOM STIMULI

respectively, and the differencer subtracts the output of the
right multiplier from that of the left multiplier Nonlinear Transformations H)othesis

The most plausible explanation for the recovery of motion
Dill - jg * Y11l1g12 dYl - 191 y1 [t211g2 •y AtIl from drift-balanced random stimuli posits one or more non-

linear transformations that are routinely applied to the visu.
The final output is produced by applying the filter h -, whose al input signal to generate a new signal, which is then sub-
purpose is to appropriately smooth the time-varying differ- jected to ordinary frequency-domain power analysis.
encer output D. Consider, for instance, random stimuli such as those de-

In the following discussion, we write scribed in demonstrations 1, 2, and 5 (Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4e),
whose motion depends on spatiotemporal modulation of
noise contrast. For concreteness, we focus on 1, the con-
trast-reversing bar of demonstration I (Fig. 4a). Theappar-
ent motion exhibited by I might result from a power analysis

for a sum in which each of the variables a, ranges over all in the frequency domain of a rectified version of the original
integers. Given a random stimulus I as the input to the signal for example, a transformation of the signal I such as
ERD, the output of the differencing component at time B is R1, St, T-, or Tr, where

D[BI g 
1 1

u y Bll[-,y,B - u (i) RuJx,y,tJllI[x,y,tJI (full-wave rectification),DIE - ~,gru,~,,ir~i ty, i,1 (ii) S,[x, y,I '1=IIx,y, 1
(.1 O.YX . (full-wave power rectification),

(iii) Ti*[x,y,t fmaxlJx,yt],OJ
X[ g,[tIZf [P, qhhp,qB-1t (positive half-wave rectification),

L P (iv) T-lx, y, tl minllx,y, 1,0O
- [ ,fp, ql[p, q, - ul ](negative half-wave rectification).

Rtand Si both transform I into a rectangle moving in aseriesfZ I I II t], ofbriefsteps from left to right, while Tt*and T1-map Iinto

[ Igtil Y)I'f asimilar such moving rectangle, which randomly disappears
g L.' 

0
'y and reappears in the course of its left.to-right traversal.

L-'" The MFFC principle applied to any of these transformations
which can be rewritten as of I would indicate motion to the right (see Fig ?a). In the
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separable full-wave ERD
linear filter rectifier

Fig 7 Consequences offull-wave and half-wave rectification, a. Space-time representation of traveling, contrastreversing bar. fuiwave
(Wo) rectified representation. and positive (hw) and negative (hw-) half wave rectified representations, showing that either of these
rectificationssufflce toexpose the motion to Fourier motion energy analysis. b, Space-tme representation ofa traveling contrastreveral of
a random bar pattern, full waie (fw) rectified representation, positive (hw) and negative (hw) half-wave rectified representations, showing
that none oftheserectificationsexpoesmotion, The analy sis system for second order motion stmuh is shown in the bottom row. cthesignal
As linearly filtered (the ompulse response of an appropriate space-time-separable linear filter i shown). d. th- filtered signal as full wave
rectified, and e. it isnubjeted to motion energy analysis )e g by an ERD). Thisisasufficient euence ofoperations to expose the directional
motion in all the demonstrations of this paper.

realm of spatial ssual perception, rectification transforms- contrast-reversal J defined in demonstration 3 (Fig 4c).
tions were proposed by various authors to mediate boundary Full-wave rectification of J yields a constant output. Half-
formation and texture segregation,' 2 Logarithmic inten- wave rectification merely yields another drift-balanced ran-
saty compression was also proposed,2t because of its phys- dom stimulus T - (J + 1)/2 and T.- - (1 - J)/2. These
iological plausibility,although it is less effective than rectifi- relationsare illustrated in Fig 7b. The motion ofJdoes not
cation. emerge directly from any of these forms of rectification.

Although any one of the rectification transformers would For the traveling, random contrast-reversal J (demonstra.
expose the motion information buried in I to frequency- tion 3, Fig. 4c), a time-dependent linear operator such as
domain power analysis, the same is not true of the traveling temporal differentiation is required ti transform it into a
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signal from which motion information can be extracted after tual stimulus features that are not anticipated by the experi-
rectification. (Indeed, the partialderivative of J with re- menter. Responses to random stimuli represent the re-
spect to time is L) sponses to the properties that distinguish a class of stimuli,

Consider the space-time-separable bandpsss filtering and these tend to be more general and more readily specifi-
that is usually assumed to occur inlow-level visual process- able than the properties of a single stimulus. Thus, by
ing. If such linear filtering weri applied to any of the dem. generalizing the notion of a stimulusto that of a random
onstrations considered in this paper, and if it were followed stimulus, we obtain a much more extensive and adaptable
by any of thi rectification operations considered above, it iet 6f tools for studying perception.
would suffice to expose the motion of any of these demon- In the study of motion perception, microbalanced random
strations to Fourier power analyiis. 'Figure 7 illustrates the stimuli play a crucial role: 'they avoid the complications
sequence offiltering, rectifying, and motion-power analysis. irtrodded by the spatial vindowing that is unavoidably
A central issue concerning drift-baisoced raidom stimuli performed bymotion-perception units. Avoiding the possi-
thus emerges:- given the (largely unexplored) range of drift- hIe artifacts of windowing is particularly important in inter-
balanced random stimuli that elicit apparent motion, what preting the responses of single visual neurons. Only a mi-
is the simplest array of transformations of the input signal crobalanced random stimulus is guaranteed to contain no
that suffices to expose (to frequency-domain power analysis) consistent Fourier componeits, regardless of how that stim-
the motion information carried by all the various types of ulus may be centered or fail to be centered in a given neur-
drift-balanced random stimuli? on's receptive field or in the observer's field of view. It is

possible for drift-balahced (but not microbalanced) random
What is the Purpose of Having Detectors for Drift- stimuli to produce systematic Fourier motion components in
Balanced Motion? receptive fields of particular neurons that happen to be
From a systems point of view, there is a problem in linearly placed advantageously with respect to those stnuli. Only
combining the information from many linear sensors (for microbalanced random stimuli necessarily require non-Fou-
example, motion-sensitive sensors) because there is nothing iec operations in order to yield motion perception.
gained by the combination that could not have been accom- An invariant stimulus is microbalanced (thereby avoiding
phshed by a single, large sensor. For an advantage to be the windowing problem) only if it is space-time separable
gained from the combination, this information must be non. (proposition 6). Unfortunately, there are no examples of
linearly related to the input. Nonlinearly computed quanti- space-time-separable stimuli that yield a strong, consistent
ties such as power and information are combined most use- perception of motion. Thus random microbalanced stimuli
fully In many classical detection problems the ideal detec- that yield strong perceived motion offer a unique tool for the
tor is a pover detector; that is, the power of the component investigation of non-Fojrier motion perception.
elements is summed to form the decision variable.M
When it comes to detecting motion, it would be surprising if
generally similar considerations did not apply in combining 11. NON-FOURIER STIMULUS ANALYSIS IN
information from various locations of the visual field and OTHER SEP:. RY DOMAINS
from detectors of various sizes. Indeed, the MFFC theories
normally use motion detectors that compute Fourier pow- Spatial Vision
er.1

"
6 One-dimensional motion stimuli in (x, t) can be represented

Assuming that evolution chooses detection modes because as two-dimensional stimuli in (x,y). From the point of view
oftheir advantages, what issurprisingabout the detection of of systems analysis, the (x, t) and (x, y) representations are
drift-balanced motion is that the advantages of nonlinear equivalent, motion in (x, t) is equivalent to orientation in
combination are already available at the earliest stages of (x, y). There are inevitably some physical restrictions that
sensory analysis. Ultimately, to appreciate why this is so apply in the time domain,

2 
so that x and t cannot be so

requires ecological analysis of the visual world. Obviously, symmetrical with respect to each other as x and y. For
the ecological problem cannot be resolved by armchair spec- example, in human motion detectors, summation over time
ulation On the other hand, given that combination mecha. (of comparator output) occurs within a single detector, sum.
nisms operate with rectified inputs, it is not surprising that mation over space occurs between detectors.
the mechanisms that detect drift-balan-ed motion seem to The space-time asymmetry in motion can be made obvi.
beof much larger scale than the Fourier mechanisms." A ous by adding two gratings. Thus, when a drifting sine-
possibly related observation is that the apparent motion in wave grating of frequency (w,, ,) is added to a stationary
various drift-balanced random stimuli that we have consid- sine pattern of frequency (w,, 0) (a standing grating), the
ered here tends to diminish with the retinal eccentricity of apparent motion is normally visible, when it is added to (0,
the presentation 11 However, it remains to be determined Wa) (a uniform, flickering field), the apparent motion may
h)w much of this drop-off of apparent motion should be either be normal or be reversed, depending on the phase
attributed to the effective decrease in visual spatial sam. relations.' In the space domain, beth combinations are
pling rate with retinal eccentricity, equivalent.

The fact that all the (x, y) spatial illustrations in the

10. UTILITY OF RANDOM STIMULI AS A figures of (x, t) motions were visible as oriented textures

RESEARCH TOOL demonstrates that the same or similar nonlinear dynamics
are involved in the extraction of orientation as are involved

A general advantage of random stimuli compared with re- intheextractionofdirectionof motion. Indeed, %ehaveyet
pealed stimuli is that the responses to a repeat,.d stimulus to discover an (x, t) stimulus that is perceived as moving and
might be mediated by any of its features, including artifac- that is not perceived as oriented texture in an (x, y)
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representation. This suggests that the human array of pat- microbalanced iff, for anyspace-time separable function W,
tern-analytic detectors is at least as rich as the motion- the product WI isdrift balanced. Thus I sjuaneed to
analytici array. avoid aystematically stimulating aiy Fourier power mction

mechanisms encounteringlthrough any space-tme-separia.
Audition- ble window. -It was prived that (proposition 5) any space-
Obviously, a one-dimensional signal, such as an auditory time-separable random stimulus is microbalanced; that
signal (which depends only on time), cannot be driftb-al- (proposition 6) any invariant microbalanced stimulus is
anced., Nonetheless, certain iuditbr phenomena bear a space-time separable; that (prolp~ition 7) the product of
resemblance to some of the visual ffects thatwe haeb

l
en two independent microbalanced random stimuli is microba-

considering. lanced; that (proposition 9) any linear combination of pair-
It has long been recognized that the auditory syst m ana. wise independent microbalanced random stimuli, all but at

lyzes sound.pressure waveforms into their component sinus- most one of which hai expectation 0, is microbalanced; and
oidal frequencies and that these frequency components cor- that (proposition 10) the spatiotemporal convolution of two
respond, at least t6 a first approximation, to the sensation of independent microbalanced random stimuli is microbal-
pitch. Indeed, the cochlea functions largelyas a mechanical anced. An implication ofprop sition 9 is that all the dem-
frequency analyzer. In addition to pure frequency analysis, onstration stimuli presented in this paper are not only drift
especially at periodicities below 300 Hz, another mechanism, balanced but alsomicrobalanced. Finally (in proposition
periodicity analysis, also comes into play. One of the best 11), we showed that the expected response of any elaborated
demonstrations is an experiment by Miller and Taylcr.M Reichardt detector to any microbalanced random stimulus is

Some background facts about this experiment are useful 0 at any instant in time.
here. A broad-spectrum noise N is a random function of In light of earlier observations,7-i4 the existence of non-
time such that the expected power of all Fourier components Fourier mechanisms is hardly surprising. Such mechanisms
i N is equal. It is easy to show that any random function N have, however, received no thorough investigation. The
that assigns pairwise independent random variables, all with range of types of such mechanisms has not yet been elaborat-
mean 0, to distinct points in time is a broad-spectrum noise. ed, and their psychophysical properties remain largely un-
Obviously, multiplying any such random function N by an studied. The importance of proposition 3 and the results of
arbitrary nonrandom function f yields yet another broad- Section 8 lies in their utility for constructing stimuli for
spectrum noise, since thevalues assigned byfNremain pair- probing both the nature of non-Fourier motion-detection
wise independent, each with mean 0. mechanisms as well as the interaction between such mecha-

In the experiment by Miller and Taylor, listeners heard a nisms and the band-tuned motion detectors that were the
broad-spectrum noise that was modulated on and off (multi- focus of most previous research.
plied) by a square wave of frequency f. Thus the stimulus
generated by Miller and Taylor had a uniform expected APPENDIX A
power over all temporal frequencies. When /was less than
-10 Hz. the perception corresponded to the physical reality In this appendix we verify that E[II(,.w, 0, 7)121 exists for any
of interrupted noise. At frequencies between 40 and 200 Hz, random stimulus/and any w,0, r e IR (which was presumed
the interrupted noise was perceived to have a pitch that in definition 2). Let D - (x, y, t) e ZSIl[x, y, t o 0), then
corresponded to the interruption frequency. That observ-
ers perceive a pitch implicates some mechanism other than
frequency analysis. Whereas a rectifying nonlinearity was E[I1li. 0, r)1

2
j - f ix, y, t~ilp, q, r)

not proposed explicitly by Miller and Taylor, it is the obvi-
ous intermediate step in periodicity pitch perception. x expUi(s(x - p) + 8ly - q) + n(t - r))lf(i)di

12. FINAL REMARKS - I j i[r,y, tip, q, rlf(i)di

We have given precise definition to the notion of a random
stimulus and focused our attention on the subclasses of x exp j(w(x - p) + 6(y - q) + e(t- r),
drift-balanced and iicrobalanced random stimuli as being
especially interesting for the study of visual perception. We where each sum ranges over all pairs of points, (x, y, t), (p, q,
first sho%%ed that the (spatiotemporal) convolution of inde. r) e Zs. Note now that
pendent drift-balanced random stimuli is drift balanced.

Proposition 3 (which states that the sum of drift-balanced i~xystjpqrlf()di - Ejlixyt]Ipq,r]j.
random stimuli is drift balanced when the elements areI,
pairwise independent and all but at most one h ive expecta-
tion 0, the non-0 element being invariant) and proposition 9 However, as a consequence of the (probabilistic version of
(which states a similar result for microbalanced random the) Schv artz inequahtyw we note that
stimuli) provide access to a large family of empirically useful
drift-balanced random stimuh. Instances that display E[Il[x, y, ell[p, q, r]] < (E[lix, y, titiEilip, q, rill)i.
striking apparent motion may be constructed readily.

In Section 8 %e introduced microbalanced random stimu- However, by the definition of a random stimulus, the two
h, a distinguished subclass of drift-balanced random stimuli expectations on the right-hand side of the inequality exist
defined by the following property. A random stimulus I is Hence E[I(w, 0, 7)11 exists for all W 0, 7 a IR.
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APPENDID' '

jithisa append ix we prove lemnma I, which is as follows: y, t - d,,x,y) (cos(p,)hjt1 - sin(p,,)k1tI),

Iet eai ndom'a it a ;lt teon'oast0o
pa.4 so*Be nen anoati~l;te where, in each case, d., h.,, and k., are all real-vilued fujic.

tions that equal zero at all but a finite number of points of
E[1IS15 

;~) [U X7 EjRi, their respective domaino. I is then drift balanced.

wheriNg j! -41 for eachl I 0. Fori !0.,1, -. , M7 1, termmi ofl ia pace-time separable
,aid hence drift balanced. Moreover, for each m the expe'C-

First we write tationsofsnf$0 ) and cos(pJ are bc'hO. Thus the expects.
tion of each term of the sum yielding I laO; the result follows

S - J (EB ,). fromx proposition 3.3

ICO We apply lemma Cl to prove the following corollary used
The linearity of Fourier transformation then yields in constructing stimuli for demonstrations 4 and 5.

S - I (E, +,,). Corollary Cl
/go For M,N c Z+, let p, pl . pm, be psirwise independent

Thus random variables, each uniformly distributed on I-r, r);
then, for any r, , t c Z,'deflne the random stimulus I by

II [(5)+ R,(!R4 )e + 21VRj)* + AVI(Epj)*, setting

where the sum is over all!1, J c0(. 11-i N-1
Note first, however, that. whenver I Pd IJ, if, - d.jx, yjp,4ljcos(q,t1 + p.,),

+ R(Z'4  +ER~) +J~E~ - ~ 'here, for m - 0, 1,.,M - 1, and n -"0, I_.N - 1, the

since l and Jare independent and functions d,,p, and q,,,, ace cool valued and zero at all but
a finite number of points of their corresponding domains. I

EIR) -E((R)j - 0. is then drift balanced.

Moreover, whenever I - J, Proof

E(E,(EX) + + Rlv + R E)RI We recast Isto as to apply lemma Cl:

5(, + EjR,(R,)*j. 1(r. y, t)- d,,,x,y) P.A

Thus .- Q -0

X (cos(q,,1j)cos(p,,) - sin(q,tdj)sin(p,))
EIIS121 - , £ jtE5 + XI EI9Ar M-1

411)" Ie . d,.(x, yj(h,,,)icos(P,,) - kQIlsin(Pj))

/,a~ for

E--I

APPENDIX C ~II=~p4~i~,~t)
In this appendix we prove that the random stimuli G and H
of demonstrations 5 and 4 are drift balanced These ran-
dom stimuli stem from propositon 3. To moke the bridge Proof Thai lf(Demonstration 4) Is Drift Balanced
explicit, weashall need to derive a corollary (CI) that depends H contains N frame blocks indexed 0,1L.,N - I, each
on the following lemma, composed of M rectangles indexed 0,1.M - I from left

to right. Let Po. pi..PM-1 be psirwise independent ran.
Lemma Cl dom variables, each uniformly distributed on )-:, r). Let C
For M ( V, let the random variables ftp, . PM-i be bo a contrast value. We can express H as follows. For m
pairNise independent, each uniformly distributed on [-r, 0,1I.,M -, let d,,),y) - Ifor (x, y)inthe mthrectangle
r), then, for any x, y, t e Z, define the random stimulus)I by and 0 elsewhere, and for n - 0,1.__N - 1, let g~jt] - I in
setting the nth frame block and 0 elsewhere; then
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Spatial-frequency hands in complex visual stimuli:
American Sign Language
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Dyniamic images ef idvdual $1.1. of Amercan Sipn Languate (ASLI ujit a rrsslciim of 96 Y64 pitels evre
bandpass filtered in adjactat frequency bands. Inctftiilty was detrmin by testing d subjets M*uen in
ASL The fo ow reslwerotained.& )yty a~trrq ead~s~b
spaia bamdpas filters, it was possible to divide the or"-nlsga nofu ifeetcmee ad fhg
intelligibihty ()h rdeprlfesas'm-spr eybsnen-bns (IThe

perfomiane. the ratio of root-zsean-squa-e signal amplitude to noise amplitude, slnwas the same foe bands 2,3.
and 4andligher forband L (4) 1Thile vsixtut i andireadded i~eeaalg~tnigbitad-
santage for signals in he sintband (i - j) compared awihsignals in adjacet bandsand4 foisigalS in adjacent
bands compared with sigrals in distant bands.

INTRODUCTION ASL for corrmunication.' Mo.re than two million Aseni.

Much has been learned about how the pailfeuny cans are unable to understand speech evn with a hearing
tomponts of simple Visual stimuli, in ocmia aid; many of these would benefit by hsaving a sisual commu-tno- niscation channel to a-d their utilization of residual hearing.ttbttvisual responses. Most of whatiwe know is con- The problem is thatavailable. affordable channel capacity is
corned with simple stimuli near their threshold.' For exam- limited, and compressin mgst tlz hsrpct fi
nits ahre nsmle einc tht detetione ofasimpse(misual ciently requires a better understanding of hove frequency

nism) ae i~oled n te deecton f smpl viual components of complex images contribute to their intelligi.stimuli-different channels at different retinal spatial fre- brlity aswell as better methods of image comprsion.74-
quencies.' Itias belieed that, at threshold, these channels This study is concerned with how the visual information in
sum their information probabilistically. Whether achannel component spatial-frequency bands of a complex visual Sig-
that subserses one spatial frequency inhibits channels that nal. ASL combines to facilitate or to interfere with the

6ulserve other frequencies is unclear; different results are intelligibility of ASL Therefore first we attempt to estab-
reported for different procedures.' lish four spotial-fcequency bonds having approximately

Much of the visual research is concerned with spatial eqainligbitfo S Scndu msrehee-
freqences a thy ae prducd attheretna. he is- poral characteristics of each of these bonds. Third. wecriminability of stimul; that are well above threshold, and study how .atious intensities of noise in frequency handexpl:citly limited by external noise, is independent of view- interfere with signals in band j. Fourth, we determine how

ing distance (retinal angle) over a wide range.3 4 
Noisy sig- we aignals in band i combinew-ith weak signals in bondi to

nals are discriminated equally at vastly different retinal facialitatle prception.
frequencies, and their perceptual properties ore bes. charac.
terized by cycles per object rather than cycles per degree of
visual angle. EXPERIMENT 1: BANDS OF EQUAL

In a visual communication channel for complex, dynamic INTELLIGIBILITY
visual stimuli, such as American Sign Language (ASL), the
limitations are related to stimulus noise and to stimulus Thepurpose ofenpcriment I isto deriveanumber ofopatial-
aubsampling rather than to low contrast, that is, the intelli- feunyflest rdc adasALsiuifo h
gibility of these ASIL stimuli is limited by esternal distor- freqe igins o ptimuci. Eachbndshousdh mueappromte

tresmodle asnoseraherthn b itenal noise Such ly equal, and moderately high, intelligibility Preliminary
limitations will probably be characterizcd by object spatial woksgetdhafuruhhnswolhepsiefr
frequencies,

5 and almost none of the previous literature on %oksgetdta or= ad ol ep~il o

spatial-frequency interactions in vision is directly applica- u stimuli.

ble Therefore, to design optimal communication channels Mto
for transmitting dynamic complex stimuli, there io no alter. Mto
native to stodying them directly. original Stimuli

From a Practical Point of view, visual communication The stimuli consisted of isolated ASL signs displa~ed at 30
channels would be immedistely useful to the several hun- frames per second (fps) on a television raster monitor
dred tho~usand hearing-impaired individuals who rely on Signs took 2-3 sec and consisted of 60-90 frames A stan-
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ctgre:easymedium~anddifflt. Signsineacheate.
goyedistsibuteeinntobaconditios Further,

a baanced 1atin square block design was wed so that each-I. sign was processed in each frequency band. iAe.. four com-
plea stimulus video tapes were prepared, each of whsich
contained all the experimental ASL signs but distributed

1 2 3 4 into dliffereint. filter groups. Eight subjects -ee run, two
orig 1 2 3 4 sulets for eachcellof the stin squame

Flg.2. TeSLineruedibads-4. IlseWlifuaage
isthenfilredeigtnt. Results

Filterset3ielded fourbandswith intelligblitiesthatwere
moreneslyequalthanthoseoffltersetl.butitliibity

I wrs still not compl0etely uniform across bands. Intelligibil-
ity ranged from 66% in band 1 to 67% in band 3 (Fig. 3)

001 Although the four bands of filter set 3 %ere not equally
intelligible, they viere sufficiently dose to equal that we
could move forward with the main experiments to investi-
gate howsignals in different bands interfere with and facili-

Z I ~tate one another.

EXTERIMENTZ THE TEM1PORAL-FREQUENCY
L SPECTRUMN

S Here we address the question: What is the temporal power
SPAn$_.eopaUrPzY W spectrum of the signal in each of the spatial bands derived in

Fig. 3. lnsclthiliiby (percentage of correct ASL sign itirira- experimentl? This question is of interest in its own right in
11ionsip as a fosicsion of ihe spasial-frequency band. Curve labeled terms of discovering the correlation of spatial and temporal
I NITIAL .as.;.a.aed in experazent Ia with i1.e filier iet at top af frequencies in the enviroinmentand therefore in defining the
Fig It. curve labeled FINAL %as obtainmed is experiment lb with optimal visual detectors for operating in this environment.
filters at the bottomi of Fig. Isand with improved stimUli. More immediately, %Le will need the temporal data in experi -

ment 3 to create dynamic visual noise that is matched to t he
spatialy band-limited ASL signals in both spatial and tem-

procedure by a proficient signer. The signs mere run in poa freuny
blocks (by frequency band) so that the signer would be To determine the signal poser as a function of temporal
maximally prepared for the type of stimulus to be shown on frequency, eight representati% e ASL signsere selected. At
s trial. the mean spatial frequency mn, of each spatial-filter i of

experiment I (see Table 1, column 6). a small spatial-fcc-
Results quency range Am [AM, = l(s.',or)lM2 - t :5 W. + iY/ <in

2 
+

The average percentages of correct responses in each band ill vus selected for analysts. This is the range of spatial
are shown in Tablec1. As can be seen, performance improves frequencies that best characterizes its spatial-frequency
with increasing frequency, from 3S% in band I to i n band.
band 4.

Exe-mn b itrSet 3 05,[

Procedure 10-
Filler set I did not generate equally intelligible bands. C
Therefore the filters %ese changed according toan algorithm -15 3
that estimated the contribution to intelligibility of every
component frequency and attempted to distribute these
contributions equally among the hands. In addition to in- c; 2 0
telligihility differences among bands in experiment Ia. we I.
noted that there iiere some unfamiliar signs and that these 25
may not have been distributed equally among groups.
Therefore, for subsequent tests. 28 ambiguous signs %%ere
discarded The remaining 72 signs %ere divided into four 30

groups and A ere tested as before. Subsequently, the filters 02 4 to is

uere again adjusted by an algorithm to increase the band. TEMt'OqAt FREOUENCY Hz (LO SCA~LD
width of the bands sith the sorst performance and todimin. Fig 4 The iempoial poster spectrum of ASt. in spatial frequency
mbh the bandwidth of lthe bands with the best performance bonds 14 Theobcissartepresests theitemporal frequency in hertz.
The final filters are shown ini Fig 1. and examples of the the maximum frequency of1liztisdeterm-nedbv the frsmerateo

.0 Hz. The ordinate represenia the average pomer in as annular
filtered stimuli are illustrated ~n Fig. 2 band of temporal frequencies eitracted from a three dimenisional

To make the intelligibility test more accurate, data col- ix. v. ii Forier analsiu o ,eighi representatie ASI sign equentes

lected up to this point %ere used to rankl the signs into three The tine of slope -1 is dross for referenceL
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The spatial range Am., is an annulus in ,-c spatial- atiOn-,therOOt-men.squae (rats) amplitudesofthesignal
frequency space and a hollow cylinder in (a,. ,, c ) spatio, and the noise. These are the square roots of the poaers of
temp ral-frequencyspa-e. Foreverysmall rangeoftempo. the signal and the noise. A set of stimuli illustrating the
ral frequencies fwithin b, the average power (over the noise, the sigas and their combinationsis shown in Fig. 5.
eight signs) was computed at each spatiotemporal frequency
(annularcrosssectionofthecylinder). Th.ewholecomputa. Procedure
tion was repeated for each of four spatial bands i. These The dispay viewed by the subject consisted of two adjacent
data (temporal powerversstempora frequency.,foreachof sequences. On the left-hand side was a noiseless sign in
the four spatial frequencies in,) are displayed in Fig. 4. band i, and on the right-hand side the same ASL sign filtered

Overall temporal power diminishes with increasing spatial in the same band i was combined with added noise from
frequency. Within each spatial-frequency band, temporal hand j; 176 such pairs were presented to the subjects. The
power falls off with an initial slope of approximately -1 on combinatiors of i.j, sIn, and the ASL sign occurred in ran-
the graph of logio (power) versus logl0 (frequency), leveling dom order.
offat high temporal frequencies. Theapproximate parallel-
ism of the temporal-frequency power curves (for different Roting Scale
spatial frequencies) suggests that the temporal-frequency Subjects viewed the noisy and noiseless sequences side by
composition of our ASL stimuli is independent of their spa- side and were asked to rate the noisy one on the following
tial composition. rating scale.

EXPERIMENT 3: CROSS-BAND MASKING BY 0, Cannot detect sign at all;
1, Barely visible signer, but cannot see sign;NOISE 2, Visible signer, some trace of sign;

Typicall). cross-and masking has been studied with simple 3, Can guess at sign, but most features indiscrimmable,
static signals'.s 'a rather than with realistic dynamic stim- 4. Fairly discriminable sign, but some critical features
uli. The purpose ofexperiment 3 is to determine the extent missing

to which dynamic noise in spatial-frequency hand j inter- 5, Visible sign, but poor-quality image,
feres u ith dynamic ASL signals in band i for all 16 combina- 6, Highly discriminable sign with good-quaht image.
tionsofij. = 1,2,3,4. Basically, this requires determining
the performance %ersos the signal-t,-noise ratio in each of Subjects used fractional ratings to describe their judgments
the 16 different hand combinations. Because at least halfa more precisel). The noiseless sequences sened as refer-
dozen values of s/n must be sampled to determine a perfor- ences to help the subjects anchor their responses. Ratings
mance function, this experiment requires detezmination of were collected from three subjects Subsequentl), the s,n
the performance in almost 100 conditions. Since it is im- values %ere adjusted to obtain a better sample of the rating
practical to create and maintain a stimulus set of ASL signs function, and three more subjects were run. In this experi-
large enough for this immense task, a rating procedure was ment alone, the subjects were hearing nonsigners.
used instead that involed intelligibility judgments of only
two representative ASL signs. Results

The stimulus range was quite large, from stimuli in which

Method the subtle details of an ASL sign were perfectly visible to
stimuli in which e%en the presence of the signer was com-

Sttmuli pletely masked by noise. Thus the range of ratings, for any
The signals were the recorded ASL signs "home" and perticularstimuluscondition, asrathersmall 1ithinthis
"flower" from the previously described set. They were fi- range, it was most practical simply to treat the ratings nu-
tered in each of the four bands determined by filter set 3 of merically and to obtain the aserage rating across subjects
experimentl (Fig 1). To generate noise stimuli, we started Ina previousstud.,

5
quaht ratings were obtained for a large

with white Gaussian noise in (x, y, t). In the frequency set of stimuli, a subset of which was then carefull, tested by
domain, thenoisepoerspectrumwasshaped, separatel in formal intelligibility tests The correlation between rated
each of the four hands, to conform to the three-dimensional qualit, and objectisely measured intelligibility was 085
(x, y, t) power spectrum of the signals, that is, within each Considering that the intelligibility-tested stimuli aere a ho-
spatial frequency band, the temporal shape of the noise mogeneous subset of the most-intelligible stimuli, the high
poaer spectrum was matched to the shape of the signal correlation was, in tse authors' aords, "an impressne vindi-
temporal spectrum as determined in experiment 2. cation of the rating procedure" (Ref. 9, p. 364).

Figure 6 shows an example of I of the 16 rating-versus-s/n
Signal Power in a Frame functions for stimulus band 3 with noise band 3. The data
The signal posei in a frame is defined as the veriance of the (mean rating R versus log sn) aere fitted by three-segment
signal luminance oser the pixels of that frame. The signal linear functions (a total of three parameters) constrained as
poaer o,2 is the average poaer of the frames in a sequence follows (sand n are shown as Sand N in all the figures)
kln fact, the power sariation between frames is small ) The In segment 1, the left hand asymptote %as constrained to
noise pow er o,2 is computed similarly, be horizontalatR n0. In segment 3, the right-hand asymp-

tote as s/n - - was horizontal at R - R. Segment 2
Signal-to-Noise Ratio connected segments I and 3 The square deviation of the
The sgnal-to noise ratio s/n is oaoa. Note that here the data from the three-segment fit was minimized b) an opsi-
signal-to-noise ratio is defined in termi, of standard devi- mization program 11 Figure 6 iluitrates the parameter-
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bNI -2 3 4

2f

4

Fig S Eiaroples, of all combinations of hand filtered signals plus band filtered noise a, Ga-issian noise filtered in hands 1-4 fleft to right)
b, Sand-filtered ASL signals plus band filtered noise Each rosw represents a single signal hand swith hand t at the top and hand 4 on the bot-
tom. Each column (continuing downward from a) represents a single hand of Gaussian noise 'The leftmost column representa the noise free
signal.

estimation procedure. The single masking effectiveness pia- mask themselves better than they mask any other hand
rameter (s/n)w used to describe each rating function is the Band 3 appearo to mask hand 4 slightly more than it masks
s/n ratio at which the function attains 0 5 times its asymp. itself, hut we do not have a test of statistical significance for
totic height R-. this effect. !=

Figure 7 shows the set of 16 estimated rating functions
that describe the masking of each ASL hand by each of the Masking us a Function of the Frequency Difference
noise bands. The (s/In,)sM~ values derised from the rating heliceen the Test Stimulus and the Noise Mlashing Stimualus
functions of Fig. 7 are graphically displa)eil in Fig. 8, which Sand I is more sensitise to masking by noise in its own band
summarizes thecrosa-hand-coasking data. Ilando l,2.and4l than are frequency bands 2, 3, and 4, which, %hen masking
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themnseles. are a equally effective' that is. let (sJn,) c
represendthe masking effectiveness of noise band jo~n signal
berndi. The points (s~nj)so. i= 2.3,4, are allat the same
level in ig. 8; the-points (sI1n1)so..is much higher. .N

To comnpare band I with the other bands, itis neoesssry to v.
normalize the masking vuinemalility of different bands. 2 ~-
Masking vulnerability is indexed by self-masking (sI,n 2
The normalized masking effectiseness NME is Z;-2 -

NME (u.In,) =(uIn,)awl/($dn.)sua.

Masking as a function of the frequency separation be- -3 .- -

tuseen test and noise bande is illustrated in Fig. 9. Th'e 7 Z
abscissa is the ratio hf., (on aSlog scale), where f(represents ' 4 --- 0_
the mean frequency ofoa band. The ordinate represents the
log of the normalized masking effectiveness. The straight 1 3 4
lines represent a mnirror-symmetric function fitted to the SIGNAL BAND0

Fig. 8& Masking effectiveness of noise bands against signal bands.
Thle abscissa is the signal band Sj, the ordinate is the value of (sin)506 deni% ed fr om the rating functions (Fig. 7) by the estimation proce-S3 ,N dare shown in Fig. 6. The curve parameter indicates the noise3' 3 band. Eimphasized points indicate that the signal and the noise are5- o in the sonme band

4 0,
0.o 05

---------- ~ U-

2 33

1 (S/NL0% A

IN oi

1092 (S3 N 3) z O

Fig. 6. Avtere ratings asa function of signal-to-noise ratio for the " N .Z -
signaltand the noise in band 3. The data are indicated b) circles, the as-$ 111
three-segmnst fit is indicated by the heavylines. The dashed lines 0 i-4 -a -2 -, n 2 4
indicate the procedure for estimating (sln. the abscissa valueL02 f/under the arrow 09 S'N

Fig 9. Normialized cross-band masking as a function of frequency
e __________________ separation. Each band is represented by its in frti4uenc.% f The6abscissa represents the logrof /, The ordinate is the log: of

the normalized masking effetiseness, the sonic data os is Fig 85 ,S
2  with the cars sfor each signal band cussved np so that (sn)s,,. falls

4 at 00 Signal bands o nd noise bands, o re indicated bN I +), the
3 center of the + indicates the platted datum The straight lines

3 represent theoptimalimirror-symmoetric fit tothedata, thelinesare
2 iN 4 3 2 /o , centered above log2'J./f.) -0 46andssith aslope of ±1.11.

- dots and constrained to pass through 0. 0. (The mirror-
symmetric fit is the most convenient for determining wheth-5- S3 S4er there is any asymmetry bet%%cen the masking effective-

4~ nesses of low and high frequencics.) The peak is located to
'4 /the right of zero; the point of symmetry is x - og2(JhIf.)

3 /3N-4' 0.46, which represents a frequency ratio for optimal masking
of 1:138. The slopes of the distance functian are lot 11.

/ Cross-band masking is quite adequately described in
s-. o~eterm, of log frequency separation (lug!, -lsgf,) without the

4 3 2 10 1 54 3 2 1 o necessity of referencing the particular frequencies that con-
LOG2 1S1/N)l tribute to the separation Masking falls off by a factor of

olightly mare than 2 when the frequency separation is du-
Fig 7 Rating fanctions for cross band masking The abscissa is bled, a rsl hti eeal ossetwt aaotiethe signal-to noise ratio; the ordinate is the mean rating, and the 1,1 eutha ognrlycsiThen ih t o tpainecurses represent the three segment best fits to the data Each with much simpler Stimui

1 .i
3

O hergt-fcntrpa
panel represents data from one signal band a,, the curse label Ind, in Fig. 9 indicates that noise frequencies lasser than the
cates the baud of the noise n, ~ signal mask itaslightly better than do frequencies higher than
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the signal. This asymmetry is reflected in all six direct Incontrastconsider theadditionoftwosignalsatahigh
comparisons of masking of signal band i by noise band j lesel of s/n. Within any single spatial-frequency band i,
compared with masking of sigrvs' band j and noise band z. eaen with noiseless stimuli, performance is notso good as in
For i > j, the masking effectixeness NME(sJn,) > NME the original unfiltered source images. Therefore, at a high
(s,). This masking asymmetry is opposite that obtained signal level in band i, adding signals from another band j iswith data from simpler stimuli.;t.2 more effective in improving performance than adding still

Although masking falls off with increasing frequency dis- more signal in band i. Thus different factors are critical fortance between bands, ith sufficient power, any noise band high-intensity and for low-intensity signal combinations,
can obliterate any signal band,'that is, in Fig.7 all the rating and their combinatorial effects are modeled by different
functions were drisen to zero at low signal-to-noise ratios, rules.
Our spatial-frequency filters are sufficiently narrow that To study how weak signals combine, we need a method of
this effect cannot be attributed to common-frequency mask- generating approximately equivalent weak signals. Weak-
ing, which occurs uhen frequencies in the tail of the noise ening a signal by reducing the signal contrast relies on the
happen to fall within the signal band and are so highly observer's internal noise to weaken the signal. Adding ex-
amplified that they change the signal-to-noise ratio within ternal noise2s 

is obviously the better say to control signal
the signal band itself. Most masking between widely sepa- intelligibility. Pavel ef al.24 

showed that for constant s/n,
rated frequencies is caused by nonlinear distortion in the the signal contrast could be varied over a wide range without
display system and the visual system, neither of %hich faith- affecting intelligibility. Indeed, in a preliminary study (see
fully reproduces small-amplitude variations in large signals. Ref. 10, Exp. 4), this result was verified again with the cur-
Both systems, in effect, create masking noise at new fre- rent set of ASL stimuli. Thus, to study how signals com-
quencies when confronted with high-amplitude inputs. In- bine, we may use any signals that fall within the enormous
deed, the two extreme-left-hand and two extreme-right- range of contrasts that is sufficient to overcome internal
hand points in Fig. 9 are at the intensity resolution limit of noise, and we 'ary intelligibility by varying external added
the display system and might ha% e shown less masking effect noise.
(been lower in the figure) had the display system been better
able to render small signal.to.noise ratios faithfully. To
determine whether masking between widely separated fre- Method
quencies also arises from genuine channel interactions
would require bigger interactions than those obserned here. Overview
All in all, the cross-band-masking data obtained with our The first step in the procedure is to compose the spatial-
complex displays are quite comparable with data obtained frequency amplitude spectrum of an external noise stimulus
with sinusoidal gratings. so that it would mask all signal bands equally. Unfortu-

nately, the rating functions in Fig. 7 are not parallel in the
different signal bands, so equal masking of all spatial bandsEXPERIMENT4: ADDING SIGNALS FROM at different intensities is impossible with a single noise
source. Given that limitation, we selected a particular noise

Typically, signal addition has been studied with simple, stimulus to test, first, the intelligibility of weak signals in all
static signals at low tontrast lesels inwhich internal noise is bandsa under th,s noise and. second, the intelligibility of all
domiantlz2

.
22 

rather than with realistic dynamic stimuli combinations of signals in band i gith signals inbandj
at high contrast lesels with high levels of external noise.
The purpose of experiment 4 is to discoser quantitatisely Co s i s i e N o ise De n e t 5

y
how ASL intelligbility is affected when two dynamic signals
from different spatial-frequency bands are algebraically a i-
added. The effect on performance of adding two ASL sig. 02-
nals is an inherently complex matter because it depends on
the signal-to-noise lesel at which the addition is tested o i--
This dependence is derived in part from the psychometric a 23 -
function (performance versus s/n), which is concase up at a. 0 20 L
low intensities and concave down at high intensities, and in t
part from more-complex factors. Thus, at high levels ofs/rn,
performance cannot be improved by further increases in s. "
Insofar as we wish to characterize the efficiency ofa detector 0 so
in terms of internal noise, this would mean that at high input oo' . .
levels, internal noise is proportional to the input.2 1  

o0 1.
At low levels of s, performance in detection tasks typically 00 - . ,

increases with the square of s; i e., power-law detection is 0 05 0 5 s Z 55 3's 5 5 5 c
obtained-.

V-2 Square-law detection is consistent with con. Log 2 Spatial Frequency
stant internal noise, independent of s. Insofar as the square
law also applies to band-limited ASL, doubling the ampli- Pig to Spatial power spectrum of the composite noise used in
tude of a signal in band i (and thereby quadrupling its experiment 4 The abscissa is the log2 of the spatial frequency is

cycles per picture width Ifs. the width, is 64 pixels) The extremepower) might be expected to improve intellgibility more left hand side represents I cycle per picture, the extreme rightthan would adding signal in bandj (which would only double hand side represents 32 c.des per pasture The ordinate represents
signal power). relatise pos er on a linear scale
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1 2 3 4

Fig it Single frames illustrating the stimuli for expetiment 4. The sum of %eak signals in bands iand j plus the composite noise of Fig t0
Composite noise is equall present in :il stimuli. The leftmost column represents single-band signal%, %ith the band indicated b) the number
at the left The other panels represent stimuli composed of tio signal bands, one component band indicated b) the number at the left of the
row and the other band indicated by the number at the top of the column.

Composite Noise lus. All six combinations ofsignal in band i with signal band
From the cross-band-masking data of experiment 3, %e in- j, j p' i, were produced There were four combinations of
ferred a particular composite noise that %ould be expected signal in band i with itself (i e, sin - 0 5) and four stimuli
to reduce weak nignals in all bands to approximately equal with signal in band i alone (sn = 0 25) Additionally, a
intelltgibtlittes. (We use the term composite noise to em- composite signal was composed of the sum of all four bands
phasize that the noise can be regarded as being composed of represented by their amplitude in the s/n - 0 25 condition
many spatial.frequency bands, each with a different ampli- The composite .ignal was tested alone (the control condi-
tude and with a different temporal.frequency spectrum.) tion) and under the composite noise (equivalent to sin =
Full equality of intelltgibility may be impossible with any 1.0) The stimulus conditions are illustrated in Fig 11
composite noise because of the complex cross-band masking
revealed in experiment 3. Figure 10 shows the spectrum of Procedure
the noise that was used The 80 stgns were divided to 16 blocks of 5 signs, balanced

for difficulty. A Greco-Latin square design was used to
signals generate a completely counterbalanced design in which ev-
The signals were 80 ASL signs, basically the same set that ery block of ASL signs occurred in ever) stgnal condition,
was used in experiment lb. They were produced at s,i - and the order of conditions was balanced oser subjects
0 25, where s, indicates the amplitude of signal in band i and This required generating 16 different hour long stimulus
n indicates the rms amplitude of the composite noise stlimu- tapes, one fur each of the 16 subjects run in this experiment
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The viewing and testing conditions sere similar to those suchasparsedesign, soasimplelinear modelwasdeeloped.
described for experiment I and particularly for experiment A subject's score y for a set of five stimulus items that
lb. Subjects aere fluent ASL signers from the community. constitute a condition range% from 0 to 5 and is assumed to
As before, all subjects had good visin under the experimen- be the sum of five terms: the grand mean m, factors for
tal conditions as determined by an acuity test administered condition difficulty c,, the subject's skill s, the ASL set
before the experiment, difficulty a*, and finally a term representing random error

CijAt:

Results Y~jA f m + C, + si + ck + (,4.t
Figure 12 shows the results for all classes of signals confined
to a single band. Atsln = 0.25, intelliibilty in all bands is Condition difficulty ciis estimated by

below 9%. At sn = 0.5. intelligibility in bands 1 and 2 is 1c is

17.5%, whereas performance in bands 3 and 4 is 60.0%. At c= -T Yj"-m=-E y A -i,
sin = m, the conditions run to test the filters in experiment j-k-=

lb, intelligibil;ty rises to 66.4% in the lowest band and up to that is, by averaging over all subjects and stimulus sets in
87.5% in band 3. which condition i occurred and subtracting m. Factors s,

Figuie 13 shows the same data as Fig. 12 plus the six and ak are estimated similarly. The variance o2 of the ran-
additional summation conditions of band i with bandj, i 0 j. dom error c is (1/210) e

2
, where 210 represents the degrees

The points indicated with circles in Fig. 13 are precisely the of freedom, the number of cells (256) reduced by the number
sames/n = 0.5 points as in Fig. 12. Since they do not seem ofestimated parameters (1 + 15 + 15 + 15).
to fall any differently on the curves than do nearby points The rums error a was found to be 0 984. This is approxi-
that represent different bands, it appears that summation is mately what %ould be predicted from the binomial variabili.
quite similar within and between bands. ty of the data if the predictions.,,,A = c, + s + ok were based

on a completely correct model. The standard error of the
Statistical Analysis of the Data mean of the scores shown in Figs. 12 and 13 is d4.92%.
The design of experiment 4 involves three factors: 16 condi-
tions x 16 subjects X 16 stmulus sets. Because each subject Summation as o Function of Frequency Distance betis een
saw each stimulus set only once (and not once in each condi- Bands
tion), only 2.56 of the 4096 possible conditions were run. The amountof intelligibility summationasa function of the
Typical anal)sis-cf-variance designs are inappropriate for frequency separation bet%een component signals can be

100 100
S/N

80 80

L- ...

5 1.4 oN 050 U -4 4
cc 60 c 60

0/ 0 -

zz, -40 / wa 40 ,-'/oJ / 5/.)

cc cc - Y - 2wu -

a 0 / w-
20 o--. .-- 20 "0 . .. :" 1

025 
025

02

2 3 4 2 I
1 2 3 4

SPATIAL-FREQUENCYSPATIAL-FREQUENCY BAND
Fig 12. Data from experiment 4. Intelgibdilty of band-limited
single-band signals in composite noise The abscissa indicates the Fig 13 Data from experiment 4 inteltigibility of pairs of band
band of the signal, the ordinate indicates the percent correct scored limited ignals in composite noise The ordinate, the abscissa, and
by the 16 subjects in the intelligibility test. The curse parameter the curses labeled 0 25 and - are as in Fig 12 The dashed curses
indicates the signal to-noise ratio of the stimuli Theccurvelabeled indicate signals composed of band i indicated on absissat and
- represents data obtained without added noise in experiment I band j eindicated as the curse parameter) The open rcles repre
(with different subjects and a slightly different stimulus set). On sent data fort ffi, the middle curse of Fig. 12 The flat diamonds
the left-hand ordinate, the point S1.4 indicates intelligibility of the represent the addition of nearby signal bands (2 and 3). the tall
noise-free sum signal of band I + band 2 + band 3 + band 4. the diamonds represent the addition of distant bands (I and 4) The
point Si. 4 +N indicates the intelligibility of the same signal plus pairs indicated by diamonds are matched fur the streigths of their
noise lWin - 1) constituent signals
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tested nicely by using the data ofexperiment4. Becauseat asymmetry. noise lower in spatial frequency than the signal
sin - 0.5, bands I and 2 have, by coincidence, exactly the is more effective in masking than is higher-frequency spatial
same intelligibility (17.5%) and bands 3 and 4 have the same noise. When the frequency separation between signal and
intelligibility (60.0%), %e compare the intelligibility of band noise is increased by a factor of 2, intelligibility can be
1 plus band 4 (wide separation) with that of band 2plusband maintained at 1/2 the original signal-to-noise ratio.
3 (smallseparation). These two points are atslightly differ. (5) When two weak signals (sin = 0.25) are added, the
ent intelligibility le% els in Fig. 13; the small band separation intelligibility of the summed signal is slightly greater when
(flat diamonds) at 35% is somewhat higher than the large the tmo signals are in adjacent frequency bands than when
separation (thin diamonds) at 25%, The probability that a they are widely separated bands; and intelligibility is slight-
difference this large would occur by chance, estimated by a lygreater %hen the two signals are identical than when they
one-tail z test, is 0.040. are in adjacent bands. If the signal power-not ampli-

To determine whether it is more efficient to improve a tude-is limited, intelligibility is maximized by dispersing
weak signal in band i by adding more energy in i or do so by the signal power widely across frequency bands.
adding energy in an adjacent band j, we compare the effects
of summing t%o signals at s/n = 0.25. In Fig. 13, the cross.
ings of the cur% es labeled 5 and 4 at the extreme right and APPENDIX A: FILTER-GENERATION
the crossings of the curves labeled l and 2at the extreme left ALGORITHM
indicate that there is a tendency for the sum of band 4 + This algorithm generates K filters that divide frequency
band 4 (1 = 60%) and of band 3 + band 3 (1 = 60%) to be more space (w, and iy) into partially overlapping annular regions
intelligible than band 3 + band 4 (1 - 50%) and for the sums whose boundaries are adjustable. The summed output of all
band I + band I and band 2 + band 2 (both I - 17.5%) to be the filters equals the original input signal.
slightly more intelligible than band I + band 2 (1 = 16 3%). Let K be the desired number of filters. Let LP represent
The probabilities of these differences' occurring under the the Fourier transform of a low-pass filter; that is, I I LP (i.,,
null hypothesis are 0.024 and 0 209, respectively. Taken wy) I I is monotonically decreasing in w. and w. (Thepartic-
together, these observations imply that, with the signal 1ev- ular LP, that are used to feed the algorithm are defined
els studied here, there is a small but occasionaly significant below.) We use the terms center and surround analogously
tendency for component signals to contribute more to intel- to their use in composing difference-of-Gaussian filters; they
ligibility %hen they are closer in frequency. refer to x, y spread functions of the filters The center and

surround components are used as kernels to generate theEfficiency When Signal Power Is Constrained filters. The surround offilter K - i + 1 becomes the center
For practical purposes, when tAo different %eak sisual ASL of filter K - I (the next lower filter in terms of frequency).
signals are summed, the effect of frequency separation on In the sum of all the filters, all the centers and surrounds
intelligibility is small All the factors that might have con- cancel, and the original source image is recovered. The
tributed toa separation effect or an inverse separation effect steps in the algorithm are stated in terms of the two-dimen-
arealmost in balanceat thes/n values investigated here. To sional Fourier transforms of the filters and their compo-
improse intelligibility, given a signal in band i. adding more nents:
signal in any other band j is almost as effective as adding
more signal in i. In these signal manipulations, e are
speaking of signal amplitudes If we were concerned with (1) Define hi, the highest-frequency filter The center
signal power rather than with rms amplitude, then it would of F isdefined to be C5  I ThesurroundofFisdefined
clearly be more efficient to distribute the power over differ- in terms °fLP, (see below) asS1 = I - (I - LPI)',then the
ent bands. Doubling the amplitude within a band quadru. Kth filter is Fx - Cx - Si - (I - LPI.
ples the power, whereas the power of signals in disjoint (2) Do the following loop K - 2 times (i - I, K - 2) to
bands adds linearly. generate, in sequence, the filters K - I, K - 2, ... 2(a) Define the center of the K - i filter as the surround

of the previously defined filter: Cj<., = SK -
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS (b) DefinethesurroundoftheK-Ifilter. Sx-rfil

(1) In low-resolution dynamic ASL images (96 X 64 pix. (I-LP -.)" The surround is a low-pass filter derived from
els), it is possible to divide the original signal into four a generating low-pass filter LPx- chosen so that SK-1 will
different frequency bands, each of which is quite intelligible have A lower cutoff frequency than C, in accordance with the
(67-87% for isolated ASL signs) and each of which could desired partition of frequency space
serve for ordinary ASL communication. (c) Defire the K - I filter as the center minus the

(2' The empirically determined temporal-frequency surround' Fx-K, = Cx.., -S_
spectrum of ASL is approximately the same in all spatial- (d) Increase i, if 1 < K - 2, return to step (a), other-
frequency bands, wise, continue to step (3)

(3) The ratio of root-mean-square signal amplitude to (3) F, - I - EK F, ' S2, that is, Fi is the low-pass filter
noise amplitude, s/n, at which ASL becomes intelligible is that was chosen as the surround ofF 2, it encompasses all the
nearly the same for the three highest bands, but the critical residual signal Note that Y F, =
sin is higher for the lowest-frequency band

(4) The masking of signals in one band by noise in anoth- To begin the algorithm ithF = (0 - LPh), , LPA must
er is governed simply by the ratio of frequencies between the be defined Let LP be a twe-dimensional Gaussian lo-
bands (the difference of the log frequences) There is pass filter whose frequency-domain representation is
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LPxc(w,, wa'r, , cry) = expl-2r
2
(a,'ata' + iirw

2
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Charles Chubb and George Sperling. Processing Stages in Non-
Fourier Motion Perception. Investigative Ophthalmology and
Visual Science, 1988,29, No. 3, ARVO Supplement, 266.

PROCESSING STAGES IN NON-FOURIER MOTI/ON PERCEPTION&.Irte C;.bb arid Geor'e Srli~,ip New York Universi/y
Mwot rccm motion-prmcption models propose deectors thatare more 0. less ..3a ly tuned to stimulus energy at various spatio.tempotal f1.equrcies) lowevcr, it is easy to construct randomstimuli which do :nor systemmaticaljv excite, such Pouierencigyanalytic mEchaisms and which nonetthless display srong consistentapparent motion across independent realizations (CTubb & Sperling.ARVO. 1987). We show that two initial stages, a linear bandpasstilter followed by a reetifier (absolute value. squae) would suffice toexpose the motion information carried by most nonFouriL -juli 1osubsequent Fourier-etnrgy analysis. However we furtherdemonstrate apparently moving Stimuli that would require twosuccessive pairs of linear filtering and rectification stages in order tobe sensed by a Fourier.energy analyzer.
BlOLh 111e OpIUlI ,pdti4l frequency and the Sensiiviily of thenond'ourier mechanism are lower tan those of the Pourier-energymchanism. We use these differences to construct apparently movingstimuli that grossly violate scale invariance: from afar, they are seenmoving in one direction by the Fourier mechanism; from close, theyare seen moving in the opposite direction by the nonFourier

mcchanikm.
2
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George Sperling and Thomas R. Riedi. Summation and masking between
spatial frequency bands in dynamic natural visual stimuli Investigative
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SUMMATION AND MIASKIG BETISEEN SPATIAL FREQUENCY BANDSIN DYNAMIC NATURAL NISUALSTIMULI
Gripr Serh r asd Tnoa R Rid.New York Univerot.y

DynLafic ima;en 0of a I sip e so=L individal signs of American Sign L=ansa
(ASL) wse bindpas filtered in .djaeci spatial frequamy bLAns. IrllAgibility ofa

ome, fr:%tandes and bandniddts offUs spatialt bandpass fters. it 'us possible to dride
Us. otiil signal (96 x 64 pixes) into four adjaent. inaelligible. fre nM- binds wsith

tan frequenes of 3.7.5.15. and 25 cycles per fmae-widldt All bandsu'ere fo.:ndto

Mosngof sg~as i bndi brs~s inbad,(4y4 osd:tions) "as neasoredbIs a
coting =010nd. The posser rato %;*.?!:12 band i. P.4)P,.(s reqnured to PeoDlu~ a
crmron rating response u s fte same for bands 2.3.4 and ts~gher fo. bsand 1 (3 dfrarne.)
ie logont.'m of the nonrnalood arossband esaslang effcanessess 'sos miserse

INpu frequency signals b) lowe frecrieney nse is slightly grate serssli of loa
frequences by ohoh

WeA, signils front bands , and j were Itnearly added and tested for mnelligibiffit).
Intelligibility was sbgbtly greacer for signals in fse same band (. -) veesus adjaent
bands, and for adyacent bands %eess diswot bands. Obiossl). foe torg signals. ad ding
different bands produces ntoe-ieitgible comibinations dunL does increasing power
wsi

5
sn a band
n.: Iigh intellif lsity acbie'ed by Ust oasm' bands of our tou resolution signals

indicates that high-resolinion broad-spectrinnm siptals coeid be decomposed ito tnafl
ronoverappasg frequency bands. each of ssbcet contained sufficitr isfotsttnon fo,
interpecing ASO
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